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A B S T R A C T  

This midy is an example of ethnographie research in the tradition of interpretive 
sociology. It provides a conflict-interactionist anaiysis of the process and nature of 
subcultural adaptation and contribut es to the sociology of deviance, social change, political 
sociology, and the study of everyday Me. 

The subject of this research is an individuai club of an international hunting dog 
organization that registers, trains, breeds, and tests hunting dogs of the ' pointing dog ' variety. 
The club e i ~  for the purpose of establishing and maintainhg an ideal standard for 'versatile' 
hunting dogs. These dogs must be able to detect by scent and 'point' game birds (both upland 
and waterfowl) and 'track' a variety of smaii fbr-bearing and big 'game animals. ' They must 
also be able to 'retrieve' these animals reliably once they are shot by the hunter. 

This group constitutes a unique subculture with a distinctive set of des ,  roles, routines, 
artifacts, and language. As part of the constellation of hunting-related activity, this group of 
sporthg dog enthusiasts is having to cope with an increasingly hostile socio-political cihate, 
one that might be characterized as being iduenced by 'political correctness.' As a 
consequence, this subculture rnay be evoiving into a deviant subculture. ïhis thesis documents 
the process of 'subcultural evolution and adaptation' as it occurred in this club as a result of 
this political correctness trend. 

The main thesis of this research is that in the course of interacting with other subcultural 
groups in the broader society, members of a group of hunting dog enthusiasts have 
acknowledged a relutionship to outsiders that is highly conflictuai. This acknowledgment led 
to an ami'ysis of ouCsiderperspectzves and uctfvities that began with an identification of these 
outsiders, progressed to theorizing about their nature, and culminated in a cntical 
consideration of their perspective. Subsequently, in response to the influence of outsiders, 
members have c h g e d  some of their activities and techniques, dosed themselves off sociaiiy 
and physically fiom outsiders, and conhived a new stance and image in their interactions with 
the public at large. Thus, they have colIectiveIy developed strategies to a@t to outsider 
influence. 

This study employs Howard S. Becker's (1963) weU known 'conflict-interactionist' 
contibution to the study of deviance, 'labelling theory.' FoUowing Robert Prus 
(1987; 1994; 1996), the theory generated by my case study is forrnulated as a set of 'generic 
social processes.' As such, the category of genenc social processes, Reluting to the 



SubcuIturai Mosaic that 1 propose presents a theory of everyday life that is not ody 
'grounded' but also 'generic.' 
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Chapter 1 : 

C O N T E X T U A L I Z A T I O N  

A. Outline of the Chqter 

As a general introduction to the study, this chapter begins with an o v e ~ e w  of the subject 
of the dissertation and a discussion of the problem explored. At this point, the reader is 
provided with the plan of the study. From there, the main thesis is presented dong with a 
brief explanation of the theoretical and methodological approach taken. The chapter 
continues with an overview of the group under investigation, and concludes with an account 
of the histonical development of the organization, and a brief account of the historical 
development of the club From which data were collected. This chapter intends to introduce 
the project and to provide some background Viformation. As such, it seeks to contextualize 
the dissertation. 

The subject of this research is an individual 'club' of an 'international hunting dog 
organization.' nie intention was to study this group as a unique subculture. This non-profit 
organization registers, trains, breeds and tests 'versatile hunting dogs' of the 'pointing dog' 
variety (German Shorthaired Pointers, German Longhaired Pointers, German Wkehaired 
Pointers, Vislas, Weimaraners, four varieties of the French Bracque, Italian Spinoni, Brittany 
Spaniels, Large and Small Munsterlanders, Wkehaired Pointing Griffons, Ceslq Fouseks, and 
Pudelpoint ers). 

The club exists for the purpose of estabiishing, training toward, and maintainkg, an ided 
standard for pointhg dogs: The dogs mua demonstrate 'versatility' in the execution of the 
hunt. A 'versatile hunting dog' must 'search for game.' The marner of searching is highly 
standardized. At the command, 'hie-on,' the dog must 'quarter' and fiequently 'check in' 
with the handier. To quarter is to run in a zig-zag pattern into the wind at the cornmand 
hie-on far ahead of the handler. The dog is to check in often by either looking back at or 
retuniing to the side of the handler for either a repeat of the command to continue or a voice, 
hand, or whistle signal to change direction. The dog must use his strong instinct to 'point' 
once he has located game in forest or field. Pointing involves the use of their keen sense of 



smeU alone to detect game at a distance and then to fkeeze in a standing position. ï h e  point 
should be 'staunch.' That i s  the dog must point with intensity and stylishly extend his neck in 
the direction of the game, usudy with one front leg bent at the elbow, slightly crouched at 
rear, and holding his tail stifhnd high. The dog must also be encouraged and taught to use 
his instinct to 'honour.' To honour, or 'back' is to stay back behind another dog in a point 
position without so much as moving a paw while the other dog completes the hunting 
sequence. It is to point the other7s point. Dogs must be trained to remain 'steady to wing, 
shot, and fidi.' In other words, they rnust reiiably stay in the point position at the command 
'whoa' as the bird is 'flushed' or driven to fly away, shot by the handler, and dropped ont0 the 
ground. Finally in the hunting sequence, the dog is expected to 'retrieve to hand over land 
and water.' On the command 'fetch7 the dog must run or swirn for the fden game, pick it up 
in his mouth, immediately run or swim back to the handler and deliver the game gently at the 
command 'out' or 'give' in an acceptable position, either standing in fiont of the handler, or 
standing or Sitting at a 'heel' (on the left side of the handler). Dogs are also expected to 
'track' a wide variety of upland game birds, waterfowl, small furred animais, and big game 
animals. That is, they are to go to 'find' either live or wounded animais by running with the 
nose on the ground dong a scent or blood trail. Training a dog to perform these tasks reliably 
and with minimal direction fkom a handler is an outstanding achievement. Pointing dogs are 
eager and very willing to please. Indeed, they are considered to be very intelligent in the dog 
world, however, they have a reputation for being rather stubborn, moreso than retrievers, for 
example. 

In local 'clubs,' members congregate for the purpose of sharing training and breeding 
information, participating in scheduled training events, arranging approved breedings, setting 
test dates (for 'Tuppy-" and "Advanced-Hunting Dog Testing"), testing dogs, arranging for 
representation at trade shows (e-g. hunting shows, outcioors shows), and hunting in smail 
groups. Additiondy, at executive meetings, members of the executive cornmittee are 
concemed with identifjmg members' interests and organizational problems, proposing new 
ways to encourage the participation of current members, and accomplishing certain 
administrative tasks (e.g. soiiciting volunteers to report on and be responsible for finding 
judges, test sites, setting up training and handler clincs, publishing a bi-monthly newsletter, 
arranging game shoots and social events, such as picnics, dances, and other fùnd raisers). 

As noted in the next section, people in this club constitute a 'vuinerable group.' They are 
at risk of being labeiled 'deviant' and possibly suiTering some sort of maltreatment as a 
consequence. Because ofthis, the organization's true identity will be protected, as such its 



anonymity must be assured. Consequently, names of perrons have been omitted, the 
'organization' and the individual 'club' remain anonymous, identifying names of the group's 
events and practices, and names of its publications have aii been changed. Names of dog tests 
and Mes have also been altered. Direct quotations from members are cited as interview code 
numbers and little or no personal information that would idente the speaker to outsiders is 
attached to them. Insofar as this has been possible, revealing details have been omitted. 
Although this wiU no doubt interfere with a full ethnography of the group (one which would 
nomally present its own terms to illustrate the group's special character as reflected in its 
language), the interests of this group and its survival must take pnority. 

As a consequence of social change, the activities of this group have fallen out of favour 
with the general public, at least in principle. The reference to "dangerous times" in the 
illustration [below] suggests that members of the 'hunting fratemity' are experiencing social 
disapproval. As such, this ~bcul ture  may be evolving into a deviant subculture. 

The process of 'subcultural evolution' is inherently interesting because it is characteristic 
of what is happening to a large number of subcultures that have found themselves suddenly 
labeued 'deviant.' In any social group or society, there wiil be sub-groups who, partly as a 
consequence of their activities, come to be seen as ''outsiders" (Becker 1963). In certain 
public circles, smokers, mat-eaters, dog breeders, sport hunters, anglers, industrial 
entrepreneurs, loggers, trappers, fbmers, and many others may fd into this category. They 
are experiencing increasingIy overt and sometimes vehernent mord disapproval, and in some 
cases, legal intervention curtailing activities which until very recently were seen as 
unproblematic or irrelevant to members of the generai public. In the past several years, a 
group that was once part of the 'rnainstream' of North Amencan me, those that are part of the 
' hunting subculture, ' have increasindy come to be seen as and labelled 'deviant . 

As a consequence of being part of the constellation of hunting-related activity, sporthg 
dog enthusiasts are being innuenced by a particuiar set of social issues and current events that 
affect the functions and persistence of their recreationai groups. From the activities of social 
movements, such as anti-fur groups, anti-cmelty to animals groups, anti-hunting groups, 
anti-gun groups, vocal environmentalists, vegetarians, pacifïsts, ferninisis, and others, to the 
activities of our legislatures, such as changes to and enforcement of gun control legislation, 
cmelty to animais legislation, migratory birds legislation, hunting regulations, and trespasshg 
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or private property legislation, the organization must cope with existing in an increasingly 
hostile socio-political clirnate. Indeed, such activities may demonstrate the existence of a 
c%lo~y' (Fitzsimmons-LeCavalier & LeCavalier 1994591) of social rnovement innuence that 
represents a more generalized 'political correctness trend.' Certainly, that is how members of 
the club see the situation. 

Members of this club have identified their opponents as members of this political 
correcmess movement. They argue that due to the influence of this bloc, the fuhire of the 
club is not as secure as once thought to be the case. Consequently, they have elected to 
respond in their own particular way. Before proceeding it is imperative that the nature of 
this 'political correctness trend7 in the context of this study and fiom the perspective of this 
group be explored: 

Whar rhey now c d [  'political correcîness ' we used IO call soczul conscieme. soczul 
justice.. . . . justice for al[. the promise of the hippie movement. Itzciusion wam 't a 
gif ii w m  a right. [00040j/ 

The self-identified 'politicdly correct' crowd of the late 1980s and early 1990s defined the 
exclusion of perrons with any socially devalued statu, ascnbed or achieved or any special 
need, challenge, special belief or practice as a nasty '-ism-' They made sexism, racism, 
classism, and ageism comrnon labels for 'deviance-according-to-the-politically correct.' It was 
expected that the modern, socially aware person of the new generation would profess to be 
'anti-sexist,' 'ad-racist,' 'anti-classist,' 'gay-positive,' 'special-needs- sensitive,' ei cetera. 
Indeed, according to several undergraduate students, one young university instructor actually 
introduced himself to his class as such at their first lecture motes: T rem U., 19941. 

Today, however, various members of the public view the politicdy correct as people who 
have gone overboard with regard to defining and protecting victims. That is, they are seen as 
so caught up with the identification and protection of special interest groups (very broadly 
defined) that it is alrnost impossible to not be offending someone Ui some way. hdeed, the 
politically correct are eequently ridiculed in rnainstrearn popdar culture: The television 
program Politicaiiy Incorrect is an obvious effort at reviving and voicing strong political 
views in the context of an informal debate, often with the effect of underminhg the concerns 
of special interest groups. Also, in a recent program (aired on CBC in mid-July 1997) 

cornedian John Wuig poked fun at a fictitious "politically correct children's book of songs'' 
wherein references are made to 'mec Vïsziali'y Impnired Mice.. . ," 'Baa, Baa, 
Afiican-American Sheep.. .," and 'Xub-a-Dub-Dub Three Men md ntree Women i r ~  a Tub 



nnd They AI1 Get Puxd the Same." The ' fanatic' role or label is imposed by backlashers upon 
many of those with social justice and environmental concerns. The 'PC label7 once used 
ironically arnong the radical intelligentsia is tumed against them as the folk-devil, 'deviant' 
label in the face of a consenrative political backlash (Smith 1995). lndeed, what was once 
'in,' or at least tolerated, is now 'out.' The champion of the underdog is no longer 
appreciated in conservative circles. 

Once an inner-circle political credential, so to speak, 'politically correct' has become a 
subversive dirty word. 'TC" is an 'Cdeological codey' (Smith 1995:44) that labels as partisan, 
persona arbitrary, whining, trivial, and overly-demanding ali 'radical' attempts to include the 
traditionally excluded (e.g., the socially disadvantaged). According to Smith (1995), 'TC" is 
now a label that conservative forces impose without reference to their own special 
(conservative) interests. Rather, they appeal to Our objective, inclusive sense of rights and 
fieedoms and true democracy to authorize and legitimate their counter-attack. Freedom of 
speech suddenly has become the exclusive privilege of the conservative mainstream. The 
politically correct are criticized as in the path of democracy," people trying to 
advance arbitrary, persona1 interests, while ccpolitically incorrect" interest groups degedly 
seek to maintain the interests ofccall" (see Smith 1995:44-45). The noble cause is recast as the 
subversive leftist agenda. 

In spite of the (growing) conservative backlash against. political correctness, the influence 
of the PC heyday has left its mark. Although it now appears to be entirely acceptable to grunt 
and groan, so to speak, in the popular culture against persons of the politicaily correct 
persuasion (for overdoing it or going too fa), it is not acceptable to flaunt politically incorrect 
views in most public circles, especialiy such attitudes that deny the nght of the politically 
correct to have their Say. This may be in part the result of official cornpliance with and legai 
enforcement of the provisions given in the Canadian Charter of Righrs md Freedoms which 
defines discrimination and ideologicai oppression as 'unconstitutional.' Under the Charter of 
Rights mid Freedoms hurnans are largely fiee to vocalire and to demonstrate in support of al1 
manner of ideas (except those that conçanite 'inciting hatred7). Thus, challenging the 
fundamental values of the politically correct (e.g. their desire for the abolition of 
dismirnination and selective use of censorship), is akin to chdenging the spirit of the Charter. 
The traditionaiiy excluded (as a result of ascription, achievement, or ideology) now have 
under constitutional law and through the efforts of the politically correct, the right to be heard 
and acknowledged. 



Members of the group studied and those associated with the sporting fiatemity at large do 
tend to consider the acknowledgment and appeasement of traditiody excluded interest 
groups as an infiingement upon their rights and fieedoms by the politicdy correct. Many 
members of the establishment are reluctant to engage in the power-sharing that being one 
voice arnong many requires. They regard themselves as the 'silent majonty,' and outsiders as 
'"nority groups.' They argue that certain minority groups (e-g. dissenthg social movements) 
have been making gains in the political arena as a result of the political correctness trend. 
Thus for obvious reasons, those associated with the sporthg fiatemhy are feeling threatened 
and have begun to constmct objections in an effort to re-estabiish their legitimacy. They 
resent being pushed to the margins when, until very recently, they were seen as the epitome of 
mainstream of traditional masculinity in western culture--man, the hunter. 

Theirpublicly voiced objections to outsiders are often framed as 'we were here first7- 
retorts that to some extent suggest not merely a political but aiso a generational codict. This 
permits them to trivialize the PC challenge as faddish, to some extent. Thus, the PC challenge 
is but a passing trend, fkivoiity, absurdity (the jogging craze, the hula hoop, the pet rock). 
Such dismissals of the rise of radical political forces are a form of selfklefense in an 
ideological war. Again, although their fervent desire may be to r e m  the 'minodies' to the 
margins, it is highiy unlikely that this is a real possibility. The political correctness movement 
has facilitated the establishment of members of such 'minority groups' in a number and 
variety of high places. For example, due to refonns to the educationai system (e-g. Anti-Racist 
Multi-Cultural Education policies), inclusivity in the media of mass communications (e-g. in 
advertising and on televised news programs), immigration patterns and the simultaneous 
persistence (and revival) of ideals and styles fkom the 1970s to the 1990s (especially in 
ethnically and sociaiiy diverse cities), an entire generation has been socialized to be aware of 
and try to get dong with (if not to unconditionally accept) pluraliîy. 

Although members of the group studied have labeiied 'the other' pejoratively as 
'politically correct' and ofien refer to them expticitly as such, the 'politicaiIy correct' have not 
directly labelled them, as members of zhis particular group, 'politicdy incorrect.' Theû 
'deviance' is undiscovered. As such, their 'subcultural adaptations,' constitute a kind of 
anticipatory s o c i ~ t i o n  (or perhaps preventative maures). That is, they are seeing it 
corning, they are playing with the role, they are training themselves to live with it, use it, adapt 
to it, within lûnits. Also, members ofthis group appear to be attempting to identify a 'more 
deviant' group in order to distance themselves fiom true offenders and make the label l e s  
likely to stick. They are merely 'deviant by (unfortunate) association.' Indeed, in the language 



of Robert Prus (1995)' the seif-defined "target" group is sirnultaneously engaghg in the 
'tactician" role, in this case (to be discussed below). 

At this point in tirne not al1 'politicaüy incorrect groups' have felt the full force of the 
implications of being labelled 'deviant.' In popular discourse, 'politically incorrect' is stil a 
politically damaging label and ifit does threaten to stick, those so labeiled will be forced to 
respond. Some will give in to pressure and disband entirely. It is also possible that some may 
choose to go underground. Others could decide, however, to remain visible and either allow 
themselves to be forced to compromise or to change nothing beyond constructing a public 
veneer of compromise. They could, however aiso decide to profit fiom cin-group/out-group' 
hostility and resort to various acts of resistance. The path ultimately chosen will depend on 
each group's reflective choices and its available resources. 

With this particular group, the choice is both clear and entirely 'do-able.' They are not 
giving in, and 'underground' is a state of mind. There have been compromises, but however 
subtle, resistance is the agenda. They are, so to speak, fortifjhg the cade (changilig)), 
buiiding the moat (closing), and flying their most diplornatic flags (contnving). In the 
process, they are making a point of offering directions to other territones more d e s e ~ n g  of 
attack (the camp of the 'unethicd huntersY7 e.g. those who are the more appropriate targets 
for the politically correct). 

It should be noted at this point that a number of individual clubs within this organization 
could have been studied to explore this problem and process. According to the Registrar and 
former president of the international organization, many clubs of this organization have 
expenenced public disapproval. He stated that "the ease of 'a club's' functioning really 
varies.. ." with more difficulties arising in the (urbanized-cosmopolitan) East. c%rd-watchers7 
etc., are a problem," he commented. He suggested that in many areas, there is fairly 
widespread public support for the clubs, especially in rural areas, and even in some urban 
(industrialized rather than cosmopolitan) areas (International Registrar 1995). As such, it is 
entirely Wely that several individuai clubs, in fact, have evolved 'subcultural adaptations' to 
public disapproval. 

It was my wish to document the process of 'subculniral (evolution and) adaptation' as it 
occurred in one club of the organization as a result of a political correctness movement. 
Members have suggested on a number of occasions that they "must be more careful today 
than they had to be 25 years ago." 1 wished to pursue the meaning of such observations. 



Consequently, this research contributes to the body of sotiological theory in the areas of 
social change, political sociology, deviance, and everyday Me. 

1 was most fortunate to have very early on encountered explicit and completely unsoiicited 
evidence for my argument that this group has been iduenced by social change and is now 
faced with having to cope in some way. To give but a few examples: In general, members 
were quite aware that something is now 'amiss,' that is, that trouble is brewing and perhaps 
has been brewing for some time, and that they wili have to 'be ca reu '  at least, if not 'change 
their tactics' (either become active or even militant). At the annual club meeting, members 
were discussing the problem of securing adequate testing grounds for the dogs, wwhen two 
comments were made. Fira, 'No, they [the regional goverment department] won? let us 
hold it there, too many bird-watchers.. ." This was, 1 believed, an allusion to environmentalist s 
or naturalists who may protest. Second, 'Well, when we were in Germany, we had to drive 
al1 the way to Belgiurn [to test the dogs] because Greenpeace wouldn't let us kill the birds 
there [in Germany] ..." Here, a direct reference was made to actual and successfùl interference 
in the group's activities by ''moral entrepreneurs" (Becker 1963). At another meeting, one 
member presented the group with evidence of some 'writing on the wall.' A fnendly member 
of a retrieving dog club (such as Labradors, Goldens, Chesapeakes, Curly Coats, Hat Coats, 
and Nova Scotian Duck Tollers) distributed a copy of a letter that was being circulated in bis 
group about the government forbidding them to use any waterfowl, however domesticated, 
that even remotely resernbles wild mallard ducks. The member was quite concemed and 
threw it on the table with an indignant, "Take a look at this," almost as if he were personaily 
presenting them with a challenge. This was interpreted as evidence of their awareness of 
further and impending legal interference with their activities, instigated again, perhaps, by 
environmentalists. On another occasion, the director of shows was wanied very loudly by the 
club president himself to rnake sure that their booth at the local outdoors show was to be 
nowhere near the "...Humane Society, or whoever the heu they were ..." because Yhat woman 
[a representative the previous year] carrying the rabbit kept walking by and looking at us like 
we were murderers ..." This was a reference to a situation wherein members faced a certain 
amount of social disapproval fkom an animal rights sympathizer. Moreover, at one show, it 
was frequently cornrnented by those hesitating or declining to purchase a ticket for the club's 
annual gun draw, 'Why bother ... when the government's ody gonna take it away fiom me?" 
Such cornments were references to the public's and the group's awareness ofthe influence of 
those lobbying for stricter gun laws. Even where individual members did not spontaneously 
supply their own examples of feeling threatened by outsiders, none of the accounts given by 
others was chaiienged with regard to its veracity, nor did members exhibit any confusion with 



regard to its meaning and significance for them. Never did 1 encounter disagreement or 
dissent among membm with regard to interpretations of outsider perceptions and activities or 
to feelings of vulnerability to outsider influence. 

When 1 approached the club President about doing this study, he offered even more 
evidence for the validity of my contentions. He stated that he was pleased that someone 
would care enough to write about the group, reasoning that it would "only helpyy because such 
interference is something that, as he put it, ' a e  take very senously." Obviously, this was 
indeed an expression of concern for a group that is being threatened. He then proceeded to 
teU me the story of why practice shooting with live pigeons is no longer allowed, hence (as he 
concluded), once they put a stop to something, ' ï t  never stops there." In his words, "well that 
just goes to show you ... that will be the end of it [for us]." Here, 1 believed that he was 
hnplying that "that will be the end of it" if they did not act soon, or were not aware of the 
threat. Thus, there is certainiy an awareness on the part of members that the group is at risk 
of being cast in the role of 'deviant subculture' and that this is sornetbg to which they must 
make some sort of adjustment. 

O. Plmz of the StuQ 

In order to explore the problem, the study is organized in the following way: Immediately 
below, the thesis of the study is presented, foliowed by a brief outline of the approach taken. 
This chapter (Chapter One: Contexîualization) concludes with a presentation of 
background information on the subject of the research, given for the purpose of acquainting 
the reader with the group itself and setting the stage for the upcoming analysis. The 
theoretical perspective uiforming the study is explained in detail in Chapter Two: 
Theoretical Integration. It provides the reader with the buis for my theoreticai interest in 
the problem (i.e., the case provides examples of deviant group aatus, inter-group conflict, and 
adaptive strategiring) and descnbes the sociological perspective guiding the exploration and 
treatment of the problem (Le., contlict-interactionism, labelhg theory, genenc social 
processes theory). A review of selected studies of how 'deviant groups' have dealt with 
outsider Muence is given in Chapter Three: Review of Substantive Literature on 
Deviant Groups. The chapter concludes with a consideration (critique) of how these studies 
contribute to our understanding of inter-group relations, the applicability of genenc social 
processes, the condition of being labelled 'deviant,' and of hurnan group life in general. 
Chapter Four: Methodological Impiementation offers idonnation on the methodological 
perspective which has guided the research design, data collection, and data andysis 
(interpretivisd qualitative research) and the actual steps taken to produce the research 



hdings (naturd history of the research, Somation on samplhg, technical detaiis). In 
Chapter Five: Relating to the Subcultural Mosaic, the research hdings are presented. 
These hdings are organized in such a way as to illustrate with empincal evidence the generic 
social processes that were discovered by the research and demonstrate the value of a generic 
social processes approach to sociologicai analysis. Chapter Six: Conclusion is the final 
chapter of the thesis. Here a brief comparative case illustration is given to demonstrate the 
potentiai applicability of the generic social processes discovered by this study to other 
empiricai cases. A final o v e ~ e w  of the midy foiiows (for the purpose of summary), dong 
with a criticai review of the study as a whole and some concluding cornments. 

The research has revealed that: Members of this group have become aware of and have 
acknowledged some threat to their organization's existence, usually through first-hand 
experience of disapproval fiom and contlict with 'outsiders' (both members of 'organized 
groups' and 'the public'); that they have analjzed the nature of this threat and have 
concluded that it is the work of ''moral entrepreneurs" C'the antis7') who are seeking to label 
them 'deviant ' (Becker 1963) ('politically incorrect'); and t hat they have been and will 
continue to respond to the social changes that are influencing them by aahptzng. The research 
has documented how this group's 'inter-group power relations' has led its members to engage 
in "coîlective resistance" (refer to Pms 1995) that has resulted in the construction of a set of 
practical ~bcultural adaptations to a socio-political climate of politicai correctness. In 
addition, it was speculated that in a number and variety of cases, social change may result in 
the evolution of similar subculturai adaptations (such as changing, closing, contrivirzg) arnong 
other groups at nsk of being labeIled 'deviant.' And as such, that these adaptations may have 
' trans-situationai" or c'cross-contextuai" applicability (Pms 1987; 1 994; 1 996). 

This study takes a 'cinteractionist-contlict" (Hiiis 1980:xi) approach to the study of the 
process of subcuItural adaptation. It is based in the symbotic-interactionism of Herbert BIumer 
( 1969) but fouowing Howard S. Becker is explicitly taken in a confiict direction (1 963). That 
is, unlike classical symbolic interactionism, this approach focuses on the role of confbct, 
power struggles, and power Merentials in subcultural processes. In the context of the present 
sh~dy, group members perceive thernselves as being involved in a highly conflictual 
relationship with a bloc of hostile groups within the 'nibcultural mosaic7' (see PNS, in press) 
who are proponents of a new 'mainStream ideoiogy' heavily influenced by political 



correctness. It is to this hostile socio-politicai climate that group members are attempting to 
adjust. 

Especially germane to this study is Becker's (1963) weii known contribution to the study 
of deviance, 'labelling theory.' Particularly insofar as this theory highlights the process of the 
social construction of deviance Clabelling") as being the work of "moral entrepreneurs," 
(Becker 1963) labelling theory sensitizes the researcher to the arbitrary and shifting nature of 
deviance. In this study, the suddemess of the attachent of the 'deviant' label highlights the 
role of human agency as well as confikt in deviance construction. ûther theoreticai linkages 
with the present snidy can be found in the works of Gresham Sykes and David Matza (1979), 
E ~ n g  G o b  (1963), Renee Anspach (1994), J.L. Simmons (1964)' and Daniel Wolf 
(199 1). These works illustrate similar 'coping strategies' evolved by other groups labeiled 
'deviant . ' 

Hence, the present study integrates codict and interactionist theones and provides a 
theory of ' subculturai adaptation' (achowIedging, analyzing, adpting) t hat is specific to the 
case of being ut risk of being labelled 'deviant' (changng, cclosing, contriving). As such, it 
contributes to the study of everyday life and to the study of the social construction of 
deviance, respectively. [Please refer to Chapter Two: Theoreticai Integration for details.] 

The process of subcultural adaptation was discovered using an interpretive ethnographic 
methodology. in line with Wilhelm Dilthey7s 'hermeneutic' approach, the present shidy offers 
insider interpretations of social change. Like other shidies in the ethnographic tradition, the 
present study focuses on the lived experience of members of a unique subculture. Their 
'accounts' are denved from an interpretive or naturalist methodological framework that 
demands that research design be 'flexible and emergent,' that data collection involve 'empathy 
and immersion' and the use of 'qualitative methods,' that data analysis be 'ongoing and 
inductive,' and that theory generation be "'grounded" and "generic"' (see Lincoln and Guba 
1985; Lofland and Lofland 1984; Taylor and Bogdan 1984; PNS 1987,1994, 1996). The 
present study evolved graduaiiy, it employed qualitative research methods (participant 
observation and in-depth interviewkg), and its theory of subcultural adaptation was generated 
by using the "grounded theory" method of Bamey Glaser and Anselm Strauss (1967). 
Fo'oUowing Robert Pms (1987, 1994, 1996), the present study reveals the existence of "genenc 
sociai processes" with "trans-situational" or 'ccross-contextual" applicability [Please refer to 
Chapter Two: Theoretical Integration for details.]. 



Hence, the present study is the outcome of an interpretive ethnographic methodological 
approach integrated with a novel genenc socid processes application to grounded theory 
construction. Indeed, it contributes an additional category of generic socid processes 
(''relating to the subcultural mosaic") to the corpus of ethnographic research. [Please refer to 
Chapter Three: Methodological Implementation for details.] 

G. Overview of the Group 

Late morning, on a wann qwing W... a h o t  of spectutors clad in jeans. hiking 
boots and Cotton c d s  sit cross-le@ in the grass. Some peer through 
binoctiiars as two shots ring out in the valley below. ?ne canineuthlete doest 't 
flinch, she doem 't stop. She actuaflj nms M e r .  mree men with clip-boat& 
follow hastily behind a yang manjîmted on his pup. unxim~sly clhpiing his hcmdr 
behind his back. 7he gunner opens the action on his handsorne shot-gun and 
pic& gels himeif out of the wqy. AII squint rhrough the fair& dense cover as the 
slight but weZi toned Genncm Shorthaired Pointer bitch suddeniyfreezes, her otdine 
tense und îrembling. Unable to restruin herse& she hnges into the hshes and with 
a squawk a chukar takesjlight, the pirp in hot purmztt 

The speciafors md and mumur their approval. "Good drive. She 's birdy. '" 

"Go. 'Bora Y!! " several cheer in Imd whispers. 

Stiddenly a metailzc rom interncpis them. A mail aircraj? circles above, a little too 
close for cornfort. Pwzled, the spectators turn their faces ripward, shielding their 
eyesfrom the bright M. 

"Probably the Humane Socie ty... " gnrmbles a veterm. 

A few mort in disgus?. Most nod and smirk. 

''Hm much leading do you giw for t h ?  " * a novice asks ha&jokingIy. 

Mischievms chuckles spread throughut the group. 

[*How m q  feet ahead of thut flying object do you aim your 
shot? Notes: Spring test, 1995] 



This group of hunting dog enthusiasts is organized on two levels, the international level 
and the local level, with individual clubs located ail over North Amerka. At the international 
level, "officers elected by popular vote, with appointed directors constitute an Executive 
Council" which directs and guides [organization] programs (Pamphlet c%he[organization]," 
most recent edition). The local clubs are "sanctioned " and the training and testing 
programs" (Pamphlet '%he[organization]," most recent edition). According to their own 
literature, this organization of sport hunters and pointing dog fanciers is "an incorporated, 
non-profit organization whose purpose is to foster, promote, and improve the versatile 
hunting dog breeds in [this country]; to conserve game by using reliable hunting dogs well 
trained before and after the shot (on land and in water); and to aid in the prevention of cruelty 
to animals by discouraging nonselective and uncontrolled breedings, which produces 
unwanted and uncared for dogs" (Pamphlet "the [organization]," current edition). Its 
mandate is to "foster," "improve7" "promote," and 'protect" the versatile hunting dog in 
North America by helping 'the gun dog hunter . . . train his dog" (Pamphlet 'the 
[organization]," most recent edition). Since the organization is concemed with the versatile 
hunting do& it seeks to serve the interests of owners of dogs %red and trained to reliably hunt 
and point game, to retrieve fiom both land and water, and to track wounded garne on land and 
in water," as such, non-pointing dogs are 'bot well suited" for its testing and training 
progams (e-g. retrievers, flushing dogs, and hounds) (Pamphlet 'Vie [organization]," most 
recent edition). 

The objective of membership is for one to be offered oppod t i e s  to ' l e m  first hand the 
various steps involved in training a versatile hunting dog ... 'Good dog work' to many hunters 
is as important and rewarding as the hunt itseif" (Pamphlet 'Vie [organization]," most recent 
edition). nie organization argues that: 'Much more pleasure is derived in field, fores and 
water when a dog is trained properly to do the tasks assigned, and less game is loa with a well 
trained hunting dog. poreover,] there is a special pride in watching a gun dog successfÙiiy 
complete those tasks which could not be performed without training" (Pamphlet "the 
[organization],' most recent edition). 

In order to assist the hunter and owner of a versatile pointing dog, the organization offers 
a number of training aids: a book on ctrtraing and caring for versatile hunting dogs," (ail 

proceeds go to the organization); a video on 'training hunting dogs" (a 60 minute videotape); 
and the "training events" open to members organized by the individual local "clubs." In part, 
testing is done in order to determine the quality of dogs for fùture breeding. The motto 
'Tweed the best to the best" is often repeated by member-breeders and in order to do th& they 



must select dogs that have the right 'credentials,' orgrnizution titles. These titles (or lack 
thereof) are recorded in their registry (the only registry specirlizing in pointing dogs, 
protecting kenne1 nmes and providing three generation pedigrees for each newly registered 
pup). Registry documents contain the dog's name, organization tattoo number, whelping date 
(date of birth of a dog), sire, dam, sex, color, hip dysplasia information, breeder's and owner's 
names, test score, "place" classification, test date, testing club name, dog's age at time of 
test, coat, temperament information, and any known or visible genetic defects in the line. This 
"Uifonnation service" provides test results and comments, breeder reports, breeder awards, 
sire and dam report of progeny tested, breed and breed club reports, judging statistics, club 
testing statistics, hiaorical reports and hip dysplasia information (Pamphlet "the 
[organization]," most recent edition.) 

The tests that dogs must pass in order to eam their titles simulate the actual hunting 
situation as much as possible. please note: to ensure the group7s anonymity the following are 
pseudo-titles and test names]. Dogs are tested at various stages of matunty and thus can eam 
"Fust-," "Second-," or 'bThird-Place'' titles in 'Tuppy tests" (for pups under the age of 16 
months), ""Advanced Preparation tests" (in which no places are eamed, but in which dogs are 
prepared for) the adult '%nished dog" 'Advanced tests." The requirements for each test 
increase in complexity as each is geared to a different set of expectations of the dog's level of 
training. It should be noted that "no restrictions are placed on the number of tirnes a dog may 
be tested-repeated tests are encouraged throughout the dog's development" (Bookle? on 
"aims, prognuns, test rules," 1993). Non-members are fiee to enter a dog in an organization 
test, c'however, members are aorded reduced rates on entry feesy' (Booklet on "airns, 
programs, test rules," 1993). Dogs eaming 'Tirst Place Advanced" titles have the opportunity 
to eam the title "Champion" at the most advanced test, "the Invitational Test." This is the 
ody test in which two dogs are run sirnultaneously (otherwise, no direct competition ever 
exists among dogs), in order that they may demonstrate ' ~ g n e s s  to back" (Pamphlet '4he 
[organization]," most recent edition). Indeed, 'Yhe words ['place'] or 'pass' do not relate to 
placement as in a race or competition. Dogs compete against an established standard rather 
than each other. [Places] are awarded on the basis of numencal scores achieved in the test. 
Each dog that meets or exceeds minimum standards is placed in one of three categones, Le., 
First-, Second-, or Third-Place] with mst Place] being the highestY7 (Bookiet on "aims, 
programs, test rules," 1993 : 5 -6). 

Organization-tested dogs are evaluated by three judges at either a spring or a fa11 test 
sessions. Dogs are evaluated for their instinctive and trained abilities to carry out ail tasks 



required of versatile hunting dogs in a variety of conditions. They are evduated not jus for 
whether or not they accomplish the task, but h m  they accompiish it. That i s  in the 
"Advanced test," the dog must not oniy "search" for garne, "point," and "'retrieve," but %el" 
obediently, "stay" at command, behave weli in the '%linci" [where the hunter Iies in wait for 
ducks to fly overhead], and be "steady" to 'king., shot, and fali." Moreover, throughout the 
test they are watched closely and judged on their use of nose, desire to work, cooperation, 
starnina, obedience, and physique (Booklet on "aims, programs, test des," 1993:27). 

Dogs are scored for each quality or task from O (failure) to 4 (excellent). The score (04)  
is multiplied by the index number assigned to the quaiity or task assessed. That is, if %se of 
nose" is worth index number 6, then, if the dog eams the maximum possible score of 4 
(excellent), 4 x 6 (index score) = 24. When scores for all quaiities and tasks are added 
together, the (three) judges (one of which must corne £?om another club) assign an overd 
score. From there, they refer to the ccscoring char?" in order to award the appropriate "'place." 

In the 'Tuppy test," for example, a 'niird Place" dog must eam a minimum of 58 points, 
the "Second Placey7 dog must eam a minimum of 80 points, and the Tirst Placey7 dog must 
earn a minimum of 99 points. However, the judges must take care in their scoring, as the 
minimum score (0-4) for each task, for each "place," is also specified in the chart. That is, for 
example, the 'Tirst Place Puppy" dog must earn at least a score of 3 on his water work, 
painting, tracking, and cooperation, and at least a perfect score of 4 on his use of nose, 
searching ability or drive, and desire to work. The scoring system is therefore somewhat 
complicated, and the tests are dificuit. It is often suggested that an "Advanced" "Second 
Place" dog is outstandig and the "First Place" dog is a rediy a "Second Placer" on a very 
good day. 

Again, training brings inherited instincts under control, yet the performance of the dogs is 
very much the result of good breeding. The dog is bred to hum, even though he must be 
taught the correct procedures for hunting for the handler (of course, his 'biddability,' that is, 
how easy he is to train, how eager he is to please, is certainly an inherited and much sought 
after trait). As such, for example, it is ''the quality of a dog7s nose [an inherited factor], more 
than any other single factor, [which] determines its usefùlness as a versatile hunting dog and 
for this reason is assigned a higher fixed index number (6) than any other factor in the 
[organization] evduation system ....[ And] as the dog deveiops, it must leam to use its nose 
[the result of training and expenence] if maximum effectiveness is to be achieved" (Booklet on 
" ' h s ,  programs, test rules," 1993:9). 



The organization's booklet on ccaims, programs, and test des," is the source of 
Uiforrnation on the organkation, its nature, evaluation standard, testing requirements and 
procedures. It is the uitimate guidebook for clubs running tests and judges scoring dogs. The 
booklet descnbes in great detail what is expected of dogs and why. It begins with a statement 
of the intentions of the organizatioq a definition of a 'versatile hunting dog,' and an early 
history of hunting with dogs. 

The organization seeks to "provide the on-foot hunter who, for one reason or another, 
chooses not to maintain a kennel of specialists [a number of dogs of dflerent breeds, each of 
which specializes in hunting only certain type of game], with a dog that will serve as a 
dependable hunting companion in the pursuit of a variety of game in a variety of 
environmentsy' (Bookiet on programs, test mlesyy). In this connection, the "a.ims9 

prograrns, test d e s "  booklet (1993) ends with a recommendation that trainers purchase the 
book on c?raining and carïng for versatile huntingdogs," in which detailed instructions for 
training dogs to 'khoa," cccome," "retrieve," ''track" do 'kater work" be "steady" in the 
'%hi," and to ' k g  and shot," as well as information on how to c'co~ect faults" and "'tare" 
for the dog in '%enne1 and field" (Bookiet on ccaims, programs, test rules," 1993:44). 

These proponents of the Versatile hunting dog" argue that they have never intended to 
"replace or improve upon any other hunting breed" nor have they ever sought to discredit or 
exclude the testing procedures and standards of the speciaity clubs. Interestingly, moreover, 
neither is the club set up for the purpose of producing 'propaganda," "iduencing lepidation," 
or "interverhg in any political campai@ (Booklet on programs, test rules," 19934). 
This accounts in part for the club's affiliation with [a regionai sporting organization] referred 
to often as a ''mariage of convenience" as they are "our only lobby group" and "provide us 
with insurance." Rather, the organization system is to supplement these other tests and 
programs and provide a standard for comparing the gun-dog of the foot hunter who must be 
able to do 'everything' in the field. 

H. Historicui Development of the Orgrnizution 

W e  the hunting dog organization studied did not corne into being until 1969, the 
tradition of hunting game with the assistance of a trained dog is centuries old [refer to Green 
Book, Layton 19941. Once tamed wolves began to den with early humans, the stage for a 
symbiotic relationship of 'hunting companionshipy was set. People around the world have 
found the dog to be a reliable worker and loyal companion and successive generations of dog 
fanciers have selectively bred for specific traits. The Canadian Kennel Club alone registers 3 1 



sporting breeds (pointers, flushers, and retrievers), 26 working (guarding and drafting) 
breeds, 3 1 (sight- and scent-) hounds, 25 terriers (verniin hunters), 18 (Iivestock-) herding 
dogs, and 19 toys (not to mention the 18 'non-sporting' breeds, not easily classifkd) (Dogs in 
Canada A n d  1996 l995:2 13). Each breed has been developed with some human need or 
desire in mind. The Pug is a companion, the Mastsfights Lions and intruders, and the 
German Shorthaired Pointer hunts. 

Several of the hunting dog breeds, such as the V i l a  and English Pointer, are especialiy 
old. In great Britain and some parts of Europe, specialist game finding dogs such as Pointers 
and Setters (English, Irish, and the Gordon of Scotland) were developed by and became very 
popular among the wealthy land owners of feudal times. At that point in western history, 
hunting was a favourite Leisure activity of the aristocracy . Indeed, in order to hunt the widest 
variety of game possible, members of the upper class kept huge kennels with large staffs to 
handie and train dogs of a great number of breeds each of them 'specialists.' As was fitting 
oftheir station and wealth, they spared no expense and demanded the very highest standards 
of breeding. Many of today's specialist hunting breeds owe their existence to individuais of 
this era. 

By the time of the Industrial Revolution, the sport of hunting was extended to the rniddle 
classes. Professionais, business-people, and other weil-off urban dweliers who did not have 
the space or time to maintain large kennets of a wide variety of dogs found that uniess they 
l i t e d  themselves to the pursuit of only one or two types of game, they could not partake of 
the full range of hunting opportunities now open to them. By the latter half of the 19th 
century, the need arose for the development of a 'versatile' hunting dog, or 'al1 purpose 
gun-dog.' The retrieving and setting dogs of Britain enjoyed their heyday of popularity, and 
are stiU immensely appreciated today (even arnong those seeking a lively companion, rather 
than a hunting dog). However, particularly in Europe, breeders began to cast about for the 
ideal genetic combination for the development of a dog for the on-foot hunter. 

They wanted and got bree& that wmld hmrdle a variety of gmne. both feather and 
fur, before and aflr  the shot. The dogs had to possess a keen nose and strong 
pointing instinct, a lively temperament, eagerness to retivieve from both land and 
water, sstamina, and a dz~rable coat anù hi& that wmld not h p e r  the dogs ' work 
in cold water. The dogs also had to be intelligent, relative& ectstCtStiy rrained. and 
have a chmacter compatible with living in or ut iheir master 's dwelhgs. [Green 
Book, p. 21 



And fom was to follow hction. Particularly among breeders of the German Shonhaired 
Pointer, the hunting and temperament traits took priority. Indeed, it is ofien suggested that for 
several (canine) generations, no one had any idea of or r d  interest in what the versatile 
hunter would actually look fie. Campaigning against any and aU sporting factions interested 
in breeding primarily for looks was Dr. Paul Kleeman of Germany. For hirn and his foliowers, 
'perfection of performance' was of utmost importance in the versatile dog of the future. The 
dogs were to be both efficient and stylish on the hum and the standards of German judges 
were (and still are) very high. The hunting title of 'Weeman - 'Sieger"' (Gennan test field 
champion) is very difncult to aîtain. The hunting dog fiateniity in Europe is an eiite of highly 
dernanding breeders and handlers. 

From this German hunting heritage came the founder of the hunting dog organization 
snidied. He handled his first dog successfuUy at a Gennan field test at the age of 14. Now in 
his sixties, he is known to have owned and trained most of the recognized versatile breeds. 
Since coming to this country, he has devoted himself to establishg field tests for the versatile 
hunting breeds on this continent and educating hunters concerning the full potential of these 
breeds (Green Book p. 105). 

In 1968, after he had sold one of his dogs to a wouid be CO-founder of the organization 
(and former president), they began to talk about forming a certain preed-Specific] Club. An 
"AU Purpose Gun Dog Club" had been started in 1963, apparently, made up mainly of field 
trialers, and its tests were very sirnilar to retriever trials. The club had died two years afier its 
inception, mainiy because of redundancy (it was but a extension of conventional field triai 
clubs) and lack of direction (e.g. 'd purpose' was not exactly a good choice of words to 
describe the nature of the dogs' abiiities). In spite of this club's short Life, he was determined 
to try again. 

He took sorne ideas £?om this previous club and translated the German (Kieeman - 
'Sieger,' German Field Champion) test mies. They organized the first 'Tuppy" and 
"Advanced" Test in 1965 (very similar to today's organization tests) and although the tests 
were very successfÛ1, no club was fomed and the testing was never repeated. These earIy 
pioneers detemined that with their expenence and knowledge it rnight be possible to organize 
a club of hunters rather than field trialers that might take o E  M e r  sorne debate about 
whether the prospective membership should exclude ail but members with [a certain breed] 
ody, they printed up some 'founding meeting' cards and sent them to owners of a variety of 
pointing breeds. On Sunday, May 18, 1969, the meeting that was to be held at the clubhouse 



of their [Game F m ]  was moved to the CO-founder's living room since the group numbered 
only 12. 

The twelve participants included a number of fiends and dog trainers. Officers were 
elected, the founder and CO-founder were named President and Vice-President, respectively. 
M e r  elections, the organization was named and recruitment of new members was discussed. 
They decided to approach owners of hunting dogs who were active hunters. Monthly training 
sessions and board m e e ~ g s  would be held to discuss club business. The President explained 
the test d e s  (translateci fiom the Kfeeman-Sieger tests), and since he was the only one with 
experience in this area, his rules were readily accepted. As the CO-founder and host explained, 

Once my Iiquor supply was exhPuse4 everyone Iefl not krmui~zg thot they had 
stmted a new movemenr thal soon w d d  expmd to ihe [rest of the Cot~tznent] m d  
make hzstory in the bnting dog world [00061Oj 

As of this writing there are 42 individual clubs of the organization to which approximately 
2500 members belong intemationaily [International Registrar 19951. As an organization, the 
group has operated relatively unmolested for close to thirty years, with only a few known 
exceptions. 

In...[one areaj, we cordd no2 hold tests for a m b e r  of years beccarse of release of 
clipped phemts .  [[In 19 781 a womun came there and was vev  interested and sat 
d m  and saw it ami she went to the Humane S o c i e ~  ami said thcrr they pull out the 
feathers und that the poor phemmî was unable tojiy and then it would ger killed by 
predators. And thal's why, when we have tests, we try nor to have too much 
ewosure and iry to keep ir low-key. .. [00060.fl 

In this particuiar case, it was discovered that in one area, the organization was violating 
Fish and Game Laws. As a result, a new rule was made, where ifsome local laws prohibit 
preparing pheasants for the tracking test by p u h g  the primary feathers of one wing, tethered 
birds may be used. [This exception is no longer permittecl, however.] Apparently the 
'discovery' was the result of 'outsider interference. ' 

In another (recent) case, animal rights activias interfered with the business venture of a 
former president : 

I c m  tell you a M e  story of how animal rxghls people work.. . . l used to import 
shock collms and bark colkas. To make a long story short, they sudien& sropped 



coming across the border, not becciuse of laws, rhey discovered but because one 

automs guy belonged IO an animal righs groq and wouk&'t pcrss them on. They 
do a lot of things on their own so we have tu be carefui-.. [000612] 

Such instances have been highly instructive to members and have lain the foundation for 
their predisposition to evolve 'survival strategies.' Their expenence has therefore resulted in 
foresight . 

L Historicai Development of the C M  Studied 

At one point, this particuiar club of the organization studied was referred to as the 
"regional club." Aithough this group constituted the first membership of the entire 
organization, it was not the very first incüviduai club because members considered it to be the 
head office, so to speak. This was the founding group that recognized and sanctioned ali the 
rest. It reaUy was not until international involvement was established that a need was seen for 
a regionai club. That was around 1974. 

The club operated as "the regionai" for close to ten years. Eventudy, members came to 
feel that the club was getting too big and too much of a drive to meetings and tests for some 
of them, so members thought that the group should sptit into a "south westem club" and a 
'csouth centrai club." They assumed that it would be an even spiit with those from the West 
going to the "south western club" and those in the east going to the "south central club." 
There was some heated debate about the "south central club's" eventual name and also, to 
their amazement most members decided to join the "south central club" afler the split. The 
"south central club" became the power house and it really was not until about three years ago 
[1993] that the "south western club" recovered. There was weak leadership for a t h e  and 
although they had some very good people, once the sptit was made, they were through. The 
first President of the "south central club" reflected: 

I had it relatively eacy. 1 I aadZ myfnends in [the executive cornmittee]. ..we run it 
pretZy artocr~tic, and that sometimes works wefl, you push things through. .. 
[000610] 

The "south centrai club" elected its fist f resident in 1982 and he remained the President for a 
full three-year term. As of this writing, the club has its fifth President, elected in the f d  of 
1994. 



The "south central club" seems to have gotten a boost f?om the election of its current 
President (in 1994), an enthusiastic and very hard w o r b g  breeder and club member. A 
current problem faced by the group relates to the division of labour. Only a handfùl of 
dedicated people do ail of the work. Most members of the executive recognize that this is a 
probiem endemic to many voluntq associations, but they still attempt to encourage rank and 
file members to take a more active role in the club. In fact, in one newsletter [1995 "end of 
year"], the president soiicited the aid of peripheral members to help ease the burden of 
responsibility and hard work that has been weighing heavily on the shoulders of a few 
dedicated members. Several members of the executive have expressed bitter disappointment 
with marginal members. Ironicaliy, one active participant who appears at nearly al1 of the 
club's events (unlike the majority of members), is not a club member r? donyt Iike clubs," he 
once told me] but does more for the club in practical tems than the majority of long t h e  fair 
weather members. It is people such as this that members of the executive seek to recruit 
[O0 15 16; 0007 14; O0 1707; O0 1806; O0 1204; 000906; O0 10031. 

In order to giean a profle of the club's members, a Reader S w e y  was inserted in one of 
the 1995 newsletters. The response rate was about thuty percent (20160). Members 
responded to a one page, non-threatening, simple self-administered survey which was sent to 
each member's home with a self-addressed stamped envelope for prompt retum. Any 
generaiizations based on it can oniy be considered tentative (at best) and therefore they have 
been supplemented by my observations. 

Many members of üiis club are of English-Canadian or Eastern European (especiaify 
Germa) background. There are also several Italian members. However, not one single 
member of this rather large Italian contingent responded, not even an Italian former club 
president. There is, according to this survey, a very wide range in the length of time that 
people have been members (fiom 2-7 years, up to 17-20 years). Aimost ail belong to other 
sporthg groups, but members were very often merely refemng to their automatic affiliation 
with 'Vie regional fishing and hunthg organization." 

The most popular breeds owned and bred are the German Wue-haired Pointer, the 
Geman Shorthaired Pointer, and the Pudelpointer, although a few members have Vizslas 
(Hungarian or Yellow Pointers). One members stated that he has a Cesky Fousek. A few 
who did not respond have been seen at tests with Bnttany spaniels, and many members also 
have a non-hunting cornpanion dog at home. Most have trained one to three dogs to be 
'versatile' hunters, several, however, have trained over ten. A former president and founding 



member claims to have trained over three hundred. For the "Tuppy test," the average mernber 
had teaed one or two dogs, but less than haIf had tested dogs in the "Advanced" test with the 
rnajority receiving "Second-" or 'niird Place." A fairly lirge number of peripheral mernbers 
seem not to be able to get their dogs beyond the 'Tuppy" levei, nor are they likely to do so. 
Consequently, they are expected to drop out within three yean or so, only to be replaced by 
new recruits. As mi@ be expected, the tum-over rate of peripheral members is very hi&. 

Members remain involved generaily as a hobby, for training assistance, to share something 
in cornmon, and companionshîp. Many expressed an obsession with the dogs, a desire to 
understand dogs and keep fit, to be better hunters, to l e m  from others, to locate good litters, 
to find information, and to participate in tests. A few even explicitly cornmented that even 
though they redy did not get that involved with the group, they like to support it (with their 
dues). They do this because they 'believe in what it stands for,' that is, support for hunting 
and versatile breeds. 

Most members live in suburban communities, but some live in small toms. Almost al1 
own their homes. They work at a variety of occupations: technicians, mechanics, cornputer 
technicians, businessmen, managers, salesmen, civil servants, and several are retired. In terms 
of education, many have skilled trades and some have college certification and training 
courses, but only a very few have university degrees. About half had other f d y  members 
involved in training the dogs. There is a split in the kinds of hunting that members do. Many 
hunt aii or most game, but a majority hunt only birds. Almost ali primary members are male, 
and as the secretary has confirmed, there are only about five or six spousal memberships. A 
former president of the club reported that most members are middle class: 

. . . because it 's not ail thar cheup to train a versatile hunting dog! [O0161 11 

From my own observations, 1 would argue that the 'typical' member is indeed a suburban, 
white, middle-class, sports-man. Of course, this may seem to be a very broad generalization, 
but it is one that 1 have tested against the judgment of a large number of members. 

It was interesthg to £ind that aside from one disparaging comment made about one 
member by another member, there appears to be no open hostility among members. 
DifTerences of opinion certainiy exist, but it is a f ~ l y  cohesive and consensus-based group. 

[Ym mean,] somebody wmtts to take the dog club one way, andsotnebody wrmts to 
take it another way ? 1 don 't think so.. .no, no. I don 't think so. I don 't ihink 2 've 
ever seen any of ha?. I mean, I've seen diflerences in opinion on training dogs. mi 



I mean. I have a dzfference of opinion with some people aboui aaining a dog, but I 
don5 think thai nny of those have ever causeda rift in the club. ..one of the nzce 
thzngs t h  I've seen. is thar ij'you do want to train your own hg ,  mtd ifyou want to 
tiy to develop your own style us a trainer ami your own stye in the dog, nobudy 's 
going to have any objections to rhat... [000812] 

Thus, aside from the usual dissatisfaction among volumeer organizations concerning lack of 
peripheral member involvement and recent grumbhgs about "the antis," it appears that no 
other real problems are expenenced by the group at this point in its history. Moreover, 
especially after the third president's term, the "south central club" was probably the wealthiest 
club in the international organization. The club had well over $10,000 eamed primarily 
through raffles. Every year, the club would get about $2,000 from the gun raffle. In light of 
the socio-political climate of the 1990s, however, the raffle now meets with mked feelings 
among members of the public, and is somewhat less of a reliable source of substantial annual 
incorne. 

It 's been a slow transition, but it 's been steuày, yu14 can see it corning over the 
las? ten yeurs. .. .you know when you reaCIy notice it. .. at the sportmen 's show. 
people used to look at the gun thm we r m e d  und they used to say, 'hey, 
that 's a nice gun, l'Il buy Q ticket, two buch, tzot a problem. ' but now more 
und more people walk by and say, i v k t  the hell do I want that for? irhey 're 
g m a  take 'em al2 away pretv soon you knuw... ' [001206] 

[Reflections on the current status of the club and its future relative to the socio-political 
climate appear in 'Xelating to the Subcultural Mosaic," Chapter Four]. At the present tirne, 
there are approximately 50 members in the "south central club." 

Chapter One sought to contextualzze the present study. It began with a brief overview of 
the subject of the research, an individual club of an international hunting dog orgaNzation. 
The research problem to be explored was the nature of the infiuence of social change, 
specificdy the effects of the rise in popularity of the political correctness movement, upon the 
club. From there, the plan of the study was presented and the overd thesis of the study was 
summarized as foUows: upon perceiving themselves as being at risk of being found 'politically 
incorrect' (in a 'poiitically correct' world), members have as a club evolved their own 
'subcultural adaptations' to cope with their immanent 'deviant' status. The research was 



described as having been guided by a confiict-interactionist and interpretive approach, such 
that symboiic interactionkt theory has been integrated with conflict theory, and an 
ethnographie research method has been ùnplemented. A f d y  detaiied description of the 
group (overview) and its reason for existence was offered, as weiî as abbreviated histories of 
the development of the organization and the particular group studied. 



Chapter 2: 

T H E O R E T I C A L  I N T E G R A T I O N  

A. Outline of the Chapter 

This chapter offers an integrarion of theory that 1 see as most usefil and relevant with the 
subject matter of the research. It begins with a general overview of my theoreticai perspective 
in the context of a discussion of the snidy's theoreticai foundations Then, it is argued that 
the particular group studied is a subculture within the subcultural mosaic that is in the 
process of being labeiled 'deviant' Consequently, it has corne to share some characteristics 
with other groups that have been identifiai as deviant subcultures The issue of power in 
relation to attaching deviant labels and developing subculturd adaptations is dso discussed. 
The chapter ends with a presentation of the gounded and generic theory generated by the 
study and a consideration of the contributions to the study of groups at risk of being 
Iabelied 'deviant' made by the research. 

This research is as much about how memben of a group are adapting to suddenly being 
(labelled) 'deviant' as it is about the makiig of a deviant subculture. Unlike in most midies of 
the making of a deviant subculture, however, the individuais involved did not organize 
themseives Mer being labelled 'deviant.' They came to be perceived as deviants only after 
they had created a formal organization which, when first established, was not regarded by 
themselves or others as deviant. Theirs is an especially interesthg case because it is an 
illustration of the process of shifts in cultural definitions of socially acceptable activity 
producing expost facto a devianî group. It is an instance of what Ws (1980) caiis '%the 
politics of social deviance" (Hïiis 1980). In his view, definitions of deviance and its social 
control are the outcome of "moral and political stmggles.. .deviame is in large mesure a 
social creation-a dynamic product of human judgments. ..and the particular cultural patterns 
that characterize a society" (Hiiis l98O:xi). Howard S. Becker provides one of the earliest 
contlict-interactionist perspectives on the social construction of deviance in Outsiders (1963). 
Hïs theory of deviance [refer to section D. Labeifed 'Devimt'] provides the basic theoretical 
perspective that infoms the present study. However, before outlinhg his views, it is necessary 
to note that like that of other symbolic interactionists, Becker's (1963) work on 'labelhg 



theory' is founded upon a set of theoretical assurnptions which can be found in the works of 
Wielm Dilthey (see Ermarth 1978; and see Bulhof 1980), Georg Simrnel(1950; 197 1)' 
Charles Horton Cooley (1926;1928), George Herbert Mead (1934), and Herbert George 
Blumer (1 969). 

Robert Prus (1 996:35) argues that Dilthey may be considered the founder of the 
interpretive sociological tradition from which contemporary syrnbolic interactionisrn is 
derived. Dilthey is to be credited with the revelation that social life shouid be shidied by 
applying a 'henneneutic' approach to the snidy of dl social products and processes. That is, 
aiI social Life requires 'interpretation' in the same way that in Greek mythology, the words of 
the gods had to be interpreted for the people by the messenger god, Hernies. This hermeneutic 
approach is founded upon the assumption that social lXe is based on 'shared meanings.' 
Social tife is the outcome of 'intersubjectivity.' An understanding of the social context or 
'shared symbolic universe' of interactants is essential to the successfid interpretation of 
activities, gestures, and utterances encountered in human groups. In addition, for Dilthey, 
human beings are "active agents7' who are, moreover, "aware of [their] effects" (Dilthey in 
Ermarth 1978: 1 07)' or able to 'take things into account. ' Furthemore, for Dilthey, human 
activities in the real worid are the stuff of 'empirical reality.' That is, the social world is 
generated in the context of human 'Iived experiences' of which an ongoing course of 
hterpretations are made. These interpretations accumulate as stocks of knowledge of the 
world that are reflected, reinforced, and reproduced (and potentiaüy resisted) through the 
medium of language. Language is in fact a system of verbal representations or 'sy~nbols' of 
the distant (or abstract) and the immediately present world shared with and passed on to Our 
fellows. According to Dilthey, Ianguage is fundamental to the establishment of 
'intersubjectivity' (see Prus 1996:3 5-3 9). Hence, in addition to the concepts of interpretation, 
and intersubjectivity, Dilthey ' s insights aiiow for the eventual develo pment of the concepts of 
hurnan agency and reflectivity, syrnbolism and interaction which are fundamental to an 
interpretive sociology. 

Simmel(1950; 1971) and Cooley (1926; 1928) also make key contributions to interpretive 
sociology. Simmel offers an important conceptualization of the nature of human group life in 
his work on 'forms of human association.' He describes group Me as made up of 'ongoing 
social processes' of various forms. Some of the foms that he identifies in his own work are 
"conflict, cooperation, compromise, mediation, domination and subordination, secrecy, 
sociability, and exchange" (in Prus 1996:39). These are labels which he gives to the different 
ways in which people interact with others that transcend particulai settings. Cooley 



( 1926; 1928) however, provides a more sustained argument for attention to 'social process' 
and 'interaction.' That i s  he argues that the constant 'csociai bonding" carried out in human 
groups is itself a "social process" (in Pms 1996:49). As such, social We is the outcome of 
social interaction. In combination, these contributions of SimmeI and Cooley emphasize the 
existence of and variations on forms of ongoing processes of social interaction.. Both of these 
are concepts that are associated with symbolic interactionism. 

Contemporary symbolic interactionism owes much of its present character to the 
development and extension of the work of Mead (1 934) by Blumer (1 969). Mead's 'social 
behaviourism,' incorporated the assumptions of intersubjectivity and the importance of 
language to the sustenance of human group Me. That is, social life is possible where group 
members have shared gestures or 'significant symbols' in common. A system of shared 
meanings therefore allows for social interaction to occur. Mead was as much a behaviourist 
as he was a pragmatist (Ritzer 1 988:29 1 -3). As nich, Mead emphasizes the distinctively 
human capacity for 'minded behaviour' or 'interpretive actioq7 the h u m i  capacity to delay 
responding to a given stirnuius, dowing for the intervention of interpretation of the stimulus, 
taking others into account, imagining consequences, and selecting courses of action in 
response. His work is fiamed in the tradition of a pragmatic approach, incorporating the 
assumption that people act toward objects in the world in terms of their practical utility to 
them. The former emphasis, on behaviour, permits Mead to isolate a distinctive feature of the 
human condition, 'mind7 and 1 believe that his latter leaning, toward pragmatism, accounts for 
his preoccupation with the social bases of practical courses of concrete activity. His focus on 
interpretive action (or minded behaviour) is fundamental to interpretive sociology. Indeed, 
the work of Mead provides much of the basis for contemporary symbolic interactionism as 
developed by Blumer (1 969) who fint coined the phrase in 1937. 

According to Blumer, 

Symbolic interaction rests in the iast analysis on three simple premises ... that human 
beings act toward things on the basis of the meanings they have for them ... that the 
meaning of such thïngs is denved eom or arises out oc the social interaction that one 
has with one's fellows.. . that these meanings are handled in, and modined through, 
an interpretative process used by the person in dealing with the things he encounters 
(Blumer 1969:2). 

In an eariier statement, more specific insights of Mead (1934) are incorporated into the 
symbolic interactionist scheme. 



Symbolic interaction involves znterpretution, or ascertainhg the meanings of the 
actions or remarks of the other person, and definition, or conveying indications to 
another person as to how he is to act. Human association consists of a process of 
such interpretation and definition. Through this process, the participants fit their 
own acts to the ongoing acts of one another and guide others in doing so (Blumer 
1966:537-538). 

Built into Blumer's formulation of symbolic interactionism are the interpretive 
meta-theoretical asnimptions identified by Prus (1996): there are as many varieties of reality 
as rnight be experienced by people; people are objects unto themseives; social life involves 
intersubjectivity; all social Me is processual; and reality is known through human lived 
experience (Prus 1996: 15- 18). The connections between contemporary symbo iic 
interactionism and its early infiuences are unmistakable. 

Some symbolic interactionist studies, however, may be criticized for their neglect of two 
important aspects of social Me. First, they give Iittle if any attention to the prob~ematics of 
creating social order and second, to the pervasiveness of efforts at social control. That is, in 
their attempts to reinforce the 'negotiated' and 'constructed' character of human group life, 
they generally fail to acknowledge the fact that not eve'y member of a group h a  equalpower 
to initiate let alone successfdiy participate in negotiating the character (or 'denniuon') of a 
social setting's rules, roles, routines, anifacts, and language. As in the classroom, the tacher 
ultimately has more power than students in any negotiations of their 'classroom subculture.' 
As such, some symbolic interactionists neglect to attend to the role of conk t  in social life. 
Also in their attempts to reinforce the negotiated and conmcted character of human group 
life, they fail to acknowledge that not ail situations are novel, or requiring of even periodic 
negotiations once estabfished. Again, many setungs, iike the classroom, have a history or an 
established subculture in which any student can become involved and feel cornfortable and 
where there are established patterns of attitudes and behaviour, to which students 'know' to 
conforrn. As such, many symboiic interactionist studies fail to attend to the existence of 
tradition. These tendencies of symbolic interactionism present both an obstacle and 
serendipitous opportunity for the sociological study of deviance. On the one side, in the 
absence of tradition, there can be no estabfished 'standard' fiom which individuals (or 
groups) can deviate, yet on the other, the concept of deviance is revealed to be arbitrary as it 
is open to negotiation. 

Becker (1963) overcomes this obstacle and capitalizes on this opportunity by iden-ng 
the existence of social deviance and the role of social confrict in its definition. He explicitly 



stresses the existence of pressures to conform (social control efforts-'labelling'), and the 
arbitrary nature of definitions of deviance (the process of definhg deviance as the exclusive 
privilege of the powerful). As such, a codict component may be built into a symbolic 
interactionist perspective to more explicitly act upon the promise of Blumer that 

.. symbolic interaction is able to cover thefull rmge of the genenc forms of human 
association. It embraces equaily weU such relationships as cooperation, conflict7 
domination, eqtoitatiion, consensus? disageement, closely knit identification, and 
indifferent concem for one another. The participants in each of such relations have 
the same common task of constmcting theù acts by interpretation and definhg the 
acts of each other. The significance of this simple observation becomes evident in 
contrasting syrnbolic interaction with the various schemes of human interaction that 
are to be found in the literature. Almost always such schemes constmct a general 
mode1 of human interaction or society on the basis of a particular type of human 
relationship plumer 1966: 53 8-63 9) [ernphasis mine]. 

Hence, a contlict-interactionist perspective is one that is symbolic interactionist to the core, 
but strongly stresses the codict aspect of the topic under investigation. An application of 
such a conflict interactionist perspective is presented below [subsection D. Labelled 
'Devimt'] as it has provided the starting point for this study. 

Symbolic interactionism in general is usudy categorized as a micro-sociological 
perspective. As such, its studies are usudy concemeci with the analysis of interactions 
occurrhg within smd groups. Sociologists working in the symbolic interactionist tradition 
are credited with producing rich ethnographies of (distinctive) smd groups which they refer 
to as 'subcultures' and 'deviant subcu1tures.' 

C. A Subculture withir2 the 'Submltural Mosaic ' 

Pnis (1997) suggests that 'society,' the favourite theoretical construct of mainstream 
sociologiasy is in fact an aggregate of 'sub-societies.' Indeed 'society,' a t e m  much more 
applicable to ' aggregates of beings, ' rninded and non-minded, aiike, is best avoided as a 
referent to 'reflective' human groups. The term 'society' says linle about collective 
'lifeways.' Historically, anthropologists are credited with the conceptualization of the ma& 
of social de s ,  roles, routines, artifacts, and language as 'culture.' The term 'society' invokes 
images of physical groups of people tied to each other more by geography and historical 
accident than social bonds of interaction, but 'culture' recognizes h m m  products that may 
be 'universai'fonns but that are highly 'variable' in content fiom society to society. The 
acknowledgment of cultural variability that anthropological research has demonstrated and 



that such a conceptualization permits, allows for the fûrther acknowledgrnent of 'cultural 
diversity' within a single society. Hence, there are many cultures or 'subcuItures7 within any 
given society or ''subcultural 'mosaic"' ( h s  1997). Moreover the ability of cultures to vaty 
reveals that culture is not merely a social product, but more explicitly the outcome of creative 
'human enterprise.' The 'activity-bbasd' nature of the subculture is the focus of 
ethnographers concemed with the study of '''d~ing~~ everyday Ise.' 

As such, the more recent studies of everyday life are less wncemed with the ethnography 
of the static content of a subculture, in the manner of early (especidy anthropologst-) 
ethnographers of society-wide cultures, than they are with how this content is manipulated to 
'accomplish' the activities of subcultural groups. More interactional analyses attend to the 
ongoing production of human group life and centre less around these subcultural elements that 
are highly 'esotenc' (in content) and 'static' (in fonn). It nevertheless does provide more 
complete "thick description" (Geertz 1983) to at least aiiude to the specid character of the 
content of subcultural elements as well as to identify the nature of the subcultural form (e.g. 
its scope, level of involvement, regularity of participation, etc.) in the course of deveioping 
analyses of subcultural groups. 

The term 'subculture' is used by Pms (1997) to refer to "a set of interactiondy linked 
people characterized by some sense of distinctiveness (outsider and insider defkitions) within 
the broader comrnunity" (Prus 1997:8). Hence, the broader community is made up of many 
such groups that in combination constitute a ccsubcdtural mosaic." Subcultures may be as 
srnail as a triad or so large as to encompass aü members of an entire 'time and place7- 
bounded society or cornmunity (Pms 19973). A subcuiture may develop around 
"perspectives," ''identities," ccactivities," "relationships," c'commitments," "styles of 
. . . expressiveness," and "modes of communication" (Pms 1997: 9). They may "'develop around 
any set of pursuits that the participants find meaningfùl in some respect," (Pms l997:8), and 
have such continuity and be so far reaching as to transcend particdar ''times" and 
(e-g. 'the lefi wing' whose dissenting views and political perspectives link them with others 
belonging to many generations and geographical locations). Hence, in ternis of their relative 
scope, subcultures may range corn being 'iransnational or transsocietai" to 'local" or 
 anslo local," to "embedded or nested" (Pms 1997:9- 1 1). Furthemore, in terms of the extent 
of involvement associated with certain subcultures, they rnay be anywhere from 'iotalinng" to 
cfocused" in extent of participation and anywhere nom "occasioned" to cccyclical" in regard to 
regularity of participation (Pms 1997: 1 1). It should also be noted that people are involved in a 
multitude of subculhires throughout their lives and during each of its stages. 



Some qualitative sociologists and most ethnomethodologists, at least in p ~ c i p l e ,  extend 
the concept of subculture implicitly to al2 distinctive social setangs and al1 social activities 
(respectively). That is, there is the subculture of the 'library7' the subculture of the 
'restaurant' and equaily de-bounded and orderly ways of 'doing7- 'walking7 and 'waithg for 
the bus.' In ali of these social situations there are 'shared assumptions' that are vital to the 
maintenance of social order (see Lofland and Lofland 1984; Sharrock and Anderson 1986). 1 
would term these 'transitory subcultures' or the sites of 'transient subcultural involvement.' In 
such cases, the activity or setting is fairly 'permanent,' and it has weil defined subcultural 
features. However, involvements in them are not at all sustained; participants slip in and out 
of them with relative ease and frequency and they occupy very little 'significant space' in their 
lives (e.g. lining up for services, browsing or shopping, visiting public washrooms). Thus any 
group of individuals, whether they be potters, bank machine users, cafeteria diners, -dents, 
widows, pagans, boy scouts, amateur actors, weavers, ninners, or whatever, constitutes a 
sub-society of sorts, if on the basis of some common "identity," "activity7" 
"relationship," ''commitment," style of "expression," or "mode of communication" (Prus 
1997:8-9) they enjoy some level of patterned sociai interaction. ïhrough such contact, a 
unique subculture may be enacted. 

W1tli.n the broader translocal and transnational focused subcultures of the 'hunting 
htemity' and 'purebred dog fanciers,' there exist local organizations dedicated to the training 
and testing of 'gun dogs' and or 'field dogs.' Nested within this srnalier subcuitural group of 
'sporting dog enthusiasts, ' is a very smd and highly specialized group of 'versatile hunting 
dog enthusiasts' who have established their own highly esoteric local, tram-local and 
trans-national organkation. 

... like it T a testing organization. [as a member, rny benefits are/ two-fol4 as a 
hunter, I want to have uccess to good quaiity stock when buyingpuppies and (the 
orgcmïzation] is the on& dog testing organization tihot is very similar to the hunting 
1 do. su I warld r i t a t e  to the [organization system or the [organizatioo n's/ 
training resulrs when looking for future dogs or dogs to breed..Uor] the versatile 
dog thar wzll do muny things for me ... also there 's personal gratification [[in training 
and festing] and you meet all kimk of new people and make newfne,&. .. there 's a 
social q e c t  to il. (O01 703 ] 

The organization researched here constitutes a subcdture of hunting dog enthusiasts who, 
as members of individual clubs, unite to train and test their hunting dogs, to socialize with and 
l e m  corn other club members involved in the training and testing of hunting dogs, and to 



discuss the organizational business of a group concemed with the training and testing of 
hunting dogs. The group's level of speciaktion results in significant obscurity. 

We 'le not kmwn... by the public, unless you had cl [verscztiiej dog you *d know us, 
but ifym di& 't have a dog you wmI& 't know who the heck [rhe orgrnizution] 
was, yyou 'd -y. 'you ever hemd offthe orgunizatzot~ J? ' Y m  w m I h  't bzow what it 
even meant, y m  knaw...like nobody h s  and t h e  f many dzferent groups of 
people t h  do sewing or kinds of photogtaphers. Oh. you don *t hem about them, 
but there 's alikinds of groups. [OOOi107] 

Unless you have hot& pirsued a versatile hunting dog, y m  neither know nor care 
about [the orgmzmfion]. [The Orgtmization] is not a household word Mmv 
hunters und many dog-peop le haven 't a che what [it] is. [O0030 11 

Members easily articulate the ultimate attraction to the sport. That is, they are quick to 
ident* the shared interest in an activity that resulted in the enactment and accounts for the 
penistence of the subculture. In a phrase, they are 'obsessed with the sporting dog.' 

[Il e~ljoy watching a goai dog working. To me. it 's like poetgt You know. it 
doesn 't matter. be ii a pointer, or a retriever, ...ym know. Me, it 's a real tum-on 
sitîing in the bzrsh listening to the houndS. TO me. it 's like music. [ 001508J 

Members join for the purpose of 

... training m d  the sport of working with the dogs. [000206] 

..-for meeting people. people who could give me a han4 you know... [O001011 

As one member put it, 

[Ilreyj keep people ehcated and the training, the training is one thzng. breeding. 
midyou knaw. at leut, I shoul& 't s q  Ieust, it *s the meeting of people. you h o w .  
the people coming together. yeah* it 's something nice. people with a common 
interest. [OU 12031 

The group is very d i cu l t  to become involved with unless one has done one's homework. 
That is, one must have the desire to locate and uain to its fidl potential a pointing dog with 
champion hunting lines. Eventually, contact with members of this group may be entirely by 
chance, or the resdt of contact with members ofthe broader hunting eaternity who know of 
members of the versatile hunting dog subculture. As such, it is ultimately by referrals only 
that individuals become members. 



i hemd of [the orgmizationJ thrtnigh afriend of mine who knms (the person who 
was to be his breeder] who recommended me, like he recommended me for a 
dog. ..and then when 1 got to hm [the breeder] he just m e d  talking about [the 
orgmizatioo~ and l got pretiy interested[ 000101] 

Like if srnebody bought a dogfom me, I ki say, beZZ now, I belong to [the 
organizaiion] ' and 1 usuaily give peop[e the green book, the training book as a 
present und this gets them involved And in the training book there 's an 
uppIicutiun flor the International orgmtzation] if fhey wouid Iike to be involved. 
and we tell t h  thut that S what the group 's about, to help them. we help each 
0 t h  train our dogs. .. h m  youfind out about it is through word of mouth, and you 
may k waIking down ut the pmk rmd you maybe meet someone with a Shorhir 
ondyotr say, 'Oh you have a Shorthazr, well so do I! mere didyou gel itfiom? ' 
and maybe in the course of conversation you say, ive ll 1 also belong to [the 
organizationf. ' ' WeZf who the hell is [the orgmiiution]?! ' And you tell them. mzd 
it 3 word of mouth ... [O0 1 1081 

This group was enacted for the expressed purpose of pursuing what is certauily a highly 
esoteric activity. There is no single physical social setting uniquely occupied by members of 
this club (or any club within the organization) for the purpose of carrying out its activities. 
Rather, the group may occupy many different physical senings geared to dif5erent activities 
depending on the nature of the particular tasks to be accomplished. Even considering these 
settings in combination offers little idormation to the outsider conceming the true nature of 
this group, as these settings have no obvious connection with each other. That is, there is no 
'thematic unity' among the settings occupied by this group to clearly suggest its purpose. 
Moreover, one can be further confused about the nature of this group because so many 
groups may unite for the purpose of carrying out s ida r  activities to this group's. In addition, 
this group7s activities are held in settings not ofken associated with such activities in common 
discourse, indeed, many different events could also be canied out in these sarne settings. To 
illustrate, this group, Like others, holds 'tests,' but its tests are not held in classrooms or 
perfonned in laboratories, but in fields surrounding a pond, and in these very same fields and 
ponds, 'outsiders7 may camp, picnic, fish and swim. 

As such, 'meetings,' 'training events,' 'tests,' and 'socials' are dl group assemblies which 
occur in different physical settings, and involve Merent d e s ,  roles, routines, artifacts, and 
language. Nevertheless, di of these assemblies are indeed recognizable as assemblies of this 
group, even though other groups may assemble for s ida r  tasks (businesses have meetings, 
govemment offices send recniits for training, students appear for tests, faculîy members 
gather for socials, and so on). This is because assemblies of this group share one common 



distinguishing feature: it is h m  their activities are perjiomed which sets them apart as a 
distinctive subculture particularly in the contefi of their more distinguishing assemblies (e-g. 

training events, tests). Furthermore, it is how the group activity is IinguzsticaIly represented 
('member discourse') that reveals that members share in a unique ccsyrnbolic universe'' even 
outside of their more distinctive assemblies (e.g. in their meetings, socials). Hence, the 
followhg description of this group, as a unique subculture," focuses on the esoteric features 
reveded by the nature of their distinctive group actnities and the nature of their distinctive 
voca6ul-y. While the former is tightly bound to special assemblies, the latter transcends 
them (making it possible for members to 'pass' as such anywhere). 

Before providing an o v e ~ e w  of the subcultriral elements of this group, it is important to 
first attend briefly to the esotenc nature of the key artifact (and members' relationships to that 
amfact) without which the entire subculture would cease to exist, the pointing dog. 

As outlined in Chapter One, the versatile hunting dog must have the instincts and proper 
training to expertly carry out all the tasks required in the hunting situation. Although these 
capacities are genetic, arousing the instincts and channeling them to filfiIl the needs of the 
foot-hunter involves a Wtual labour of love. Indeed, it is the respect for the dogs' potential 
and a iove for their sociable temperament that aiiows the trainer to overlook some of his Less 
tractable characteristics and motivate him to persevere. 

Pointing dogs with excelient hunting pedigrees are not always good pets. In spite of their 
afEectionate nature, protective instincts, and great fondness for children, companionship alone 
cannot be the focus of their lives. They have too much energy, are too single-minded, and 
believe that 'Me is a contact sport.' These characteristics are not always appreciated in a 
fifty-five to seventy-five pound dog. Moreover, to say that the pointing dog (in general) is 
stubbom is something of an understatement. As such, the versatile hunting dog club member 
is a special type of person. They know not to spoil, to be consistent, hn, somewhat 
regimented in their routines, but above aiI accepting of the nature of the dog. Breeders have to 
be very careful to place their pups with appropriate families. hdeed, pointing dog owners, 
unless they have exceptionaliy biddable (or very elderly) animals are ofken at a loss to £ind 
themselves appropriate 'critter sitters. ' 

I once made the rnistuke of leaving [my sixty-poundpuppyj with my parents while I 
was at work one day. He cou[& 't bem to be Iefi ont so he did his fuir share of 
ctyzng in his kenei. Bis of course just broke mum 's heart, so she convinced my 
father to take him for a wafk My father isn 't emctly a h g  lover, actuaiiy, he 's 
even afrazd of puppies, he never puts his hand near their mmths ... Anyway, he let 



him out and m m g e d  to map the lead on him, I don 't know how, but as soon as the 
dbg reafized what was happening he apparentiy pulied my father straiighr art the 
door d almost r m  away on him! He 's lucky he di& 't get dragged. he 's only 
five-foot-five or so and this rnomter pirp was just t m  much for him. At leart he 
di& 't get mad at him. he btows. weli, I told him. that the dog w d  never hurt him, 
he jmt doesn 'Z know his own strength. [O003021 

The pointing dog is an exceptional specimen of canine athleticism and instinctive ability. 
Again, respect for these qualities tends to ovemde owners7 m u e n t  cornplaints about their 
dogs. 

I mean, everybody would love a dog thar you just have io wagyour finger af and the 
dog goes, 'Oh. okay. ['II be sieudj to wzng d shot and fall. I won 't break ever 
again. boss. ' But it dwsn 't work thar way! [O01 7091 

Not only are they difncult to train, but dficult to keep in the house. On at least three 
occasions, interviews were interrupted as a direct resdt of the 'busy' nature of these pointing 
dogs. Some excerpts fkom my interview notes illustrate this fact. 

Hmg on- 'Alex, ' go lie d m !  II 's eriough pacing!!! [O0120 1j 

Hold on a second-Stop it, 'Spike ? Yar bit my shoe! Go somewhere and sit down! 
foo2ooq 

Oh shit! He 's pointing the [neighbour 'sj cal! [001205/ 

R: H m  is she in the hoicse? 1: Oh no! I keep her in the kennel!!! fh the house] they 
jus1 wunt to jurnp ail over.. . they 're crq!!!  [O001 021 

In spite of these tendencies, owners adore them. 

When 'E.B. ' was having her pups. 1 came home one day und there was blood all 
over the floor and l said tu my wife. 'My baby, my baby! W?iere 's my poor baby?! ' 
.. . Oh, she 's my mm&!!! [ 00040 71 

A prerequisite to full membership in this group is the ownership of a versatile hunting dog, 
at least 'in the making.' Most members are knowledgeable about the variety of pointing dog 
breeds, their respective temperarnents, their special abiiities and faults, difficulties in procuring 
tnie hunting lines, and the accompiishments of noteworthy club dogs, past and present. 
Having and training versatile hunting dogs, most of whom are evenniaily trained to 
successfully pass organization tests, is the ultimate hallmark of versatile hunting dog club 
membership. What foilows is a consideration of the training events hunting tests, and 



meetings and socials as they are organized and participated in by rnembers of this club. 
Attenduig to this group's events demonstrates how a s u b c u l ~ e  has been enacted (and 
c o n ~ u e s  to be sustained) by individuals whose chief recreational interest is hunting with 
pointing dogs. 

i - training events 

This club organizes training events for dogs and owners at least twice a year, dthough 
many members 'buddy up' regularly throughout the year to train their dogs. The organized 
events are scheduled in anticipation of bi-annual tests. Generdy, these events are held at a 
shooting sports club located in a semi-rural area. They are designed to assist the hunter in 
those areas of versatile hunting dog training that demand either special expertise, or an 
assistant. AU members are welcome to attend training events. Although the events intend to 
prepare both puppies and 'almost finished' dogs, the training events are ovenvhelmingly 
participated in by new pup owners, many of whom are entirely new to the sport. The sessions 
are facüitated by expenenced trainers, most of whom are breeders and judges. 

In smali groups and individual instruction sessions, novices are insmicted by the 
experienced trainer as to how to train their dog themselves. As such, there is little direct 
handling by the trainer of the novice's dog. Rather, the trainer tells the novice what is to be 
done to the dog, sometimes with a brief demonstration with the trainer's own dog and nom 
there the novice is expected to cany out guided training activities with their pup. As such the 
roles of 'student' and 'teacher' are clearly delineated, except in cases where more experienced 
owners attend to use equipment, get tips, and more importantly for their purposes, 'socialize' 
their dogs. That is, long term members with their fourth, fifth or sixth dog might attend to let 
the dog get used to being around others in a group event situation, use training equipment, 
and perhaps discuss a particular training problem they had never run into but are suddenly 
faced with in the new dog. These are not students therefore, but other handiers. 

Few esoteric d e s  manifest themselves at club training events. As in many kinds of dog 
training situations, handlers are expected to keep their dogs under control, take tums using 
equipment in a courteous and orderly rnanner, foliow the advice of the trainer, and attend to 
their dog's needs. The equipment used by versatile hunting dog trainers is unique, however. 
The artifact s associated with pointing dog training include check cords (approxirnately 
twenty-foot-long ropes attached to the collars like leashes), birds tied by a foot to a large 
piece of wdboard (to instigate the 'point' and enforce the 'whoa'), fishing rods with live 
birds flapping madly £kom their lines (to teach 'steadiness to wing'), training tables with ramps 



at either end (to teach the 'whoa'), and a dummy launcher (a rifie that shoots a retrieving toy). 
In addition, trainers may sport whistles to signal their dogs to 'corne,' 'whoa,' 'hie on' ('jus 
go and 'quarter') 'gee' (go right), 'haw' (go lefi), and whatever other idiosyncratic tricks they 
have taught them. 

The overall routine of the event begins with an entirely informa1 assembly. When it 
appears that no one else is coming (a good twenty minutes or so after 8 a.m. 'sharp'), the 
ongoing equipment set up is completed at least for the k t  ski11 to be taught, and novices 
make their way to one of the trainers. Individuaiiy, the trainer infoms the novice of the 
specinc skill to be taught, how this is done, and what to do should the dog not cooperate. 
The dog is given its tum, the novice being walked through the entire process, then observed 
and guided where necessary as they perform the lesson a few more times. The trainer 
normally ends by gïving some advice, usually related to how the skill is judged, in order to 
prepare the novice for a the test. 

A typical interaction between traùier and novice would be simila to one witnessed at a 
spring training event: 

"Okay, you 're going tu lead the dog up on the table, ami we 're going tu teach him 
to 'whoa. ' Corne uround keep him on ymr lep-that *s it! Okq, nav...fhe quickiy 
stepped in front of the novice. held his righr hand righr trp to the dog 's nose. palm 
forward] 'whoa. "' He stepped back 

nie dog sat. 

''Lifr him zip and hold him stiii, that 's il, rzghljrom between his back legs. nnow 
prazse him, go& Now suy il. Cvhoo* whw. "' 

nte dog stoadstzlI, and each tirne he attempted to look ~ ~ u y f r o m  the trazner 's 
palm. he was told tu kh.  ' The novice chimed in. 

"Never shout ut him. say it c u h  and deep. reaib serious. See? He 's relming, 
go&.. Oh. very steady, good dog! Okay, now release him, jzist say 'O&, ' or 
something* but be consistent. Once you decide on what you 're going to say, you 've 
gor to suy zt all the tirne. .. " 

The novzce called 'okqy! ' and the dog wagged its tail madly and l eq t  ofi the table. 
almost pulling the novice under it. Once the commotion ce& the trainer offeed 
more advice. 



2 t  the test, since it 's just ['puppy. 7 'le won 't have tu be that steudy. in fact you 're 
no& going to give him any comntands. because if he doesn 't obey you, they 'II suy he 
isn 't cooperating and you '[I [ose points. It 's better to s q  nothing. But al the 
['advmced 7 test. he 'II have to obey the command the secondym gfve ir. and if he 
break, he 'il blow it. So start now. MaRe him %hm 'for his dinner. before you 
open the door. before you let him in the car, jirst get him used to stayingput. ... '* 

The novice was e n c m g e d  tu tiy again. as the M I e r  Zookd on and corrected his 
khoa ' signal. [notes] 

N - hunting tests 

The test is an exciting event for members of the club. Tests are held bi-annuaily, and 
depending on the nature of the generationai cohort of the dogs, they may be al1 'Tuppy" tests, 
or al1 "Advanced" tests, or a combination of both. They are held at a conservation area lefi 
entirely unmarked as a test site. That is, unlike at garage sales in subdivisions, or Kemel Club 
shows, there are no signs to guide members in to the grounds. Test grounds must have fields, 
bush or forest, and water. There is a picnic area that blends into the parking area where a 
trailer is set up. The trailer has a canopy under which a table is covered with refieshrnents and 
a lunch buffet. The wives of club members prepare and serve the food. The cost for a lunch 
is very low, as are the pnces of cakes and tea or coffee. A group of between twenty and thmy 
people usually appears at tests, the public is not welcome. Generaiiy, only club members or 
members of other clubs and their families attend the tests. 

Moa of the rules pertahing to tests are formal and rigorously enforced. Dogs are not to 
be lefi to mn freely, the 'galiery' of spectators is to remain weil back fkom the test situation, 
bitches in heat are to be nin last and kept well away fiom the dogs. Entrants are to appear 
imrnediately at the field or pond at the tirne they are called by the judges and the handler is to 
follow the directions of the judges to the letter and without question. M e r  their tuni, the 
handler and dog are to leave the area, the dog is normaiiy watered and rested and the handler 
retums to the area to joui the gdery. Whether the dogs begin with field work or water work 
is the decision of the three judges. One of the judges must be fiom another club in order to 
maintain continuity of judging standards. They are not paid for their services. Usuaily an 
'apprentice' judge accompanies the trio in order to learn about scoring and judging practices 
fkom direct experience. Once the dog has performed the assigned task, the judges confer, 
finalize scores and cal1 the next dog who should be waiting (since the 'running order' is 
p ~ t e d  on sheets for ail participants). Participants are not to disturb them. No one is to 
inquire about scores, one of the judges reads them out at the end of the day. The roles of 



'handler,' 'judge,' and 'spectator,' exist in al1 rnanner of sporting dog tests, however, it is the 
nature of the individual testing activities that distinguish the 'versatile hunting dog test' fkom 
field trials or field dog tests. 

Although other sporting dog tests involve the use of such d a c t s  as dogs, birds, a 
shotgun, and a pond, a versatile hunting dog test is distinguishable fint by the variety of 
individuai events (water work, fieldwork, tracking) and second by the ranking of skills scored. 
For example, at a versatile hunting dog 'Tuppy" test, dogs must fin& point, and chase (or 
hold) on birds, two shots are fired to ensure that the dog is not gun-shy, dogs swim to retrieve 
a duck fkom water, and find game by ground scent ody in the context of tracking. The ability 
to find game ('use of nose') and the ability to hunt for the handler (being cooperative and 
'easy on game') are the moa important global skills of the versatile hunting dog. 

A typical 'Tuppy test" routine once began with a dog and handler presenting themselves when 
cded and waiting for the approach of one of the judges: 

A senior judge apprwched the handler and eqlained to him that he wmld 6e going 
to the pond and thrwing a h y  into the water for the dog IO rehieve twice. 
Then the dog warld be emined  fur the quality of her coat, bite, straightness of 
rem legs. a d  ternperament. nte judge asked if he had my questions, the hander 
declined and the trio proceeded to the water 's edge where the other judges waited 
A hush descended upon the gallery as the h&er took the dummy from one of the 
judges. He showed it to the dog, waving it in frotzt of her and getting her excited by 
it. He made certain t h  she was looking at it and as he t h  it in the water. he 
gave her a quick top and a cheery, "Go get it!" Tne dog dove into the water 
without hesitafion and members of the gallery exchmzged miles. ?lie l ieder  
rernained serims as the dog grabbed the dummy, trurned back, mui swam to shore. 
Suddenly, the dog look oflwith it toward the gallery. "Corne!" called the handler 
and the dog ncnted and reluctanily trotted back to him to drop the dummy at his 
feet. The judges nodded nnd told him, "0- send her again. " The hand.Zer 
repeated his actions and the dog jzïst looked ut him. Suddenly. much to the visible 
relief of the M e r ,  who M not timed the throw properly. she tumed and dove 
afrr it. As she swm to shore, he waiked a m n d  the pond to intercept her. With 
some coming, she got out, gave a shake, and afIowed him to remove the aùmmy 
from her mouth. "Bring her here. bring her here, " called the judges, and they 
crouched to intercept her for a quick examination. n e  dog was walked in front of 
them to display her rear legs, and seated while one judge took hold of her muule 
and a22 three peered at her teeth. Fimi& she was patted and her coat mbbed and 
pinched She happiiy complied andjumped on a judge tu plimi kisses on his chin. 
nie hcnrdler swzjily removed her with elaborate apologies. ïhe jrrdges n&d 20 



him. and he ttrmed tu rejoin the gaiiery. As he passe4 the ' peid marshai " quzetly 
congraiuiuted him. [Notesj 

In very concrete terms then, the 'outsider' would recognize the uniqueness of this 
subculture at its special events (training events, tests). Here one bears witness to the 
performance of unique routines (with their associated niles and roles) and the presence of a 
variety of unique artifacts. 

iii- meetings and socials 

In such esoteric social settings as the club's training events and hunting tests, the group is 
recognizable as a unique subculhire by the nature of its routines and artifacts, as well as by the 
content of certain of its d e s  and roles. Yet, an 'insider' would stili be able to recognize 
members as 'aiends' outside of these events and without their hunting dogs by the nature of 
their talk. It is the topic of their conversations and their use of language that moa clearly sets 
members apart and enables the 'outsider' to recognize that they are in the midst of members 
of a unique subculture even at such mundane events as meetings and socials. Indeed, without 
familiarity with the 'insider meanings' of a large number of commonly used terrns, a Wtual 
'language barrier' would inhibit one's ability to fuily understand members. 

Members fiequently taik about previous and ftture hunting trips and may even tentatively 
organke hunting trips with other members during a meeting or social event. They debate 
about the best hunting or fishing locations and often refer to topographie maps (ofken kept in 
pockets or gioveboxes) to illustrate their points. Mernbers are well versed concening the 
variety and quaiity of sporting goods. They discuss prices, 'where to go for deals,' the best 
fabrics, and express disappointment in goods that did not Iive up to their expectations. They 
are intimately f d a r  with a wide range of fireatms, including special editions or vintage 
rifles. Expenenced trainers, in padcular have expertise in the selection and proper use of d 
marner of training equipment. AU members have an opinion on the variety of versatile breeds 
and will recount stones of their dog's perflormance (or blunders) at tests or in the field. There 
is also a lot of good-natured half-joking about other members' dogs, and in recent times, 
fiequent grumbling about 'Yhe antis" and cornplaints about gun laws and hunting regulations. 

Any of these topics of conversation are acceptable and expected in encounters with 
'insiders.' In addition, versatile hunting dog enthusiasts use a number of t e m  that distinguish 
them from other sporting dog enthusiasts. They refer to a wide range of game birds, includmg 
chukars, woodcocks, ptarmigan, grouse. They are familiar with an international variety of 
pointing dog breeds, Cesky Fouseks, Munsterlanders, Spinoni Italiani, Brittany spaniels, 



Vislas, Pudelpointers. Also, they iden* dog-skiils Ullfamiliar to companion dog owners, 
such as, pointhg tracking, whoa-hg, remaining steady, and a number of faults, 'flushg' 
(stimng up the birds and making them fly), 'breaking" (hm a point or 'whoa'), ' hunting for 
themselves' (not retrieving to hanci, and or eating the game), 'blinkllig' (hesitating or being 
distracted by something), being 'gun-shy' ( f e d l  and or distracted by gun-fire). Also, as 
ambassadors of unique 'breedlines' (hunting luies), members are able to name international 
champions in their dogs' pedigrees, such as the Gerrnan Shorthair, 'Axe1 von Pregeleufer.' 

One very confusing conversation 1 overheard at an annual meeting when 1 was a novice 
clearly reveded the multitude of esoteric ternis and shared meanings and assumptions that are 
curent among members of distinctive subcultures. 

A: "He rnzssed it by one point???!!! " 

B: "II wus my fattt, reaZ[y. I wasn 't proo@g his backing en@ when we went 
* 9 mt. .. 

A: "You 've go! a 'back-off; Jack, ' thuugh. .. ? " 

B: "Yeah, but halfthe time when we 've been out they Ze d l  poiniing at otzce. Like 
they 're all in a c i d e  around the scent cone. So w h  the judges saw him step irz 
front of his brace mate andpoi~it on his own, they diah 't know how well he dues 

9 ?  honour. . . 

A: "Yeah, but he 's got a good nose.. . " [Noresl 

To translate: The participants in this conversation were talking about a finished dog's 
performance at the 'Tnvitationai" test (held every two years for 'Tirst Place" 'Advanced" 
dogs, only). The handler was responding to a rnember's shock and disappointment that the 
dog did not manage to eam the ccChampion" title at the Invitational because he lost one point. 
The handier was blaming himseiffor the dog's performance as he explained that when he took 
the dog out for informai training sessions or actual hunting with other members ('khen we 
were out"), he did not set up enough situations to 'proof (or test) the dog's ability to 
properly 'back' ("honour"). That is, in the hunting situation, when one dog goes on point, the 
other is supposed to stay back and point his point (without interfering), and without having 
caught any scent of game himself. One piece of training equipment in the possession of many 
handlers is the '%ack-off, Jack!" It is a plastic silhouette of a Me-sized dog on point that with 
a remote controuer, the handler can stand up suddedy a few feet in &ont of his dog. The dog 
is expected to recognize the sign as another dog  oze en on point, and should he not point 



behind it, or attempt to creep out of his point position, the handler swiftly corrects him by 
picking him up and standing him behind it. The handler then went on to explain that many 
times, the way the scent of the game emanated (usually it rises around the animai like a 
'‘cane"), aiiowed severai dogs to surround the animal and point independently, having caught 
the scent themselves. In the test situation, two dogs are nin (in '%races3') for the purpose of 
dowing the judges to witness 'honouring.' In tbis case, the hander's dog stepped in front of 
the 'kace-mate" already on point because he caught the scent on his own (and therefore did 
not point his brace-mate's point). The fellow member jua shook his head and suggeaed that 
the strength of the dog's s c e n ~ g  ability ('liis good nose7') should have over-ridden at least to 
some extent the judging standards. As is quickly apparent, an 'insider' translation is required 
for the 'outsider' to achieve an understanding of some of the esoteric conversations of 
members. 

It is therefore evident that members of this group have enacted a subculture focused on 
the performance of a unique activity, the training and testing of versatile hunting dogs. In 
their special events the club is recognizable by its distinctive artifacts, rules, roles, and 
routines. In more mundane social settings, they are distinguishable by their preferred topics of 
conversation and unique elements of their vocabularies. Hence, by virtue of its unique patterns 
of activity and communication, the group studied constitutes a distinctive subculture. 

D. Labelled 'Deviant ' 

Additionally, this group has evolved its own set of subcultural adaptations in response to 
their perception of being at risk of being labeiied 'deviant.' Although this particuiar group has 
not been pblicly Iabelled as such, it is through its association with the broader 'hunting 
fraternity,' which has indeed been identified as 'deviant' by the 'politicaiiy correct,' that 
members have corne to see the writing on the wall. That is, the broader subcultural group in 
which the club is embedded or nested has suffered to some extent eom being Iabelied 
'politically incorrect.' In view of this members of the club studied suspect that in the event 
that their 'secret deviance' became discovered, group members would share the same fate as 
other hunters. They have determined that becorning labeiled 'deviant' is entirely possible, if 
not probable, should they fail to evolve certain adaptations. Hence, they have elected to 
'refle~tively'~ respond rather than allow themselves to become the passive victims of "moral 
entrepreneurs" (Becker 1963 : 147-8). 

We don 't wmzt to be high profie when it cornes to testing or triais where shooting is 
involved, it 's nor political& correct anymore. .. [000612] 



We don 't want tu be zoo visible because of law ami a h .  and whol is the word 
now. .. ? perception that, anti-huntiing mirnui-rights age thot we [Ne in now. Many 
of these things me ... well, we operate in a grey mea. ..[000604] 

Historically, depictions of deviance have reinforced the image of the 'deviant' as 
objectively 'bad,' inteflectudy and or psychologically chdenged, and without the creativity 
or reflectivity to respond rationally to the actions of others, let aione initiate a rationally 
motivated deviant act. As such, 'deviance' has ofien been individuahed and depoliticized. 
Deviance has been merely a social rather than a socio-poIiticd issue (at best), and oflen (and 
at worst), deviants have suffered 60m a psychologization of their behaviour. Indeed, pnor to 
the rise of more socioiogkaI explanations, deviants were sometimes seen as possessed ofC'evil 
spirits" or as being mentally or physically 'cîli" (Pfohl 1995). The implications of such a legacy 
are as follows: 

1. Deviance was seen as an inherent quality of an act, rather than as a social construction. This 
assumes not only that deviance could be objectively defined and universaüy recognized, but 
aiso that there exists in society a relatively complete ideoiogical consensus conceming the 
nature of deviant behaviour and perhaps near universal actual conformity to ideai standards of 
behaviour. 

2. Deviants were seen as irrational, not responsible for their behaviour, and incapable of 
purposive activity. This assumes not only that deviants passively accept their statu (as they 
are incapable of chailenging their stereotype), but that deviant activity is without logical 
(instrumental) or political significance. 

In stark contrast, Becker (1963) and other 'Iabehg theorists' bring to our attention the 
need to take a conflict perspective approach to deviance, that i s  to acknowledge the 
importance of power and control to the construction of deviance (Anspach 1994:353-4). 
Becker (1963) views the attachent of 'deviant' labels as the work of 'moral entrepreneurs" 
in contexts characterized by "social conflict.' Thus, deviance is a social construction and not 
ail members of society have equal power to participate in its construction: 

We must see deviance, and the outsiders who persor@ the abstract conception, as a 
consequence of a process of interaction between people, some of whom in the 
service of their own interests make and enforce rules which catch others who, in the 
service of their own interests, have commiaed acts which are labeled deviant (Becker 
1963: 163). 



Becker contends that "rules are the products of someone's initiative and we can think of 
the people who exhibit such enterprise as 'moral en~epreneurs' ... Ddeed] it is appropriate to 
think of [such] reformers as 'crusaders' because they typicdy believe that their mission is a 
holy one.. ." (Becker 1963 : 147-8). The work of "moral entrepreneurs" is very weli illustrateci 
in the historical accounts of the develo pment of juven.de dehquency legislation (Plan 1 969)' 
the activities of the Puritans (Erikson 1966), and the American Temperance Movement 
(Gusfield 1963). Labehg the "outsider" (Becker 1963) is a "symbolic" victory "that 
enhances the prestige and self-esteem of the victors and degrades the culture of the losers" 
(Gus field 1 963 : 5). 

In the present study, the moral entrepreneurs are 'the antis," members of the bloc of 
politically correct whose crusade is against a number of 'o~tsiders.~ 

[The opposition comesfrom/ the general p b k ,  now. i~zjiuerrced by 
emtironmentaliss, animal rzghts activisfs, the whole envirorzmental rnovernent, 
anti-hzmting groups, the mti-gtm g m p s  in ziniversities. ï2e miversiries are a big 
one because that 's where zt ail s t d  due to the Mmc Lepine deal. .. [OOO&I 71 

me are threatened because/ hunting is associated with cruelty to animais mld the 
animai righrs actzvists ore against it. One of its products. jiw, is the target of the 
anti-fi~r grm~ps who me against trapping, fmzng,  e tc  Conrenationists deplore the 
use-value of nature. Targher gun-laws l00byis.s fem the criminaf use of f irems-  . . 
[O0030 11 

In the face of such opposition, members of this group engage in coping strategies 
identified by Gresham Sykes and David Matza (1 979) as 'techniques of neutralization." 
Although among members of this group there is no evidence of "denying responsibility," they 
do appear to be "denying injury'" "denying the existence of a victh," "condemning the 
condemners," and "appealing to 'higher loyalties"' (see Sykes and Matza 1979:667-669). 

According to Sykes and Matza (1979), 'Tor the delinquent, wrongfulness may turn on the 
question of whether or not anyone has clearly been hurt by his deviance, and this matter is 
open to a variety of interpretations" (1979:887). In this comection, one member argued, 

Wefl, there 's no real threat to us [in tenns of incriminating action] because we do 
things overboard [sic-read as we go over b m  art of out wayl. we don ' f  h m  
mimals, or in our training meth&, et cetera. And we 're very humane about what 
we do, if we have to kill a bird. et cetera. .. [001103] 



By arguing that animals are 'game animals' and rejecting the 'anthropomorphization of 
nature,' members "deny the existence of a victim." This is an illustration of the adoption of the 
strategy that Sykes and Matza describe as insisting that "the injury ... is not really an injury" 
(Sykes and Matza 1979:668). One member criticized, 

...ym 've been brought up in the era of B m b i  und the iittle duch on the TC.: And 
they al1 talk and everything else. and its all untme .... dogs don 't tdk and bides  
don 't tdk anxi they don 't think like they tell us on TV. But ail these animai rights 
people believe this, and it 's not the irue pictzïre of everythzng. you know?! [001110/ 

The ''condemnation of the condemners" technique was especidy prevalent among 
member of this group. That is, as Sykes and Matza point out, ''the delinquent shifis the focus 
of attention from his own deviant acts to the motives and behaviour of those who disapprove 
of his violations. ..by attacking others, the wrongfulness of his own behaviour is more easily 
lost to view.. ." (Sykes and Matza 1975: 668). In the case of the hunting dog organization, the 
"condemnation of condemners" technique is made visible by members' criticisms of the 
politically correct. The 'hypocrisy' of condemners was Eequently pointed out. Members 
criticized the politically correct for not targeting factory f m s ,  for failing to acknowledge the 
sporting rather than the criminal aspects of using firearms, and most fiequently, for not 
actively participating in conservation activities. 

Let t h  ("the anris'y go to any of these pmdtry places where rhey raise chickem 
mui let them see the one with three feet and fo21r &euh 'crmse they gave them su 
much chernzcais. [O0201 21 

[They don? see/ the d e s  on sume of those chilherz 'sfaces when they 're shooting 
thezr Frst bow. or when they 're sztting there shooting ut the hunting sh m.. and in 
the O fympics.. . [ the biathlon - ski and shoot. .] [ 00201 O] 

Al[ the work for rehubifitafing habitat.. .a's only dune by the mrtdoormm. 
[O012061 

. . . it 's the hunters thai are conniburing the bulk offinds thut me tmgeted for 
conservation, et cetera, than "the mtis ". . . [00100./l 

Fhally, it may also be argued that another ?technique of neutralization" that some 
members of this group are engaging in is "appealing to bigher loyaities." As S ykes and Matza 
(1975) point out, "... deviation £iom certain noms rnay occur not because the noms are 
rejected, but because other noms held to be more pressing or involving a higher loyalty, are 



accorded precedence" (Sykes and Matza 1975:669). It was interesthg to find at least two 
members ofFering justifications for their activities that were indeed dong these lines: 

... l reaiiy think m i n g  is] a sacredjob. and an interaction with the mimate or 
spiritu~I natwai world und l oniy got into it for traditional economic reasom. ....And 
I c m  only [ive wizh ihat decision because I feel that I nt leasî, conrider it a spiritual 
activity. For me, depending on gme is an admission und acceptmce of my own 
subjztga~zon to the forces of nature that are greuter thm 1...[000302] 

This is my choice to do things. ..ljust believe that the good Lord prit these m~imals 
here for man, you k m ?  Originaify. thar is whoi they were ai2 intended for m m  to 
sunive. eating. y m  knau, the wzld vecies.. . [O001 081 

A related technique, beyond mere "condemnation of the condemners7' is also visible 
among members of this group. While labelhg may or may not in afl cases elicit a response of 
bomfrde political actiivism, deviants may "repudiate the other and work at their own 
self-elevation" (Anspach 1994:358) in rather public ways. That is, in spite of the apparent 
'niperior power' of the labelers, those labelled are not powerless victims, acted upon, but not 
acting in their own interest. Indeed, Renee Anspach ( 1994) notes that there is a politicai 
"backlash" quality to (the continuance of) deviant activity. 

Politicaliy Itmrrect R e d - N e c k e d  Proud of it!!! [Bumper sticker] 

Taking issue with the image of those labelled 'deviant' as ''passive victims," Anspach 
argues that labels are "negotiated," implying that actors are ccreflective'7 and "creative." Using 
the example of the mobibtion of the "disabled and former mental patients-" which 
transfonned them fiom silent "stigmatized" individuals to vocal ccactivistsy" she argues that 
labehg rnay result in poiitical activism. As such, the '%ictims7' of labelling are not powerless 
and the process of deviance construction is not one-sided. Deviant identities are not imposed, 
but negotiated (Anspach 1 994:3 53). 

Gofhan (1959) too recognized that ccstigmatized" individuals are not powerless victims, 
but cbstrategists" and artias," engaged in ccinformation control" and '%ension 
management." However, he suggested that they carry out "defensive maneuvers." This 
implies that ultimately the stigmatized person ccsubscribes to the very societd definitions of 
normalcy" that oppress him/her (Anspach 1994:3 56; Gof ian  1963: 1 16-24). In direct 
contrat, Anspach points out that "active attempts [are made] on the part of those labelled as 
deviant to moid their owt identities.. ." (Anspach 1994:3 56). Thus, the activism of certain 



groups is not passive acceptance or endorsement of the labelers' version of the ideal, to which 
they defensively respond. Rather it constitutes a direct 'cassault" upon labelers (Anspach 
1994: 3 56). In this connection, members rnay "de-euphemize" t e m  used aga& them (e-g. 
'politically incorrect,' 'red-neck'), tuniing the tables on accusen by wearing the stigmatkhg 
label as a "badge of honour" (Anspach 1994:36 1) 

Also, by engaging in self-elevation, the in-group neutralizes to some degree its own 
deviance. That is, if a group c m  'point to' sorne other group or person that may be equally 
deviant in principle, yet qualitatively 'more deviant' than themselves, then by corztrast the 
deviance of the accused is partiaüy neutralized or dehed as less senous. An argument for the 
existence of a 'hierarchy of deviants' is offered to labelers, in the hope that attention will be 
deflected away from the less offensive deviants. h the case of the particular group studied, 
these attempts at self-elevation as a technique of neutralization were demonstrated by 
members' insistence that others deserved the deviant label, but that they did not. They argued 
that many typical hunters are indeed unethical, but that they are a group of ethical hunters. 
Indeed, if 'Yhe antis" really got to know them better, they might even support them. As such, 
members argued that they were better than the others, who they unanimously agreed should 
be stopped. 

me m c a l  hnter is a guy who drinks Labut 's Blue md drives a pick-up and is 
careless wzth his firemms and goes on the weekend ami i f  he hunrs and gers 
something, and if he doesn 't then. well that 's good too, he got pissed [ h n k ] -  - - g o d  
le boys, most of th... [000102/ 

... no one w ~ s  to be associated with 7 H . !  [000206/ 

... there are some people who go out and do that. ..&ut we 're there to enjoy the sport 
mrd we 're not there to get &nk and make a purty out o f  zt and aiso muke dmger 
art of il. ..&unk in the bush and shooting innocent people- .. we 're safte, more 
professsional in t h t  sense... [000505] 

Hence, the agenda is ultimately resistance. Beyond engaging in self-defensive 'Yechniques of 
neutralization" (S ykes and Matza 1979), members of this group seek to afEm their right to 
exia. As such, they attempt to "mold their own identities'' (Anspach 1994:356) in the course 
of evolving practical coping strategies. 

Shce members ofthis group have corne to appreciate the magnitude of the impact of the 
'deviant' label on their group and on themselves as members, they have evolved subcultural 
adaptations as a set of interrelated protective strategies. 1 shd refer to these strategies 



(described below) as chmzgitzg. cfosing. and conniving. In this way, they, iike other 
stigrnatized groups have developed certain survival strategies. For example, like others with a 
"discreditable stigma," they engage in typicd ccinformation managementy7 techniques (Gofian 
1963). That is, in the course of managing a deviant identity (one that, ifreveaied at an 
inopportune tirne or place would, at the very least, resuit in the stigrnatized individual's feeling 
put on the spot, being forced to offer some 'accounty to excuse or defend the self), the deviant 
evolves strategies for releasing or withholding information about themselves with great 
discretion. 

From the in t e~ews  it was discovered that group members, as individuds, engage in 
severai "information management" strategies in that they ccselectively conceal [discrediting] 
information about themselves at certain times, in certain situations, and with certain 
individuals and fieely disclose the same information at other tirnes, in other situations, and 
with other individuds.. ." (Herman 1993 :3 07). Members ofien referred to the necessity for 
'discretion' with outsiders; their ability to distinguish between those with whom they can talk 
about the club fiom those with whom they cannot; their penchant for taking the offensive by 
playing 'devil's advocate' where they feel that they are in the presence of at least a few allies; 
and the hope of a few of them that properly timed and worded disclosure wouid educate the 
public and relieve some of the pressure on all hunters. 

[Taiqy,] 1 'm more hesituni to say that I am a hunrer. .. (001 7021 

It 's becoming something that you don 't qeak of so fmdb, zt reaily depends otz what 
c ides  y m  're in.. . [ OOO9OlJ  

I think I know who m t  to talk to. you &1 m... Yes. you c m  't be public aboui il 
aqmore .... [O001 031 

In general, members have most certainly "re-adjusted group routines'' to "protect and 
conceal the organization h m  the other" (Prus 1994:407). Since this group perceives itself to 
be a group of "outsiders," it has corne to share a number of characteristics with other 
'coutsiders" (Becker 1963) studied by sociologists, iike the Children of God (VanZandt 199 1 ), 
the "Espers" (Simmons 1964), the Rebels (Wolf 1991), and the Divine Precepts (Lofland 
1966), to narne only a few. Members of all of these groups have had to engage in activities 
which "protect their organization" [in their] "encounters with others" (Prus 1994:397). 

To give one example, Wolf (lggl), Simmons (1964), and Lofland (1966) al1 refer to one 
particular type of adaptation, members' tendency to intense their involvement with their 



groups and their groupsy correspondhg tendency to exclude outsiders, either as a response to 
some direct extemal threat, or the threat of attacks on or challenges to theû choices. The 
'Rebels," a motorcycle gang studied by Wolf(1991) constituted a "brotherhood," and as Wolf 
describes, "as 1 watched the faces of the Rebels, 1 could see the hardening of an aninide - 
'us-against-the-world"' (Wolf 199 1 : 17). ï h e  'in-group/out-group' motif is especidy strong 
among those belonging to deviant subcultures. Both S b o n s  and Lofland describe 
members' conscious attempts at 'diierentid association,' that is, they seek to "iden* more 
closely with those who share their beliefs." This is "coupled with relative isolation from and 
disparagement of those whose beliefs differ" (Sirnmons 1964:256) or avoidance of contact 
and or communication with non-members (Lofland 1966: 59). 

My research revealed that members of the versatile hunting dog club also engaged in this 
adaptation by deliberately closing: Members closed themselves off socially from outsiders and 
took on an 'in-group/out-group' attitude towards outsiders. One member foresaw a future 
increase in members' involvement with each other as the opposition to hunting 
increased-they would take comfort in associating more with tbeir 'club-buds.' 

We do olrr awn thing, md we do it quietly [O01 1061 

... well. I think that the more it gels to be taboo, the more we 'IIfind cornfort wiih 
each 0 t h .  fOOO3O3 J 

... we reaily try to keep a Iow profle anyay.. . [001302] 

..A seems they go down to sort of covert. .. but I don 't h o w  if thal's such a go& 
idea. ïkat 's what rheir a w e r  hm been. I hrow [a forrnding member] said that. 
[OOOJOI~ 

Indeed, I would argue that any 'us-against-the-world' or 'in-group/out-groupy or dserential 
association attitudes or behaviour intended to protect the deviant group nom a hostile 'moral 
majonty' constitutes very obviously some sort of copùig strategy useful for those suddenly 
f'inding themselves labelled 'deviant. ' 

As such, a theory of social change and the labeiiing of deviants as the work of "moral 
entrepreneurs" (Becker 1963: 147-8) is clearly applicabIe to the case of the hunthg dog 
organization studied. For here we have a subcdtural group that was attempting to cany out 
its ordinary routines when it diswvered that its activities (along with its image) were now 
provoking moral indignation. 



In fact, provoking moral indignation to the point of becoming labelled 'deviant' is highly 
contingent. If we accept that al1 gestures and utterances have no inherent meaning, then 
actors must respond to the 'stimulus' of the image or action of others not by automatic 
'reflex,' but by a complex process of interpretation. nius, we must attend to the various 
considerations involved in an interpretive process that can resuit in a group's being defined as 
' deviant . ' 

Ellis (1987) provides a usefùl list of many of the considerations that may be involved in the 
interpretation of a feature/characteristic or behaviour that can lead to the application of the 
'deviant' label. According to EKs, 'Tor a label to stick, it must be applied. The probability 
that a deviant label wiU be applied varies with: 

Whether a rule (nom) was broken ... 

Who comrnitted the *action (powemil vs. powerless persons). 

When the infraction was cornmitted (was a campaign being waged against 
this kind of deviance or not?). 

How fiequently the rule was being broken (few vs. many infractions). 

How visible the innactions were (visible vs. secret deviance). 

What the consequences (materid and symbolic) were to the labelers (gains 
increased/losses decreased vs. gains decreasedflosses increased)" (Ellis 
1987: 54). 

1 would add to this list the consideration of the serioumess of the infiaction, that is, whether 
or not and how much 'hami' is degedly caused to some 'victim' by the deviant stahis or 
activity. Although there is nothing objective about definitions of harmfulness, labelers could 
attract support by revealing evidence that the group in question causes a certain amount of 
h m .  And depending on where recipients of this harrn are situated on the 'hierarchy of 
victirns,' labelers may be able to muster considerable support. 

Basicaiiy, Ellis (1987) is arguing that the attachment of the deviant label to an individual 
or group based on feaîures/characteristics (deviant statudstigma) or behaviour (activities) 
depenh-for the audience, it depends on the existence of some broken rule, it depends on 
whether or not the nile-breaking is habituai, and it depends on whether or not the 



de-breaking is visible to outsiders. Thus, the one-shot 'secret' deviant act is Iess kely to 
cause the audience to want to attach a 'deviant' label than is the public recidivist. Moreover, 
it is the context in which the deged deviance is occming that might ultimately make the 
difference between m o r s  or suggestions and labels that stick. The context is compnsed of 
"accusers" and "deniers" (Eilis 1987)-and more importantiy, how they rank and what they 
stand to gain or lose. That is, deniers are more likely to be labelled 'deviant' if they have no 
ability to resist the label, and the more powerfid accusers are more likely to seek to attach the 
label ifthey stand to gain (symbolically or materidy) fkom ident-g 'deviants.' 
Furthemore, when the rule-breaking occurs (or is detected) also influences labelLing---1evels 
of 'tolerance' for certain types of deviance cm Vary significantiy not only from era to era but 
ffom week to week, depending on such factors as the occurrence of tragic events, changes to 
legislation, the rise or fd in popularity of a given public figure, and many others. Such events 
may incite agents of social control to be especially watcffil for certain 'deviations,' and 
possibly intent on discovering them sometimes by questionable methods. Hence, many factors 
are involved in attaching labels. It is not sufficient that a given feature/characteristic or 
behaviour exist for it to be labeiled 'deviant,' it m u a  be interpreted for it to be so defked. 

Ellis adds that: "Given that a label has been applied, the degree to which the application is 
successfiil varies with: 

The severity of the reaction - the more severe, the more successful. 

The publiciv attached to the reaction - the greater the publicity, the more 
successfiiI. 

The degree of group support for alternative definitions - the greater the degree 
of agreement or consensus on the definition, the more successful" (Ellis 
19873445, emphasis mine). 

Thus, the likelihood that the 'deviant ' label wiil stick for good is also contingent. As Ellis 
argues, the 'moral indignation provoked' must be both severe and public---if the audience 
reaction is miid and no real fuss is made over the infraction, the accusation is unlikely to stand. 
Moreover, if the reaction is not ody severe and public but also agreed upon by a 'majonty,' 
moral entrepreneurs will kely have achieved great success: The amount of group consensus 
on the definition of the feahire/characteristic or behaviour as 'deviant' is an important 
condition for successful labelling. 



Depending on the outcome of an interpretive process in which the considerations 
discussed above may be involved, a group might be labelled 'deviant.' However, these 
considerations actuaiiy represent continua-groups are not merely defined as either deviant or 
conforrning, the extent tu which they are deviant is also defined. Thus, there are actually 
various degrees of deviance that are perceived by audiences. 

Ifwe take for example a (hypothetical) group of privately active 'fetishists7 in a major 
Canadian city (e-g. members of the Macintosh society who Wear mbber, foot-fetishists who 
have highly graphic web sites on the Intemet, participants at a 'living in Leather" conf'erence 
who End body piercing especidy arousing) and compare them with a (hypothetical) group of 
politically active pro-abortionists in a predorninantly Christian northem Ontario town, we can 
see that their respective (community) audiences would certainiy define them as deviant, but 
that because of both the nature of their deviant behaviour and their respective contexts the 
exleni IO which they are perceived to be deviant would Vary. Moreover, relative to each oiher 
wirhin the sanze social coniext these two groups may be seen as engaging is different degrees 
of deviance. For a given audience, the issue often boas down to how much harm the activity 
or status is perceived to cause (Le. does the deviance really hurt anybody?) and how much 
consensus (Le. perceived to be deviant by whoml how many?) on the definition of the 
behaviour exists for a group to receive the deviant label. 

Although fetishists might argue that fetishes are more cornmonplace than one would 
expect, the various agents of socialization in Canadian society ( e g  the media) do not appear 
to be promoting sexuai behaviour involving fetishes. Presumably for two reasons, the fact 
that we are encouraged and legaily compelled to engage in sexuai activity out of public view 
and the fact that fetishes are often considered to be 'add-ons' to sexual experience, not a lot 
of attention is drawn to fetishism. When it does attract attention it sornetimes invites cunosity 
and amusement, but the disapproval (for certain sema1 activities involving fetishes that do not 
violate criminal laws, unlik e.g. bestiaïty, ppedphilia, necrophilia, etc. [refer to Sections 160 
re: "bestiality"; 152 re: "invitation to sexual touching"; and 178 re: "offering an indignity to a 
human corpse "---O f the Canadian Criminai Code, respectively 1) O ften denves more from 
personal aesthetic values than moral ones. Moreover, no one reaily stands to gain by 
preventing individuals fiom indulging their fetishes. Thus a relatively invisible (ho wever 
frequent) and certainly unconventional @ut not necessarily h W )  subculture, participated in 
by members of perhaps al1 social mata in an era of relative tolerance for openness about sex, 
is indeed deviant but 'not very.' The audience reaction is not usualiy severe, nor is it usuaily 
publicized, and although there may be some consensus regarding the aesthetic distastefùlness 



of a given fetish, there is no complete consensus on the h d h e s s  to some perceived 
'victim' of sex involving the wearing of rubber, foot-kissing, or wearing jewehy in pierced 
private parts (to give a few examples). 

Conversely, in a predorninantly Chridan northem Ontario town, such as Sault Ste. Marie 
where I live, there can be severe and weU-publicized reaction to such deviant activity as 
participahg in a Pro-Choice demonstration, and a significant amount of community 
consensus on the definition of tkis behaviour as 'deviant.' Here, one does not feel cornfortable 
expressing a pro-abortion stance--let alone staging a dernomration in support of the right to 
legal abortion There is no visible co&ontation between Pro-Life and Pro-Choice 
proponents. For example, Pro-Choice activists are notably absent ffom the weekly 
anti-abortion picketing in front of the local hospital in Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario. Thus, in the 
event that a Pro-Choice group staged a demonstration across the way from a Pro-Life 
demonstration, it is highly likely that the audience reaction would be both severe and public 
and it appears that there is (judging from the regularity of encouraging waves and car hom 
beeping during anti-abortion picketing and the lack of dissent in the local media) at les t  a 
solid veneer of consensus that pro-abortionists wouid be perceived as deviant. Pro-choices 
are seen as promoting (and practicing) an act of 'fatal harm' to a category of being that ranks 
very high on the 'hierarchy of victims' in Our society. Engaging in demonstrations to offer 
support for such rule-breaking behaviour would ais0 be a highly visible act. By 
demonstrating, in the highly conservative moral and political climate of a town dorninated by 
Catholics, Pro-Choices would be putting themselves in a position to be labeIied 'deviant.' 
The group of Pro-Choice proponents is therefore 'extremely' deviant in this situation. 
Moreover, attaching the 'deviant' label to Pro-Choice groups brhgs Pro-Life groups one step 
closer to attaching the 'criminal' label to pro-abortionists and having their moral stance 
entrenched in law. Thus, much is to be gained in such a moral drama. In this situation, 
Pro-Lifers can dege harmfiihess and find a faûly solid community consensus on the deviance 
of Pro-Choices. 

Now, ifwe were to shuffle these deviant groups imo the 0 t h  social context and put them 
alongside their counterparts, these groups would probably be received diierently. That is, if 
fetishists were discovered in a predorninantly Catholic northem t o m  where Pro-Choice 
activism were occur-ring and if some Pro-Choice activists were discovered in a major Canadian 
city where fetishists were practicing, each group would be ranked Werently on the hierarchy 
of deviants and relative to each other in the respective communities. In the nonhem town, the 
fetishists would probably be perceived as deviant, and significantly mores than they were in 



the major Canadian city, but less deviant than the local Pro-Choice activist. In the major 
Canadian city, the Pro-Choice activist would probably be perceived as yet another 'special 
interest group' but there would probably be insutticient community consensus to label hirn or 
her as 'deviant.' 1 Say this because of the fairly equal representation of Pro-Choices and 
Pro-Lifers demonstrating is commonplace and expected, if not M y  accepted by moa urban 
dwellers. It would not be shocking to see Pro-Lifiers being challenged. But due to the greater 
social diversity found in major h a n  Centres, relative to the Pro-Choice activists, the fetishists 
would probably be perceived as so 'rnildly' deviant that they might by a significant number be 
considered a fairly neutral (if not fully 'conventionai') subculture. The Pro- Choices are likely 
to be perceived as 'more deviant' f?om the fetishists if for no other reason that the abortion 
debate itself'is more visible to people, and ofien seen as evidence of social conflict and as 
such, proponents of both sides may eticit mild disapproval at the annoyance that their public 
confrontation represents. 

It should also be noted that in each of these situations both "targetsy7 and 'Yacticians" 
(Pms 1995) can wuid up being more or less powerful depending on the social context in 
which they are found. For example, Pro-Choice activists may be vastly outnumbered and have 
no control over the media in a Northem town, while in a major city they rnay enjoy more 
equitable representation and have sdiicient means and fkdom to advertise their view widely. 
For the fetishists, a change in social context would probably have little effect on this group's 
relative power, yet it does happen that the existence of diversity can be somewhat 
empowering to even very low key subcultural groups. Due to each group's mandatdpurpose, 
it is unlikely that shifting to the other social context could affect their need for visibility, nor 
their susceptibility to outsider scrutiny. Hence, as illustrated by the (hypotheticd) situations 
presented above, deviance is both relative and variable. 

It appears then that groups can be ranked or plotted dong a continuum of how deviant 
they are, or rather, how deviant they are perceived tu be. And how devimt a g m p  is 
percezved to be har a profond impact on whether or not the label will in& stick. Again, 
evaluating how deviant a given group is requires interpretation. Since the label is attached 
neither automatically nor universally, whose interpretation prevails dernands our attention in 
any study of deviant groups. Thus, the "moral drama'' (Becker 1963) is actudy a politid 
struggie. By attaching the deviant label and making it stick, "mord entrepreneurs" (Becker 
1963) exercise power. 



E. 17te Issue of Power 

As stated in Chapter One, 1 have taken a codict-interactionkt perspective in my analysis 
of a club of hunting dog enthusiasts. That is, foliowing Howard S. Becker (1963), 1 have 
taken the symbolic interactionism of Herbert Blumer (1969) into a conflict direction in my 
analysis of the deviant subculhire (see also W s  1980). From this perspective, deviance is 
considered to be both a social constnict (the outcome of interpretation) and the result of an 
act of mord subordination (the result of inter-group contlict). As such, there is no objective 
definition of deviance that can be separated &om a given social context and the ability to 
construct and label behaviour as 'deviant' reveds the existence ofpower dzflerentiuls within a 
given subcultural mosaic. In this sense, power may be seen as the capacity of a person or 
group '%O realize their own will in a communal action even against the resistance of others 
who are participating in the action" (Max Weber in Girth and Mills 1958: 180). Power is 
therefore manifest in the abiiity to make one group's version of reality and the expectatzons 
thatflowfrom it stand. According to Eilis and DeKeseredy: 

The greater the power of a social group, the greater its abüity to make niles whose 
'id?action constitutes deviance.' Thus parents make niles for children, bosses make 
rules for workers, w e k e  workers make d e s  for welfare clients, teachers make 
rules for students, and men make rules for women. Associated with Merences in 
social power is the ability to successfully apply labels and to make them stick (EUis 
and DeKeseredy 1996: 53 ). 

Power is thus the ability to make the mies, to set the standard of conformity. It is the 
ability of one group to make its definition of reaiity the only one that matters. Indeed power is 
the ability to define and label deviance as weii as to enforce conformity. Furthemore, the 
precise marner in which power is wielded in relation to those labeUed 'deviant' is as important 
to labelling theorists as the labelling process itself: Labels are not oniy descriptive and 
evaluative, but also prescriptive-they tell us not only about the statu or behaviour and 
whether or not it is acceptable, but also how we should behave in response to it (Eliis 
1987: 53). The malaeatment suffered by deviants actuaüy represents an effort at effecting 
social control ( d e  enforcement). For example, "deviant patients" (medical patients seeking 
illegitimate entry into the 'sick role') are subjected to the exercise of discretionary power by 
doctors and nurses in emergency wards. They are treated badly for being deviant: They are 
made to wait, are ignored for a period of tirne, endure verbal hostility and vigorous physicai 



restraint, and are not given any sympathy (JefEery 1 987: 120- 12 1). Such treatment does not 
merely punish for its own sake, but intends to deter "rubbish" ('bad' patients) from engaging 
in future deviance. Here the exercise of power is obviously one-sided, but in some situations, 
even such "targets" can and do act as c?acticians77 (Prus 1995) in inter-group relations-at 
I e m  insofar a s  they have the power to do so. I would add.. 

In a (revised) work titled 'Envisionhg Power as Intersubjective Accomplishment: 
Acknowledging the Human Enterprise Entailed in Tactician-Target Interchanges"(l995). 
Prus offers an alternative definition of power. Here, Prus argues that power is an ongoing 
"intersubjective accomplishment" (Prus 1995: 10) both within and among subcultural groups. 
'Tower" may be "tentatively dehed by instances in which people (individually and 
collectively) shape the behaviors and experiences of others in intended ways ...[ The] tem 
'power' implies an intent or capacity on the part of one person or group to influence, control, 
dominate, persuade, manipulate, or othenvise affect the behaviors, experiences, or situations 
of some target ..." (Prus 1995: 11). Although Prus' version is certainly defensible for its 
references to a "capacity" to "effect certain results," it warrants some fine-tuning. For 
example, there are uniwended as weii as deliberate ways in which we shape the behaviours, 
experiences and ideas of others, and I would argue that causing these effects requires more 
than mere intention. Prus does emphasize that individuals and groups have the capacity to 
influence others directly, unlike some symbolic interactionists who fail to attend to the element 
of power involved in negotiating the definition of a situation. However, he tends to 
over-estirnate the capacity of ctargets" to influence '9acticians. " 

For Pnis, the existence of power "is often partial at best and is always contingent upon 
human definition and enterprise for its essence" (Prus 1995: 1 l), for he States that success in 
the exercise of power "depends in most cases on the target's willingness to cooperate with the 
agent or tactician in the situation at hand" (Prus 1995: 13). As such, power is an 
intersubjectively defined and negotiated social construct. Hence, for Prus, ccpower" is in fact a 
matter of definition, it is 'a quaiity imputed to a situation by some audience" (Prus 1995: 1 1) 
and we must therefore attend to 'the definitions that people make (however tentatively) in 
specinc situations in reference to rnatters of influence, control, domination, and the likey7 (Prus 
1995: 11-12, ernphasis mine). Moreover, according to Prus many statements on power ''fâil to 
recognize that all parties to an encounter may assume active roles as targets and tacticians on 
a concurrent as weli as a sequential basis7' (Prus 1995:9). That is, those "expenencing 
influence" (targets) and those "effecting influence7' (tacticians) may be one in the same, as 
definitions shift situationaily. Those targeted may see themselves as such but may soon 



attempt tactical maneuvers of their own. 'This means that agents of uinuence, themselves, 
rnay become (or often are) targets of influence for the very people whose [ives they intend to 
shape" (Pms 1995: 13). Hence, resistance, rather îhan passive acceptance of outsider 
influence, becomes possible. That iq since parties mua engage in an "enterprishg activity" 
(Pms 1995: 12) for power to become a reality at aii, in the course of 'constructing power,' the 
actual balance or dynarnics of power becorne subject to revision or negotiation Human actors 
therefore determine for themselves their 'inter-group relational status,' so to speak. That is, 
they define themselves as targets or tacticim at a given moment (Prus 1995: 12). 

In subscnbing to this 'negotiated' view of power, it is not surprising that the deviant 
subculture is entirely disattended to in Pms' formulation of the 'chtersubjective 
accomplishrnent of power." PNS argues that "[although] Power is ubiquitous in the sense that 
it may be brought into existence in any variety of situations, ... it is not a necessary element of 
any situation" (Pms 1995: 1 1). 1 would qualify this statement by arguing that ut fhe v e v  leart. 
power is. however. a necessary element of all situatiom in which questions of deviunce 
'arise. ' 'y definition, the socially deviant subculture cannot emerge irrespective of power 
relations. Whose rules and standards of conforrnity prevail derives fiom a power struggle 
among groups in Prus' subculturai mosaic. From the position of the victor of such battles' 
negotiations are now over. 

It should be noted at this point that the issue ofpower is dealt with in ambiguous and 
inconsistent ways throughout the sociological literature. Indeed, as a theoretical issue, it - 
remains unresolved. That is, sociologists do not understand the term 'power' in the relatively 
predictable way that they rnight other cornmon sociological concepts (e-g. socialization, social 
control, confonnity, etc.). It appears that constructing 'working definitions' of power that are 
applicable to particular cases is favoured over making definitive statements. There are 
statements in support of the 'negotiated' view of power as outlined by Pms and other 
symboiic interactionists. It is argued that power is a product of social interaction. Here, 
linkages are made to a Weberian deihition of 'authority,' such that power may be sustained 
by ideology or submission to some individual withprestige-power is seen as legitimate, and 
consequently, those subject to it comply. On the other hand, there are statements in support 
of the 'coerced' view of power as outlined by M m  and other codlict theorists. It is argued 
that power is more one-sided. Here U g e s  are made to a Weberian definition of 'power' as 
the ability to achieve desired ends in spite of resistance fkom others--power may be sustained 
by brute force or a relationship of (economic) dependency. In fact, 1 would argue that 
'power' actualiy hvolves elements of both versions. The exercise of power can be negotiated 



and is indeed a matter of interpretation-however when one finds one's self unable to resist 
another's influence, it becomes evident that 'power' can be a superior force that cannot be 
wished away. A group may oniy have Iimitedpower to resist a deviant label imposed on them 
by pawerfirl outsiders-and this is certainly the case with the group that 1 have studied. 

As stated above, ' deviant ' labels are not only descriptive and evaluative, but also 
prescnptive-they tell us how to behave toward the deviant. In fa* power is involved not 
only in labelling, but also in the exercise of discriminatory treatment. Indeed, as stated above, 
although power requires definition and interpretation to be meaningfu1,it is not just a 

definition of the sizuatiorz orfiction th& c m  be wished away. Being pushed around and put 
down conaantly by 'moral-majority bullies' is a highly obdurate feature of reality for deviant 
groups, and an inescapable problem for many of them. And as much as "tacticians" can have 
more or tess power to exercise maltreatment toward deviants, 'targets" have more or less 
power to respond to this treatment effectively. How much power '3argets" have has 
significant consequences for the manner (and extent to which) they are able to respond. Thus, 
a given group will evolve subculhiral adaptations of a kind that are consistent with its 
available resources-if the group has the material resources to confine their deviant activity to 
the pnvacy of closed locales, rnembers rnay choose to do so; if the group has the ideological 
resources to persuade the public to tolerate ifnot accept their activities, members may take 
this option; but if the group is 'powerless7 (by some relative standard), the group itself may 
ultimately be forced out of existence. With regard to the group studied here (hunting dog 
enthusiast s), the changing, closing, contriving response was only possible because of the 
club's available resources. As such, the changing. ciusing, contnviiig adaptive strategy is an 
option only for groups at risk of being labelled 'deviant' who have the power to ma~~ipufate 
(while still rnaintaining the integrity of) their activities. contact with and visibiirliiy tu ou~siders. 
cvid hei r  image. 

It is therefore especially important to attend to the aspect of power in relation to deviant 
subcultural groups and those at risk of being so labelled. Not oniy are such groups influenced 
by the power of an outsider group to label them 'deviant' and subject them to discximinatory 
treatment, but they are also affected by their own ability (or lack thereof) to respond. That is, 
the nature of their adaptations to outsider influence is constrained by a group's power to 
irnplement the most effective (coping) strategies. This in turn can have senous consequences 
for the group, in that the adaptive strategy that it is able to irnplement rnay not be sufficient to 
sustain it. In addition, it is important to formulate Our insights with regard to the issue of 
power in such a manner as to facilitate their widest possible applicability. Attending to the 



aspect of power in our own case studies without working at making our discoveries accessible 
to other ethnographers negates our efforts to deepen our understanding of hurnan group life. 

In his statement on the "intersubjective accomplishment of power," Prus (1995) seeks to 
achieve conceptual "trans-situatiodity" or ''cross-contextuatity." That i s  he presents an 
approach to the study of "influence work" (Le. how groups exercise power in relation to each 
other) that facilitates the application of his insights to a wide variety of social settings (PIUS 
1995). In this connection, Prus offers a list of categories ofgeneric social processes relevant 
to issue of power. Here, he attends to such experiences as 'Xoutings and Careers of Tactician 
hvolvement; Assuming the Role of the Tactician: Doing Iduence Work; Extending the 
Theatre of Operations (Infiuence work): Tbird Parties, Collective Ventures, the Mass Media, 
and Political Agendas; and Expenencing Target Roles: The Vulnerable, Restrauied, Elusive, 
and Enterprising Self For the purposes of this study, the categov of generic social processes 
titled, 'Expenencing Target Roles: the Vulnerable, Restrained, Elusive, and Enterprising Self' 
is most applicable. It includes the foliowing processes: mefining Innuence; Initiating 
Activîty and Acting Back on 'Tacticians" (Le. 'Yargets as tacticians"); Engaging in Collective 
(Tactical) Resiaance (i. e., extending the theatre of operations) (Prus 1 995: 1 6- 1 7). 

In my own work, 1, too, seek to unearth concepts, typologies, and social processes that 
are fomulated to facilitate the application of my findings to the widest possible range of cases 
of subcultural groups. Although Pms' listing of genenc social processes pertaining to the 
intersubjective accompiishment of pow er certainly makes a valuable contribution to Our 
knowledge of strategies for doing influence work, 1 find that his generic social processes and 
sub-processes are not quite as usefùl as they rnight initiaily appear. Prus has created an 
over-abundance of processes and sub-processes that tend to be so specific to certain kinds of 
situations that much of their generic appeal and value is lost. I have therefore attended to 
many of his aspects of targethood under the broad category of Relating to the Subnrltural 
Mosaic with my own generic social processes of ackiowled@ng a relutiomhip to outsiders, 
mlynng outsider perspectives mtd acriviries, amui aaOpting to outsider influence (with the 
sub-processes, changing. closzng, and conniving as practicai matters of target enterprise that 
constitute 'collective resistance'). [Refer to Chapter Five: Relating to the Subcultural 
Mosaic] In this way, the issue of power and attention to target roles is built into my own 
work and thoroughly attended to. Also, since my categones are more simple, my theoretical 
discoveries facilitate trans-situational or cross-contexhial application. 

Again, the issue of power cannot be ignored in our analyses of deviant subcultural groups. 
Ifwe accept that the deviant status is a label attached to a given group by outsiders, we must 



attend to the fact that a given group of outsiders has had to be sufnciently powerful in order 
to be able to afnx and sustain the 'deviant' label. In addition, in order to better understand the 
manner in which subcultural groups attend to outsider influence, we must consider how much 
power a given group of deviants has to resist the label, or adjust to it effectvely. 
Furthemore, although these considerations make for rich ethnographie analyses of particular 
deviant subcultural groups, we must take advantage of the opportunity they provide us to 
recognize the generic features of conflictual inter-group relations. This is necessary for 
deepening Our understanding of hurnan group Iife in generai, as well as deviant subcultures in 
particular. 

From an analysis of the data collected from the in-depth interviews, it appears that 
members of the club of the organization studied certainly perceive t h s e l v e s  as at risk of 
being labeiied 'deviant.' That is, ifnot directly, at lest through their association with the 
hunting fiatemity, members of this group feel that they and their activities have suddenly fallen 
out of favour with a changed public and that they are now experiencing moral disapproval. 

According to memben of this group, they, as hunters, if not as hunting dog club members, 
are being faced with some threat. Mer  experiencing demonstrations, verbal confrontations, 
and more subtle evidence of disapproval, members perceive that hunting is 'no longer sociaiiy 
acceptable' or 'suddenly deviant' because a number of ccantis" or moral entrepreneurs (fiom 
vegetarians to gun-law lobbyists) have been influencing public sentiment. They believe t hat 
their immanent fate is the result of a new trend, one that leads them to feel uncertain in 
'outsider' circles and has resulted in a cenain amount of caution, discretion, and secrecy 
arnong members. This group has been highly iduenced by either their anticipation of 
becoming labeiled deviant in the future and potentialiy controlled. 

Whal they cm do is discourage enough people away from huntzng, whereas now 
hunting is hush-hsh, hinting is now something like, how c m  I suy it, it 's going tu 
be like a secret fraternity, ...ye ah a brotherhod 'oh you 're a hunter? Oh go od... ' 
secret hd-shake, y m  know, they cm do thut... [002012] 

The point shodd again be made that the deviance of this group, in ternis of any 
wide-spreadpirbZzciiy, is entirely secret or undiscovered. I would argue that this is due to 
group's general invisibility. It is invisible not only because it is a highly specialized 



organization that is dficult to discover unless one is especially persevering and well 
connected with the sport, but also because they have the abiliry to constnict their invisibility 
with their weaith, international underground support, and a membership of astute people who 
have been able to see it coming and deliberately keep the group in the shadows. The goup did 
not corne hto being as most deviant groups typically do. That is, members were never 
individual 'soiitary' deviants who formed the group for the purpose of carrying out deviant 
activity. They were not similarly-fated people who were thrown together and becarne a 
subculture. Rather, they were already a group-and a non-deviant one-it is only recently 
that they face the threat of being labelled 'deviant.' 

Deviant groups [normdly are made up of people who] face more or less the same 
dilema. The general dilemma for the persons who ultimately become involved in 
deviant subcultures is that they want to continue activities that the society labels 
deviant but at the same time they want to avoid punishment. When enough people 
become aware that they share such a problem, a deviant subculture can &se to 
provide a solution ... [They are] subcultures formed by and for deviant activity 
(Rubington and Weinberg 1 987:2OO). 

This was not the case for this particular group. Rather, they were a fairly neutrai subculture 
already, prior to the perception of labelling and, as such, only exhibit some of the 
characteristics of deviant groups. They are thus sirnilar to other organized groups who over 
time fell out of favour, such as fùmers, or clubs which explicitly exclude women or racial 
minorities. Indeed, the formation and maintenance of the group has had nothing to do with 
any attempt to consciously form a group 'Tor deviant activity." Thus, beyond being in the 
process of being labelled 'deviant' [at les t  by association] and subsequently developing 
coping strategies, the process of evolution and the characteristics of the typical deviant 
subculture do not apply to this group. hdeed, most of the characteristics that this group 
shares with deviant subcultures are those which deviant subcultures share with conventional- 
or conforming subcuItures. 

In fact, deviant subcultures operate in much the sarne way as do conventional subcultures, 
''the main difference, of course is that the content of deviant subcdtures is illegal, immoral, or 
both ..." (Rubington 1987:204-5)--at least as it is defined by the powerfùl. Sirnmons (1 969) 
argues that ".. .there are deviant traditions and ideologies, deviant prestige systems, 
cornmitment and confonnity to deviant codes deviant recruitment and missionary work, and 
deviant utopian dreams?' (Sirnmons 1969:88-92) And "[deviant] subcultures evolve their own 
IittIe communities or social worlds? each with its own local myths. .., its own iegendary 



heroes ..., its own honorary members ..., its own scale of reputations ..., and its own social 
routine. .." (SUnmons 1969: 88-92). There are "usually a few core members [who] are 
unequivocdy committed, a larger circle of part-time members drift back and forth between 
conventionality and deviance, and an even larger circle are only tangentidy acquainted or 
involved" ( S h o n s  1969: 88-92). 

Thus, while the characteristics of deviant subcultures (and conventional subcultures) 
outlined above certainly do apply to the case of the club, other characteristics of typical 
deviant subcultures do not. Generaily, "...societal condemnation gives powerful support to 
the creation and continuation of those deviant groups. Even when the members don7t 
aitogether agree with or even like each other they are thrown together because they may have 
no where else to turn for help and support.. . ." (Simmons 1969: 88-92). Indeed, according to 
Cohen (1955) 'Yhere are five stages in the development of a subculture: (1) experiencing a 
problem, (2) communication about it with someone else in the same situation, (3) interaction 
on the basis of the problem, (4) developing a solution, and (5) sustaining and passing on the 
traditionyy (Cohen, 1955, as cited in Rubington 1987:203). In such a case, both the formation 
and the continuation of the deviant subculture centres around deviance. As such, "a 
subcdture of deviants of whatever kind [makes] available to its constituents ways of 
organizing and execuùng the deviant act, a set of rules of associating with one's partners in 
deviance, and some means for either avoiding or managing the consequences of deviance" 
(Rubington 1987:204). Hence, the fact that this latter feature has indeed emerged in this 
group is incidentai, members do have their activities institutionalized as an element of their 
own subculture, but it oniy just so happens that this categov of activities is considered 
deviant . 

This is a group of individuals whose broader subcultural group (the hunting fiatemity) has 
very recently in its history been labelled 'deviant.' As such, whether or not they themselves 
have actuaily met with any of the resulting confiict or hostility directed at their particzihr 
group, "situations defined as real are real in their ~nsequences'~ (Thomas 1928)---they 
perceive pressure £tom outsiders and are acting reflexively as they deal with it. Members of 
the group of hunting dog enthusiasts sense that the public considers them to be closely aligned 
with a deviant group and as a consequence, they have corne to share certain coping strategies 
(more than common features) with members of subcultures labelled 'deviant.' Mernbers of 
deviant subcultures in the course of "encountering others," often have to "readjust group 
routines to better deal with the others" (Pms 1994:407) in a manner that constitutes some 
level of "protecting and conceahg the group Eom others." That is, they engage in typical 



"'infomtion management" techniques (see Gof ian  1963), "'techniques of neutralization" 
(Sykes and Matza 1979) and they even become "politicdy conscious" (if not active), 
"'reflective" and 'kreative" "authors of their own fate" (rather than ""passive victims7') 
(Anspach 1994). As such, having perceived themselves as potentially being labelled 'deviant7 
members have developed their own subcultural adaptations to cope with exishg in difncult 
times. It is only in these ways that they can be considered to constitute a deviant subculture. 
It is therefore perhaps more profitable to consider the group to be merely 'ai risk ' of being 
labelled 'deviant. ' 

G. A Grmded  and Gerreric Theory 

Ethnographie research is a means to an end, not an end in itself. As proponents of the 
"grounded theory" approach suggest, the goal of social research is '%heory generation" 
(Taylor and Bogdan 1984: l25), and the generation of theory that is fully ""grounded" (Glaser 
and Strauss 1967). My analysis of the data ushg the "constant comparative method" and 
"theoreticai sampIing7' resulted in the generation of theoretical insights that are indeed 
"grounded," in the sense descnbed by Glaser and Strauss (1967). The concepts that were 
developed 'Yit," in the sense that they emerged diiectly from the data, and they 'îvork," 
insofar as they represent empirical events faithfùiiy and usefully. For example, after having 
discovered that members of the group had been attempting to make sense of 'outsiders' and 
the possible consequences for them of 'outsider influence,' 1 developed the concept of 
mZysis of outsiders ' perspectives and activzties. The concept achieved permanence in the 
study not only because it accurately reflected empirical events (rather than a priori 
assumptions) but also because of its fundamentai utility. That is, it is both an irnmediately 
revealing and a workable or useful conceptual category. 

However, generating theones that are 'grounded' is but one of two essentiai tasks 
demanded of the ethnographer. Although the subject ofany research enterprise is a worthy 
topic in itself(and not merely a resource to be exploited for theoreticai advancement), it is not 
sufncient to generate theories that are exclusive to a single case study. The presentation of 
'insider accounts7 provides us not only with insight into ~ h e  hjie wodd of the other, but also 
with an opportunity to develop concepts and theories with which to understand other ive 
worlds, past, present, and future. As such, any theones generated mua not merely be 
"grounded," but also "generic," they must have C'trans-situational," or 'kross-contextuai" 
app licability (see Prus 1987; 1994; 1996; 1997). 



Prus argues that the unique features and processes that ethnographers idenrifL are certainly 
invaluable to Our understanding of particuiar subcultures, but do not always capitaiize upon 
the opportunity that is provided to advance our understanding of "human group lifé" in 
general (Prus 1994:394). A deeper understanding of human group life is more likely to be 
achieved where the theories generated by our substantive studies are fonnulated as 'generic 
social processes.' The earliest formulations of generic social process can be traced (at least 
implicitly) to the work of Simmel on 'Yoms of sociation" which transcend particular contexts 
and abstract fi-om the particular content of social action (refer to Simmel 1971). A more 
sustained and explicit treatment of generic social process that moves beyond the "generic 
thinking of other scholars appears in the work of Prus (1 987; 1994; 1996; 1997). 

Pms defines generic social processes as foliows: 

. . .generic social processes refer to the trans-situational elernents of interaction; 
to the abstracted formulations of social behavior. Denoting paralle! sequences 
of activity across diverse contexts generic social processes highlight the 
emergent interpretive features of association. They focus our attention on the 
activities involved in the "doing" or accomplishing of group life (Pms 
1996: 142). 

That is, beyond sensitizing researchers to the existence of identifiable patterns of social 
interaction, the generic social processes approach emphasizes simultaneously the 
cross-contexhiality of such patterns and their situationdy constructed nature. Patterns of 
social behaviour are therefore 'genenc,' in 'form,' aithough their particular 'expression' or 
'content' is just as likely to be similar as to be vastly different fiom social setting to social 
setting. Hence, the approach highlights both the commonaky and diversity that is rnanifested 
in the social construction of human group We. In addition, generic social processes Iead us to 
attend very closely to the 'doing of or 'activity based' nature of hurnan group He. Moreover, 
the approach demands that ccconceptual fnimes" are directly derived fiom or ccrigorously 
grounded in" people's 'lived experiences" (Pms 1994:409). As such, there can be a naturai 
(and necessary) evolution fiom the "discovery of grounded theones" (Glaser and Strauss 
1967) to their reformulation and fùrther development as generic social processes. In sum, 
taking this approach enables the researcher to discover genenc forms in the particular content 
of social interaction as it is accomplished by people in the empirical world and to compare and 
contrat patterns of activity as they emerge fiom the particular contexts that actors take into 
account. As such, by abstracting from the particular to the general and building case by case 



upon çuch insights, a deeper understanding of human group Me as a whole is more likely to be 
achieved. 

The generic social processes approach is invaluable for shidents of human group Iife for a 
number of other reasons as well. As Pms (1995) suggests, casting Our theoretical discoveries 
as generic social processes aliows us to recognize in our own work significant insights that 
have been derived fiom other substantive studies and permits us to utilize these in future 
studies. For example, activities associated with 'becoming involved' with outlaw bikers may 
be found among other subcultural groups (e.g. recruitment by casual or situational association 
with insider-contacts, such as mechanics). HaWig an applicable concept at hand may prompt 
the researcher to articulate such discovenes more easily. In addition, generic social processes 
enable us to recognize and analyze "processual" similarities and differences arnong social 
settings &s 1 996: 1 4 1-2). As such, youths may become involved in delinquent gangs 
through a process that represents a variation on outlaw biker activities that is more reflective 
of their age and opportunities (e.g. recmitment by casual or situational association with 
delinquent schoolmtes, rather than service providers). The ethnographer is sirnilady able to 
isolate facilitating and hindering conditions in relation to the emergence of a particular social 
process (e.g. recmitment as more likely when the insider is in a position of power over the 
novice, perhaps). The approach also dows researchers to share insights more easily, even 
where these are denved from case studies that are entirely dissùnilar at &st glance (Prus 
1996: 142). For example, the primary event leading to a chah of recmitment activities found 
arnong both bikers and juvenile delinquents may have been discovered decades earlier in a 
study of "'tearoom participants" (see Humphreys 1975) (e-g. unintentionai witnessing of 
deviant activity). As such, the pool of empirical resources fiom which to draw conceptual 
insights is greatly enlarged by this approach. Indeed, genenc social processes pennit "deeper 
interpretive access" to the widest range possible of social settings (Prus 1995395). 

Prus (1 994; 1996) offers a number of tentative lists of categones of genenc social 
processes relevant to the study of everyday We. These include "Acquiring Perspectives," 
"Achieving Identity?" "Being involved," '90ing Activity7" "Expenencing Relationships," and 
'Tonning and Coordinating Associations" (Pms 1996: 149- 1 50). 

Prus' category of generic social processes titkd, "Acquiring Perspectives," appears to 
encompass those activities involved in the establishment of subcultural membership on an 
individual, almost psychological level. Members defhe the subcultural perspective for 
themselves and work at adjusting, applying, and adapting it to the various circumstances in 
which they find themselves. In the course of their socialization, they "encount er perspectives," 



''assess" or evaluate perspectives, 'develop images of objects," 'learn cultural patterns of 
objects," "define situationsy7 in accordance with the group perspective, "deai with ambiguity," 
"resolve contradictions," "extend or improvise on exiaing perspectives," "pr~rnote~~ the new 
perspective and "reject fonnerly held viewpoints," and "adopt" new viewpoints ( R u s  
1996: 15 1-2). 

Pms' category of generic social processes titled, "Achieving Identity," consists of a list of 
activities closely associateci with "Acquiring Perspectives." Those activities that are most 
geared to 'image work' are more personalized and selfreflective. In this category, the focus 
is on the self as a product of ongoing assessrnents and negotiations in relation to group 
definitions and expectations. In the course of "Achieving Identities," group members 
"enwunter definitions of selffiom others," "attribute qualities to the sell;" "compare 
incornhg and self-assigned definitions of the seK" ''resist unwanted identity imputations," 
"selectively convey idonnation about the self to others," "glean Somation about others," 
"assign identities to others," "promote specinc definitions of others," "encounter resistance 
from others," and "reassess identities imputed to othersY7 (Prus 1996: 152-3). 

Both "Acquiring Perspectives" and "Achieving Identity" are aspects of 'becoming 
involved' in subcultural life. As such, many of the genenc social processes that Prus lists as 
pertaining to subcultural perspective and identity development reappear in the category of 
generic social processes that he names, 'Being Involved." In this category, Pms lists the 
activities of "Getting StartedY7' "Sustainhg and Intenslfying Involvements," ''Becoming 
Disinvolved," and '% ecoming Reinvolved," as generic patterns of social behaviour. Under 
each of these social processes, he lists a number of social 'sub-processes.' The process of 
"Getting Started" involves "engaging in 'seekersbip,"' '%eing recruited," "experiencing 
closure," and "managing reservations." Once, "Involved," members "'intemalize perspectives," 
"achieve identity," "accornplish activities," "make commitments," "develop relationships," and 
'Torego alternative involvements." However, evenhiaily, members may find themselves 
"questioning the Mabihty of perspectives," "reassessing identities," c%dhg activities 
troublesorne," 'being fieed-up fiom existing cormnitments," "severing relationships," and 
"encountering opportunities for alternative involvements," and as such, 'Becorne 
Disinvolved." StiU, c73ecomùig Reinvolved" remains a possibility should they "define 
opportunities for reinvolvements in former situations as more feasible than current pursuits," 
"note greater changes to self or situation that would juste reinvolvement," or '%nd that they 
have less extensiveiy organized their routines around th& present involvements" (Prus 
1996: 153-155). 



Generic social processes intend to focus on the 'doing of activity.' For P m ,  'Doing 
Activity" pertaining to subcultural involvement consists of 'Terfomiing Activities" (''making 
plans," 'getthg prepared," "managing stage fi@," "developing corn pet ence," "coo rdinating 
events with others," 'dealing with ambiguity,'' "conveying images of compet ence," 
"'encountering competition," and "making ongoing assessments and adjustments"); 
cWuencing Others" ('formuiating plans," ccrole-taking," ''prornoting interest in ones' 
objectives," "generating trust," "proposing specific lines of actioq" "encountering resiaance," 
"neutraiizing obstacles," "seeking and making concessions," "confimung agreements," and 
"assessing 'failures' and recasting plans"); and 'Making Comrnitments" ("exploring and 
assessing options," "deahg with eariier commitments," "avoiding commitments," "minuniMg 
or diversmg investments," ccorganiring routines around particuiar activities," and 
"neglecting other optionsy') (Prus 1996: 156-8). 

W~thin subcultural groupings the 'doing of activity' also involves genenc social processes 
pertaining to 'Experiencing Relationships." Prus maps the 'career' of intra-group relations as 
follows: "getting prepared for generalized encounters," "definhg self as avdabie for 
association," 'defining others as desirable associates," "making approachedreceiving openings 
fkom others," ''encountering (and indicating) rejectiodacceptance," "assessing self and other 
for 'goodness of fit, "' "developing interactional styles," "rnanaging openness and secrecy," 
cc developing understandings, preferences, loyalty," "managing distractions," '~ugghg  multiple 
relationships," "severhg relationships," and "renewing relationships" (Prus 1996: 159). 

PNS' ha1  categov of generic social processes lias those activities pertaining to "Tomhg 
and Coordinating Associations," such as 'Establisking A~sociations'~ CCanticipating the value 
of collective enterprise," ''kvolving others in the venture," "justdj5ng the group," "celebrating 
the venture," "'definhg the team," "establishing communication forums," "pursuing resources 
for the group," ''arranging member assembiies," "providing instruction for members," 
ccmonitoring members," "assessing member performances," "motivating and disciphhg 
rnembers," "rejecting and reinstating members," 'Yacing interna1 u pheavaI," 'Yacing 
generaiized loss of interest," "deaihg with dissolution," "attempting to revitaiize cooperative 
ventures"); "Objectifjing Associations7' ("develo ping a group identity," "stipulating 
justifications for existence and operations," "creating identity markers for members," "definhg 
exclusiveness," "establishing a public presence," Yegitimating the group pubiicly," 
ccdemarcating temtones and jurisdictions," and "definhg a set of people as constituting a 
group within the community," "associating specific narnes with the group," "attributhg 
particular properties to the group," "discussing the group with others in the community," 



""making more concerted effort to attend to, or deal with the group as an entity within the 
broader community"); and '2ncountering Outsiders" ("'representing the association," 
"making contact with outsiders," "defming the theatre of operation," 'Tdent@ing outsiders," 
"pursuhg associational objectives through the others," cccon&onting outsiders," "protecting 
(sometimes concealing) the association fkom the outsiders," 'creadjusting group routines to 
more effectively deal with the outsiders") (Pms 1996: 160-1 63). 

Although Prus has astutely recognized the existence of an almost infinite number of 
possible generic social processes and sub-processes pertaining to the 'doing of everyday life, 
I find his detaii to be (in the sense of practical utility) almost an embarrassrnent of riches. I 
have given carefùl consideration to the relevance to rny own research of Pms' categories of 
genenc social processes, and the numerous processes and sub-processes that he 
describes(1996). Nthough many of his processes and sub-processes within the various broad 
categones are at least to some extent observed in my own study, they are uneven and 
disorganized in terms of their distribution across my own selection of categories. [See Table 
1:" Role of Prus' 'Generic Social Processes' within the proposai 'Relating to the 
Subculturai Mosaic' Category."] 

Many aspects of everyday iife as descnbed by PNS using the notion of generic social 
processes may be incorporated into my own conceptual scheme in such a manner as to achieve 
greater economy and wider applicability. Although Pnis does point out that most studies will 
be based on ody a few of the foci he identifies, he emphasizes that c%oiism" demands a 
consideration of all of them (Prus 1994:396). As a result, my work appears to be somewhat 
lacking since it was impossible to gather the variety of empincal data to provide evidence of 
the existence of ail of these categories wi~hin the scope of my study. In my view this is an 
indication not of shortcoming in my work but, rather, that his Listings tend to over-classi@ 
and, by implication, are LUnited in their genencism. 

Ironically, however, there are some broad categories of generic social processes that Prus 
fails to consider generic or f u ~ e n t a l  to the (subculturai) accomplishment of everyday Me 
and which are revealed in my own work, discussed below. Moreover, he provides no 
empirical justification for the selection and ordering of the particular categories he has 
designated as genenc social processes or for the omission of other apparently equaiiy 
fiuidamental categories of generic social processes. As such, his entire scheme would benefit 
greatly fkom reformulation with a view to achieving a greater economy of more basic and 
mutually exclusive processes and a more empirically justifiable (Le. comprehensive) selection 
of categories. 





For example, the category, "Being Involved" refers to how individuals participate in a 
subculturai group (and combinations thereof) over time. The 'career' of the individual 
involved in the subculhire may be broken down into four stages: "Getting Started," 
"Sustaining and Intensmg Involvements," "Becoming Disinvolved," and 'Becotnhg 
Reinvolved." Each stage may involve experiencing an average of five "su b-p rocesses9'(P rus 
1994:397-403). To my min& c%ecoming Involved: Enacting Subcultural LW7 is an 
especiaily valuable category of genenc social processes. It is impossible for there to be 
subcultural rnembership unless individuals are involved. 'Being involved" demands that 
individuals becorne involved by leamhg the culture and leamhg to 'pass' as a member 
(sociali7iition). It is a necessary aspect of subculturai enactrnent and membership. Indeed, 
refomulating this category explicitly as the cat egory, ccbecoming involved" incorporates to 
some extent his categories of "acquiring perspectives7' and ccachieving identity." Furthemore, 
'Becoming Involved" might more productively be presentedfirst in this Est, with ccacquiring 
perspectives" and ccachieving identity" as two of perhaps severai generic social sub-processes. 
This category of generic social processes rnay benefit greatly from being reformulated in this 
rnanner. 

Similady, the category, moing Activity" may benefit tiom reformulation. This category 
of genenc social processes attends to the pracàcai aspects of subcultural group involvement, 
(assuming that the subculture is enacted to accomplish sorne practical god of collective 
association). 'Poing Activity" involves 'Terforming AdVities," 'Innuencing Others," 
'Tursuing Objectives by Forming Associations with Others," and 'Making Cornmitments" 
(Pm 1994:404-408). The category of genenc sociai processes pertaining to "doing activity" 
is yet another essential element of subcuttural existence. As such it merits further 
development and priority in Prus' list of categones of generic social processes pertaining to 
the study of everyday Me. In this comection, 'Voing Activity" may be better referred to as 
cccDoing' or 'Being': Accornplishing Subcuiturai Lifie," as this would sensitize researchers to 
those social processes invoived in both doing an activity relevant to subcultures that are 
enacted around an activity, and to those processes associated with the sharing of an 
experience of being that defines subcdtural membership for individuais. That is, this category 
may be split into those generic sociai processes relevant to how a group activity is carried out 
(its accomplished natural history) and those relevant to the contingencies and ongoing 
accomplishments associated with constructing a sociai type of one's self or enacting a role 
(individuals' careers). Pms' broad categories of "Acquiring Perspectives" and "'Achievhg 
Identitf' are therefore better fomulated as generic sociai processes within the broad category 
of 'Doing or Being." 



hterestingly, 'Zxperiencing Relationships" denotes a categoiy of its own of -x-ic social 
processes that Prus concedes may be seen as an element of 'Doing Activity," to a certain 
extent. It is highlighted as a separate category because it refers to the social processes of 
selecting and maintaining associations and accomplishing degrees of intimacy that are endemic 
to human group life in general (Prus 1994:408). This is presented mainiy as an inter-personal 
(individuai) process. However, every group as a whole is involved in some sort of 
relationship with other groups within the subcuitural mosaic. As such, the category of 
expenencing relationships as it stands here may be left as an aspect of internai group processes 
(Le. as part of 'lntra-Group Relations: Sustainhg Subculturai Life," perhaps) whiie a new 
category htended to attend to the group's status re(ative zo 0 t h  groups might be created. 
Again, 'relating to (other groups within) the subcultural mosaic' is a condition of aii 
subcu1tural groups as none exist in a social vacuum. Whiie relationships between individuais 
within groups or with individual others frorn outside the group may be dedt with under the 
categoq of Tntra-Group Relations: Sustaining Subcultural Life," the potential for 
micro-macro analytical htegration may be better capitalized upon where "experiencing 
relationships" is reformuiated to denote inter-group relations (e.g. as "Inter-Grorrp Relatiom: 
Relatitzg to the Subcultural Mosuzc"). Aithough one of Prus' lists of generic social processes 
now includes "managing inter-group relations within the community" (as a sub-sub-process of 
"encounte~g the other," a sub-process of cTorming and coordinatkg associations'') (Prus 
1997), 1 would argue that this process should be elevated to being a broad category ofgeneric 
social processes because of its applicability to all subculturai groups with any awareness of (let 
alone involvement with) other groups within the subcuiniral mosaic. In this regard, it may be 
more fiuitful to replace the category of '2xperiencuig Relationships" (and the sub-process of 
"managing inter-group relations within the comrnunity") with the broad category of 'Relating 
to the Subculturai Mosaic" and subsume under it those genenc social processes that attend to 
power relations between or among subcultural groups. 

In fact, such a refonnulation of Prus' categories of generic sociai processes of eveqday 
life would emphasize the importance of his recent work on subcultural mosaics. Prus argues 
in "Subcultural Mosaics and Intersubjective Realities " that a subculture is 'a  set of 
interactionaiiy iinked people characterized by some sense of distinctiveness.. .within the 
broader community" of many such groups that in combinatiorz constitute a ccsubcuitural 
mosaic" (Prus I997:8). It is indeed rather odd that Prus' mode1 of social order (Le. 'societyY 
as a subcultural mosaic) is not reflected among those generic social processes that he presents 
as a conceptualization of the nature of human group We. In order to contexhrolze the various 
categones of generic sociai processes, indeed, to empirically ground them, it is important to 



constmct a conceptual categos, that is capable of anending to ail aspects of the lived 
experiences of social actors. However, he fails to list as one of his broad categories of genenc 
social processes of everyday life a categov of social processes that pertains to a condition, 
namely, involvement in inter-group relations, that is baric to membership in the subculturai 
mosaic. Not only do individuals "acquire perspectives," "achieve identity," '%e involved," "do 
activity," "expenence indivihai Ievel und infra-group- relationships," and 'Yom and 
coordinate associations," but they engage in all of these activîties as members of one of many 
subculturai groups within a subcultural mosaic. That is, another of theirfrmdmental 
equeriences is havittg a reiafzonship as a group wirh ofher subculturai gzoups within the 

subnrltural rnosaic. Moreover, the nature of the relationship between and among subcultural 
groups merits attention as it may have significant implications for modes of subculturai 
'enactment,' 'accomplishrnent,' and 'sustenance.' 

It is actudy in an article uncomected to his statements on genenc socid processes and 
everyday life that Prus offers a category of generic social processes that does attend to 
relations among subcultural groups. In 'Tnvisioning Power as Intersubjective 
Accomplishment: Acknowledging the Human Enterprise Entailed in Tactician-Target 
Interchanges (Prus 1995)," Prus has generated a new list of generic social processes 
pertaining to inter-group contlict. This broad category is titled "Tacticians and Targets: 
Intersubjective Accomphshment [of Power]" and is especiaüy relevant for the present study. 
The construction of a categos, of generic social processes that attends specificaily to power is 
a significant contribution to the study of inter-subcultural relations. Indeed, it is a logically 
necessary addendum to his earlier lists of generic social processes and to his statements on 
society as consisting of a mosaic of (presumably mutudy iduencing) subcdtures. In this 
article, Prus presents an approach to the study of influence work in a variety of social settings 
within the broader social comrnunity. Power becomes a generic process of social interaction 
and this enables researchers to consider and assess the relevance and utility of the existing 
stock of knowledge regarding the dynamics of power for their own work (Pms 1995:20). In 
this connection, Pms offers a list of categories of generic social processes relevant to issues of 
power. He attends to such experiences as 'Routings and Careers of Tactician Involvement"; 
'cAssuming the Role of the Tactician: Doing Influence Work"; Txtending the Theatre of 
Operations (Muence work): Third Parties, Collective Ventures, the Mass Media, and 
Political Agendas"; and Txperiencing Target Roles: The Vulnerable, Restrained, Elusive, 
and Enterprising Self." For the purposes of this study, the category of "generic social 
processes" titled, '2xpenencing Target Roles: the Vulnerable, Restrained, Elusive, and 
Enterprising Self' is most applicable. It includes the following processes: 'Befining 



Muence; Initiating Activity and Acting Back on 'Tacticians7' (Le. "targets as tacticians"); 
Engaging in Collective (Tactid) Resistance (i.e., extending the theatre of operations) (Prus 
19%: 16-17). 

1 have attended to these aspects of 'target hood' under the broad category of Relating to 
the Subcuhral M&c with my own generic social processes of acknowZed@zg a 
relatiomhip ro outsiders, anulyzing outsider perspectives mid uctivities. and a@ting to 

outsider influence (with the sub-processes, changng, closing, and contriving as practical 
matters of 'target enterprise" that constitute cccoUective resistancey7). While it is not possible 
in a substantive thesis deaihg with one group's activities to systematidy revise Prus' lia of 
categories of generic social processes, 1 am offering an addendum to it that will allow me to 
partake of Pms7 valuable insights while simultaneously fiaming the theory 1 have generated as 
a generic social process especially relevant to the subcultural status or condition of deviance. 

1 find t hat my own broad category of Re Iating to the Subculrurcrl Mosuzc highlight s 
effectively the conceptualization of society as a subcultural mosaic of inter-relating 
subcultures (mores0 than does a more intra-subcultural category of "encountering others" or 
cforming associations," for example). In addition, 1 have constructed generic social processes 
(and sub-processes) that encompass a wide variety of empirical cases. That is, 1 do not wish 
to dismiss or fail to aitend to a group's generaiized efforts to analyze their relations with 
outsiders because they do not engage in 022 of the sub-processes listed for a given category 
(e. g . 'Experiencing the Vulnerabie Self"; 'Develo ping a Restrained Self '; "Averting 
(tactidy) Influence in Interpersonal Encounters"). Empirical manifestations of these 
narrowly defhed social processes may be evident among some groups but not others, 
however, efforts made to more generaily analyze relations with outsiders may in fact be a 
feature of ail dcuitures that recognize t h  they do not exist in a soczaI vacuum, and indeed 
that they have idluence upon and are infiuenced by these outsiders. 

PNS has taken account of certain aspects of inter-group relations as the category of 
generic social processes pertaining to 'lfonning and coordinathg associations." However, a.U 
of the sub-processes he identifies in this category can be coliapsed into fewer and more 
inclusive conceptual categories. That is, the changing-clsing-c~n~ving mode1 of 
subcdtural adaptation that 1 am proposing encompasses Prus' genenc social 
sub-sub-processes pertaining to (the sub-process) ccencountering others." 'Readjusting group 
routines to more effectively deal with others" rnay be an empirid example of changing. 
'hlaking contact with others" and "protecting (sometirnes concealing) the association fiom 
the outsiders" can be seen as empirical examples of closing. Cmmfrrving can perhaps be seen 



in a group's "representing the association's interests" and ccconfronting outsiders." Moreover, 
Prus' sub-sub-processes, "identifying outsiders," 'defining the theatre of operations," and 
even "readjusting group routines to more effectively deal with outsiders" represent clearly the 
broader genenc social processes that I am proposing, ackrtowIeddging, miyzing, and 
mkpting, respectively, within an empirically justifiable category of Genenc social processes of 
everyday We, Relating to the SzibmlturaI Mode. Hence, ail of the social processes that Prus 
identifies (that are indeed genenc) as weU as many of those that are merely empirical 
manifestations of genenc social processes cm be subsumed under the more immediately 
workable mode1 that I am proposing. 

Thus, to mitigate agaïnst the tendency to over-class& within the process of adapting to 
the influence of outsiders in the broader subcultural mosaic, 1 have identified in my own case 
study only these three generic sub-processes, chmtging, cclosiiig, and conhiving, which may be 
especially germane or even specific to the ïived experiences of members of subcultures at risk 
of being labelled 'deviant. ' As such, the category of Relating to the Sitbczilitral Mosaic is 
relevant for conforming and deviating subcultures alike, and it is not until we move to the 
r e a h  of 'su&-processes ' that the more ''ipeciu~' conditio~z of being imolved in a secret 
deviant su&mlture is aaWessed. 11 is stiU important, however, for even sub-processes to be 
h l y  generic. That is, they must be obvious as weil as simple and explicitly defined as being 
~ e c i f c  to a given common 'condition. ' An argument for this emerges upon consideration of 
PNS' generic social process of "'engaging in collective resistance" (Pms 1995: 17). This 
generic social process may merely constitute but one of mmzy situationally specific expressions 
or manifestations of adapting to the influence of others. 

It is therefore evident that 'gerrericism ' is l o s  when fonn becomes ahnosr as idzosyncratic 
as content. Genenc social processes should be presented dong with exmnples of unique 
content from actud case studies oniy to illustrate the trans-situational or cross-contextual 
value of the concepts more concretely. Highly diverse content cannot be incorporated in a 
conceptual fhnework that promises wide-ranging genericism. Hence, I would argue that both 
of Pnis' listings of generic social processes (of everyday Life, and those pertaining to power) 
would benefit greatly from being reduced in nurnber and being made more selective 
(empirically relevant). To eelaborate, first, one could offer a set or selection of genenc social 
process categories that is as close to 'universal' as possible, that is, one might construct 
categories that refiect the natural hisroy of almost any given subculture (or, conversely, the 
career of any given initiate) (e-g. Enacting Subcultural Life, Accomplishing Subcultural Life, 
Sustaining Subcultural Life, Relating to the Subculwal Mosaic). Second, one might phrase 



the genenc social processes pertaining to these categories far more abstractly, in a manner that 
demonstrates their applicability to a great number of individual cases. For example, one couid 
actuaily acknowledge processes pertaining to how a given group deals with outsider groups in 
the broader society with a category like Reluzing to the SubcuItwd Momk7 as it is a feature 
of all su6nrlhrres-by definition-exïsting in a subculhrraI mosaic. Within this category, 
one codd list a small m b e r  ofvery widely applicable genenc social processeq" such as 
Acknowledging a Relationship to Outsiders, Analyzing Outsider Perspectives and Activities, 
and Adapting to Outsider Influence. Such generic social processes are equdy applicable to 
the experiences of both "'targets" and c?acticians." Note also that these processes are stages 
that depict Relating to the Subcuitural Mosaic as a process or career. And finaIly7 one could 
present concrete examples from empincal studies to demonstrate the many ways in which the 
genenc social processes can manifest themselves ( l ie 'Adapting to Outsider Influence: '7arget 
accommodationsy7 arnong social assistance recipients'). 

Consequently, 1 would argue that in order to more tùily deliver on the promise of true 
tram-situational applicabiiity to the broadest range possible of ethnographie snidies, Pms' 
listing should be revised in such a manner as to use fouer, szmpler mdsomewhat more 
abstract generic social processes and a more ernpzticaily jusnfiable selection of categories of 
generic social processes t h  includes a category to acknowledge the special ~arure (and 

problematics) of subcult~ralphralism~ 1 am thus proposing to include in Prus' tentative lia 
ofgeneric social processes the category that 1 have tenned, Relating to the Subcultziral 
Mosuzc and its constituent generic social processes, acknowledgirig a relationship [O outsiders 
(evidence, encounters, fomis, interpretations), mlyzing outsider perspectives and activilies 
(identifications, interpretations, analyses, re-considerations), and adaptitzg to outsider 
inflicence (coping with outsider perspectives and activities practicdy and ideologicdy). 

In fact, Reiating ro the Subcultural Mosaic (rnter-Group Relations) may be pro posed as 
the £ind category of 'genenc social processes of everyday We' ofa selection of more 
empincally relevant and genenc categories, such as Enacting Subcultural Life (Forming a 
Subculture/ Becoming Involved); Accornplishing Subcultural Life (Doing X or Being X); and 
S unaining Subcultural Life (Intra-Grou p Relations), res pectively . S uch a selection would 
reflect the natural history of the nibculture and the careers of individuai members much more 
faithfiilly and would incorporate many of the generic social processes pertaining to everyday 
life and the inter-group power relations identified by Prus. 

Having a category for generic social processes pertaùllng to Reluting to the Subculturaf 
Mosaic sensitizes researchers to the processes and problematics of encountenng 'outsider' or 



'out-group' imputations, interpretations, definitions (definitions of situations, mdti- 
perspectival interpretatioas). It dso enables researchers to appreciate the role of human 
agency and interpretive action as they consider the social accomplishment of adapting tu 
'out-groups' and taking account of the 'big picture.' Such a category also attends to the role 
of power and conflict, as weii as the issues of deviace and criminality. Indeed, by definition, 
the deviant subcuiture cannot be analyzed as such without giving attention to its relationship 
to the broader subcultural mosaic. [Sa Table 2: "Summary of 'Generic Socid Processes of 
Eve ryday LXc'"] 

Thus by offiering an addendum to PNS' tentative list of genenc social processes, it is 
possible to address the relationship between a subculture and other subcultures that make up 
the broader subcultural rnosaic in a more coherent and econornical manner. This 
simultaneously acknowledges the fact that subcultures exist withh a nibculhiral mosaic and, 
as such, that having sorne kind of relationship with other groups is an intrinsic feature of 
subcultural existence. Hence, the category of Relating to the Subcultural Mode rnents 
inclusion among other 'universai' categories of generic social processes of everyday life, such 
as Enacting Su bcultural Life, Accomplishing Subcultual Life, and Sustainhg Subcultural Life. 
Moreover, by fiarning generic processes and sub-processes in simpler and more general 
terms, it is possible to mate generic sociai processes that are indeed cross-contextuai and 
trans-situationai. 
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The present study has benefited greatly Eom Prus' insightfbl contribution of the generic 
social processes mode1 (1 987; KW4; 1996). The theory generated in the present research (of 
how a subculturai group has adapted to the prospect of being labelled 'deviant') has been 
framed in a manner that highlights the generic features of this group's adaptive social 
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processes. Thus, the shidy seeks to be relevant to the experiences of a wide variety of 
subcdtural groups. The research hdings presented in Chapter Five are organized under the 
genenc social processes headings, acknbuIedgi>g a relationship to outsiders. anaiyzing 
artsider perspecmtes md acfivities, and aakpting to outsider influence, under the broad 
category of R e l h g  to the Subcultural Mosatc, the final of four proposed categones of 
generic sociai processes of everyday lSe. 

H. Conm~butions to the S#u& of Groups at Risk of Being LabeUed 'Deviant ' 

This study of a group's response to the perception of being considered (and ultimately, 
labelled) 'deviant,' has generated a theory of subcdtural adaptation The adaptations made by 
this group 1 refer to here as chmging, closing, and contriving. It is my view that sunilady 
situated and fated groups may elect to engage in these sarne coping strategies should sociai 
change threaten their immanent marginalization as 'outsiders.' 

When memben of this group were asked about how the group has changed in recent times 
(and what further changes may have to be made in the near future) as a r e d  of a social 
change, they responded by referring to effects on their group activities group contacts with 
outsiders, and group identity. 

... But we kind of got away from [doing] t h  because of the public, you bzow, mmight 
not perceive that ar being thut krnmte. [O00203 j 

1 . Members argued t hat with regard to events and recmitment, cert a h  grotp activilies 
had been changed There were to be no more pigeon shoots at picnics. At tests, a dead duck 
was now preferred over a live duck for tracking on water. Moreover, it was better to have a 
cold bird on hand, rather than to kiil it in plain view of everyone. For tracking on land, it 
would be preferable to dip the wing in mud, rather than pluck prirnary feathers f?om its wings. 
Also, recruits are more scrulinized, ifnot screened, and there can be no advertising to 
encourage recmitment. 

We don? want tu have the public per se corne d s e e  our lest S... that 's deliberute. .. 
[000804J 

2. They also pointed out that in tems of their social contact and visibility, group contacts 
with outsiders were closed: Members were keeping to themselves more and there was much 
more intense 'in-group/out-group' sentiment among them. As a group they were keeping 
things 'hushed' or low-profile, allowuig access only to the d e t e d e d  speciaiist or senous 



hunting dog enthusiast (who would really have to persevere to find them). Also, tests and 
other events must not be advertised lest the wrong people show up. 

We llik to be painled green these e s ,  because il 's the trend..ifwe don 't folow the 
trend we mighr stand !O [ose .... [001206] 

3. Uitimately, members argued that now and in the fiihire in tems of their public 
behaviour and image, a new grmp identity warldhave to be contrived: They felt they had to 
be diplornatic and work on the development of sound arguments 6 t h  regard to their position. 
At a bare minimum, they felt that they had to behave properly while hunting in public places. 
Several argued that they have to emphasize their role as conservationists and go dong with 
the trend of 'painting themselves Green.' 

In sum, in response to sociai change, the group has engaged in subcultural adaptation in 
the sense that they have engaged in the social processes of chmging, closing, and conniving. 
This theory may be extended as an heunstic device to "catch the process" (Pms 1995) of 
subcultural adaptation that may be made by other invisible groups who anticipate being 
labelled 'deviant' as a result of sociai change and seek to avoid being so labelled. 

To develop such an heuristic device, 1 have attempted to formulate this individual group 
theory in terms that wiU make them broadly applicable to the activities of a wide range of 
subcultural groups at risk of being labelled 'deviant.' First, it was determined from the raw 
data what exactly about the group, in very concrete empirical tems, has been affected and 
how. Second, I classified on a more abstract level what arpect of the group has been adapted. 
Third, a theoretical interpretation of the nature of the process of adaptation was fomulated. 
Finally, I dowed for a consideration of the extent to which adaptation was made (ahg a 
contimnrm). [See Table 3: b6Subcultura1 Adaptation to Being Labelled 'Deviant'"] 

I o  illustrate: I discovered [for example] that those things afFected by social change such 
as the eiimination of a pigeon shoot and the use of a cold bird, since they occur in the context 
of picnics and tests, were revisions to the group's events. Events such as these actualiy f a  
into a broader category of group activities (an q e c t  of the grmp aflected) which may be 
aected. What has been done to these 'activities' rnay be IabeUed change (under the broader 
category of name of mQuttltion), and depending on the group and the circumstances, a 
group may change to a range of extent, as such, we have a need for a place to take account of 
the fact that a wide range of altemate courses of action is available for selection, (hence the 
inclusion of a category of "extent" ofaa@tation). In this particdar case, changes to 



activities have been minimai, not revolutionary, the group has engaged in changing to sorne 

SUBCULTURAL PLDAPTATlON to being LABELLED DEVIANI" 
''W-HAT?" 1 1 "HOW?" "HOWMUCH?" 

Classification of the Aspect 1 Theoretical Classification Consideration of the 
of the group Adapted ' of the Nature of the Extent of the Adaptation 

I 
I Adaptation 

GROUP ACTMTIES change «frorn some t b g s  
i to everyt hhgm 

RELATIONS WITH I 

close <<fiom very little 
OTHERS to completely>> 

GROUP IDENTITY con trive «from somewhat 
t O t O t alIy» 

Thus, by moving nom the raw data (content) to a more abstract level of analysis (fonn), 

the social processes engaged in by the particular group studied rnay be extended and made 
applicable to the experience of other groups. In tenns of the study of groups forced to cope 
with social change, researchers rnay now be sensitized to aspects of raw data which constitute 
three dimensions of subculhiral adaptation, that the adaptation relates to certain aspects of the 
group, that the adaptation rnay be of a certain type, and that the adaptation may be to a certain 
extent. Moreover, with regard to other invisible groups who are similarly being inûuenced by 
political correctness, it rnay even be possible that this group7s particular course of action, 
changing. closing. and contriving rnay be the very path that they, too, have taken. 

That is, this strategy rnay represent a fiequent if not always typical response to being 
labelled 'deviant. ' Subcultural groups labelled 'deviant ' rnay move immediately into some sort 
of changing-cIo~ing-con~vi~tg strategy of their own. Thus, it is on two levels, the level of 
subculturai adaptation to social change (resulting from being at risk of being labelled 
'deviant') in general and the adaptation to social change in partimrlm (that is, of the 
particular type resuiting from suddenly being labelled 'politicd'y incorrect 7, that the 
substantive theory generated by this original research may have applicability beyond its pages. 

The Theoretical Integration chapter presented the theoretical foundations which 
informed the study. As such, the works of Blumer (1969) and Becker (1963) are especidy 
relevant to the conflict-int eractionist approach taken (see also Hills 1 980). From t here, the 



movement fkom the debition of this group as a subculture to its identification as a deviant 
subculture was presented in such a manner as to highiight the evolution of a subculture from 
the status of conforming to deviating. That is, these topic areas were deliberately bridged in 
text by a discussion of (1) the process of constructing the deviant subculture as the work of 
moral entrepreneurs engaged in labeiiing (Becker 1963) and (2) the importance of the issue 
of power in inter-group relations. At this point, the value of Pms' work on generic social 
processes was reviewed and my own grounded and generic theory (based on a revision of 
Pms' categories of Generic social processes) was presented. Findy, it was argued that this 
group's subcdtural adaptations may be engaged in by ail kinds of groups faced with hostile 
social change and the snidy therefore makes vaiuable contributions to the study of groups 
at risk of being labeUed 'deviant' 



Chapter 3 : 

R E V I E W  O F  

S U B S T A N T I V E  L I T E R A T U R E  

O N  D E V I A N T  G R O U P S  

A. Outhe of the Chapter 

In order to appreciate the value of my analysis of deviant behaviour, it is important to 
have a sense of our previous state of knowledge with regard to the process of subcultural 
adaptation. In this chapter, four ethnographies are reviewed for their treatment of the issue 
of subcultural adaptation to being labelled 'deviant.' The four ethnographies are: Donald 
Cressey ' s The Tai-Dance Hall ( 1 93 2/ 1 969), John Lofland's Doomsrlay Cult ( 1 9661 1 977), 
Laud Humphreys' Tem-oom Trade (1 970/1975), and Daniel Woif's The Rebels (1 99 1 ) .  

These are al1 well-known or fairly typical ethnographies. 1 selected them because they 
are sirnilar to my own work. All of these studies flow from a tradition of research (Le. 
qualitative) and a theoretical perspective (i.e. interactïonist) that I have applied to my own 
study. The substantive focus of ail of these studies, like my own, is a subcultural group 
labelied 'deviant.' However, the most significant commonalty uniting aU of these studies 
with my own work is the ethnogrqhers ' implicit recognition fhat deviant g m p  members 
are keeniy mare of their status vis a vis artsider g m p s  and conscimsly build into their 
culture n set of attitudès und behaviours tiha re~pond to (rhe threat or fuct fl mitsider 
influence. Beyond this, these particular studies merit attention for at lest two other 
reasons. Fist, at lem three of them (the older çhidies) are considered to be 'classic' 
examples of ethnographic research, thus readers are likely to be familiar with them and wili 
easily understand my references to them. Second, this selection represents highly diverse 
forms of deviant behaviour und different h is tohl  eras for cornparison and contrast with my 
own study. In spite of my best efforts and the suggestions of several faculty members, it has 
not been possible to locate cases that more closely resemble my own for this review. Hence, 
1 am willing to bet that a closer match to my own case study may not exist or may be so 
obscure that it is unlikely to be discovered by traditional methods of scanning abstracts and 
pemsing well-known joumals. I maintain that the studies that 1 have selected for review are 
nonetheless valuable (for the above reasons) and that readers will appreciate their inclusion. 



B. A Review of Four EIhnogrqhies 

i - 22e T '  Dance Hall 

a) description 

Donald Cressey (1969) presents us with an ethnography of the subcuhre of the 
Yaxi-dance hall." His research is the result of participant observation, supplemented with 
interviews. It was canied out in Chicago in the late 1920s. Cressey's 'iaxi-dance hall" was 
a public dance institution. It provided male patrons with an opportunity to dance with 
wornen who were paid "a ticket-a-dance" on a commission basis. 'Taxi-dancers," like 
cab-drivers were required to provide their services to any paying customer and such 
customers could request as few or as many "tunis" as they were wiliing to purchase (Cressey 
1969:27). Historically, the taxi-dance hail as a system was the direct descendant of the 
Californian 'BBarbax-y Coast-" or the "49-dance hail," however, bonafide dancing schools 
that had difnculty keeping pupils and dance-haüs that were losing in the competition with the 
newer, more polished dance "palacesy7 often adopted the taxi-dance system to remain in 
business (Cressey 1969: 1 8 1-2; 183-5; 192; 195). The taxi-dance hall basically enabled 
socially isolated and stigmatized men to rent a dance partner (Cressey 1969: 195). For 
taxi-dancers, the hail was basically a step up from prostitution for young wornen who had 
few economic oppominities. As public establishments, taxi-dance halls, like other drinking 
and dancing establishments, were c o n s t d y  under the scmtiny of police and politicians, and 
by social protection agencies. Investigators of the "protective agency" sort were the most 
troublesome because in a system of petty gr&, the favour of police and politicians could 
easily be bought. For taxi-dance hall operators, 'public opposition7 was most powerfully 
manifest in the watch-dog role of the social worker (Cressey 1969:262-9). 

In me T'-Dance  Hall (1 932/l969), Cressey gives explicit, if not entirely systematic 
attention to the duence  of 'outsiders.' In ''Part Four: The Namal History and Ecology of 
the Taxi-Dance Hall," not only does Cressey attend to the offensive actions of outsiders (i-e. 
in 'Chapter IX: The Taxi-Dance Haii Meets the Public7'), but also to how taxi-dance hail 
propnetors analyzed outsider perspectives and activities and how they adapted in response. 
This appean to have been done more to provide background for his discussion of 'ihe 
taxi-dance hall and social reform7' ("Chapter XIIT"), than it was to analyze the inter-group 
relations of the taxi-dance hall subculture and other members of the subculturd mosaic. Yet, 
Cressey certainly offers more detail in this study with regard to outsider influence and 



adaptive strategizing than one ordinarily finds in an ethnographie study of a deviant 
subcultural group. Cressey documents activities emerging during the stniggie between social 
refonners and taxi-dance hd proprietors that could be formulateci as the generïc social 
processes of chgiing, ciosing. and conrm>ing as adaptive strategies, though his own 
account does not employ this or any other similar language of classification. 

Accordhg to Cressey, during the penod of ccùisbtutional consciousness," taxi-dance hail 
operators became aware of their vulnerable position in the broader society and began to 
work toward survivhg. Taxi-dance haii proprietors implemented minor changes to the 
routine of the dance hd .  Proprietors began to attend to ''the supe~s ion  of conduct in the 
haU ...[ in order to] maintain every evidence of respectability" (Cressey 1969: 199-200). 
Proprietors imposed strict rules for the girls both in and out of the dance hall, as weli as for 
their manner of dancing and the dancing of their patrons (Cressey l969:2O 1-2). They sought 
to ciose by "securing an injunction against police interference and surveillance" as they 
argued that having police around business" (Cressey 1969:271). In addition they 
attempted to secure appropriate licenses and often had to challenge the city to issue a license, 
or 30 show just cause for not issuing ity'(Cressey 1969:271). Licensing enabled them to 
avoid arbitrary interference. At the taxi-dance hall, conbiving an acceptable public image 
became increashgiy important as hali operators recognized the loorning threat of the social 
reformer. Taxi-dance hail proprietors attempted to combat interference from outsiders by 
"placing fonvard as the tituiar head of the establishment a man about whom nothing 
unfavourable is known" (Cressey l969:27 1). It becarne very important for proprieton to 
give an acceptable representation of themselves and their halls to the public as weU as to 
police and public officiais (Cressey 1969: 197). Proprietors attempted to pass the h d s  off as 
"dancing schools" and thus to drape a "cloak of conventionality .... over activities much more 
dubious and varied than had been tolerated in the past in bonafide dancing schools ..." 
(Cressey 1969:262). Their goal was to protect themselves against invasions and questions 
fiom outsiders while developing the institution with as iittle interference as possible (Cressey 
1969:262). The proprietor had to consider that it was the patrons who paid the bills and that 
t hey usualiy "expected sornething other than duU respectability" (Cressey 1 969: 209). 
Consequently, the proprietor led a "'Dr. Jelqll and Mr. Hyde' existence, aU the while fearful 
of what an inquiring stranger rnight discover, yet anxious that his patrons should have a good 
time (Cressey 1969:209). Insofar as the taxi-dance hall could legitimize itself by appearing 
ccrespectable," outsiders were involved or cailed to intervene rnainly in situations where 
something had occurred (allegedly) in co~ect ion with the hall, for example, when runaways 
(juveniles) were suspected of making a living there, or when a particular hall's notoriety for 
accepting %decent" behaviour warranted "investigation." Thus, under the guise of the 



"dancing academy," the taxi-dance hail appeared to be able to hide f?om full public view, 
except where incident or reputation cded  it into disrepute. 

In sum, it may be argued that they attempted to close by seeking injunctions against 
investigations and gening licenses to evade arbitrary harassment, they attempted to conm.ve 
a better image by hiring ffont men and maintaining the guise of the "dance academy," and 
they manipulatively implemented superficial changes that were not always adopted 
pemanently (e.g. having chaperons, outiawing a certain degree of lewd behaviour, 
monitoring the activities of their dancers). Uitimately, the taxi-dance hall proprietors were 
not able to resist the 'deviant' label and avoid the consequences. As the influence of social 
reformers to interfere grew, the institution of the taxi-dance haii could not be sustained. 
Although the coping strategies of the taxi-dance hall proprietors were indeed effective in 
warding off moral entrepreneurs for a t h e ,  eventudy the taxi-dance hall was outiawed. The 
strategies that they developed were not entirely effective. 

c) critique 

Cressey does not present these findings in a manner that is eady transferable to other 
analyses of deviant subculhires. His findings are neither theoreticdy developed nor are they 

genericdy formulated. He mentions activities t hat may be interpreted as ' subcultural 
adaptations' only in passing. He creates neither a set of concepts, nor a typology, nor a set 
of social processes that may be useful for other studies of deviant groups. He does not even 
offer occasional subheadings that categorize his findings conceptudy. This rnakes it very 
dificult to compare and contrast his findings to other studies, without making awkward 
references to empirical details. This is definitely a shoricoming in a study that is othenvise 
very aware of the social context and highly sensitive to the issue of subcultural adaptation. 
By remaining locked into a style of d y s i s  that leaves the data too raw and specik, the 
et hnography contribut es little more to Our knowledge of subcultural adaptation to being 
labeiled 'deviant' than substantive detail about one group and its struggles. 

Thus from Cressey we learn that adaptive strategizing to being labelled 'deviant' 
certainly occurs. It is rational-purposive, creative, reflective, emergent, and can be highly 
effective (if only for a tirne). However, such strategies may oniy be found arnong taxi-dance 
hall proprietors and they cannot be conceptualized as being of particular types. The issue of 
subcultural adaptation is merely mentioned in passing. As such, this pattern of subcultural 
activity is lefi theoretically undeveloped. It is interesthg however, that other ethnographen 
have discovered such activities among totally dissimilar groups. 



ii - The Doomschy Cuit 

a) description 

In "The Doomsday Cult" (1 977) John Lofland gives an ethnography of a 'Yanatical" 
religious movement. His research is the result of participant observation, supplemented with 
interviews, and an analysis of mas  media reports of the group. His work provides-insights 
into the career of the religious group known as 'the Moonies.' This "Doomsday Cult," or 
cult of the 'mivine PreceptsY7 originated in Korea and sought to build a following of 144,000 
believers by a prophesied year in which humanity would achieve perfection. Once in the 
United States of Ameriq the group's ccmessiah" made major organizational changes to a 
formerly covert and rather unniccessful mission to Arnerica. Under his direct control, the 
group's goal of creating a 'large, dedicated, wealthy movement that was an Arnerican 
household word, a movement that could then begïn to acquire political power ..." (Lofland 
1977:287) was well underway. The movernent was to expand and flourish through the use 
of aggressive recruitment practices ('liooking," "picking up," "encapsulatingy') and in-service 
re-training of dedicated followers. For such followers, the group provided an international 
c Y d y y '  of believers and a sheltered, self-sacrifïcing way of life that was dif5erent f?om that 
led by members of upper-middle ciass American society (Lofland 1977:279-344). Early in 
its history, the group recruited members covertly. Initially, the Divine Precepts escaped 
public scrutiny by attempting to attract individuais predisposed to cult rnembership covenly. 
Members atternpted to convert college students to their religion on a face-to-face individual 
basis, and in so doing limited theû own exposure. With the organizational revolution 
instigated by the arriva1 of their ccrnessiah" on Amencan soil, the DP's attracted tremendous 
public attention. However, they were able to do this only through duplicity. What the 
general public got to know of them was highfy caiculated and contrived. The DP's had a 
dilemma. To attract converts they had to talk about their ideology-but the more that they 
revealed, the less aely  it was that people would convert (Lofland 1977:305). During the 
stage of intensive rnissionizing, the group was only 'fully' known to those weli on their way 
to becoming fiII insiders and to only those few and disconnected parents who protested the 
conversion of their children. Initiaily, members could be easily disrnissed as "kooks," but as 
the movement grew, the group became more legitunate and thus much stronger (ifstill more 
vulnerable than long-established religious institutions). Eventudy, due in part to the 
pressure exerted by organized groups of parents who were able to influence the media and 
the govemment, the group became highly vulnerable to complet e exposure and critique. 
Revelations concerning the group's duplicity ultimately led to its demise. 



In Doorns~@ C d f  (1966/1977), Lofland gives explicit and relatively systematic attention 
to inter-group relations, however this appears in his epilogue, rather than in the main body of 
his te*. In this addendum to the enlarged edition of this ethnography, 'The Boom and Bust 
of a Millenarian Cult: Doomsday Cult Revisited," Lofland charts the career of the Divine 
Precepts in a highiy organized manner. For each period reviewed, he gives an analysis of the 
group's Membership (size and rate of growth, including number of centers and 
class-age-education level of members), Beiiefs (predictions and ideological stability and 
change), Organization (form and fiinding), Missioniziog (own name and fionts), Conversion 
organization, Foreign Connections, and Morale, as well as a thorough and relevant treatment 
of the Amencan Context- "macrosocial trendsy7 and ''societal response." White the focus of 
the study centres on members' 'careersY or stages in the subculture (c'conversion," 
"proselytkation," and 'îaith and hope"), this addendum locates the study more strongly in its 
social context and acknowledges the group's deviant status as an ernergent phenornenon. 
When we take a close look at the documentation of the career of the Divine Precepts, we can 
see that there are definite strategies that the group developed to challenge the 'deviant' label. 
They implernented some organizational chmges, they took pains to close off insiders fiom 
outsiders, and the worked very hard at contriving an acceptable public front. 

At the fkst indication that there were indeed influentid cntics ready to pounce on them, 
the Divine Precepts took pains to cover up the objectionable, to build a solid cornmitted core 
of members, and to present a respectable image. Conversion had to become a finely tuned 
science: the ideology would be revealed progressively and following a special sequence and 
in special circumstances. Adapting to thrûats fiom the outside primarily took the form of 
strategies of intemal and extemal concealment. When the heat finaiiy came down on them, 
the cdt sued to retaliate against legal efforts to take away their converts; they appeaied the 
non-renewai of missionary training visas of foreign members they attempted to force their 
membership in a council of churches; they appeaied denial of tax exempt status. They 
employed expensive and prestigious law firms. Short of actual suits, critics were threatened 
with them. An effort was made to control and influence media portrayais of DP's. They 
employed full-page counter-ads in the major newspapets. In them, they denied and rebutted 
aii of the criticisms and mentioned aii  of the positive achievements of the group. They also 
posted letters nom happy parents complete with their photos about how the DP's had 
"helped" their child. In addition, they sent counter-leners to the editors of magazines that 
published damaging articles about them At one point in the conflict, members of the 
international Parents and Fnends Society of the Unined Church were gathered in a 



conference under the smooth, young president of the Amencan church, where they were 
issued counter statements and documents. Also, they were given "first-person grisly tales" 
of converts who had been kidnapped, harassed by deprogrammers, but managed to escape 
and retum to the movement. Also, front organizations exposed by the press changed their 
narnes (Lofland 1977:33 5-6). Direct and damaging outsider influence @oth in terms of 
labelling and attacks) instigated adaptive strategies among DP's. These actions were, 
however, too little too late for the group. Aithough the DP's ultimately failed to resist the 
'deviant' label and to ward off various forms of maitreatment, they attempted to protect 
themselves by contriving a more righteous and innocent image. 

ln this ethnography and in the Taxi-Dance Hall, we can see how coping strategies 
emerge directly fiom an unmistakable outsider assauit. Although it could be argued that the 
defensive posture of the Divine Precepts merely intensified as a result of outsider influence 
(e.g. they had begun their public life with various fronts and built-in screens), their duplicity 
became more consciously and closely guarded and some measures were indeed taken to 
directly respond to unmistakable attacks. While the Divine Precepts did not back down from 
outsider challenges, they were ultimately no match for wealthy upper-middle class families 
with political influence. They did have the capacity to implement certain coping arategies, 
but not the most effective ones. 

While the basic organizational structure of the body of the text rnakes the study's 
findings easily transferable to other studies in the sociology of religion, it is the epilogue 
which facilitates cornparisons of subcultural 'career7 and inter-group relations arnong studies 
of deviant groups. Although this contribution is only made in the epilogue, it is a signiticant 
contribution. By setting up an analytical fiamework to present his hdings, Lofland focuses 
the reader's attention on the social constniction of deviance. Although Lofland does not 
create genuine concepts, a typology, or a set of social processes (with a theoretical basis) in 
his treatrnent of this group and its inter-group relations, he does contnbute to our more 
general appreciation for the processual and refledve nature of human group life. Yet, this is 
due more to his historical format than to any eEorts to compare and contrast the Divine 
Precepts with other subculturai groups. 

Basicdy, Lofland demonstrates a strong emphasis on subcul~rd adaptations, in the 
sense that he acknowledges and categorizes collective efforts to avoid the effécts of a 
'deviant' label. Moreover, as a longitudinal study, these categories of adaptive strategies are 
organized to reflect the various hiaorical eras or trends in which the group operated. Still 



Our knowledge of subcuiturai adaptation to being labeued 'deviant' remains too specific to 
the study of religious groups to be applicable to other deviant subcultures. The various 
strategies are highiighted, but they are not converted into genenc sensitizing concepts that 
would rnake them usefiil to analysis of a wide variety of groups. 

iii - Tearoom Trade 

a) description 

Laud Humphreys (1975) provides an ethnography of the subculture of the c7earoom." 
The research is the result of participant observation, supplemented with i n t e ~ e w s  and a 
survey of participants. Humphreys' 'iearoom" is a men's public washroom in which men 
participate in Unpersonal sex. The tearoom "game" is entered into by various role players, 
has well dehed  d e s ,  and a predictable routine. The tearoom provides an oppominity for 
anonymous "players" to enjoy instant and impersonal homoerotic activity with a wide variety 
of partners conveniently and quickiy. The tearoorn is unrecognizable as such to the 
URInitiated. It is a transient subcultural entity' yet one in which mernbers must be highly 
'(sub-)culturaUy literate' in order to participate. Members are of all walks of life, many have 
families, and the majority resists a homosemal identity. It is significant that the tearoom 
game has no cash nexus-sexual favours are fiee. As such, the tearoom is not prostitution, 
nor is it coercive. Only consenting participants are inviteci to play. Humphreys estimates 
that tearooms exia in all major American cities and serve millions of men each year. By its 
very nature, the tearoom must no? be visible to outsiders. It must guard against the risk of 
inadvertent public exposure and deliberate public exposure staged by law enforcement 
agents. 

In Tearoom Trade ((1970/1975), Humphreys touches on the inter-group relations of 
tearoom participants and law enforcement agents, as weii as "toughs" (who are actually 
tangentid insiders). The attention given to the treatment of tearoom participants by police is 
adequate and ernpirical and there is extensive discussion of how participants h d  their way 
and their identities in the outside world, beyond the waiis of the tearoom. This detail is by 
necessity given at the individual Ievel, rather than at the collectivify level, and as such, leans 
more to a social psychological approach than the other studies reviewed. It is interesthg 
that the study focuses heavily on the manner in which the deviant activity is perforrned and 
stnictured for the purpose of excluding outsiders, yet Humphreys does not develop a 
theoretical scheme for the subcultural adaptations he observes. There are elements of 



c h g i n g  (in the sense that efforts at caution may be intensified situationally), closing, and 
conhiving in his descriptions of the subcultural routine. 

By the very nature of the game (Humphreys 1975), the tearoom attempts to achieve 
complete invisibility from public view. Humphreys reports that: "The trysting place must not 
be too available for the undesired. It mua not be identifiable by the uninitiated. The 
potential participant passing by should be able to perceive what is taking place inside, while 
those playing basebd across the way should remain ignorant of the semai game behind 
tearoom walls" (Humphreys 1 975 : 1 2). Some telltale signs of a fimctioning tearoom are its 
physical location and layout, its facilitation of one's ability to see people coming, and some 
suggestive graffiti. There is the possibility of being seen by acquhtances at one's local 
tearoom and of behg entrapped by police decoys. However, with a '%vatchqueen" and or 
various other conveniences (e.g. a washroom door that squeaks or sticks), the likelihood that 
complete outsiders will corne upon the scene is very rare. Of course, the risk of being caught 
is what makes the game exciting (Humphreys 1975:90). Individual participants are easy 

targets for violence, raids, and blackmail if they are indeed discovered. Because of the 
tremendous likeiihood of "social death" as a result of disclosure of their "discreditable 
stigma" (refer to G o h  1957), rnembers of the group are extremely winerabie. Built into 
the tearoom game are a number of protective strategies that prevent disclosure and protect 
the anonymity of participants. For example, tearooms are selected for their physical 
amenability. This not only facilitates the action but aiso ailows participants to be able to 
anticipate the invasion of the social setting by outsiders (Humphreys 1970:8). In addition, 
"...one of the more attractive aspects of the tearooms as places of sexual rendezvous is that 
they offer an instant alibi for one's presence. Although some park restrooms are seldom 
used for rest or any other conventional purpose, all of them share a manifest function as 
places open to the public for elimination. A person's presence in or at such facilities is thus 
readily explainable" (Humphreys 1 970: 97). 

Many of the defensive strategies developed by tearoom participants may be found in the 
broader subculture of homosexuds, "secrecy about their tme identity, symbolic gestures, and 
the use of the eyes for communication, unwillingness to expose the whereabouts of their 
meeting places, extraordinary caution with strangers, and admission to certain places oniy in 
the Company of a recognized person" (Humphreys 1970:24). Again, such defensive 
maneuvers are not new to the tearoom nor need they emerge as a result of any particular 
incident with outsiders. By Yooking innocent," or exhibiting "a 'huge elaborate 
disinterest...,"' when intruded upon by outsiders, members engage in defensive strategies that 
"dissociate them eom the deviant action" (Humphreys 1970: 80). Insiders demand that 



'"intruders" are appraised for their legitirnacy before they proceed with their deviant activities 
(Humphreys l970:79). On the psychologicai level, tearoom participants not ody seek to 
avoid trouble, but to constmct a particular social image, to show themselves as "'respectable 
members of societf' (Humphreys 1970: 13 5). The tearoom participant dons the '%remplate 
of nghteousness" to appear super-nomai, to be an 'kxemplar of good behaviour and right 
thinking ...[ he is] respectable to a fault. His whole life style becomes an incarnation of what 
is proper and orthodox" (Humphreys 1 970: 1 3 5). Thus, there are a variety of adaptive 
strategies built into the tearoom subcuihire that are performed by members of this 
subcultural group to evade outsider influence. Changes to the game had surely emerged 
over t h e  in response to actual incidents and these are now built into their routine (e-g. the 
selection of facilities, the silence). Also, by s tn i c tu~g  in "unrecognizability' to the 
uninitiateci, the game is tightîy closed to outsiders and on a situational basis, all participants 
must "account' for themselves in order to gain leghimate entry into the game. Finaiiy, on a 
collective as well as an individuai level (e.g. nonchalance, 'looking innocent," and wearing 
"the breastplate of righteousness") much image work is being done to conhive 
conventionality in the midst of deviant activities and identities. 

c) critique 

In many ways, the manner in which Humphreys presents his findings makes them 
sornewhat awkward for application to other deviant groups. Stili, a cornparison of the 
situation of this group with that of other deviants is possible because of the attention given to 
concealment and information management. In this way a significant contribution is made to 
the study of secret or discreditable deviance. Another contribution made by Humphreys is 
much more general. Ln Temoom Trade, a 'typology of tearoom participants' is provided. 
This is usefil not only for a comprehensive analysis of the intra-group features of this 
subculture (Le. an analysis of the various roles and the background characteristics of role 
players), but also as mode1 for encouraging ethnographers to attend to the contingencies of 
simultaneous membership in confiicting subcultures. However, in ternis of providing a 
theoreticdy developed anaiysis of subcultural adaptation, the study falls short. Al1 of the 
evidence suggest s t bat adaptive strat egizing in response to ' deviant labelling ' is indeed going 
on. Moreover, there is no reason for an ethnographer to believe that such a pattern of 
behaviour is originai to his or her own group. Stili, Humphreys does not develop a 
theoretically adequate anaiysis to attend to the issue of subcultural adaptation. Although 
evidence of the genericism of this process buiids with every study of deviant subcuitures that 
even mentions in passing that insiders create attitudes and behaviours in response to outsider 



influence, our knowledge of subcultural adaptation (beyond substantive details) is not 
advanced by this study. 

iv - 7he Rebels 

a) descripion 

With "The Rebels," Daniel Wolf(199 1) offers an ethnography of the subculture of the 
biker." His research is the result of participant observation, supplemented with 

in te~ews .  From the perspective of a full-participant, Wolf describes the group as a 
c%rotherhood" and a group of 'targets' of legal intervention and vigilante attacks. Wolfs 
Rebels are a high profile subculturd group. This is partly due to the fact that being 
recognizable as outlaw bikers is necesçary for the group to maintain solid in-groupi 
out-group boundaries. It is also due to the fact that ciub membership is an important 
social-psychological identity marker for members'for whom the biker identity promotes 
self-esteem, confidence, and a sense of supenority. The group is comprised predorninantly 
of young men who have voluntarily aiienated themselves from a broader society dominated 
by rniddle class values and practices. The group exists to provide a '%rotherhood" of social 
support for the hedonistic and individualistic lifestyle of individuals at the bottom m g  of the 
socio-economic hierarchy. As a group, outlaw bikers have a recognized chah of comrnand 
and paramilitary structure. Members tend to have jobs, full-time or seasondy, but work 
mainly to s u ~ v e  and to be able to afford the artifacts and activities associated with 
membership and riding together in the late spring, summer, and f d .  That is, involvement in 
the economy of the host society is something of an evil necessity for members who attempt 
to be bikers as a Nestyle insofar as this is possible for them. Bikers in general may or may 
not engage in criminal activities, but the values and organizational structure of the subculture 
are uniquely suited to and predispose members to participate in organized crime. Bikers 
resist social control by intimidating others. As a group in bars or in "club mns," and as 
individuals w e a ~ g  their 'Gcolours7" they intend to be highiy visible to their host cornmunity. 
The existence of the bike gang depends in part on their ability to set up clear and visible 
boundaries between themselves and outsiders, by displays of 'lawlessness," ''belligeren~e~" 
and ccintimidation." They revel in the ability to appear a fearsome pack on a club run and a 
force to be reckoned with in the display of their "colours." Although they prefer to have a 
mral clubhouse where they can be away from the citizenry to do as they please, they ofken 
have a club bar fiom which to recruit new members. 'While the clubhouse is a private 
domain, the club bar is readily accessible to the public" (Wolf 199 1 : 18 1). Also, members 
participate in "c1ub runs" as occasions for both recreation and flamboyant public display of 



menacing in-group solidarity. Whiie there is a clear split between members and outsiders, 
there remains some Ievel of social interaction between the groups. Whiie bikers invite the 
'deviant7 label, the resuiting discrunination can be too much for some of them (Wolf 199 1 : 
55).  Thus, while in some ways resisting the 'deviant ' label does not test them, coping with 
the resulting 'harassment' sometimes does. Bikers are an easy target for police and the 
occasional vigilante. Their strength lies oniy in their ability to threaten violence against 
those who would interfere with their activities and their abifity to pull together as a group 
and cal1 back alliances with others in situations in which they are threatened. 

In the Rebels (1991), Wolf does not attend systematicdy or explicitly to the inter-group 
relations of a bike gang. Some passing attention is given to perceptions of the general public 
and the group's relations with the police, however the ethnography takes the deviant status 
as a given, rather than an 'accomplishrnent' or 'social construct,' and the main focus is on 
the interna1 workings of the club. Inter-group relations are rnaidy dealt with in the context 
of 'in-grouplout-group' sentiment and boundary-establishment. Wolfs presentation of his 
hdings makes them f d y  accessible to other ethnographers of deviant groups. The ody 
diflïculties with making cornparisons to this group arise because this deviant subculture 
represents a 'lifestyle.' Thus deviant subcultures in which deviance (however regularly 
engaged in) is not the focus of individuals' lives may be dficult to analyze following Wolf's 
selection of attributes and processes for anaiysis. Despite this significmt difference, the 
study does highlight some adaptive s t r a t ewg  among bikers (changing. closing, and 
conniving), especially in the context of deaiing with the general public and law enforcement 
agencies. 

According to one biker: 'The best public relations for us, ... is no public relations"' (in 
Wolf 199 1 : 19). The bike club is structured to keep 'outsiders' outside. Tuming only to 
each other for aid and guidance, they seal themselves off fiorn the outside world by following 
a ngid code of silence (Wolf 1991:9). Appearing to be a cohesive and threatening group 
reduces the risk of outsider interference. ''Riiding in the wind with their brothers goes 
beyond being a theatre for episodes of togethemess. It becomes an act of defiance" (Wolf 
1991:211). The 'in-group/out-group' aîtitude closes them off fiom outsiders and cloats their 
group in secrecy. Seeking physical distance from outsiders is aiso a defensive feature of the 
group. When members of an outlaw bike gang are scouting out a location for their 
clubhouse, "isolation is a major consideration" (Wolf 199 1 : 166). Isolation permits them to 
remain out of view of the police and to "entertain" in their own style without annoying local 



residents (Wolf 1991: 166). Bikers are most concerned with avoiding some of the hassles 
(e.g. discrimination) that come with the label. There are adaptive strategies to minimize 
maltreatment such as the code of silence, and special rules relating to encountering police, 
for exarnple. Most of the changes to their routines that have been implemented over the 
course of the group's history are geared to particular situations (e-g. behaviour during 
arrests; uiformuig the RCMP of their runs). These are kely to have ernerged in response to 
changes in procedurai law or models of policing. It is interesting that the image that they 
conhive does not discourage, but invites the 'deviant' label. This is stiil image work, even 
though unlike the contrivances made by groups that are at risk of being 'dissolved7 by the 
'deviant' label the bike gang thrives under the 'deviant' label. Hence they contrive an image 
that reinforces and exclaims their deviant status. 

Wolf attends to such trans-situational social processes as 'becoming a member,' 'building 
an identity,' 'intra-group relations7(e.g. his attention to 'sex and gender'), 'being a member' 
(Le. e.g. his section on "living the lifestyle"), et cetera, but some of these classifications of 
activities require a certain arnount of 'stretching7 to make them applicable to other groups 
(e.g. the chapter / category 'Making It Ail work: Econornic and Political Realities"). Still, it 
is significant that generic social processes are applied to the study's findings (although Wolf 
does not offer a theoretical justification for taking this path). Nor is the selection of social 
processes analyzed given with any theoretical justification. Although there appears to be 
some chronological order to the sequential presentation ofhis findings (e.g. 'becoming a 
member' is dealt with £kt, while ''Making It Ail Work" is dealt with last), both a 
comprehensive theoretical schematic and a theoretically grounded selection of social 
processes are notably absent. Nevertheless, it is Wolfwho makes the rnost explicit 
contributions to Our broader understanding of human group life, of the four snidies examined 
here. It is only he who constructs categories (albeit as chapter titles and subheadings) that 
classe elements of life in the bike gang as social processes. The older studies are much less 
abstract in their use of concepts and summative cornmentary. It is interesting that this study 
is the most recent of the four. Perhaps this reflects an emerging appreciation for works that 
aim for great er tram-situational applicability . Nonetheless, Our knowledge of su bcuitural 
adaptation as a social process cornmon to deviant groups remains superficiai. Wolfdoes 
little to advance the theoretical development of the process of subcultural adaptation. He 
mentions that the group seeks to remain exclusive, that there are special routines associated 
with interactions with outsiders, and that the biker image is important to participants. 



However, he does not formulate these inter-group processes as genenc patterns of behaviour 
associated with the life of a wide variety of subcultural groups. 

It should be noted that 1 do not intend to.cnticize the selected ethnographers for failing 
to undertake the particular kind of analysis that 1 have chosen to do (Le. an anaiysis of the 
subcultural adaptations of groups at risk of being IabeIIed 'deviant'). Not all ethnographers 
have the same interest in the groups that they study. Many studies of deviance do not attend 
to the adaptive strategies made by deviant subcultures (or groups at risk of being so labelled) 
at dl. Yet who is to say that they should? Some studies of deviant subcultures reflect the 
researcherys interest in the unique intra-group d e s ,  roles, and routines of a deviant group 
(e-g. 'The Making of an Inmate: Prison as a Way of LXe," Cordilia 1983), others focus on 
how and why deviant individuals fom subculturd groups (e-g. '7leIinquent Boys: The 
Culture of the Gang," Cohen 1955), others are most concerned with how deviant groups 
maintain their integrity over time (e.g. 'The Nudist Management of Respectability," 
Weinberg 1987). Thus, my critique of these studies is not made for the purpose of chastising 
others for not sharing my own personal interest in deviance, but to encourage proponents of 
ail kit?& of interests to attend to the generic features of their finding. In so doing, 
ethnographie studies can be shown to be contributing not merely to our substantive 
knowledge of a given group, but to our understanding of human group Iife in general. 

From al1 of the studies reviewed above, it is apparent that deviant groups and groups at 

risk of being labelled 'deviant' engage in various strategies of subcultural adaptation. In fact, 
it is uncanny that in spite of their own particular focus, each one of these ethnographers gives 
at least passing attention to the various ways in which their group responds to outsider 
influence. Coincidentdy, it appears that the respowes documented in each of these snidies 
are classifiable as evidence of chmging, closing, and connhiving. However, it is very odd 
that not one of these ethnographen takes the initiative to develop their findings concerning 
adaptive strategizing theoreticaily. Surely none of these ethnographers would argue that 
outsiders are irrelevant to the study of deviant subcultural groups, nor would they deny that 
members of deviant subculhval groups are suficiently refiective, rational-purposive, and 
creative to coflectively respond to outsider influence. And yet, even in the face of evidence 
generated by their own studies, (let alone whatever else they may have encountered in the 
course of their own reviews of literature), no effort is made to account for and enlarge upon 
the significance of this process. Prior to my own research, Our knowledge of subcultural 
adaptation remained fkagmentary, inconsistent, unsystematic, and non-generic. My own 



work recognizes the existence of a process for which there is cross-contexnid evidence and 
transcends the substantive detail to develop and eaablish the theoretical relevance of this 
process to our understanding of human group life. 

1 think that studies of deviant subcdtures that fail to attend to inter-group relations and 
their impact on the subcdtural group fail to address the deviant status of the group midied, 
but treat it iike any other subcuitural group. 1 also think that it is important that the hdings 
generated by Our studies offer insight into and facilitate the analysis of other deviant groups, 
othenvise they are limited in their usefuiness to those for whom the particdar group studied 
is a speciaiist interest. Unless we generate concepts, typologies, or sets of social processes 
in our studies to c lassa  in a short-hand marner, Our empincal findings, it will be impossible 
to achieve a more complete understanding of the nature of human group me. As 
sociologists, our ethnographie midies shodd bring us closer to this ultimate goal, rather than 
leave us standing on the threshold. 

This chapter consisted of a review of four ethnographies: Donald Cressey's The 
T&-Dance Hull (1 93ZI 969), John Lofland's Doomsday Cult (1 966A 977), Laud 
Humphreys' Tearoom Trade (1 97O/l975), and Daniel Wolfs The Rebels (1 99 1). A 
description of each ethnography was given pnor to a presentation of the various 
subcultural adaptations that may be observed in each study. Each section ended with a 
brief critique of the treatment of this pattern of collective action by the ethnographer. The 
chapter concluded with a summary and discussion in which Our previous state of 
knowledge regarding the process of subcultural adaptation was summarized and my own 
contribution to Our knowledge of this process was highlighted. 



Chapter 4: 

M E T H O D O L O G I C A L  I M P L E M E N T A T I O N  

The foUowing is a presentation of the rnethodology of the thesis. It begins wit h a brief 
presentation of the historical developrnent of the study as an emergent topic (in the tradition 
of classic ethnography), and a presentation of the epistemologicd assumptions behind the 
study in the context of a cntical discussion of its meta-theoreticai foundations. In addition 
to a practicai and a theoreticai background, this demonstration of the study7s methoàological 
implementation provides a justification for the choices made and an explmation of the actuai 

seps taken through ail phases of the ethnography (research design, data collection, and data 
anaiysis) . 

Before proceeding to the methodological details of the shidy, it is customary to est 
'locate' research as the 'lived experience7 of the researcher (Van Maanen 1988; and refer for 
examples to the works of Sudnow 1967, Wolf 1991, Dietz 1983, Stoddart 1982). Many 
ethnographies corne into being as a result of the researcher7s extra-cumcular interests or 
personal involvements--even career contingencies they face. Indeed, for many 
ethnographers, a rnoa convoluted path can be traced £iom the initial plan to conduct a study 
and the eventual topic of the study. Hence, some research interests just seem to 'happes' 
they are not merely opportmistic, but to some extent, accidental (refer to Lofland and Lofland 
1984:7-10). The present research is no exception. 

Although 1 officiaüy came to the organization studied in mid-1994, my history with and 
interest in the hunting fiatemity, so to speaiq can be traced to 1992. At this t he ,  1 was 
casting about for dissertation topics and found myself' tom between a study of Aboriginal 
Law (Ojibwe) and a study of Environmental Ethics (specifically, the relationship between 
humanity and other animais). Eventually, 1 proposed a comparative study of the 'hunting law7 
of Traditional Ojibwe and Modern Western societies. With my ongoing preoccupation with 
the elevation of hunting law to the criminal r e a h  among Abonginal peoples in contrat to the 
relegation of environmental law in general to the reahn of regulations and quasi-criminal law, 



particdarly in North Arnerica, I began my thesis with a 100 page literanire review on 
Ethnocriminology and Ethnoecology. As such, a comparative study of law and punishment 
and a comparative study of environmental ethics would provide the theoretico - substantive 
basis for my hunting law focus. Although my committee accepted the review in fulfillment of 
my Special Area Comprehensive Examination requirement, the direction to be taken by the 
proposed thesis was considered to be unacceptable. With the disintegration of this committee, 
1 was forced to start over. 

In the course of preparing my Special Area Literature Review, three events arose which 
presented me with the oppomuiity to become involved with the organization that was to 
become the topic of my new thesis. Fist, my review of the iiterature on legal and pend 
criminology, particularly the anthropological field studies of indigenous societies, renewed my 
interest in fieldwork and reatfirmed my cornmitment to ethnographic research. Second, for 
economic, radical-environmentai, and interpretive reasons, 1 became a mernber of the hunting 
fratemity. That is, fmding myself hcreasingly taxed by the 'vow of poverty' that 
graduate-studenthood involves for those of us who are not independentiy wealthy and 
increasingly opposed to the factory farming methods that supply the butcher's section of our 
grocery stores, gathenng wild edibles and 'subsistence' hunting suddenly became personaiiy 
attractive options. Moreover, with my ongoing research on huntùig, 1 felt that 1 would better 
understand hunters if 1 were one rnyself. Third, about mid-way through my literature review 1 
found rnyselfin pursuit of a new dog. With my intention to hunt, I decided that a sporting 
dog (of the pointing variety) would be a good choice. It is this third contingency that led me 
directly to the club 1 investigated. 

In early 1994, my search for a Geman Shorthaired Pointer began in earnest. 1 took the 
traditional dog-finding path and found myseif increasingly disappointed. 1 went to shows and 
hunting preserves, I went through the Dogs in C m &  A n d  for local breeders, and 1 even 
considered having a promising pup shipped to me nom abroad. 1 was looking for a German 
Shorthair with a certain combination of traits and I eventuaiiy learned that the reason for my 
fnistration was the elusivity of a certain 'breedline.' There were 'show' Gennan Shorthairs 
with the 'hunt' or 'birdiness' bred out of them. There were 'field' German Shorthairs with 
plenty of hunt but too much 'range' and way too much independence, bred to hunt with on 
horseback and largely (in my opinion) unfit for companionship. 1 was afler the 
'close-working' 'old-style' German Shorthaiq a darker, weil-muscled, highly aectionate, and 
almost uncontrollably 'driven' hunting-machine. Mer  having gone through a long chah of 
contacts 1 hally found a very smaii group of breeders comrnitted to the perpetuation and 



improvement of this line. Eventualiy 1 learned that 1 was after what these breeders (and other 
members of their subcuIture) referred to as a 'versatile hunting dog.' And to make a very long 
aory short, eventuaüy I found myself in possession of a versatile hunting dog, 
~ush'n7Track]'s Blue ''Thunder" Bay, bred by the current president of the club I would 
ultimately study . 

Once 1 was forced to start over, 1 began to consider the viability of continuing to pursue 
my interest in hunting as a topic in the context of a fieldwork study. 1 was already a mernber 
of the versatile hunting dog club and had invested a great deal ofthne, money, and inteilectual 
and physicai effort in becoming an 'insider.' 1 approached a former president of the club and 
founding member of the organization with my idea and he encouraged me to approach the 
current president and secretary (who approved my project). After having corne into contact 
with a substantial portion of the anti-hunting propaganda circulating within the university 
cornmunity, 1 became curious about 'deviant-insider' perspectives on their activities and their 
views on their future in view of the hostile socio-political climate. After quickly preparing a 
tentative proposai centred on my emerging curiosity concerning this group's relationship to 
the broader society, I was able to assemble a new cornmittee and begin my work. 

C. Meta- Theore tical Foundations 

The following represents a rationale for the actual steps taken to produce the present 
ethnography, in the context of a discussion of the content and methodological implications of 
the interpretivist or naturalist paradigm, and the implications of this epistemology for research 
design, data collection, data analysis, and theory generation. 

Since the 1930s mainstream sociology has been faced with an "interpretive challenge" 
framed as a "positivist-interpretivist debate" (Pms 1990). This debate consias of an ongoing 
argument over which philosophy of science is legithate. Blumer (1969) argues that the 
rnajority of mainstream social researchers adheres very strictly to a 'cpositivistic-scientific" 
protocol. They engage in and airn for replication of research studies rely for their conclusions 
on the testing of pre-determined hypotheses, and employ so caiied operationai procedures (to 
seek empincal evidence against which to test their hypotheses) (Blumer 1969:32). As such, 
Pms (1996: 5) bas determined that adherence to the positivist "paradigm'i (Kuhn 1970) 
histoncally has involved of a number of a î~~~mpf ions  which permit the application of 'the 
scientific method" to the study of both the naturai physical and the human social worlds. 



Positivists and interpretivists or ''naturalists" (refer to Lincoln and Guba 1985) are in 
direct conflict concerning a number and variety of basic assumptions: For positivists, there is 
one 'tangible' reaiity that can be spïit into discrete variables for analytical purposes, but for 
naturalias, there are many versions of 'reality' which human beings 'intersubjectively 
construct ' and whose elements are tightly interconnected. For the positiivist, the researcher is 
separate fiom the subjects of the research, and as such, it is possible to eliminate or 'control 
for' any influence that the researcher may have on the study. Ideaiiy, ali inquiry is 
'value-f?ee.' Conversely, naturalists argue that it is desirable that the researcher be involved 
on a personal level with the topic of the research. Moreover, the subjects of study and the 
researcher 'interact' and infiuence each other. Hence, ail inquiry is in fact 'value-bound' and 
resulting in real consequences for both researcher and subjects. Positivists seek to constnict 
'time- and context-fiee generahtions' (nomothetic statements or universais), while 
naturalists argue that only 'time- and context-bound' 'tentative' hypotheses (idiographic 
statemenrs or historical contingencies) are possible and desirable. Conceniing the issue of 
~ausality~ positivist s argue for 'linearity, ' while naturalists argue for ' heterarc hy ' ; according t O 

positivistic epistemology, there are "real causes, temporaily precedent or simultaneous with 
their effects," but naturalists contend that "ail entities are in a state of mutual simultaneous 
shaping so that it is impossible to disiinguish causes from effects" (Lincoln and Guba 
1985: 3 7). Although the determination of 'causality' is stiU very important to naturalists for 
explanatory purposes, 'uni-causal' explanations are generaily rejected in favour of 
'multi-causal' explanations and those that take into account the 'mutuality' or 'reciprocd' 
nature of influences. 

Positivists and interpretivists are in conflict conceming not ody these but a number of 
other significant meta-theoretical assumptions. Conceming human nature: positivists tend to 
foliow an almost behaviouristic model whereas the interpretivist emphasizes the role of 
'meanlligs' and the existence of 'minded behaviour.' Concerning the nature of social change: 
positivists often down-play its drama and dynamism by stressing the role of externa even 
syaemic forces playing upon society as a whole, whereas the interpretivist stresses the role of 
human agency in bringing about social change as well as rnauitaining social order (see 
Garfinkel 1967). Conceming the relationship between the individual and society: positivists 
emphasize the 'prior' and 'coercive' character of noms  values, and roles, where the 
interpretivist characteristically under-plays such aspects of social life in favour of an image of 
the relationship between the individual and society as 'reflective,' with a stress on the role of 
'negotiations' and 'shared meanings.' Concerning the nature of social order: while positivists 
who support the tenets of conflict theory aliow for the existence of 'disorder,' 'inter-group 



spuggles,' etc., historicaüy~ positivias have over-stressed the notion of systemic equilibriurn 
(e.g . structural fiinctionalism) to the point of espousing a WNal consensualist bias. Although 
some symbolic interactionists appear to imply that d have equal power to enter into 
negotiations concerning 'definitions of situation,' there are others (for example, Becker 1963; 
and Chambliss 1973) who present power differentiais and stmggies as 'nomal' features of 
social interaction or 'foms of sociation' (see Simmel 1971). 

AU of the above dinerences of opinion manifest themselves in the most graphic and 
fundamental conflict between positivist and interpretivist sociologias. Their conceptions of 
the nature of 'hman grmp Iije ' differ sign.ifïcantly. Positivists thus seem to assume (at lest 
by implication) that there is no essentiai dzerence between the ways one would study the 
social world and the natural physical world. Prus (1996) argues that this assurnption is not 
viable because "human group Iife7 is ccspecial." It is "reflective," "negotiable," "active," 
"relational," c'processual," "holistic," 'cmdti-perspectival," and 'about Lived experience." That 
is, there are as many varieties of reality as might be experienced by people; people are objects 
unto themselves; sociai Iife involves intersubjectivity; ail sociai Life is processual; and reality 
is known through human experience (1 996: 15- 18) (for similar views, see also Taylor and 
Bogdan 1 984; Berg 1989; Lofland and Lofland 1984; Spradley 1 980; Adler and Adler 1987). 

Different subject matters demand different research rnethodologies. Hence, rather than 
imposing the research design, data collection techniques, data anaiysis strategies, and 
hypothesis testing objective of the naturai physical sciences upon a world with 'special' social 
characteristics, 1 have elected to apply an interpretivist ethnographie methodology in this 
study, a rnethodology that respects the 'special character' of human goup life. As such, the 
research design is 'emergent and flexible,' the data collection involves 'immersion and 
empathy,' and the data analysis is an 'inductive and ongoing process.' Moreover, the 'theory 
generated' is both '"grounded" (Glaser and Strauss 1967) and 'generic"' (Pms 1987; 1994; 
1996). It emphasizes the c'trans4tuationai" and ccinterpretive" features of the 'lived 
experience" of people acting in and toward the "subculturai mosaic" (Prus 1997). 

Ethnographic studies that respect the special feanires of human group life are 
characterized methodo1ogicaiIy by emergence, flexibility' immersion, empathy, induction, and 
ongoing process. In addition, the theones that are generated by these studies should be 
"grounded theones," following the directives of Glaser and Strauss (1967). Moreover, these 



theories shouid contniute not only to our deeper understanding of the case snidy, but of 
human group life in general. As such, they must be constituted as the various "generic social 
processes" of human group We (Pms 1994:395; 1996: 164). 

Hence, as suggested above, the focus of the research must be dowed to emerge as the 
study progresses and as such, the research design must be sufficiently flexible to accommodate 
those changes in investigative strategy that the direct pursuit of a narrowing focus demands. 
The researcher engaged in data collection can generate valid insights only if they are permitted 
to immerse themselves in the iife of the group under investigation to acquire insider 
perspectives that are knowable oniy by taking the role of the insider, that i s  empathizing with 
them and respecting their interpretations of their experiences. The data anaiysis as an exercise 
in conceptualization and process identification cannot be lefi to the end (once data collection 
has been completed), rather it must be an ongoing process of induction. Patterns are not to be 
imposed on the data but continuaily discovered, reidorced, verified, and to an extent tested in 
the field (see Glaser and Strauss 1967). Finally, theory generation is to be a means to an end, 
not an end in itself. The concepts and processes identified in the case study must be 
discovered from the data and reflect the interpretive features of the way of life of the group 
studied. However, they must aiso be h e d  in such a marner as to make them applicable to a 
variety of cases and contexts. As such, they m u a  not oniy "work and fit7' (Glaser and Strauss 
l967:3) but be "trans-situationai" or cccross-contextual" (Pms 1987; 1994; 1996) and thus, 
contribute to a deeper understanding of the widest possible variety of ethnographie studies. A 
theory's usefulness must not be limited to and end with the particular case study, but be a 
means to achieving understanding beyond it, into other social worlds. 

It should be noted that although research design, data collection, data analysis, and theory 
generation are presented here as discrete 'points' in the research enterprise, they are not 
chronological stages. That is, ethnographers do not proceed in a hear fashion, completing ail 
aspects of one phase before embarking on the next. Rather, these represent 'elements' of the 
research process that are canied out simultaneously as the researcher arives to maximize 
oppominities to pursue the emergent interest and generate valid insights. 

i - Resenrch Design: Emergence m>d Flexibility 

Ethnography is a cccraft" (Taylor and Bogdan 1984:34). While the crafhperson 
manipulates the same medium as everyone else in a given guild, uses the sarne tools, and aims 
to produce the sarne type ofobject, the particular 'aspect' of the object that they seek to 
capture most expressively in their work (aesthetic or fùnctional or historicai) must shape the 



process in order to ensure the production of the 'perfect' fonn- Similady, the ethnographer 
mua be guided in the research process by the emerging and increasingly more narrowly 
focused interest. Thus, the research design of the present study was not predetermined but 
was kept sufnciently flexible to accommodate the emergent interest and to capitalize upon 
serendipitous as weii as contived research oppomuiities. 

The first step in the ccanalysis of social senings7' is "getting in" or gaining access &ofland 
and Lofland l984:îO). However, my pursuit of and initial contacts with the group studied 
were not made for the purpose of conducting a sociological study. 1 was merely a novice in 
the subculture, actively involved in training my own hunting dog in the organization's system. 
Hence "getting in" (Lofland and Lofland 1984:ZO) was not a majorfieldwork dificulty, I was 
"starting where 1 was," so to speak (Lofland and Lofland 1984:9). Any difiiculties 1 did 
encounter arose in the course of pursuing a highly esoteric extra-cumcular interest. That is, 
not just any member of the general public cm achieve 'insider' access to this group. 

There are a number of predisposing values resources, interests, and contacts that must be 
in place before the 'outsider' can at least become a member of the broader hunting fratemity. 
One cannot expect to be taken senously by the subculture of hunters without (at the very 
least) some technical skills, appropriate licensing, a fireann and the senous intention to use it. 
Yet, since not aIi hunters work with dogs, being a hunter is only one necessary condition of 
acceptance into the subculture of hunting dog enthusiasts. One must also be at lest 
somewhat familiar with the expectations and relevant registering and training organizations 
associated with the subculture of purebred dog fanciers to appreciate the rigorous breeding' 
training, and testing standards of a serious hunting dog organization. That is, there is little 
chance of being accepted by this group if one has no experience with owning purebred dogs. 
Furthemore, even should one initiate one's self sufliciently to mix with a local gun-dog or 
field trialing organization, at least two further hindrances to achieving entry to the versmie 
hunting dog subculture may be encountered: The local gun-dog club may be exclusive to 
Retrievers and the local field trialers may be opposed to hunting. Kistoncally, in Nonh 
Amenca, the versatile or pointing dog has not been as popular as the Labrador Retriever and a 
vast majority of field dogs 1 have nin into have been owned by weil-to-do upper-rniddle class 
couples who also show their dogs and for whom the field test is an end in itseif(rather than 
practice for the hunting situation). As such, involving one's self in local gun-dog and field 
tnaling organizations would not bring the researcher interested in studying the subculture of 
hunters who train (for their original purpose) pointing dogs in contact with this group. The 
most fniitful path to the organization, is to pursue pointing dog breeders who put hunting 



titles on their breeding stock. EventuaUy ar one becomesfurther i d v e d  with the q e c i u i ~ ,  
an organization breeder may be discovered and a point of entry into the group may become 
accessibIe. 

Hence, it is highly unlikely that a complete outsider would be able to carry out qualitative 
research on this highly obscure organization. That is, at least prior to the ment development 
of a hostile socio-poiitical climate, the club's obscwity was not the result of explicit attempts 
to go underground. Rather, theirs is such a highly speciaiked interest that very few outsiders 
would even care to know that they existed, let alone seek them out. Moreover, if the 
prospective member were not sufficiently keen and persevering (and serious about hunting 
dogs) to want to know of and join the club, the group '3,vouldn7t want to have them as 
members, anyway" (according to several members). Today, however, members view this 
feature of their club as a 'natural screening' device that may protect them from potentially 
hostile outsiders. As the current president noted, 

WeU. we don 't wony too much (about infitrutzoon per se]. I mean. who is going to 
go thrmgh all the trouble to find us, to btcy ami train a hnting dog, j t~st  for the 
sake O$. . . [c&ng "trmble 'y? [O0 12081 

The research design with which the study began was very dserent from that with which it 
ended: 1 had entered the group simply as a 'full participant.' But as members increasingly 
expressed a sense of wlnerabili~, frustration, hostility, and detemination to survive in the 
face of a perceived threat, 1 came to see the group as a potential research opportunity and my 
stance and strategy changed. Soon, 1 began tallcing to members of the group about studying 
them for my thesis and 1 found myselfstepping back as a 'participant as observer7 or 'observer 
as participant' in my interactions with them. in addition, 1 began to Men more closeiy to and 
record more rigorously any of their expressions relevant to understanding their predicament 
(in their view, Wow do we conànue to do what we do now that the world is against us?"). 
At this point, 1 secured the cooperation of the president, members of the executive cornmittee, 
and fellow active participants and I attended every meeting and event of the group in order to 
carry out my participant observation. 

Participant Observation has been described as 'Yhe process in which an investigator 
establishes and sustains a many-sided and relatively long-terni relationship with a human 
association in its natural setting for the purpose of developing a scientific understanding of 
that association," it involves '1ooking and listening," ïvatching and asking" (Lofland and 
Lofland 1984:13-14). It pemiits the researcher to get insider knowledge, to become a 



competent member of the social setting, one who knows the meanhgs, routines, and the 
language "as a native does" (see Becker and Geer 1970; Taylor and Bogdan 1984:6). This 
technique was essential for providing a fidl contextualization of the nature of this group for 
fùture research. 

In the course of my participant observation, detaiied field note entries were made in which 
~rpical attire, advities and conversations were described and a j o u d  was kept in which my 
feelings and ideas were documented (Taylor and Bogdan 198452). The very first 
observations were rather unintentionai, note taking was obvious, and I was a 'full-participant.' 
At Iater events field notes were either overtly taken in the presence of members or jotted 
immediately afier an encounter. At this point I was known by the group to be a 
participant-observer. With this level of participation insider understandings were easiIy 
obtained. I leamed the context, the language, the activities, and the expectations of 
CO-rnembers. 1 learned what diainguished a meeting of this group fkom a meeting of others, 
its special character, and 1 learned about what members had to know, do, not do, look like, 
believe in, t e  have, be, in order to "pass" as a member of this group (Garnnkel 1967). I 
was also able (since 1 was a new member) to ask naive questions and fumble a bit of political 
protocol with impunity. 

1 soon found, however, that there was not sufficient time to speak at length with members 
at group assemblies while participating fùIly in the events. Indeed, 1 had to spend a 
considerable arnount of my precious research time perfomùng duties associated with tùIi 
membership. As such, my role and level of participation eventuaily began to hinder my data 
collection efforts. Since their encounters were not staged for the expressed purpose of 
discussing the club's inter-group conflicts much of what 1 wanted to leam about had only a 
limited signincance at such meetings. That is, only on a few occasions did these meetings 
provide entirely unsolicited evidence of activities and interpretations directly related to my 
narrowing focus. Thus, participant observation alone eventudy proved to be insufficient as a 
data collection technique for my own research. 

The technique of participant observation is best used when the question, topic, or situation 
in which one is interested is 'located somewhere," at least temporarily (Lofland and Lofland 
1984: 14). However, my particular interest clearly was not. Moreover, participant obse~ation 
is not good for snidying histoncal trends, or events. In my case, 1 was studying an historical 
process that 1 had not been present for and cannot spend the next ten years watching unfold. 
Moreover, participant observation is particularly useful for exploring rather '%ag~e'~ interests 
(Bogdan and Taylor 1984: 16- 17), however, my research interests were not vague for very 



long. My interest surfaced very quickly and it was one that 1 wished to pursue for the duration 
of the study. As such, 1 soon realized that d e r  having become a knowledgeable insider, 
participant observation done would have limited value for the development of the study. 

Many scholars encourage researchers to begin with participant observation and then use 
more ccaggressive'~ techniques of data collection as the study becomes more focused (see 
Taylor and Bogdan 1984:47). Thus, since 1 found myself quickly knowing what sort of 
information related to my interest was indeed available, more direct and aggressive data 
collection techniques had to be carried out. More often than not, 1 had been finding myself 
very t ent atively 'int erviewing-in- the-field' but in a very haphazard and far too limit ed manner. 
Eventuaily, 1 felt sufnciently cornfortable with and knowledgeable about the group to decide 
to pursue my ulthate interest in how this group was adapting to social change by recruiting 
interviewees or 'informants.' The ongoing participant observation was nonetheless invaluable. 
Wtthout this experience it would have been virtually impossible to contextualke and 
understand fiom the member's perspective the expenences which they would relate during 
'in-depth interviews.' 

In-depth or Intensive Interviewing "involves repeated face to face encounters between the 
researcher and informants directed toward understandimg infonnants' perspectives on their 
lives, expenences, or situations as expressed in theû own words" (Taylor and Bogdan 
1984:77). The technique of in-depth interviewing is best carried out when ''the research 
interests are relatively clear and weIl dehed," when "settings and people are not othenvise 
accessible," when "the researcher has time constraints," when "the research depends on a 
broad range of settings or people," when 'the researcher wants to illuminate subjective human 
expenence" (Taylor and Bogdan 1984:80-8 1). Also, in-depth inte~ewing ailows for the 
possibility of g a t h e ~ g  data on past events as weli as for venfication of interpretations derived 
fiom observations alone. 

In-depth interviewing tends to ''presuppose a certain degree of knowledge about the 
people one intends to study" (Taylor and Bogdan 1984:92). Lofland and Lofland (1984) 
recommend that it be combined with limited participant observation where this is possible 
(Lofland and Lofland 1984: 14). As such, the participant obse~ation that I had conducted 
beforehand was essential to the establishment of the validity of information generated in the 
in-depth interview situation as 1 had to get to know people weil enough to understand what 
they meant as well as to create an atmosphere in which they were likely to talk fieely (Taylor 
and Bogdan 1984:82). The potential problems of using in-depth inte~ewing alone, such as 
not leaming the native language and not redy understanding what the inte~ewee means, 



problems of getting complete and accurate information kom interviewees who do not want to 
discuss certain matters, et cetera (Becker and Geer 1970: 133-141), were to a substantial 
degree essentiaiiy elimlnated in this instance by my prior participant observation. 

It was with coddence, therefore, that 1 began my in-depth interviewing. My research 
interests were relatively clear and weii defined, my settings and people were not fÙUy 
accessible as a group for sufticiently productive periods, and my primary interest was in the 
documentation of a trend or process that I could not directly observe. Also, 1 had an eager 
and cooperative group of informants at my disposal. They were candid, easy to talk to, open 
and wilhg to share their views. Most were highiy articulate, bright people who were 
basically approaching the study as an opportunity to talk about what they were experiencing. 1 
could not have wished for more than this. Moreover, they did not see my requirement of 
repeated contact with them as an inconvenience, but rather as an opportunity to elaborate 
upon topics or issues not sufficiently stressed, or to mention those previously forgotten. For 
this pdcular group of people, selected topic, and practical limitations, the data collection 
technique of in-depth inte~ewing was ideal. 

The target population was the current membership (fiom test-participant-only, 
'non-members' to higNy involved 'founding members') of one individual club of an 
international hunting dog organization. This was the actual group of which 1 was a member 
and 1 simply did not have the resources to study other clubs. As such, some of my specific 
findings will be limited in applicability to the experience of this particular club (e-g. specifically 
how these particular people are actually 'doing' something). However, 1 would suspect that 
many of my conclusions wilI have substantive applicability to other clubs of this organkation, 
especidy those in and around urban areas [internationaily] (in line with aatements made by a 
number of club members and the registrar of the Internationai organdion). Furthemore, 1 
would argue that the genenc social processes identified in this study may have relevance to a 
variety of other subcultures at risk of being labelled 'deviant,' especially those that may be 
similar to this club ( e.g. in terms of having had oppomuiities for witnessing the dernise of 
related groups, or being so specidied as to naturally screen out undesirable recruits). 

Since members of this particular club are very tightly clustered in and around a large urban 
centre, it appeared entirely likely that 1 would be able to arrange i n t e ~ e w s  with a faidy large 
number of members, ifnot ail of them (the club has a membership of about 55 at present). 
After having become fiiendly with members of the executive cornmittee, it was easy to meet 
the several 'fiends of a f?iend7 that make up the club. Mernbers are generdy very sociable 
and it is not uncornmon for them to contact each other on a regdar basis either to hunt or 



train, or sirnply to sociaiize. Also, many club activities (such as shows, meetings, the 
production of their newsletter) also require the coordination of members, thus, there is usually 
some excuse avaiiable to get to know even those members who tend to more often 'work 
behind the scenes' (such as directors of shows, training clinics, tests, etc.). 

Thus, it appeared that 1 would have no difficulty in recruiting a wide variety of members 
into rny 'theoretical sample' of interviewees. In my journey of discovery I made a conscious 
effort to present a variety of perspectives, of the informeci and not-so-well-infomed, 
executive cornmittee members and h g e  players, active members and apathetic ones. AU 
perspectives were considered to be valuable. 1 recruited inte~ewees at meetings and 
informal encounters, with the encouragement of the president. From there, I followed up on 
members' leads to other mernbers (not present) by arranging interviews by way of a telephone 
contact. Recruitment involved teliing them about my project and its purposes presenting 
them with my information letter, and encouraging them to speak fkeely about their 
involvement with the group and their perspectives on its evolution. 

ii - Da~a Collectzon: Immersion and Emprihy 

1 took pains to 'immerse' myseff insofar as this was possible in the way of life of the 
group in order to carry out my participant observation. It was essential to first collect my data 
on the club in "natural settings because the phenomena of study ... take their meanings as much 
from their contexts as they do nom themselves ..." (Lincoln and Guba 1985: 198-9). 
Consequently, I attended annual meetings of the entire membership, meetings of the executive 
cornmittee, social events, and their annual exhibitions at the local outdoors show. 1 ais0 
participated in training clinics, dog tests (spring and fall), and in a variety of other social and 
administrative meetings. Also, more informaily, 1 was often in touch with several members as 
resources for training, advice and contacts for borrowing and purchasing training equipment 
and literature. 1 wrote very detailed fieldnotes which include "descriptions of people, events, 
and conversations, as weil as my actions, feelings and hunches, or working hypotheses" 
(Taylor and Bogdan 1984: 52). 

The in-depth intewiewees were asked to participate in several unstructured and 
exploratory in te~ews  of indetenninate length and conversationai nature over an extended 
penod. The interviews proceeded in accordance with a tentative, fiequently revised, 
'interview guide' or 'schedule7 outlining what ought to be 'asked about' rather than a 
presentation, word for word of what wodd be asked and how. FoUowing the directives of ail 
qualitative methodologi~ts~ the research did not adhere to a strict survey format and the 



i n t e ~ e w  guide was used only to ensure that 1 expiored key topics with most everyone, but it 
was in the interview situation that I decided how to phrase questions and when to ask them 
(Taylor and Bogdan 1984:77; Lofland and Lofland 198459). I gave my interviewees a brief 
introduction about the interviewhg process and its goals, 1 followed a very malleable format, I 
tried to avoid leading or loaded questions, and 1 atîended with interest to interviewees, I took 
notes, and where possible, 1 did tape record sessions (Lofland and Lofland 198459-6 1) 
dthough several instances of technicd difnculties precluded this in some cases. 

Of course, I was not naive about my informants. InteMew data consias solely of verbal 
statements, or talk, and relies exclusively on secondhand accounts fiom others (Taylor and 
Bogdan 1984: 8 1 ). Like al1 other human conversations, 'the interview is subject to the very 
same fabrications deceptions, exaggerations, and diaortions" (Taylor and Bogdan 1984: 8 1 ). 1 
believed however, that the nature of the topic would mitigate against these potentialities. 
Moreover, since they were aware that I would be taiking with other members, I suspected that 
my Uiformants would self-consciously refrain fiom selective inattention to details of past 
events or outight tde-telling as they could very easily be caught. Furthermore, they were 
aware that 1 may be repetitiously going over pst events and topics with them. Still, it was 
important to constantly re-establish rapport and trust, and be honest with my own feelings 
toward members. 1 took them seriously, respected them, but maintained some distance and 
was critical of them (in a philosophicai, rather than a moral sense). 

The topics that 1 wished to 'ask about' concemed their perceptions of how 'things have 
changed for them [as a distinct subcultural group] in recent times.' Recailing that I was 
concemed with the nature of "the readjustment of group routines to better deai with O thers" 
(Pms 1994:407; 1996: 162), 1 eventuaily discovered that members had much to Say about how 
they and outsiders see the club; how the general population feels about hunting; how they 
have coped with opposition (as individuals); how the club has coped with opposition; who the 
opposition is and why they exist; and how they intend to cope with opposition in the fbture as 
a group. In second and third interviews, I asked explicitly about these topics (sometimes 
' fol lohg up" in a final bnef i n t e ~ e w  for the sake of verification or cornpleteness). 

AU in all, 1 logged well over 100 houn of interview time, consisting of i n t e ~ e w s  with 26 
members, over the course of the spring, summer, and fd of 1995. On average, 4 interviews 
were conducted with each intewiewee for an average total of 4.75 hours spent in the 
scheduled interview situation (not including conversations held during participant observation 
periods). My sample cowiaed of 17 men and 9 women. 7 of the respondents were 'core' 
mernbers, that is, judges and members of the executive cornmittee and 2 were non-members. 



Most respondents owned German Shorthaired Pointers, Pudelpointers, or German Wnehaired 
Pointers. Only one owned a V i a  (Hungarian or Yellow Pointer). Their level of 
participation in club activities and length ofmembership are represented below @y gender M 
or F). 

Length of Membership and Extent of Involvement 
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In the above table, [See Table 4: 'Sample = 26-Length of Membership and Extent of 
Involvement"] members are plotted as having been involved with the group for various 
lengths of time: 'Tounding members" are those who made up the original group of 12 (LM 
IF). 'long-tirne" members (6 M) are those who have been with the group since early in its 
history and who have stayed with the group through al1 of the cyclical 'tum overs' that occur 
when novice members train one dog (and very often do not 'finish' the dog) and then leave. 
'Tstablished" members (6M 3F) are those who became members of the group later in its 
history and who have remained with the group unlike rnany members of their cohon who lefi 
during 'mm overs.' 'Recent" members are those who are involved with the group either for 
the fist tirne (they have just joined with the intention of training and testing their new 
pup/young dog), or who are not quite established with the group but appear to be remaining 
beyond the 'tum over' oftheir cohort (3M 4F) (e-g. they are training a second or third dog 
with the club). 'Won-members" are those who either participate in occasionai training, tests, 
and socialq but do not pay dues as rnembers or those who just attend to test their dogs (as 
part of their efforts to put multiple titles on them, e.g. they want a club title in addition to 
Canadian Kennel Club, Amencan Kennel Club, and / or Canadian and American Retriever 
Trial titles) (1M IF). 

The extent of ongoing involvement of participants in my sample varieci f?om ccnoney' to 
'%ore or executive" involvement. That is, an individuai with no ongoing involvement (%oney') 



would be one that appears only to test a dog without expressing any intention to do so again 
in the fùture (IF). Members who participate "'rarely" may not be seen for months or even 
years, but remain ninge members to train or test a dog or to act as a judge (2M). Members 
who participate "often" m o t  be counted on for regular participation but, given fewer 
personal commitments, would indeed participate 'cregularly" (lM). cRegular" participants can 
be counted on to appear at ail or nearly ail meetings and events (9M 6F). Most regular 
members participated as members of the executive cornmittee at some point in their 'career7 
with the club. Some reguiar members take on temporary task assignments for the c!ub (e-g. 
they may accept responsibility for arranging to have birds available at tests). It is interesthg 
that the members of the group who participate ccregularly" Vary widely in their membership 
status-fiom 'Younding members" to "non-members." Finally, "core or executive7' 
participants are rather obiigated to appear at al1 fùnctions and n o d y  do (with very rare 
exception). These are also curent members of the executive committee who have active roles 
in the administration of the club (SM 2F). 

It should be noted that although there were approximately 50 club members (at the time of 
the study, ) only 20 (on average) actudy participate reguiady in club activities. This includes 
' spectator participation. ' Therefore, aithough a sampl e of 26 is smaii by research standards, in 
this case this number represents proportiondy the entirety of the group's active membership 
and several more in addition. Many breeders of pointing dogs were occasional members at 
one time and remain on the membership lia and receive the club newsletter, but do not 
associate with other members or even test their dogs with the club. 1 did i n t e ~ e w  two such 
members (and 1 spoke with a few others), but 1 noticed that they really did not identa 
themselves as such. Some former members continue to pay club dues for the purpose of 
maintahhg the club, because they support what they do. The majority of ccnon-participants" 
indicate that they are merely potential purchasers of brood bitches or stud dogs who 'Tust 
want to know who's got what for dogs." They may show up as spectators to a test. Thus, 
the sample is indeed small, but so is the group. In fact, with adequate hancial support for 
this research it may have been possible for the sarnple to be 100% representative of the total 
membership. I never encountered any resiaance to my requests for interviews and given 
sufficient funds to do so, aii members might have been approached for participation in the 
study . 

This sarnple tumed out to represent a fi$r though not perfect cross-section of the vaiety 
of active members of the club. Women and "core" members were somewhat over-represented 
in the sample, however, such background variables did not always have bearing on how 



informative, insightful or expenenced with the versatile hunting dog subculture a respondent 
actudy was. Ail inte~ewees were regarded as knowledgeable rnembers and therefore each 
of their accounts was considered valuable. 

In practical terms, field notes written at the "data collection" phase (fiom transcripts of 
audio-tapes and accompanying written notes) were entered into cornputer fles (Microsof3 
Word 6.0 ccdocuments"). 'Rad' i n t e ~ e w s  were preserved on disk and copies were made in 
order to d o w  me to code the data on-screen, rearrauge quotations, insert my own 
explanations, and then incorporate ali 26 completed UiteMew files into one 'master.' Also, 
fiequent handwritten entries were made in a personai journal in which I wrote 'memoranda' to 
myselfto help me to keep track of my hunches, details about the nature of each interview 
situation, and comments about my concems. 

Since this is a vulnerable group, the actual organization name does not appear in either this 
report or in published excepts. In order to ensure confidentiality, aii raw data remained stored 
in a locked filing cabinet to which only I had access. Pseudonyrns were used in place of real 
names and no identfying demographic data was coliected and attached to raw data files. Raw 
data were converted in the report to anonymous verbatim coded numerically. 

iiz - Datu Ana&.sis: It~ducttm and Ongoing Process 

FoIlowing the directives of proponents of the "grounded theory" approach (Glaser and 
Strauss 1967; Charmaz 1 983), data anaiysis was ongoing and proceeded with a view to the 
development or generation of "sensitizing concepts" (refer to Blumer 193 1) and a "theory of 
'doing everyday life"' (refer to PNS, Dietz and Shaf£ir 1994). In direct opposition to the 
hypothesis testing - deductive mode1 of positivistic science, the analysis of data was entirely 
inductive. That is, in working with my data, 1 allowed for the discovery of concepts, 
propositions, and theories directly from my raw data rather than searching through the data 
for evidence of previously existing concepts or for proof of established theones generated by 
other research (see Taylor and Bogdan 1984: 126). 

I developed my "grounded theory" of this subculture's response to social change by 
sorting through my fïrst few in te~ews  using the "constant comparative method" and 
engaging in 'theoretical sampiing" as proposed by Glaser and Strauss (1967). The constant 
comparative method involves coding and anaiyzing data with a view to developing concepts 
and comparing specific incidents in the data on an ongoing basis. This enables the researcher 
to r e h e  concepts in such a rnanner as to define concisely theû properties, determine their 



relationships to others, and ultimately integrate concepts into a wherent theory (Taylor and 
Bogdan 1984: 126). Theoretical sampling involves selecting cases to shidy based on an 
assessrnent of to their potential to elaborate upon or to refine the concepts that are being 
developed. As such data coUection and data analysis are tasks to be carried out 
simultaneously (Taylor and Bogdan 1984: 126). 

I became intimately familiar with my raw data, "reading and re-reading7* my transcripts 
(Taylor and Bogdan 1984: 13 O), scanning and re-scanning it while cornparhg incidents and 
interpretations for their common and contrasting features, their careers, and their relationships 
to each other (refer to Taylor and Bogdan 1 984: 126). For example, 1 began to recognize that 
members of the group had corne to understand their present situation as being threatened. 
They reported how they had persondy become aware of a threat to the hunting fiaternity, 
whether this awareness resulted fiom a dramatic incident (such as a personai run-in with a 
member of the public) or an ongoing carnpaign (such as having seen demonstrators at a 
hunting show). They also reported how they began to recognize a direct connection between 
their persond experience of this threat and a more generaiized hostile socio-political climate 
(such as anti-fur dernonstrations, anti-meat expressions their children brought homey' from 
school, and 'cruelty-free' marketing carnpaigns in the cosmetics industry, as weU as a marked 
unpopularity of the above in more rural areas). Irnrnediately after discovering this "emerging 
theme" (Taylor and Bogdan 1984: 13 l), 1 began to 'code' bits of raw data with thematic labels 
of rny own devising, such as "the Nature of the Threat." Further analysis of my data using the 
constant comparative method dowed me to fkne these concepts as elements of a 
"processual typology" (see Taylor and Bogdan 1984: 132-3). 

1 engaged in thematic coding in conjunction with a theoretically meaningfùl selection of 
inforrnants. That i s  1 carried out 'theoretical sampling7' (Taylor and Bogdan l984:83), a 
strategy proposed by Glaser and Strauss (1967). Mer  having tentatively coded a few 
interviews, 1 decided that my hunch conceming the evolution of some sort of coping strategy 
may have a measure of validity. As such, 1 planned to ask directly about 'Yhe Nature of the 
Threat" in my next interviews. Judging from my previous knowledge of them as feUow 
members and subjects of my participant observation, 1 made efforts (through 'snowballing' 
and networking) to deliberately select two interviewees whose accounts 1 suspected would 
enable me to test my speculation that a conscious consideration of their predicament was now 
synonyrnous with group membership. The one was a highly articulate and well-educated 
long-tirne member of the group, the other was a novice with whom 1 had never been able to 
engage in especially penetrating debates or intellectual conversations. M e r  these interviews, 



my hunch was (at least tentatively) confirmeci, and 1 proceeded to select another interviewee 
whose social consciousness and anaiytical abilities I believed fell rnid-way between these two 
'extreme' cases and again, my hm& was codhned. Therefore, 'Mer cornple~g interviews 
with several informants, m consciously varriedl the type of people inte~ewed until m had 
uncovered the fidl range of perspectives held. .. . [I felt that 1 had] reached this point when 
in t e~ews  with additional people yielded no genuinely new insights" (Taylor and Bogdan 
l984:83), a point often refemed to as "theoretical saturation." 

Consequently, the category of 'Vie Nature of the Threat7' became a permanent conceptual 
category for the duration of the study (and was eventually refined as the conceptual categones 
of Acknowledging and Analyzing) and a topic to be asked about at future interviews in my 
i n t e ~ e w  schedule. My theoreticai concepts naturally "fit" the data as they were "'indicated 
[entirely] by the data under snidy" (Glaser and Strauss 1967:3). Moreover, because 1 was 
weful to use '%ommonY' terms (rather than 'Sargony7) to label my concepts, they "explained" 
the practical activities of members of this group clearly, and as such, my concepts can also be 
said to "work" (Glaser and Strauss 1967: 3). 

As new themes emerged fiom a rigorous application of the ''constant comparative 
methos' and the research became more narrowly focused, questionhg became more precise 
and directive and my ''theoretical sampling7' (Taylor and Bogdan 1984: 126) of inte~ewees 
took on obsessive proportions. 1 soon developed a "story lhe" (Taylor and Bogdan 
1984: 1 36) as 1 found myself thinking of the project as " 'It 's Not PoliticaIZy Correct 
Artymore ': Cot~strircting 'Ethical Hunting ' in Order 10 Szwive inIo the Next MiIZennium." 
As previously mentioned, my analysis was inductive and ongoing, and as such, my 
inte~ewing ended at the point of theoretical saturation. That is, I ceased coilecting any new 
data once several interviews had demonstrated to me that I was not finding anythmg new, so 
to speak. At that point, 1 retumed to my raw data and re-coded all of it according to the 
refined coding categories of the ccconcepts" I had developed toward the end of my later 
in te~ews  (Taylor and Bogdan 1984: 136-7). Eventually, I sorted my data into conceptual 
categones that I refined as "macro-" and "micro-concepts" (Acknowledghg the threat, 
Anaiyzing the threat, A d a p ~ g  to the threat; and Changkg, Closing, and Contnvhg, 
respectively) (see Taylor and Bogdan 1984: 13 7). I noticed (particularly among early 
i n t e ~ e w  data files) that a fair bit of data would have to be left out as they were now 
irrelevant to the narrow focus of the study. However, 1 tentatively coded much of these 
'irrelevant' bits of data (into such categories as 'becoming a member,' and 'the nature of the 



dogs') as I noticed that there was a pattern in them that dowed them to be categorized and 1 
"set them aside" (Taylor and Bogdan 1984: 13 8). 

Once the data analysis was 'completey' I renimed to the raw quotations again to "discount 
the data" (Taylor and Bogdan 1984: 140). That is, I engaged in the '%enneneutic" task of 
"interpreting them in the context in which they were collecteci" (Taylor and Bogdan 
1984: 140). My goal at this stage was to evaluate the vaiidity of the raw data as actual 
'evidence' of the conceptual and processual typology that 1 had constructed. Wtth my 
personal journal and accompanying notes in hand, 1 again re-read my files with a view to 
elirninating any raw quotations that, in retrospect, did not represent accounts fiom the 
perspective of the insider @en as such. 

Hence, 1 was careful to asses the ctrustworthiness" (refer to Lincoln and Guba 1985) or 
"credibility" of solicited versus unsolicited data (Taylor and Bogdan 1984: 140). Of coursey I 
preferred the latter to the former, but as the study progressed, much less unsolicited 
commentary appeared in the interview transcripts. 1 had however, gathered enough evidence 
in early in te~ews  to establish the interpretive or subcultural significance of the topics asked 
about, and as such, 1 am confident that 1 was at no point forcing members to articulate 
anything that they were not already thinking about or that had not already achieved 
intersubjective tmth or reality within the group. 1 ofien found myselffretting throughout the 
study over my selection of inte~ewees (Taylor and Bogdan 1984: 142). 1 was always carefùl 
to select my sources solely on the basis of theoretical sampling criteria, and 1 am confident 
that 1 judiciously noted at what points informants were speaking for themselves (personaiiy) 
and when they were offering legitimate 'group member' accounts. Of course, the taikative 
and eloquent informant tends to dominate any study, and being aware of this, 1 took pains to 
include more subtle and bnefer raw quotatiow in rny presentation of findhgs. 1 did not, 
however, have to reconsider raw data that might have saered from being elicited before an 
audience, as 1 in te~ewed informants alone (Taylor and Bogdan 1984: 141). 

AIso, although qualitative researchers acknowledge and expect that the subjects of a study 
will be infiuenced in some way by the presence of the researcher and the research process 
(Lincoln and Guba l985:37), I waspmticuI'2y concemed about the possible effects of my 
presence and the research activity. As a participant observer rmd an in-depth interviewer, I 
had a hand in shaping the real world activities of this group and 1 was known to be analyzing 
its members. As such, I occupied an paradoxical role in the eyes of members: 1 was both an 
insider and an outsider. It is difficult to assess the infiuence of my self on the data collection 
process (Taylor and Bogdan 1984: 140). 1 can only assume that (judging from the nature of 



the responses to the research and the lack of variability in interview responses) there was 
sufficient trust among my 'friends' and sufficient respect for the nature of the research and 
belief in my goodwill among 'strangers' that in spite of the nature of my relationship with 
members and my own personal characteristics 1 have indeed elicited valid insider accounts. 

F i y Y  I must address the possible iduence of my own perspective or c'assumptions'7 and 
"presuppositions" on the research (Taylor and Bogdan 1984: 142). The possibility of my going 
native was remote, to put it d d l y .  Although 1 never approached this midy as an oppominity 
for infiltration and critique, 1 admit that 1 am very much inclined to be supportive of the 
politically correct perspective. This is, however, much less the r e d t  of my association with 
any 'PC university subcuiture' than my Melong commitment to the socially disadvantaged 
(and politicdy marginal), my beliefin 'sacred places' (in the natural world), and my ongoing 
interest in and involvement with modem art and 'alternative' popular culture. By 
self-definition, moa of my fundamental values are in direct contlict with those of 'typical 
hunters, ' 

Obviously, it is not with the activity of hunting that I take issue. 1 am a hunter myself. Yet, 
1 remain ethically opposed to hunting as merely a 'sport.' It is hunting7s connections with 
conquest, decadence, violence, and hyper-rnasculinity that I h d  disturbing. In many ways I 
came to the hunting hteniity very reluctantly. 1 do not care to be associated with individuals 
who see hunting as a challenge or victory of man over nature, a pnvilege of the well-to-do, 
tough or 'cool' and the sport of 'real men.' At its worst, 'hunting' is "six guys in jeans driving 
out of the city with several cases of beer, a portable armory sufEciently large and 
hi&-powered to invade a smd counixy, a very vague interest in bagging game but absolutely 
none in cooking and eating it, and a senous case of 'trigger finger itch.' 

At this point it should be obvious that my assumptions and presuppositions concerning the 
nature of the hunting fratemity reveal my previars acceptance of an image of aZZ hunters that 
ethical hunters are trying very hard to shake. Indeed, although my personal values and my 
opposition to sport hunting remain entireIy intact, I have been on a journey of discovery that 
has Ied me to dispense with many of these assumptions-at l e m  inrofar a s  they are 
qpplicable to the pmticukr group studied 

1 am an insider, aibeit one often experiencing severe 'cognitive dissonance.' Hence, 1 
believe that 1 have had the ability to study this group fiom the ided researcher perspective, 
tme 'marginality.' 1 have been able to produce work that is faU. 1 can present their accounts 
as they were presented to me, as the strain of countervaiiing forces has worn me down to a 



state of complete ambivalence. 1 feel that 1 have no more personal interest in hindering them 
than I have in promoting them. 1 am neither enamored with this group, nor put off by it. 
Rather, 1 find myselfsituationally vaciiiating between both extremes, and thus leaving the field 
as 1 entered it, but much better infonned. 

E. Chupter Summary 

The Methodological Implernentation chapter began with a bnef explanation of the 
study's historieal development or how the topic actualiy emerged and was selected for 
study. A discussion of the meta-theoretical foundations or epistemology of the study was 
offered next. In the context of an explanation of the nature of and rationale for the particular 
met hodologicd ap proach taken, the positivist and interpretivistl naturalist approaches were 
compared and contrasted. This analy sis of the assumptions undergirding the positivist and 
interpretivd naturalist approaches revealed that the latter was moa attentive to the 
negotiated, activity baseci, relational, multi-perspectivai, intersubjective, and holistic nature 
of human group life. The chapter concluded with a presentation of the rnethodological details 
of the ethnography: In the tradition of qualitative research, the research design was both 
emergent and flexible, immersion and empathy guided the data collection, and the data 
analysis was inductive and ongoing. 



Chapter 5 :  

R E L A T I N G  T O  

T H E  S U B C U L T U R A L  M O S A I C  

A. Ozdine of the Chapter 

This chapter presents the findings of my research. These hdings are organized in such a 
manner as to htroduce three genenc social processes discovered via an ongoing analysis of 
the raw data The study has articulated the existence of the social processes, acknowledging 
a relationship to outsiders, analyzing outsider perspectives and activities, and adapting 
to outsider influence This chapter begins with a presentation of and an argument for the 
inclusion of the categoly of Relating to the Subcultural Mosaic and its constituent social 
processes into Prus' (1996) typology of "generic social processes" in the context of a brief 
overview and rationale. From there, within the category of Relating to the Subculturai 
Mosaic, each of the proposed generic social processes is discussed and illustrated in tum with 
quotations excerpted from my fieldnotes. Additiondy, the generic social process of adapting 
to outsider influence has been split into the three generic social sub-processes, changing, 
closing, and contriving to highlight the applicability of the generic social process of adapting 
to outsider infiuence to the cases of groups on the verge of being labelied 'deviant.' 

B. Overview and Rationaie 

The present research has generated a new set of generic social processes, achowledging 
a relationship to outsiders, anuiyzing outsider perqectives and activities, and aibpting to 
outsider influence, within the category of Relating to the Submhral Mmaic. Each of these 
identified social processes sensitizes ethnographers to the emergent and interactive 
relationship between a particular subcultural group under analysis and other subcultural 
groups within the broader ''subcultural mosaic" (see Pms 1997). Hence the addition of a 
category of Relating to the Subcutturai Mosazc to Prus' (1996) typology allows for a more 
comprehenrive ethnography of a given group, since an expanded typology not only 
encourages ethnographers to attend to how mernbers of subcultural groups "acquire 
perspectives," "achieve identity?" "get invol ved," "do activity," "experience relationships," and 
'Yom and coordinate associations" ( P m  1996: 149-1 SO), but also to how their subcultural 
group interacts with 'the big picture' of which it is a part. 



Although PIUS' (1996) categones of "'experiencing relationships" and 'Yorming and 
coordinathg associationsy' appear to be able to incorporate the genenc social processes 
associated with Relating to the Subcultural Mosaic, the particuf' generic social processes 
and sub-processes which these categories include lean more toward attending to individual 
relations with individual outsiders. That is, at least by default, PIUS' categories of social 
processes tend to ignore how members of subcultural groups negotiate their role as a grmp 
with other groups-how they jus@ their existence, acknowledge dserences, make 
compromises, or adjust in light of often fàr-rangin& rnacro-level social changes onginating in 
and accumulating in idluence among other subcultural groups extemal to them. Hence, 
subcultures do not exist in a social vacuum but within a dynamic mosaic of 'others.' In a 
'mosaic,' as in impressionistic paintings (especially in the 'pointiilism' of Georges Seurat), 
discrete colours placed side by side 'rnix in the eye,' creating an illusion of the presence of 
entirely difTerent colours. In the sarne way, individual subcultures within a subcultural mosaic 
not only exist side by side, but muiuafly shape, taking much of their character fiom the 
influence of other participants who provide their 'context.' In such an interactive social 
environment, these subcultures are indeed mutually influencing and the nature of nich 
'in-group/out-group' relations is certainly worthy of our attention. 

For example, few members of large national subculNes participate directly in shaping the 
economy of their nation. However, developments and changes (such as the institution of a 
capitalist economy in a formerly communia nation) instigated in those subcultures within the 
subcultural rnosaic that do have profound 'agency' or influence (political parties, financial 
institutions big business) have some impact on many of the nation's other nested subculhires 
(students, social assistance recipients, artisans). While members of these nested subcultural 
groups have had little or nothing to do with the decisions made within economic subcultures, 
they rnay feel some influence and evolve some sort of response. Their responses may fd 
anywhere within a wide range of possible actions: they may deny or refuse to acknowledge 
outsider influence, impiicitly analyzing outsider perspectives and activities and possible effects 
as irrelevant and deiving from inelevant sources, and ultimately acting no dEerently as a 
group, or they may act on an astute or even alarmist recognition of the most subtle of possible 
outsider influences, engage in a speedy analysis of the situation to make sense of such 
influences in a sustained and comprehensive manner, and ultunateiy embark on dramatic 
action in response to these influences (dissolving the group, overhauling the group, promoting 
the group defiantly). 

Hence, attending to the existence and manifestation of the generic social processes 
associated with Relating to the SubculturaI Mosaic in Our ethnographie studies not only adds a 



highfy interesting (and inherently timely and socidy conscious") element to Our analyses, but 
highlights the fact of the existence of individuai submltures within a brwder submftural 
mosaic of interacting rmd mutuaily shaping nrbcuftures. As such, the incorporation of the 
category of Relating to the Subcultural Mosaic into the generic social processes approach of 
Pms (1 996)- offers an oppomullty for the integration of micro- and macro-level sociological 
' problems' within a symbolic interactionzst fiamework. 

C. Relating to the SubcziZturral Mosazc 

In any subcultural mosaic, members of a given subcultural group will invariably find 
themselves in the midst of outsiders. This occurs in the most benign sense sirnply by vimie of 
their having enacted a distinctive subcultural group which automaticdy distinguishes insiders 
from outsiders. As such, 'in-group/out-group' identity is endernic to subcultural status 
establishment and maintenance. Even wbere the outsider is merely present, not interfering, 
hostile, deviant, or even symbiotic, there is some element of the outsider subculture(s) that is 
dserent, incommensurable, incomplete, or supplernentaq. If we consider broader society to 
indeed be a mosaic of multiple overlapping, mutudy iduencing subcultures, it makes sense 
for interpretive sociologists concemed with the study of social interactim to attend to the 
genenc social processes that highlight how these groups relate to each other. 

i - acknowledging a relationship to outsiders 

A hermeneutic approach to a study of how rnembers of a subcultural group relate (as a 
group) to the broader subcultural mosaic must begh by attendhg to rnembers' own 
interpretations of the nature of their relationship to a given (set of) outsider(s). The first 
generic social process to be attended to in this connection is how members of the given 
subculture have come to achowledge (the presence of and) a relationship to outsiders. 

Recognition of outsiders may result fiom any manner of indirect or direct, subtle or 
dramatic, deliberate or inadvertent, solicited or unsolicited, ordinary or extraordinary action 
on the part of insiders or outsiders. An 'insider/outsider' relationship may be based on 
'competition," ''cooperation," c'conflict," "'exchange," or to name but a few 
cornmon forms (see Simmel 1971). Acknowledgrnent of the nature of the 'insidedoutsider' 
relationship (as, for exarnple, cooperative, conflictual, cornpetitive, etc.) can be related 
diredy to the nature of the process of recognition. That iq ifthe insider group recognizes the 
outsider because of the outsider's extraordinary, unsolicited, deliberate, dramatic, and direct 
actions, the confirontational character of the outsider's ap proach may predispose the 
relationship to being (at least initiaily) conflictual. Equdy possible, however, is a situation 



wherein the context of recognition has no bearing on the nature of the ensuing relationship 
(members couid be coeonted by a dramatic opportunity for cooperative association). 
Attending to how subcultural group members corne to know of the existence of outsiders and 
how they see their relationship to them is a necessary first aep to appreciating the rationclity 
of a group's subcultural adaptations vis a vis their relationships within the subcultural mosaic. 

in this regard, members of the club researched have provided illustrations of how they 
have aclinwZedged a relatiomhip to outnders in the context of giving nch and detded 
accounts of their perceprom of a threat to their activitiesfrom the outside. 

Inere 's more and more conid and maller groups are getting the right of w q s  and 
we 'II be lucky ifwe have traditional tnrnting m we kmw zt il2 the nexr 50 yens. 
[001001] 

Most members perceive a threat to their club and to the hunting fratemity as a whole. Many 
see the club dissolvuig or gohg underground due to increased regdation, a ban on firearms, 
or a ban on hunting. 

...ye ah, I think we 'dg0 underground, there '.Y enough people irzrerested in confimczng 
the sport und that w d d  contimie it. ..possibly on private land. maybe not game 
f m s .  but maybe where some gr?vs get together anâ buy their Imd together or 
something like that.. . [ OU0508 j 

. . . the threat IO hunting [ threatens the future of the organization]. . .Rock puts in his 
legishion and six months down the r d  he goes ro collect al1 the glim and then we 
have nothing to go h t i n g  with or he bans hrzting altogether. .. [O01 70-11 

( w e  won 't k forced uitdergrmnd]. ].. . in the near futtire.. .[but if hmting is banned] 
the club probably wouldn 't survive, there would be too many changes made, and 
we 'd have to change too many rules. .. [001304] 

The threat to hunting in general is perhaps the most direct threat to the club. AU interviewees 
and ail members consulted agreed that 'ïn these times" hunting is "an issue." Several 
members compiained that hunting is declining in popularity, to Say the very least. 

...p eople me alreadj gening rubbed the wrong way about hunting. .. [002010] 

I don 't think hunting will ever be toleroble again. We t e  gone o f o n  the wrong 
pack now, we hare anybody t h  is Ming any animals or anything like that, they 



don 'Z say 'hanest animafs ' they S .  'murder anima& ' or 'kill ' them, ym ki~aw, 
they 've a dzflerent outlook. (001112/ 

... the fur~re of hunting is definite& more at risk because srncter gun controZ is 
gozng tu cause a lot of aggravation to people includng ail the restrictions on 
FAC S [Firems Acquisition Ceriiicates]. .. it 's going tu be hmder zo get grrm, rrm. 
the general decrease in areas zo be able to go tu h n t  in, m t h t  's been for yems, 
and each yem it gets worse and worse ami worse. ..so even if there is more hunters, 
there zs less areas for them to go. ..so I see an overail pressure on hnters. f 00050 71 

The research therefore reveals that members are keeniy aware of the eff'ts of problematic 
outsiders. Most fears for the future of the organization are tightly bound up with their fears 
for the friture of hunting. Several members express concems that huming may become 
increasingly regulated and difficult, privatized or undercover, and ultirnately, impossible or 
banned. Hunting is considered to be highiy threatened ''in these thes" by the nature of the 
socio-political clirnate. 

. . . it 3 been wound, bzlt now they speak up.. . they 're rtol afiaid anymore.. .Jve years 
ago, ten yems ago, no. Same thing wzth smoking, a fm yews ago. you wouIdz 't 
wony, bul mw, if1 ' m f i f t  feet may, they tell me to put out my cigarette ... ~hey 're 
just coming out of the woodwork-. . [00010-/] 

Many members recognize the existence of hostile outsiders as a result of their awareness of a 
new wave of marketing strategies and more fiequently as a result of direct expenence or 
mn-ins with the outsider general public and ''activists." 

What rnakes things nin? Money! A lot of the A n i d  Rights Activzsts have a lot of 
money backing them. y m  know, a lot of the big cornpanies are now not using mimai 
prducts m>d not using animal stufl..animaZ fat ami they don 't use Zab animaZs. ym 
look on any &pe of shampoo, bot tested on iab animais '... ['ctuelfy-free '] 
[002012] 

One of the times that we were going to a hunting show, there was a bzinch of people 
outside protesting. ..they were just orgmized kind of walking up und down the front 
of the parking loi with sigrls, for eximpie, 'murdering mimaIs ' and 'killing for fun, ' 
I don 't know if those were the exact words. ..these people were just bmasrcally 
mti-hunting. ... most of ihem were fernale.. . [ 000.502] 



We 've had Greenpeacers out front, screaming und shmting. caZZing hnters Mers. 
there w m  even a hnch  of them at this sportmen 's show, yeah they were at the front 
they afways have their little group five or sir of them, JUS protestzng huntzng 
altogether, they don 't want mimals, innocent animais, being shol... [O0 120 71 

In addition to organized protests, members have been confkonted by face-to-face public 
disapproval. 

I icsed to have a pond that I could shoot over that was across the rad, and I used to 
be able to pull a ducR or goose off if, but naw I get people honking their horns or 
things like that. ..New zt 's a common thing to hem a car ho& but what 's memt by it 
is fhat 'I didn 't qprove. ' ' e n  I Iived in the ci& Iike I mean [a suburb]. I bought 
a gun case that-a squme gun case, because I though it wmld be befter tu be a bit 
more discreet than walking ozrt of my hmse with a gun...p eople might not like zt. 
poozoz] 

I . . .hud a personal mn-in with someone who came mtflally and told me thut she 
'di& 't crpprove of hunting. ' She saw my puppy sittzng up on the front seat of my 
truck. mark me what kind of dog it was, told me how pretty she though he was. 
asked me if he was a htinting dog und then had the nerve to turn around and tell me 
thal she didn 't qprove of hunting! 'Who mked you?! ' I felt like teihg her. I 
c m l .  't believe she feb so justped, i mem, I was a perfect strmger. 1 certaidy 
wml& 't feel comforrabble declaring in public thut I 'di& 't approve ' of organized 
re&iom. ..! [000301] 

One member offered dramatic illustrations of nin-ins with ami-hunting people: 

A typical eumple would be a situation by this ducR hunting area.. . hunting by 
myself; me going art on the lake, you spenda lot of time ... it 's hmd to set rrp 
appropriateely rmd day break cornes and the birds are coming in towards the decoys 
anrl then they 're jimhg ofi and it happened severai rimes andym 're trying to 
figure art whar 's going on t h e  rmd so you go reurrunge the bir& the decoys, ami 
thar sort ojthing, S M  to no mail. mtdyou wonder what 's spooking them. it 's net 

happening.. .and anyhow, I got back to the c m  park uteu und I talked to this felIm 
hunling severul hundred ym& up the shore and he suid 'you know what was 
happening there? ' And l said 'no, no, whar do you mean? ' He said there was a guy 
on top of the clzflwho was probably abmit 60 feet above where the blind w m  and 



any time birds came anywhere nem zt he had white coverails on and he jzmped up 
in the air and stmted waving frantically. [O0 ZOO31 

Another tirne, thts son-ofkz-bitch corne d m  dpouredgasoIine over the [duck] 
blind with these gays in it! And this guy wus with the [Reg.onal Lake J Conservation 
Authorig! ... that son-uf-ct-bitch should have been nailed to a cross and he w m  a 

member of [E] CA! [001003/ 

Hence, members of this club recognize the presence of outsiders through both indirect and 
direct, subtle and dramatic, deiiberate and unsolicited, ordinary and extraordinary events. 
They perceive themselves as being in a conflictual (and threatened) relationship to a bloc of 
outsiders so hfluentia.1 that it has fùeled the disapproval of corporations, organized interest 
groups, and memben of the public. Members of this bloc are apparently so intent on assuring 
animal rights that they demand 'cruelty fiee products' as consumers, engage in public protests, 
challenge their opponents in face to face conf?ontations, and perform acts of 'terrorism-' 
Such activities have convinceci members of this group that outsiders are threatening their 
existence as members of the broader hunting fiatenùty. 

ii - miyzing outsider perspectives and activities 

In Relating to the Subcultural Mosaic, members of subculturai groups move fiom the 
acknowledgment of a relationship to outsiders to some level of mlysis  of outsider 
perspectives and activities. That is, beyond an awareness of being in some form of 
'insider/outsider' relationship with others, members seek to rnake sense of their activities and 
perspectives, particularly insofar as outsiders have practical significance for them. 

Members of subcultures may name, locate, idente close associates of, and construct a 
hiaory of the other. In their 'sense making' activities, they are led to consider the causes, 
course, and consequences of outsider activities, the Who? What? When? Where? Why? and 
How? of outsider existence. Additiondy, they may engage in some level of 'taking the role 
of the other" (Mead 1934: 154) as they consider the intentions, possible actions or omissions, 
and ulthate objectives toward them of outsiders. That is not to suggest that ail subcultural 
groups" faced with the 'other' closely st-y outsiders and artmIate to themselves their 
findings. Rather, when asked directly to articulate their theories of the 'other,' the ability of 
insiders to offer detaiied (if somewhat speculative) knowledge is quite remarkable (even to 
themselves), especidy since the outsider is very often just that, a group with whom there is 
deliberately no association (and in whose activities or perspectives insiders may have no 
interest), let alone familiarity. 



In this comection, members of the club researched offered their own theories of the nature 
of the outsider, the origins and development of outsider perspectives, actuai and anticipated 
outsider activities, outsider concems, and outsider popularity as they analyzed outnder 
perspectives and uctivities- 

Hunting zs associafed with cnieity to animals and the animal rights octivists are 
agaim it. One of its procllicts, fifur. is the target of the mti-fur grmïps who are 
againrt trcpping, f m i n g ,  etc. Consenxztionists deplore the use-value of nature. 
T ' e r  gun-Ims lobbyiists fem the criminal use of f rems . .  . [ 0003 0 11 

Members easily identified 'the antis7'(people who are anti-this, or anti-that ) as 
environmentalists, anti-fur groups, anti-gun groups, and animai right s activist S. 

[ B e  threat cornes Rom j the general public, now, inlflunced by envirortmentalists, 
animai righs activists, the whole environmental movement. anti-htin~ing grm~ps. the 
anti-gun grmps Nt miversilies. ... The universites me  a big one because that's where 
it all started, due to the Marc Lepine deal. .. (000407] 

Animai righs people are a probiem.. .for ail dog owners. kind of limzts hem for 
what they wunt to do with the dog. ..if makes you nervmls, discouraged.. [000102] 

[Bey arej do-goders, . ..fmatics.. .,. the . . . Humane society, a ample ofyems ago. 2 
abn 't knaw ifyou are anme or no& but afew yems ago it was ovemn by the 
whatever-you-call-them, rhe people t h ,  oh humane activists or whatever.. . 
[000203] 

[me humane soczety wax muund 25 yens ago] ... bzft not the animal righrs 
people ..A 's not so much the humane society as if is animal rtights people. and they 
work in conjunction with the h m m e  society, yyou know, mimai rights people itself 
is mebody who w m s  to stir up trouble-they c m  dimpt your tests. but to charge 
you they hate to go th+ the humane society. [000612] 

Members tended to have very weii articulated theories of the existence of an "anti" trend 
or movement. Most offered combinations of several of the following explanations: Several 
members made a distinction between urban and rural cultures with 'dienation h m  nature7 as 
a condition of city dwelling and as generating much of the opposition toward hunting. Several 
others spoke of a 'gun-shy' public that associates f i r ems  with violent crime, an association 
created in large meanire by sensationaiist news media offering graphic depictions of 



'gun-crimes' both in print and 'on prime-time television.' Severai members complained of the 
'anthropomorphization of nature' in western culture, particularly as seen in the entertainment 
media. One couple also argued that much of the ''anti" influence on this generation has been 
the resuit of the imposition of values on children by teachers in public schools. In general, the 
media were heavily cnticized by members for teaching the public that '8unting is bad," 
'Ccacnivores are bad'" ckshg animal products is bad," and that 'Cnature is to be looked at, not 
enjoyed." "Antis," according to members, now hold influentid positions in society. 
Ultimately, members agreed that hunting is now 'politicdy incorrect' and that this is a recent 
trend or social movement. 

... ifymc 're living in (a mid-sized northern tawn]. the general population supports 
/hunting] becpuse everyone does it probah'y. like in [a fm northern s m d  townj, 
you hzow when I w m  fourteen years okf 1 M my huntzng test. ..and went in the day 
I tumedfifleett to get it [my liceme], but you know the people d m  here ... 
[00020l/ 

Members often commented that the real opposition to hunting cornes from the 'city-folk' 
and that most 'city-folk' are entirely 'alienated f?om nature' in the sense that they do not 
understand hunting or reaiiy know nature and animals. 

I believe that the general public. partiadady the smthem ... urban public has very 
negoriw feelings about hunting. I think a lot of t h  would like to see it go. They 
don 't understand why we wmld want to hunt. ... [000301] 

... in [a fat- itorthern smaii ~own/, everyone h m  a gun Uor hunting]. same as you 

k m ,  [mother northern town/ or these other places. but in the czty, people jzlst 
don 't, irm, people rnight caii the cops-you how. kthnr 's this guy doing with a gun 
out there? ' My perceptio~i and view of the city is t h  they 're nul. you hm, they 're 
not um, il1 tmch with wh41 gms me and being mare of them ... [000202] 

A long time judge argued that much damage is done to young people if they are raised in 
cities, as they [ose touch with nature. 

. ..and every6odyjIocks tu the ciîy because ail of these comprmies are here and fhen 
when they 're born here, a lot of their parents won 't take the time tu ta& them to see 
mimals or something, some of those kids they see t. v. shows but they 've crever seen 
a cow before, or a horse, even a boy growing up with a dog is a grea? thi& 
[001113] 



ntere 's people in apm~ments in the city here and tight down beside t h  there 's the 
[nearby] River d y o u  c m  go along for miles rmd it w d d  take you to the hem2 of 
the country, some love& & i d  d m  there. lots of g m e  down there, and yet nubody 
ever, you w d  never meet mother sarl d m  there, so w h  's wrong with people? 
They 've gone out of touch with nature ... [O01 1091 

According to most members the public is 'gun-shy, ' fearfid of guns because of their 
association with violent crime. Members believe that it is the opposition to fieamis that 
accounts for much of the opposition to hunting. 

[In the sourh of this region, you get people who h W  never been associated with 
gens rmd because they 're not msoczated with them. they don 't kmw a>ryhing about 
them. ami they 're probably not that cornfortable with t h . . .  [000202] 

.. for] most of the urbm midde clas ... it (a gunj zsz 't somethzng they keep in 
their closers. right? Whereas zrp here, it 's pretty n o d .  Like even iJ..yeah 
somehow. they mociate it with crime. .. .just the potentzal for crime ifyou have a 
gun. But up here. y m  md I know ihat ifyou have a gun in yaur closet for twerzty 
yems you may never pull it out. [000402] 

They frgue that the unes who are doing the murdering Lmd ail the shooting people 
me the ones ... who hint. .. [001802/ 

.. . the gun issue is kind of geitiing merged into it. .. well you hem about some kid who 
gets a hold of his dad's hunting rzfe rad goes out shooting people in a schooi and 
al1 of a nidden everybody zs agair~st hunting and why s h d d  they let us have girns 
m>d they kind of intennix h t i n g  md guns together. They may not be opposed to 
the actuaI hnting, btit the fuct thai the persori has gum, they are oppose d... the 
threat fto hunting] zs more gun-refated l think [000504] 

Several members have suggested that much of the support for animal rights has come from 
a generation of people who were socialized by mass media which have 'anthropomorphized 
nature7--1iteraUy &en nature and animals human qualities. As a resuit, people are protective 
of animais aimost as if they were smd children. Game animals suddedy rank very high on the 
hierarchy of victims. 

[Hzinti~tg is problematic for the public because] it 's killing Bmbi. [000402/ 



H m  old me yu?!?!?! ... Y m  Le been brought up in the era of Bambi and the little 
duckies on the t. v. mtd they aI2 talk and everyzhing else, ami it '.Y ail unnue. and like 
even have tzgers and lionr talking. md Iinle kidr they believe al2 that they 'd walk up 
to some vicious dog and they get eaten up you know? Anddogs don *t talk, ami 
bzrdies don 't talk ami they don 't think like they tell us on r v. but all these animal 
righrs people believe this. and it 's not the m e  picrure ofevegdiiing, y m  hm. ... . ? 
[oorzro] 

[Television is responsible fq giving al2 these kidrfrom a ymng age the idea that 
all. ..like the poor duckies is out t h e  and the momma duck is shot a d  the liirle 
duck is an orphan and the n q  humer, he look like some kind of an outlaw, he 
shot lhis linle. and he broke the duck's wing* y m  know... the hunler war ahuays a 
badguy who was out there and all these M e  mzimals were r i g .  even the raccoorz, 
the nastzest little get in the world . . ! [O01 1 111 

Moreover, the media are acnised as being highly selective in what they depict and how. 
Violent crime and unusud social movements get great coverage and this, too, has influenced 
the public's perception of hunting, according to members. 

Again, I think it 's more jus a change [in the public comiousness about hnting] 
because of gi<n stuB and I think t h  zs recerzt and I thznk it 's been happenitzgjzist 
over the past couple of years where they get person a f t r  person or incident ajfier 
incident blown zrp in the newspaper about something happening, where a chzld or a 
person hm gonen hold of the gun. not even the gun owner themsefwho has gone 
and shot thezr wifte or something like that. and it starts in the media.. . Things like 
thai halppened before. you know, dornestic dispues, yyou blow a guy would take a 
gicn and shoot his wi f .  but zt wam 't blown up in the newJpuper, you 'dfind it on 
page 8 with a Iittie three inch blurb ... l don 't think people me against huntzng as 
much as they are against the access to gum... [000509] 

... 171e rhing is for the mosi part it is mznority grmps, t h ~ t  me talking the loudest, 
which is more ofien the euse because the nzajority says nothing, but with the 
coverage they get it gets expanded upon anci the generai public thinks zt 's a big 
deal ... [001003] 

Television is heavily criticized by members for presenting unfavourable depictions of hunting 
while failing to capture its more potentiaiiy 'palatable' aspects. 



Perfect example, ... I'm a hunter. okay, the Current Aflazr r m  m episode on some 
guy hunting bem in [the nortl&.I would never hunl bem, afrer I saw that I would 
never. the screaming und the cryihg, I told my wi f ,  I could never hunr a bear as 
long as I Iive seeing that. ... the media is more or l e s  a god. because if the media 
says this is bad everybdy says it 's bad [002002:002010] 

Members complained that nothing positive about hunting is presented in the mainstream 
media. 

Ifthey showed the srniles on some of those chii&ett 's faces when they 're shooting 
their first bow, or when they 're Sitting there shooting at the hunting show, whe~z 
they 're sittir~g there shooting those air n fes  and they 're shooting at dzfferent rhi,lgs 
like that, mrd whatever thai spon is....îhey do it iti the O l ' ' c s ,  they gor a nfle. it 3 

a .22...[biathl.n - ski and shoot] they don 't show people in t h  sport. they show. 
you know, peopIe with mrder weapons. .. [[002010] 

Members believe that media depictions set off a very fat reaching chah reaction of public 
hostility . 

[So afrr seeing something bad abotit hmting on WJ they get riled up. O&, then 
they go to, let's say. they gel nied up and they ...jun forget about it. ..the~t all of a 
makien they look, ah. and it just so hqpens they see miti--fr protesters, okay a21 of 
a sudden. trhar picture of that poor bear l ' g  down in their h e d  it flashes, they 
remember the scre&ing, they remember t h  idiot standing t h e  with the gzin ...you 

hm. 'Here 's a 20 dollar donarion, I back you 120% ... I don 't have the balls to gel 
in iine W h  y m  because lgotta go to work. but here 's my money. I support you, 
here 's my nme.  you want me to sign the legislàtion, l'il sign it. .. ' and whuîever. 
okay. so that 's what and they in tum p a s  it on to their kids. .. . now kids are v e v  

impressionable ut a you~ig age. higghly impressionable, if they see m o m y  mtd 
dm@ si fting there taIking abml hunting and those arpects well the first thing.. . we Il 
thor must be bad hunting is b& hunring is bad hunring is not good und they grow 
into adults and they teach their chilhen, trhey teach their chzldren stztflike t h .  it 
all goes dmhill!  [O0201 i] 

Two members, a couple with chiidren, were intensely upset by the infiuence of teachers in 
schoois on young people today. ney a-rgxd that poiiticaiiy correct teachers were 
discouraging students fiom meat eating, hunting, and interferhg with nature at ail. 



It 's probably the youngest one [of my chiidrenj rhat 's most opposed probably 
thrmigh schooi, I think they 're getting awayfrom the meat-eating and fhai sort of 
thing.. . [O0090 i ]  

I think there 's more rmd more negative vims imposed on fia5 in the schools righr 
now. the animal righs groups and thut sort of thing, ~inforl~nateiy, and zih. they 're 
imposing their views on the young people t d y ,  I don 't think that 's right, .. . at aIl. 
W n g  raised four b&. I Le seen it through ail the age groups over the l&?* 10. 15 
years naw...l think the education is affecting the kidr because a lot of insn~ctors in 
our claw?.ooms to&y. in high school und in public school t h  me of the belief of a 
lot of these animaI righrs grmips and their thoughts are imposed on m r  chzldren 
and they have no right imposing fheir views like t h f ,  it 3 not part of the curriculum! 
And I've seen it. through al1 the kids. ... in simpIe things. mch us eating meat for one 
thing. And iim, just gone right off it. Ki& thal used to love meat in all dzfferenr 
respects, fml. beef or whtever, have beerz rzimed right O& [O01002 j 

Ultimately, several members concluded that 'something has happenedy in society, hunting 
is now a deviant activity. 

... it 's like we 're raboo now. we 're in an mea that 's soon IO be. well people have it itt 
their mind thai what we do now is smn to be no longer. .. [001208] 

Hzinting h m  become a disreputable occupation. not a 'ho& occuputim ' aî the 
N m j o  believe ... [000301] 

. .. it 's not politicafly correct anymore. .. (000612j 

Many members conceded that some of the criticisms levelled against hunting, hunters, and 
hunting-dog training are justified. Some training and testing is cruel to game birds, some 
hunters in the world are indeed unethicai, and ultirnately, bloodsport cannot be defended. 

Of cmirse. ifyou start training with plgeons. you me shootingpigeonr. and hotzest 
to g& who wants to eat pigeons? But. um....so my first impression was a linle 
negative on th...Just in tenns of the cmelty to animals. but i f ym want to frai11 n 

hunting dog, y m  have to do it someh m... [000201] 

I imagine t h  most people think of lis as people who tend to be a little heartless and 
inhimune with animals. no conscience ... (000206] 



[tracking a live duck may be objectionable to the public/ it 's not like you 're 

flushng the duck and shooting it, you 're releasing the duc& in a panic sittiatio~z, 
Wing to get away. you hm, here a dog is chasing a arck to its deafh while most 
people me apptuudiingit [000205] 

nere 's some weas like the tracking of the p h e m t  when we pull the wingfeathers. 
Somebody might see that and take objection. [000610] 

The majority of members admitted that some unethical hunting practices are indeed carried 
out and that dtimately it is dficult to defend 'bloodsport. ' 

7he Cuvent Affuir ran an episode on some gis> hunting bear in northem Ontario. 
Here you got this guy video-taping his hn t ,  along comes a bear, badump, budurnp, 
badump, they got a big 55 gallon dmm filed with honey und al[  kir^& offree fod .  
so the bear goes. kell I giress I 'II gel me some of this tzice free meai, ' su al[ of a 
sudden. tths gist S sitting there wirh a -3006 or something bigger. zir was a big 
catiber, y m  saw that it was a linle bear thal was coming. boom! He shoots it while 
the video S nrnnzng. y m  see the bew 's sharlder explode. 0O.y. y m  see this big red 
patch, picture it in your head! Now yorr hem the pmr thing Iaying on the grou~rd. 
and what is it dozng? It 's crying! Whh, whah, whah. whah, it s m n k  like a yorrng 
chil4 and the guy goes up, boom! He shoots it again. Right. al1 of this is on 
camera, then he reaiizes that the bem is probably, it 's a little bear. a yearling-1 
don 't know, I haven 't seen many bean, but this wus a fittZe bear, it wam 't a cub 
because it was &y itself: btit it was SM a little tiny bear, and the guy goes. he comes 
irp to the cantera and he says, 'oh. I thmght it was a bigger bem, I Ihmight it was 
bigger, didn 't his back look *-lie 's lookirtg into the camera sqying, 'di& 't his back 
look bigger than the 55 gallon h m ?  * I said 'of course it looked like t h  becouse 
the 55 gallon d m  is Zuying on its si&! ' So the guy is, and I ZooRed ut that and it 
made me su m& you know, well that just set us back mother 20 years! So 
instances Zike that, so I c m  under.std..l rnem me, I wwld never hunr bem, afrr I 
saw thut I warld never, the screaming a d  the crying, I told my wife, I cmld never 
hunl a bear as long as I Zive seeing tht...ym hm, and I c m  understand, then the 
'antis"point of view ... [002002/ 

... it 's bloodrport and it 's hard to defend.. [O0091 O] 



. . .l don 't think ycm c m  defend that, [the fuct thai it is bloocisport~ I don 't think you 

c m  So ut the end of the ciay it 's still a sport and they SM see it as negatne, there 's 

a lot of mear there thut are negative.. [00010-// 

Several members pointed out however, that some cnticisms of hunters and hunting were 
not justified. That is, some cnticisms do apply to hunting in generai and to some typical 
hunters, but not to members of this group. While they too criticized the unethicai hunter, they 
pointed out that they were a group of fiercely ethical hunters who did not commit the offenses 
of the average hunter (fiom trespassing to unsafe firearms handling, fiom wasting game and 
going on a shooting spree to hahg drunken weekends out in the bush with the macho men). 
The only cornmonalties they share with hunters fiom outside their group is the cornmitment of 
ethical hunters to conservationism. 

Members were usuaiiy very quick to point out that it is largely the ethicai hunter who has 
contributed the most to conservation and to the rehabilitation of habitat, not the 
environmentalist or the animal activist. 

...[mem bers of the p u b w  don 't know thar-1 am oniy ~peaking for the group of 
people that I know-uZZ the work for rehabilitaring habitat. ..il 's on& d m  by the 
outdoorsmmz. .. " [001206j 

me me more "ethical '7 definitek, and certainly from the comervatiotz angle. .. in 
the contexi thPl it 's the hunters t h  are conhibuting the bulk of the fun& that me 
targeted for conservation. et ceteru, than the 'aniis '... [000903. 001004] 

... there S more unimals t h  there iised to be at the rum of the century and maittij 
due to the hunter for the money we give towards it md mostly becouse the huriters 
t h  I kmw are comew~~onisis,  yyou kmw they do a great job, you k n w ,  I've got 
lots of nesting boxes Ipui up for woodduck, etc., you know. on my own lime. I build 
them in the winter time undgo out and do them in remote meas that I dodl even 
h n t  in.. . but jast to help aur . . and l 've cleaned up Wear and you k m . .  . t?y and 
help the way I c m ,  like the Grouse Society I belong to and they 've done a great job, 
rmd Duckr Un[Nnited I've done a lot of work for them...so like. that 's a[[ through 
hunters. .. [001109/ 

me media is izot gozng to print any serious or ... too much sluf/thar is good that -i 
gozng on in the communities, the things thaf Ducks Unlimited is doing und all these 



other Comervationist Clubs, they 're not gozng to prini anything Iike that.. . 
fUO2010J 

The most popular defense of their activities offered by group members was that although 
they are hunters, they are ethicai hunters, not typical unethicd hunters who deserve their 
reputation. 

We look better in the eyes of the public. more like consenationists. -.we hunt with 
trained dogs and this is something that sets us qmrtfrom ymr average guy that 
goes to the back and s W s  wharever he fin&... we w d d  like evetyme to be like 
us. .. usuufly a guy t h  h m  a dog has taken more time tu train the animal, has a 
iittle bit more respect for his neighhir, does things in a more professional mmmer. 
behaves properiy, y m  know what I 'nt sayiaying. ..yeah more an 'ethical hunter ' than 
the guy who just gels ztz his car und gels his gun and goes huntzng. .. [O0121 11 

Members were very quick to identify and criticize the image of the typical average hunter. 
They took pains to point out how they may be disthguished fiom them. 

I symparhze with those who fem the typical average hinter who is someone from a 
city who takes the weekend with some buddes and beer and goes for a shooring 
spree. Not all hanters are like this-zrnethical. Members of [the orgrniirarion] 
sirive to be 'ethical hunters p-sure, they 're miale c l q  and most of them, 
urbanites as well, but most wiIl o~zly shoot what they eat and eat or give awqy to be 
eaten ail they shoot ... /000302j 

I 've seen and heard stories of yuhoos going out and hnting and stuglike thaî...now 
rny experzence is that most of the [Ihe organiationj people me not iike thut. We 
encourage responszble hunting.[0018OJj 

. ..a lot of the times people go on people 's land and they 're blazing away, they 're 
s h t i n g  bock ai the house. and of course these people s q  'listen, 1 have nothing 
really agaznst hunting, but 1 don 't wantyou hunting on my for the simple 
reeson of you know, it k not your faul, but the l a ~ t  fm idiots who came on the land 
did whatever, they le3 beer bottles, or whmever ... ' f002005] 

They seek to be professionai, safe, considerate, and ethical. It is particularly vimious to not 
waste game. 



. . . i f y m  're a hunter then all game you shoot y m  est, othenvise you don 't be a 
hmter! I don 't Rnow why people would want to go hunring ami they woulrli 't want 
to mmpfe the g m . .  [001109] 

I tell a lot of people' ' o h  I 'I l  take you hnn'ng with me, ' I SV, iue might get a 
couple of rabbi& h m  you gonm cook 'em? ' and they tum armnd and they look at 
me and they sqy. ... '1 'nt not gonm eat 'em! ' and I say, 'well, guess what!? I azn 't 
takin ' you h t i n g  wilh me!' ' Why? ' Anyfhng I shoot I eat, or I ktow somebody 
who 's gonna eat it. I 'm not going to take mtything O# this G d ' s  Green Emth and 
kill it when hunting unless 1 intend to eat i~..l don 't get into like Ming stuflond 
just leaving it there. so these people me  the people thaî don 't need to be in the sport 
of hunting at al[ pend-take up another hobby like crocheting or Rnitting .. And 
t?xy won 't be missed.. ! [O020 Id]  

They were especidy quick to point out that they were responsible firearms owners and 
handlers. 

... 1 think that 's the image thal a lot of people have [the image of the 'unethical 
hunter '] and 1 think that ihere are rnaybe not a lot of people' but there are some 
people who go art und do that. ..... but we 're there to ewoy the sport and we 're not 
there tu get h n k  anci make a p a q ~  out of zt and also maGe danger out of il. . . h n k  
in the bush and shooting innocent people- we 're Me,  ... more professional in that 
sense.. . [00050S/ 

met2 [outsiders] tulk to you about ywr  grins...l sqy. jvellI have a safe und they 're 
locked up in there ... ' and they say, 'oh, well, thaî seems to be okay... ' '[000510] 

... Zhey [members of the public] think thar every p is evil, but they don 't know that 
there h m  't been one case yet where a gun jumped out of a. ..took its own mgger 
lock O& went into, went in there und pu lled iîs own trigger and M e d  
someone .... [out] us long as you are a respomible human being and you...you corne 
in my hmse nght now and y m  won 't even see a gun. yet still. I 've gone into 
people's hmses, .... a d  they 've got the gun cabinet sining right there in the living 
room, it l fU[I view, a b e ~ ~ t j ù l  oak cabinet, those people are not respo~w~ble to me... 
[002004] 

One especidy ashite member latched onto the present trend and made a point of emphasinng 
the outdoors-person or naturalist aspects of the sport. 



We me really Green, we are the really Green people beunrse we 're the ones who 
enjoy the outdoors. who really love the fresh air. and just because we go hunfing 
dwsn 't mean we shoot everything that 's in sight, yoti hm. 1 I'd much rather these 
days, liike myselfand sorne people have change4 it 's no h g e r  qumtity, it 's more 
quality. even i f I  do corne home empty-hande4 I've had an enjoyable &y, where I 
c m  put a w q  the stress- work, it 's a hobby. ym see your dogs andgo out with 
yourpurtner [canine] andhcrve fim... [001211] 

Members analjzed their situation. They theorized that these movements have emerged 
and become innuential due to the media, politicians, and teachers who create 'gun-shyness' in 
the public, 'anthropomorphize nature,' and give fa too much voice to 'minonty' social 
movements. They believed that much of the opposition to hunting cornes from city culture 
which has 'alienated people frorn nature.' In addition, members have been forced to consider 
criticisms of hunting and most concede that some hunting dog tests are cruel, some hunting 
practices are 'unethid,' and that ultimately, 'bloodspon' camot be defended. However, they 
argue that they cannot be lumped in with the srpical average hunter whose image generates 
vehement (and, in their view, justified) disapproval fiom the public. They claim that they are 
the ethical hunters, and lie some ethical hunters outside the group, they are conservationists, 
or 'Greens.' 

Upon acknowIedg!irg a relationship to outsrtsrders, and malyzing mitsider perspectives and 
activities, members of subcultural groups rnay evolve a set of subcultural adaptations to being 
labelled 'deviant. ' That is, they may select a coune of action out of wide range of possibilities 
&er having 'taken the other into account.' As such, in Relating to the Subcdtural Mosaic, 
individuai subcuItura1 groups interact with others on the basis of their interpretations. It is 
these interpretations that shape the practicd action taken. 

Members of subcultural groups act in relation to other subcultural groups withui the 
subculturd mosaic. The nature of theû action rnay range fiom the very simple or limited to the 
very complex or extensive. Moreover, their action may involve the complete elimination of 
contact with the outsider to a total involvement with the outsider. In response to a range of 
demands fiom the outsider (fiom none to an almost uifinite number), insiders may entirely 
refuse to comply or comply so fully as to fulnll aU outsider demands. It is also possible that 
any changes that insiders may make can range substantialiy in degree of sincerity. That is, 
outsider input rnight be so fùiiy embraced as to result in conversion or so reluctantly tolerated 



that only a veneer of cornpliance or implementation results. Moreover, in response to the 
iduence of outsiders, members of subcultural groups may experience a range of 
organizationd effects, from the complete dissolution of defeat to the rejuvenating boost of 
victory. Indeed, such results parallel a range of 'visibility' acùvities, fiom going underground 
to going public. As such, subcultural groups can submit to the influence of outsiders or resist. 

It 's a process where lots of wordr have been spoken. a lot of idear have been 
exchange4 and it taks so long Uor us tu make chmges/ it almost looks like 
'evolution. ' [OOO8i3 J 

Whatever the coune of action, it is coliectively accomplished. Members do not act 
individuaily. Although they may be faced with opposition fiom outsiders on a one-on-one 
basis, the club as a whole has a position and strategy that is the outcome of intra-group 
negotiations. 

I think it 's a lot of evolution. but there 's a lot of things thut we disnrss i ~ i  meetings. 
Zoo. Some changes seem to be evolution because it takes so long to corne about, but 
they are discussed at meetings. ..[II 's slow] because everybdy h m  their own 
viewpoitit. ..fi has IO start with one person somovhere a h g  the line. and that 's 
bmically whar hm happene4 someone sqs, "Weil, 1 don 't think this is a very good 

idea anymore. " and there wmld be a disnssion, and some people w d d  be for and 
some people wmld be against. .. if there 's any  opposition^.., then we consider the 
opposition and what the r e m  is. .. &ut we t i y  tu convince the other people. .. . that it 's 
the correct way tu go ... and once we decide that S how we 're going tu do it. then. 
let's do it. .. [000813] 

... there is a birnch of people making decisiom, we 're not one leuder, we 're a groip 
of people and we decide amorigst us. mat's the way it 's been done. [001215] 

I wmld SV.. . it 's collective conseiwus. I wmid not wunt to suy t b t  we fol2low 
parliamentmy d e s ,  but we have a loose unwritten nde that everybdy gets to have 
their say. [000813] 

In the case of the particular group studied, members engaged in subculturai adaptations 
that consistai of actions in relation to the subcuZturaZ rnosuzc that 1 refer to as changing, 
closing, and contriving. This pattern may be especialiy applicable to cases wherein an 
undiscovered group is at risk of behg labeiied 'deviant.' Their particular course of action 
appears to be a kind of limited and anticipatory public accommodation. That is, their main 



concem and the focus of their efforts is on their image. Hence, a veneer of cornpliance to 
outsider demands for change has been impiemented, however, the ultimate agenda is 
resistance. 

Well. the other end is attacking, but rathet thcm attacking, we just try to continue 
doîng. So any time the other end attacks, we try to have a tactic, mything t h  sqvs, 
weil this is not m e ,  this is fact, and thîs is not fact..But then we by to buffer ihings, 
rather thmi attock back. [[Of 21 5J 

Although some activïties are adapted to the altered socio-political climate (changed), the 
majonty of them are merely hidden (closing). As such the outsider sees what the insider lets 
them see, a more accepted (contrived) image. It is important to keep in mhd there is nothing 
particularly malicious or sinister about such attempts at self-presewation. We d engage in 
them. 

...go ne are the &ys when we could c m  caution îo the wind We have to be avare 
rmd prepared-with educuted arguments, ethicul imagery, aridfreqirent and Nitense 
i d v e m e n t .  N m  we 're into politics! (000303/ 

The generic social sub-process of changing may be loosely defined as any adjustment 
made by a group to its activities in response to outsider influence. Changing how they do 
things, eliminating certain practices and / or introducing others in response to pressures l?om 
outsider groups may be a cornmon collective survivai strategy arnong groups at nsk of being 
labeiied 'deviant.' Hence, 'changing practices7 is a generic strategy that manifests itseifas a 
wide rmging variety of accommodation options. Some changes effected by taxi-dance hall 
proprietors in response to outsider innuence included the implementation of strict rules for 
dancers, in and out of the hall, and the close s u p e ~ s i o n  of the dancing (Cressey 
1969: 199-202). The Divine Precepts changed the manner in which they converted people to 
their religion and employed such 'defensive strategies' as taking legal action to protect 
thernselves and attack their critics (Lofland 1977:335-6). Tearoom participants are likely to 
have built into their routine ways to prevent disclosure, such as the exclusive use of particular 
kinds of facilities with 'waming systems' in place, for example, facilities with opaque window 
panes, squeaky doors (bmphreys 1975:90). It is also Wteiy that over the course of their 
history, bikers have had to change their ways of interacting with police as models of policing 



and changes in procedurai law have occurred over time (Wolf 1991). Among hunting dog 
enthusiasts faced with outsider influence, changes have ben effected by members with regard 
to such activities as bird handling, pigeon shoots and the use of ducks in tests. Members 
anticipate having to rnake additional changes in fùture to accommodate outsiders (especially in 
regard to firearms use). Empirïcai examples of  changing are given by members, below. 

1 think what they do is that they go, they corn& as best they c m  with the 
opposition, they will go und use dzyerent types of birds and if they have to h d e  
t h  o certain way, then for the most part, they will [change], to a point. .. [000404] 

[In CKC feld trials alZ they use is] the starter pistol and l tell you, we may see[it], 
it m w  not be Iong thal it may be the m e  with [zisJ We rnay only be having the 
starter pistols ... if we don 't want to hem any more of this anti-stuff'orn these 
mti-people. [002202] 

Many rnembers were aware of deiiberate changes that were made to group activities in 
direct response to the hostile socio-political chnate. Some activities have been omitted or 
altered, and other compromises rnay be made in the future. In general, members appeared 
wiIling to comply within reason, even ifthey did not exactly subscribe to the values informing 
outsider demands. 

Yems ago, every summer. we used to have a pigeon shoot m d  what a pigeo~i shoot 
M v e d  wcrs they got aboutfijSi or a hundredpigeom and they stood behind a hill 
and when if was your turn, they threw a pigeon up and it starts t o f y  mqy n~zd you 
shot when it was your turn. Y m  're actuaiiy shooti~zg. Bm we kind of got owqvfrom 
t h t  because of the public. you know, might not perceive that as being that 
humane. .. [O002031 

... We[l at the present time we 're using the ducks for search for &ch, eventdly 
t h  's gozng to stop for two reasom: a) the 'do-gooders ' me going to get Mer zis 
for it and 6) the other thing that 's prevulent right now is the Minisîry. .. doesn 't want 
us relearing ducks into the environment but if it 's not the Minisiy, 1 feel in a 
certain period of time the 'do-gooders ' will stop that, the release of Zive animais. .. 
[00020-/] 

Yes. everybody har to adjust. . .wd we were probably the orziy [indzviduui 
clubJ ... that ran an [Advanced] test with a dead duck three years ago. We did that 
once ... since we were afrazd of being chmged at the next test, we adjusted it by using 



demi &ch imtead of live ducks. It worked art quite fine. n e  dog still haà to 
search, it uctuaily worked weZl for them. not a whole bunch of scent all over the 
damn place ... [001212] 

Well, with the bzrdF, we 're ahvqys hying to ehcate the people. ..you have tu make 
sure thatyou keep them in the s M e  andyou have to make sure thni y m  give them 
jeed rmd water while they 're there ... Bey me iryng to make sure thar they keep the 
birdr in good condition and t h  is because i f y m  do have people [outsiders] corne 
in you don 't wmil them to see that there me birdr sitting out in the snong sunlight 
and things kke thril-that they 're kepr in a more hmmze environment. [0023901/ 

Changes to their activities sometimes meet with resistance, however. Especially farsighted 
members have prepared themselves for the inevitability of modifications and even see places 
where such changes could be made in future without it being the end of the world for them, so 
to speak. 

We c d d  modrfy the program, like in Gennany, they don 't shoot the birctr 
anymore ... [out they are] not very wiihg r-ight now. I was imtmmentd when they 
WOU& 't allow us to use ducks , they w m l h  't allow trs tu use maIIara%-..nw they 
wmt to e ven otrtiaw ducks that resernble mallards ..l nrggested .. . m t  using ducks at 
al1 for our semch for duch ... but there were still some of the old guard 
tradtionalists und they like tu see if the duck is there and they Iike to see the dog 
pack on the water m d  they actuuliy had one test here, an experimental test. they 
alluwed us when we had this problem not to use the duck, we put u demi duck 
out...anà it worked very good. but we still di& 't get it through su we are back to 
using ducks. But it c d d  be done, we cmld shoot bianks and we carld do reb-ievzng 
by the ahg...and even~ualk'y it wili corne. We will modh some of these things. 1 
even have told t h  ifthey don 't like that we pull wing feathers uor "tracking '7 we 
couk'd dip the wing in mu4 in rnuddy water, of a phearrt. He wouldz 't fly either 
for ajew hmrs1 but once it &es and he shakes the mud out he will be able rofly. so 

that 's an alternative we have as a stand-by. .. [000613] 

We 're not tryitzg tu azhpt..., we 're hying to look more presentable tu the outside 
world (0008i3] 



The generic social sub-process of closing may be loosely defined as any action or attitude 
adopted by a group that reinforces its 'in-group' status in response to outsider influence. 
Closing themselves off nom outsider groups by rejecting outsiders and / or going 
underground (to some degree) may be yet another collective suMvai strategy practiced by 
groups at risk of being labelled 'deviant.' Hence, 'closing the group to outsiders' is a generic 
strategy that manifiests itseif as a wide ranging variety of presence options. At the taxi-dance 
hall, proprietors took legd action (injunctions) to keep police from arbitrarily investigating 
their activities and applied for (recreational) licenses to legitimize their businesses and keep 
them from outsider scrutiny (Cressey 1969:271). As outsiders began to challenge them, 
members of the cult of the Divine Precepts began to shield their activities from public view 
more intensively (Lofland 1977:335-6). The tearoom closes itself off fiom the ranks of the 
uninitiated by having a complex non-verbal communication syaem and by requiring that 
intruders 'account' for themselves immediately (as insiders or outsiders) before they resurne 
their game (Humphreys 1975:79,24). Bikers maintain a code of silence and seek isolated 
locales in which to engage in their routines in an effort to close themselves off f?om outsiders 
(Wolf 199 1 : 9, 18 1 ). Among hunting dog enthusiasts faced with outsider influence, 'closure' 
has been effected by members in tems of their generalized rejection of outsiders, maintenance 
of their current recruitment practices, and avoidance of publicity. Empirical exarnples of 
closing are given by members, below. 

Weil, I ihink thal the more it gets to be tabou. the more we 'IIfind comfort with each 
other--associate mare with our club-bu& and less with outsiders ... Yes, I think it 
wiIl go undergrond in [this cmintry/-welf, ut Ieast in [this regon/, pc~rtimlurly in 
the south.. . [000303/ 

Club members engage in closing strategies. That is, they are carefûl in what they Say, 
suspicious before outsiders, and very low profile'' when it cornes to their activities. They 
report being very careful and staying out of the public eye as much as possible. More 
importantly, the club has closed itseif off from public view. This effect upon its visibility has 
been highly saiient, if not universdy accepted by members. 

WeII, that 's p r e v  much hue of al[ hunting dog [events] n w  ... we ail try to keep a 
low profie and try to avoidpublicity. Yes, it 's not on& us, il's the whole hirnting 
dug movement in [this country]. [OOO6Z 



we don 't wani to be high profie when it cornes to testing or niais where shooting is 
imdved. it 's not politicah) correct m o r e  -.. [000612] 

We& we reulk'y to keep a low profie anyway.. you don? wan~ 'do-goodrs ' 
co&g in. ..ym hm, the unimal rights people. .. . [ 001302 J 

In [intemutional' newsletters. they .y 'ger people out to your tests. LZChtertise in the 
local pcrpers ' und things like thai. thut 3 something that we as a club have chosen to 
be very quiet about, nut tu imrire the general public to our tests because Yyou invite 
the general public then al2 of a sz~&en. ym 're also itwiting 'little miss dicky-bird 
lover ' who 's going tu be all up in m s  about us s w i n g  this h n e d  d z ~ k  in froit 
01.. so we 've ma& a comcious e f / o  20.. .pe] lm-key to take .y of the dead game 
bir& and tuck them away, or you know like to be consciaus of that... [O01 7061 

I think what the [intemational/ is doing wzll Mect us. They go on the Iktemet and 
rhey 're really opening up m.. . if they have nothing to do now, the mimal lovers, 
they c m  play with the compter and we corne up[on the intemational web site] and 
they stmt asking questions. uthe wrongperson gets a hold of something like that, 
they 've got all the evidence there. ail the injormaîion on the Ikternet. I don 't like 
it ... it c m  gel to the city people who realiy object to it. [002502] 

In situations, members are carefùl to be mindful of outsiders and avoid confkontation. 
They express dismay that others do not. 

I 've aiways taken a conscioz cs eflort of not waving a r d  gume birds.. . or haulzng 
my gun out when there 's ail kinds of peopie around on the sidavalk m I 'm comzitg 
home or you hm, strqping the deer to the front burnper, ym know, that kind of 
thing. As ffar as I'm concerne4 the less rearon for confict or confrnnttion the 
better. ..the other day a guy pdled over to the si& of the r d  and there wm a little 
pothole in a comtfild and there is ahvays ducks in there, and I look d m  and 
there 's this guy canying his shot-gun ami two dead duckî and his dog and he 's 
Zooking for another one of them, and l just thought, 'oh you fool, why there, in plain 
view of everybocfy? * I just. I 'm very consczm~s of that md l don 't hunt where other 
people who are not hnting are going to see me... [O02 7091 

Weil* I generally don 't talk a lot about being a hunter. .. unless I know the 
person .. Just because I don 't wmt to offend people ... l don 't necesarziy let people 
know what I do ..JI 've become] very careful who I say what to ... /O01 7021 



uiterestingiy, there has been relative& tittle innuence of the times on the group's recruitment 
practices. Attracting new members has never been priority for this group. Recruitrnent has 
generdy been a 'word of mouth' contingency or accident arnong other specialists. As such, 
members are merely relieved to have in place a recniitment system that keeps them largely out 
of sight of the general public in these 'dangerous thes.' 

... we don 't think that grmvth zs a good role, a good goaZ, [but internutiona&] 
they 're nying to get their m b e r s  up mxi 1 don 't necessurily see the purpose in 
that. ..ï think fthis club] s h l d  be stuying in the l m ,  the Zuw profil ... [000206] 

... we don't go out and recniiî people ... we won 't cal2 you. you call me. rype of 
thing. ..in [this country] we don 't [advertisej as much. ..a lot of it has to do with mr 
gun laws and hunting-it 's gone the wuy it 's gone.. .downhiIl.. . ! It -i big business 
over rhere [in another country]. but over here, they don 't cme anymore. .. [O0 1 105 J 

m e n  a magazine editor recomrnended thar we adverrise] she thm~ght the more 
[new people] we c m  get, the better, you know, strength in rnrmbers, bnt then you 

forget about the ones who me there to do &mage, they c m  get in there as well. ... we 
really have to be [discrirninotng about who we aitract], we have to screen 
everyone ... PO1 10 71 

We expose ozmeives at the varioirs shows so we don 't hidefrom anybody, but ï 
don 't think we go out of ot<r wuy to promote it. I know we had a Springer [spanief] 
guy. he wmted to get the Springer people together, the (ab people, the [club] people 
together to do a wMe TVthzng, a major promotiorz. We sort of ducked out of thai. 
We sort of thuught that wam 't necesmSQTliy go& for Our cause 20 blatant fy put this 
out in front of the do-goodes ... l think that 's happened with all hunting, like y m  
used to see people corne home from hunting with a deer snupped to the hood of 
their cm. Wellyou don7 see that m o r e .  1 think we have become more mare of 
not publicizing what 's going on. [0026001] 

contriving 

The generic social sub-process of contriving may be loosely defhed as any stance or 
identity taken on in response to outsider influence. Contriving a new, more acceptable 
attitude and image for themselves in order to appease outsider groups may be a ha i  collective 



s u ~ v a l  strategy irnplemented by groups at risk of being labelled 'deviant. ' Hence, 'contriving 
a new image' is a generic strategy that manifests itself as a wide ranging variety of image 
options. T axi-dance hall propnetors worked hard to build an acceptable image for their 
businesses by maintaining the fiction of the "dance academy," appointing a respectable 
figure-head, and conceaihg any evidence of disreputable behaviour insofar as this was 
possible (Cressey l969:262,27 1). Simiiarly, the Divine Precepts attempted to build a 
respectable image for thernselves by marketing themselves in a positive light through the 
media, ensuring that members were 'cclean-cuty' and middle class-looking and establishing 
deceptive 'fronts' (Lofland 1977: 33 5-6). The contrivances of tearoom participants at the 
group level involve appearing "innocent" and ccdisintereaed" in order to dissociate themselves 
fiom the activity, and on an individual level 'kearing a breastplate of righteousness" and 
looking "respectable to a faulf' in ttheir public lives (Humphreys 1 97O:8OY 135). For bikers, 
contrivances intend to reinforce a deviant identity (belligerent, unkempt, threatening) as they 
seek to alienate themselves fiom mainstream society (Wolf 1991 :2 1 1 ). Arnong hunting dog 
enthusiasts faced with perceived outsider influence, contrivances have been effected by 
members in tems of defensive and suspicious role-taking and making politicdy acceptable 
identity linkages and associations. Empincal exarnples of conhiving are given by members, 
beiow. 

WeV, we 're not keeping it hzish* but we 're keeping it low ...you c m  't be too 
carefl.. .[we have to be discriminating about who we uttract].. . we really have ro 
be. .. we have to screen everyone.. . by the way, 1 have to ark you this, w h t  me you 

intentions with this? Are you gozng to Greenpeace with it?! [OOl207] 

Members osered a variety of 'contrived positions' to be taken when interacting with the 
public. The majority felt that it was important to 'bite one's tongue" and be diplornatic, 
selective and cautious when one is unsure of one's audience, and to be prepared with 
intelligent arguments with the "antis." Some felt that it was important to take opportunities to 
educate the public, however a few were not convinced that this would have much effect. 

When it came to making contact with the public, some members were especidy 
suspicious in their stance. 

WelI, ihere was the test 1 was at anù people were there that I diah 't recognire, I 
questioned their clothing and went and introduced myselfto check out who they 
were and what they were doing there just to mpke sure that they weren *t Greenpeace 
people or somethzng like t h . .  . [O002 1031 



We men 't realiy [that carefiil now about who we recmit], but as far as. weil maybe 
I'rn more parnoid t h  other people, you knaw, you h e  to watch. .. [000205] 

You c m  get a pretty goai idea who 's in there ... a guy thut w m t r  to hann the club, or 
tmper with our intepgr?ty is not the one that 's going to buy a p u p ~  mtd you hrow. 
go through the nght chmnels to get it. .. [001208] 

In addition, they now know to expect possible challenges and some take pains to be 
prepared. This means not merely diplomacy but preparedness. Some members are more 
quick to rnake their point than others. 

Well, I 'm ahuqys mindfl of how I falk to these people but I never make. ... I never 
hold back ifsomebody wants to know ifI'm a hunter. .. [000805] 

I 've had several discussions obmit hunting, and I 'm not black and white about zt. 
I 'II uccept people 's point of view and l'il explain mine the besî I can, I In not 
really. I 'm not going to tell them, "1 don 't give a shit whether you like it or not. I do 
whar I do ... " Weil, in a w q  Imighf say thal. but. ..! [001213/ 

I think y m  've got to fight for whar you believe in.. . even ifyou don 't ahuays make 
fiends a h g  the way. .. [UOl805] 

I 'm picky aboir! who I talk to about my hinting. 1 d m  't need another rtrn-il?. But if 
I were at the hunting show, I'd be prepmed for challenges. I I o w  al[ the srmidmd 
arguments.. . l 'm respontnble. ethicai, blah, blah. blah. ... . and I 'm not iying, either! 
[000301] 

m e  have to bel making people more awme t h  it 's a ... ilatural thing, and it 's not 
necessansan& just out here to m& a M... [OO09O3] 

Even more significant has been the group's efforts to contrive a new and more socially 
acceptable public image. 

[This work on ozir image] a contiming thing. ..if evolved slow& but at the smne 
tirne, there were certain times when we had to disnrss problematic issues [at 
meetings] that wmld involve the public. [O008 131 



We sharld be msociatzng ourselves with the wzldive association, just to show that, 
yes. we like dogs. we fik mimais, we like hunting, but, no, we don '2 min the wildlge 
just because we like to hunt. So. Iguess thal sort of image [is ideal]. [002101] 

We fike to be painled Green these days. becmse it 's the trend ..if we don 't follow 
the trend, we might stand to /ose more training groultcjs, y m  kniow. more game Iaws, 
y m  know things like t h ,  things get tzghler and tighter, and mabe it more d~flcult 
for the average Joe to go out and t h  his dog hunting-.. [001206] 

Memben very ofien expressed the idea that 'image is everything.' It is important for the 
organization to elicit positive associations. The deconun of mernbers is of great significance 
to the fiiture of the club. Members are keenly aware that how they look to the public will 
ïnfiuence how hunting will be viewed. Even if only to raise a doubt in the mind of the public 
concerning the universality of unethical hunthg practices-it is imperative that members 
realue that they are ambassadors for the sport. Members have argued that showing 
themselves to be professionai, ethicai, responsible, and 'green,' that is, conservationist is 
good public relations for aIi hunters. 

I don 't think we shouldgive NI to [hem in rmy way. we sharld however be ethical 
about it ... don 't gnte t h  the opportunity [to have something to criticize], so you 

don 't broadcast! [000805/ 

[me clzd~] h m  ahvays promoted that we dress properly and not look like slobs, or 
b g e  people 's property or interfre with people 's righls. Tbey 've a h q s  hod a 
pretty gomi image. and they 're ahvays Wing to promote that. [002601/ 

Several members pointed out that even just getting away f?om the typicai image of hunting 
would go a long way with the public. 

Having more women hunters and making it a fmily thzng is realb a good idea.. -1 
reafly think we need more youngpeople involve4 at l e m  encourage people with 
kids in the club to really get Nlto it. Maybe stmt a youth club and really get girls 

involveCr I'd like to be involved in that. .. [000303] 

pomen in the cfub!?]-it sticks!!! Hah hcrh! 11's tem-ble .. rhere shmlah 't be any 
women iutywhere-heh heh! Sure I think it would help to have them in the club. I 
alwqVs think it w d d  he @...sure it does. It 's an image thzng. Y m  've got to have 
that image-[Yes, we have to get away from]. the maledomimted 'mcho ' image 



of [the organization], but they 've beerz working on that for years. .. the hrnzing clubs 
need women representatzon. they need to have it because at least that way, even if 
it 's not that signzficant. and it 's JUS tokenism at l e m  it 's there! [000406] 

.Most ofthem [orher hu~~ters] me just shocked becuzise I'm a wuman. ..when I'rn 
dessed for a day [in the field] when I've got a toque on, and heavy coat, and I j z~s t  
look like a ymng guy with a ferninine voice - hah! .At 's not a bunch of girys (going 
with a case of beer) it 's women going too ... 1 think there 's people who me aguïnst 
fishing. ZOO, but since maybe more women me involved, it 's not quite as bad they 
don 't view it quite es &ad it 's more accepted..it c m  be a ffamily zhing. .. ' [OOOJlU j 

Members have a@ted to outsider intuence. The research has aiiowed members to 
aniculate the impact that social change has had on their activities, their relations with the 
public, and their ideniily. In ternis of their activities, some things have been changed, 
members have become more cautious, more 'carefil' in their testing techniques, and anticipate 
more changes in the future. As for their relations with the public, the group has closed in 
tems of members' involvement with outsiders and dso in terms of its visibility to outsiders. 
That is, members keep to themselves more and take an 'in-group/out-group' stance whiie they 
keep a very low profile and encourage a level of secrecy. As for the group's zdentity, this is 
more contrived on two levels-both in terms of the stance taken with members of the public 
face to face and in terms of the image offered to the public in a more abstract sense. 

When you walk into afield with a dog that is doing everything correcfly and is well 
traitzed people take notice, people look, so hopefuliy, being mem6ers. ..they wzll 
cany themselves accordingi'y. .. fit very gwdp6lic  relatio~zs. PO2 iOO3] 

0. Chqvter Summary 

The chapter, Relating to the Subcultural Mosaic organized the research hdings into 
three proposed generic social processes. After offering an overview and rationale for the 
application of the generic social processes mode1 raw quotations excerpted fiom interview 
transcripts were used to illustrate the three generic social processes discovered through an 
ongoing analysis of the data. In relating to the subcultural mosaic, members reported 
havhg acknowledged a relationship to outsiders that is higiiry connichial through indirect 
and direct, subtle and dramatic experiences. In addition to ordinary evidence available to a 
wide range of members of the subcuitural mosaic, members of this subculture were confionted 
with the presence of outsiders through protests, face-to-face challenges, and violence. Their 
acknowledgment led to an mai'ysis of outsider per~ectives midactivities that began with an 



identification of the outsider, led to theorizing about the naNe of the meaning and existence 
of outsiders," and cuiminated in a critical consideration of the outsider position (including an 
acknowledgment of the ments of outsider arguments and a presentation of their own 
justifications). Members theorized that much of the opposition from anti-hunting groups' 
animal wefare organizations, and environmentaiists could be linked to the 'dienation fiom 
nature7 that appears to be a condition of urban dwehg,  'gun-shyness' that results fiom the 
association of firearms with violent crime, the 'anthropomorphization of nature' in the juveniie 
educational and entertainment media, and especiaiiy the selectivity, sensationaikation and 'PC 
control' of 'he media of mass communications. Having considered these duences, members 
concurred with outsiders' perspectives (to a point) but quickiy offered justifications of their 
own activities. Indeed, they argued that Nt contrasr to other outdoor-sports people (with 
whom they, too, are in conflict), they carry out 'ethical sporting activity,' 'conservationin 
hunting,' and 'safe fuearms handling.' In response to the infiuence of outsiders, members 
have as a group adapted by changing, chszng, and contrzving. That is, they have changed 
sorne of their activities and techniques, closed themselves o f  ideologicdiy and physically fiom 
outsiders, and contrived a new stance and image in their interactions with mernbers of the 
public. This chapter has thus provided an illustration of a viable new substantive grounded 
theory of subculhiral adaptation. B y identif4lng and organiPng the research findhgs as 
genenc social processes, this theory is designed for trans-situational and cross-contextual 
application. Such an application is presented in the final chapter [Chapter Six: Conclusion] 
which begins with a comparative case study of another group at risk of being labelled 
'deviant,' modem day Pagans. 



Chapter 

C O N C L U S I O N  

A. Outline of the Chqter 

The final chapter begins with a tentative illustration of the trans-situational or 
cross-contextual relevance of the theoretical concepts generated by the study . In the first 
section, Implications: the promise of theoreticai genericism, the generic social processes 
pertaining to Relating to the Subcultural Mosaic are applied to the case of Neopagans. From 
there, a cornplete oveniew of the study is given dong with a critique, followed by a 
consideration of the future of the hunting dog organitation studied, and some concluding 
remarks 

B. Implications: the promise of theoretical 'genericim ' 

It has been argued throughout the thesis that the intention of my research has been to 
generate a 'grounded theory' that is 'generic.' As such, the theory that is derived from this 
shidy is fiamed as a category of genenc social processes pertauiing to Relating to the 
Subcultural Mosaic. In order to provide a test of the appiïcability of this theory to other 
subcultures a brief 'comparative case' illustration is presented below. The case I have 
selected is one that 1 have been studying out of persond interest for the past few years. It is 
generaily referred to as the subculture of Neopagans. 

It should be emphasized that rny analysis of the case of Neopagans is meant only to be 
illustrative. I am using this case to show how my analytical mode1 might be applied to other 
cases. However, my results should not be seen as conclusive or definitive. They are merely 
indicative of how this mode1 may be used. This case study does not pretend to be a true test 
of my ideas, it is meant only to suggest how they may be relevant to the study of other groups, 
and that they are indeed, 'generic.'The data presented are not based on a representative 
sample, but on a sample ofconvenience as this material pre-exïsted the study. Information on 
this group was pursued in another context and derives nom conversations with acquaintances 
involved in this subcuiture. In spite of these limitations, the case of Neopagans provides both 
an interesting and clear demonstration of the utiiity of my set of generic social processes for 
the analysis of the inter-group relations of subculturai groups. 



i - the ropic: Neopagam 

The tem 'pagan,' a pejorative label among Chriçtians since third century Rome, comes 
nom the Latin pagus (countryside). The pagms was the cot.mtry dweller who, being 
'backwards' or 'resisting progress,' was not as readily converted to Chrktianity as the city 
dweller. These 'hicks' kept to their old ways, living on the heaths, hence the pejorative label, 
'heathen' (Adler 1986:9). Pagans inhabited the rural areas of Europe in self-nifnciency and 
celebrated a religion of beliefs and practices that can be traced to the Stone Age. Early 
Paganisrn involved 'Yhe worship of the god of the hunt and the goddess of fertility. One can 
see remnants of it in cave paintings and in the figurines of goddesses that are many thousands 
ofyears old" (Adler 1986:45). In fact, 'the two main festivals of [Paganism] on May Eve and 
November Eve are described as 'pre-agriculturd,' having more to do with the fertility of 
anirnals than of crops" (Adler 1986:48). 

With the widespread establishment of an agricultural economy, ritual practices became 
even more closely linked to observable natural cycles. Phases of the moon, seasonal changes, 
weather patterns, and planting and harvesting routines became matters of great significance 
among early agriculhuists. ïhey recognized their dependency upon nature and upon their 
own practical action for survival. Hence, in their rituals, they expressed reverence toward 
earth elements and sought to influence cosmic forces in a positive way to ensure fenility 
among their crops and livestock. The early Pagans practiced "a religion of the earth," so to 
speak, one that ' l i e d  culture with nature" (Orion 1995:3). D u ~ g  the long process of 
Christianization, common people were able to sustain their Pagan beliefs and practices for a 
considerable length of the ,  especially in nual areas. Eventually, however, "churches were 
built on the sacred sites of the Old Religion. The names of the festivals were changed but the 
[traditional Pagan] dates were kept. The old rites c o n ~ u e d  in folk festivals, [since] for many 
centuries Christian policy was one of slow cooptation" (Adler 1986:45-6). As such, 
Chnstianity was adapted to or aligned with existing practices in order to establish its 
legitimacy among the cornrnon people. 

Pagan peoples practiced ritual magic. They attempted to influence natural forces 
ceremoniaily as they believed that human will could influence events in nature. 

Magic is a convenient word for a whole collection of techniques, all of which involve 
the rnind ... p e ]  might conceive of these techniques as including the mobilization of 
confidence, will, and emotion brought about by the recognition of necessity; the use 
of imaginative faculties, particularly the ability to visuaiize, in order to begin to 



understand how other beings fùnction in nature so we can use this knowledge to 
achieve necessary ends.. . .[Magie employs] a knowledge of how emotion and 
concentration can be directed naturaily to effect changes in consciousness that affect 
. . . behaviour. ..WC [accordhg to one leader of the revival] is 'the Science and Art 
of causing change to occur in conformity with Wd' (Adler l986:8). 

In 1398, the theology faculty at the University of Paris Iuiked magical practice with 
'lieresy" (Orion 1995:46). On the authority of Pope Innocent Vm, two German Inquisitors, 
Kraemer and S prenger, wrote the Malleus Malifcmm (N87-l&W). This book became the 
most influentid source on witch beliefs and practices (Orion 1995:46-7). In it Kraemer and 
Sprenger devised "a theory of a secret society that was in league with the devil to destroy 
Christian society" (Orion 1995:46-7). in his translation of the Malleus. Montague Summers 
(1928) clairned that "heretical witches intended to abolish monarchy, pivate property, 
maniage, inheritance, order, and all religion" (Orion 1995:47). In 1603, James 1 of England, 
who suspected himselfto be the victim of 'black magic," pubiished Daemonologie, a book 
sunilar to the Malleus, that became a textbook for officials on their witchhunts (Orion 
1995:47). In the villages, people began to 'korry about malzfican~m (the harm that witches 
rnight do)" (Orion 1995:47). Church and state officials, however, were more concemed with 
'the act of rebellion that the witch was deemed to have committed in order to have obtained 
her evi1 power-an act of apostasy" (Orion 1995:47). In these times of Pagan persecution, 
'the Church took the god of the Old Religion and-as is the habit with conquerors---turned 
him into the Christian devil" (Adler 1986:45-6). Ultimately, the cornrnon people became 
convinced that their neighbours were uideed "in league with the Devil" and, as such, that the 
demonologists7 version of witchcrafl was correct (Orion 1995:47). The legacy of this 
association of Witchcraft with Devil-Worship by Christians continues to plague modern day 
Pagans. 

Hence, with the enforced Christianization of Europe 'witchcraft' feu into disrepute. As a 
result, many of the sacred groves of the Pagans were cut down, a 'witch craze' that led to the 
annihilation of thousands of suspected 'witches' ensued, and 'witchcraft' went underground. 
But ''srnaIl f a d e s  kept the religion dive and in 195 1, after the Witchcr& Laws in Engiand 
were repealed, it began to surface again" (Adler 1986:45-6). 

The 'classical witch,' as defhed by Isaac Bonewitz (1 977), is 

'a person (usually an older fernale) who is adept in the uses of herbs, roots, barks, 
etc., for the purposes of both heahg and hurting (including rnidwifing, poisoning, 
producing aphrodisiacs, producing hducinogens, etc.) and who is familiar with the 



basic principles of both passive and active magical talents, and can therefore use 
them for good or iii, as she chooses' (Bonewitz (1977) in Adler 1986:68). 

Classical witches are likely to have existed arnong most peoples around the world. 'Tn 
Europe this woman (or man) would be an old peasant, perhaps, 'a font of country wisdom and 
old superstitions as well as a shrewd judge of character"' (Ader 1986:68). With 
Christianization, these powerfid elements of peasant community life were not mereiy 
discredited, but became the convenient scapegoats for the social iiis that imperialism had 
instigated. It was imperative that the cornmon people abandon al1 'illegitirnate' remedies and 
solutions and seek State-authorized 'guidance.' In this connection, "...the penecutors of the 
legendary (fernale) witch ... accused her of possessing and using power that belonged rightly 
only to the Christian God. Her creativity was unauthorized" (Orion 199527). 

For many Neopagans who use it, the term 'witch' is 'de-euphernized among witches,' and 
wom as a "badge of honour" very much in the sense described by Anspach (1994:36 1). 
Indeed, the witch is regarded as a heroine: 

. . .the historical witch is the prototypicaf victim of an advancing civilkation that 
diminishes personal autonomy in favor of reliance on socially endorsed authorities.. . 
[The witch dares] to persist in self-sufficiency where the individual's authority is 
being eroded, even when that self-sufficiency is deemed superstitious by more 
powefil representatives of another world view. In the histoncal witch, today's 
witches see an example of an extinct tradition of authority over one's own life.. . 
(Onon 1995:27) 

The actud ongin of the term 'witchcraft' is a matter of some dispute among academics 
and Neopagans. It is often aated that 'kitchcraft cornes fiom the Old English wicce and 
wicca, referring to fernale and male practitioners, respectively, [and that] these two words 
derive f?om the root 'wity or wisdomyy (Adler 1986: 11). As such "witchcraft" or 
'%viccacraefV3 refers to the '<craft of the wise," which is cî.mderstandable, since the old Witches 
were often the wise people of the village, skilled in healing and the practical arts" (Alder 
1986: 1 1). 

Witchcraft today "is a revival of European pre-Christian religion" (Onon 1995: 1). That is7 
"...the new Witchcraft and Neopaganism represent parts of a continuum of a generaily 
submerged (occult) tradition Within Western culturey' (Orion 1995:6). It is "occult" in the 
sense that it incorporates '%idden or obscure forms of knowledge that are not generdy 
accepted ..." (Adler 1986: 12). 'Tor hundreds of yean, the occult tradition has been a 



repository of beliefs, techniques and ethics relating to the creative process deployed to achieve 
spiritual refinement" (Orion 1995:6). Although it is debatable whether or not the 1950s revival 
of witchcraft (Orion 19952) actualiy emerged among 'hereditary witches,' it is widely 
believed that the Neopagan traditions and rinials are indeed representative of those that were 
submerged for generations, often by act of law. In fact, the matter of whether witches today 
have genetic lineage to European witches is a matter of dispute among some, irrelevance 
among others. As one witch put it: 

'Let's assume that many people Lied about their iineage. Let's further assume that 
there are no covens on the current scene that have any historical basis. The fact 
remains: they do eBst now. And they can claim a qzrilua[ lineage going back 
thousands of years. Al1 of our pre-Judeo-Christian or Moslem ancestors were 
Pagans!' O;eo Martello cited in Adler 1986:89). 

In her 1985 survey, Adler (1 986:443) found that modem Western witches share a number 
of characteristics. They are mostly rniddle-class people who unobtrusiveiy [ive in mainstream 
society as conventional men and women. However, they are often radicdy nonconformist in 
private (Adler 1986:382). It is not easy to idente Neopagans in any given comrnunity. 
Although groups of Neopagans exist in most cities, they are difficdt to find (Melton 
1992:25). 

Becoming involved usudy happens through fkiendships, lectures, books, or articles, but 
most often "these events merely CO& some original, private experience ..." (Adler 
1986: 14). One member reported, '"1 dways knew 1 had a religion, I just never knew it had a 
name"' (in Adler I986:4). Pagans report seeking membership in the pursuit of 'Beauty, 
Vision, Imagination; InteIiectual Satisfaction; Growth; Feminism; Environmentalism; 
Freedom" (Adler 1986:22-3). It is difncult to estimate how many are the Wicca. Some 
estimates have been based on the number of subscribers to Pagan periodicals, however, many 
Wiccans do not subscribe to any. Also, since d covens are autonomous, many are not known 
to others. Furthemore, the tradition of solitary practice remains strong. It is therefore alrnost 
impossible to compile accurate statistics (Adler 1986: 107). 

There are a number of diffierences among the various magicai groups in North Arnerica. 
Kowever, members generally acknowledge that 'khether they c d  themselves ritual 
magicians, witches, pagans, druids, or even voodooist~ [they] are part of the same 
movement" (Melton 1992: 5).  The Neopagan subculture is ce r tdy  diverse. There is a very 
wide variety of traditions practiced by a large number of groups as well as a branch of 
'eclectic' practice especialiy among the 'solitaries.' Moreover, the Neopagan subculture has 



aiso been appropriated by various 'trendy' members of social movements (e.g. 
environmentalism, native spiritualisrn, feminism). The implications ofthis ideological 
appropriation for local groups are dealt with below. 

Although 'Viere is far more diversity than con for mi^, ... within rampant diversity some 
consensus on matters of worship, beiief, and lifestyle runs as a thread holding the movement 
togethef' (Melton 1992:22). As a group, Neopagans see religion as meaning 'Io r e W  and 
'Y0 comect." The "linkage7' or ccconnectiony' is between humanity and the universe. Hence, 
they beiieve that any philosophy that estabiishes this unity is a legitirnate "path" or "religion" 
(refer to Adler 1986: 12). There are two main Wiccan deities: '?the Go4 lord of animals, lord 
of death and beyond, and the Goddess, the Triple Goddess in her three aspects: Maiden, 
Mother, and Crone. Each aspect is symbolized by a phase of the moon-the waxing crescent, 
the fùll moon, and the waning crescent7' (Adler 1986: 1 12). This belief is not universal, 
however, and some groups focus their attentions on a wide variety of lesser deities, especially 
those of Greek mythology. Others, in contrast, may not recognize any deities, but 
acknowledge and revere the various 'spirituai forces' of cosmic elements to which they do 
not attach personal names or qualities (Le., unlike many other Pagans who refer to the Moon 
as '?)im" or "the Goddess7' for example). 

'Most Neopagans believe in the basic hermetic principle, 'As above, so below' ... which 
impiies the interconnection of aii things" including an interconnection or relationship of 
mutual influence between the ccmacrocosm'' and the "rnicrocosm7~ (Melton l992:U). Wiccans 
believe that as much as human beings are dependent upon their harmonious interactions with 
nature, naturd forces are aEected by human agency (Orion 1995:3). A belief in reincarnation 
is very widespread among Neopagans, and many believe in what they refer to as "the 
'threefold law7: that whatever you do retums to you threefold. m e ]  some witches don7t 
believe in the threefold law, ... most believe that you get back what you give out" (Adler 
1986: 1 12). 

The 'Wiccan Rede, 'That you harm none, do what you wW"' (Melton 1992:24) govems 
theu individual-level social interactions. ' Wit ches and Pagans are admonished to concent rate 
on getting their lives in order and not to interfere with others in accompiishing the same ..." 
(Melton 1992:24). The magical life also involves secrecy. 'Witches and magicians carry with 
them the memory of the 'burning times,' and although few fear a tortured death, they do fear 
loss of job or home and trouble with famiy and acquaintances fiom the revelation that they 
are Pagan" (Melton l99Z:Z). 



Three core Pagan beliefs have been identified by Adler (1986). Pagans tend to believe in 
animism, pantheism, and pol ytheism: 

"Animism is used to irnply a reality in which ali things are irnbued with vitaiity," or aii 

elements of the universe are imbued with spirit or "We force" (Adler 1986:Z). 
Neopagans feei a kind of living presence or spintual power in nature (Adler 1986:4). 

To r  many Pagans, pantheism implies much the same things as animism. It is a view 
that divbity is inseparable fiom nature and that divinity is immanent in nature" (Adler 
l986:25). 

Polyiheis~s argue that there are many varieties of divinity and many versions of reality 
(Adler 1986:25). 

While there is a tradition among them of obscurity as well as non-interference, not aii 

witches practice as isolates. Pagans often form srnall groups. 'Witches f o n  covens. 
Neopagans fom groves, nests, and circles. Ritual magicians typicdy form lodges and 
temples.. ." (Melton 1992:23-4). A coven is a group of (usuaily thirteen) witches who 
'konvene for religious or rnagical or psychic purposes. Not a i i  Witches form covens7' (Adler 
1986: 108)' in fact, ''c1assical witches" are solitary. Covens often meet '%i-weekly on the new 
and full moon (esbats)" (Melton 1992:23-24) and "on the 'sabbats,' the eight great festivals 
of European Paganism, the Quarter days and the Cross Quarter days. The lesser four are 
solstices and the equinoxes" (Adler 1986: 1 10-1 1 1). Esbats are generaily %orking meetings" 
that can be scheduled according to a particular phase of the moon or on a more situational 
basis. 

[The] festival (sabbat) occasions are: Somhan (October 3 1); Yule wnter Solstice] 
(Decernber 2 1); Oimelc/CmdZemus (February 2); Spring [Vernal] Equinox (March 
2 1); Beltane (April30); Summer Sol 'ce  (June 2 1); Lmnmas (August 1); Fall 
Equinox [or Michaelmas] (September 21). These festivals follow the agricultural 
cycle of spring rebirth, summer growth, [fd] harvest, and wuiter death. The Pagan 
year begins at Hallmve 'en or Smhazn, which is celebrated as a time of exmination 
of the past and resolution for the h r e  (Melton 1992123-24). 

The seasonal festivals intend to renew and reinforce "a sense of living communion'' with 
nature and an aminement to ccnahiraI cycles" as reflected in the changes of seasons (Adler 
1986: 1 1 1). 



The meetings are held for the purpose of engaging in ritual activity. Magicai operations 
begh with the creation ofccsacred space" and 

ritualiy puriijing it with the ancient elements: fie7 water, earth, and air. The circle is 
cast with a rituai sword, wand, or athmne (a smaiI, usually black-handIed and 
double-bladed dagger that is used by almoa all covens, whatever their tradition). 
DEerent covens have different symbologies, but often the sword represents fie, the 
wand (or incense burner) air, the cup water, and the pentacle-a round, inscribed 
disk of wax or metal-earth (Adler 1986: 109). 

A "magical spacey7 must be "cast" or constructed in which to 'brork" (Adler 1986: 109). "The 
circle drawn on the floor ... becomes the microcosm of the macrocosm ... The sacred space is 
both a meeting ground between the mundane world and the world of the gods, and a place of 
protection from the forces dealt with in magical O perations.. ." (Melton 1 992: 23 ). 

Magical practice incorporates invocation and evocation: "Invocation is the process by 
which the magician . . . cails from the cosmos a particular force.. . ." (Melton l992:B). One 
method of doing this is referred to as 'Tlrawing Down the Moon." This ritual aspect involves 
drawing lunar forces into the pnest or priestess who then takes on the persona of the goddess 
and emits a message to the coven. "In c o n t r a  evocation calls forces nom within ... the forces 
are personified as spirits and directed to the task at hand" (Melton 1992:23). In this case, the 
inner powers of the priest or priestess are heightened and hamesseci for rituai use. "These 
forces [cosrnic and personal] are to be tamed and used either for the development of the 
magician or for a specific mundane magical task" (Melton I992:23). Magical practice is 
ultimately a ritual celebration of communion with the forces of nature. 

To summarize, the subculture of Neopagans originates in the magico-reiigious practices of 
ancient pre-Christian peoples. ïheir practices intended to celebrate the unity of humanit- and 
nature and to influence spirihial forces for the benefit of the local community. Foiiowing the 
edorced Christianiziition of Europe and an era of violent persecution, the religion was forced 
underground until such tirne as witchcraft laws were repeaied (c. 1950). Especially shce the 
Iate 1970s and early 1980s, the magicai community has established a presence for itselfin 
middle-class North Arnenca. Although the broader subculture has been enjoying a revival in 
recent decades, the legacy of stereotypes generated during the 'buming timesy remains with its 
members who often fear harassment, prejudice, and discrimination in their local cornrnunities. 



ii - the problem: inter-grmp relations of IocuZ Neopagam 

Local (covert) groups of Neopagans and hunting dog enthusiasts are 'similady situated' 
social entities. They share the status of behg at risk of being labeiied 'deviant.' Members of 
the fratenùty of hunting dog enthusiasts sense that they are wearing out their wekome within 
a subdtural rnosaic heavily iduenced by '?the antis." While hunters are generaily divideci 
with regard to the need for secrecy, many have corne to acknowledge an emerging need for 
'discretion.' The image of the typical hunter is used to discredit and malign di hunters in 
politicai maneuvers engineered by infiuential moral entrepreneurs. Such stereotypes threaten 
the credibility of the ethical hunters and perpetuate a fear ofirresponsible fieamis handikg, 
senseless slaughter, and disrespect for private property and trespass among the generai public. 
Moreover, the generaiized social disapprovai of hunting has provided a justification for the 
occasional mord entrepreneur to terrorize or interfere with the activities of hunters. Such 
experiences are common to hunting dog enthusiasts and Neopagans as they may be seen as 
'deviant' by their association with (unethical) t y p i d  hunters and Satanists, respectively. 

Today, Ritual Magic, and Witchcraft more generdy, meet with such social disapproval in 
North America. '7Iictionaries define witches as (prirnarily) women who are either seductive 
and charming (bewitching) or ugly and evil (wicked)" (Alder 1986: 10). W~tchcrat is "power 
exercised by beauty or eloquence or the like" (Pocket Oxford Dictionary, 1974). The latest 
version of the Chambers Dictionq adds that the witch is ':..a woman, supposed to have 
supernaturai or magicai power and knowledge esp through compact with the devil or a minor 
evil spirit; ... a dangerously or irresistibly fascinating woman.. ." (Chambers Dictionary, 
1994:2005). The words 'kitch" and 'bitchcraft" unleash a chah of negative associations that 
are ofken disturbing, if not fear inspiring (Alder 1 986: 1 O). This is because "much . . . [Secular 
and] Christian literature repeats the myths of the witchhunten who in medieval times 
identised witchcraft with Satanism.. ." (Melton l992:26). Hence, fear and misunderstanding 
continue to plague the inter-group relations of Pagans and Christians. 

The encounter between Pagans and Chnstians fïUs a significant part of the Pagan life, 
both because of the single fact that the Western world is stiU nominally Christian and 
because of the memory of the witchhunting of past generations. Some Christians, 
mostly conservative Evangelicals, help keep aiive this negative encounter by a 
conthued attack upon witchcrafl and occultism in books and tracts.. ..[Neopagans 
often] ... complain bitterly of the slander that much Christian Iiterature continues to 
direct against them (Melton 1 992: 25). 



The Anti-Pagan Christian front is seen by Pagans as a kind of 'powder keg,' always 
threatening to ignite. ''The Christian attack perpetuates a certain level of paranoia withui the 
community. Many Pagans are genuinely &aid that the Christians will do more than just write 
against them and have widely circulateci accounts of Wlccans who have [ken persecuted] 
because of their religion" (Melton lW2:Z). There are rnany stones of Christian harassrnent 
and interference circulating in the Pagan community. Adler reports that one witch 

... lost custody of her children in a divorce proceeding after her husband said she was 
practicing witchcraft ... Local teenagers tried to set fire to [the home of a pagan 
couple ... d e r  [one of them] appeared on the 'Tomorrow Show' to tak about the 
Cr& ... Among other incidents is the probable murder of a man by his 'caring' relative 
who wanted to make sure his sou1 wouid be saved, and the case of Robert Williams, 
a psychologist who, after he mentioned the Cr& in an i n t e ~ e w  in a local 
newspaper, was fired h m  his job at a Kansas reformatory and shortly after 
committed suicide (Adler 1986: 13 1). 

Adler States however that 'hiost persecution is not this blatant. It takes the more subtle 
fonn of the images of Wltches portrayed in television shows and in films like R o s e m q  's 
Baby and The Exorcisf' (Adler 1986: 13 1). Indeed, it is important to note once more that it is 
with Satanism that members of the general public generdy take issue, not with Paganism, per 
se. Generaiiy, however, the public is unaware that there is a diierence between the two. 
Images of 'Satan-worshipping witches' in the popular cuiture closely rnirror the images of 
witches found in the 'anti-witch' propaganda of Christian Inquisitors. 

Consequently, although some Witches and Neopagans enjoy being secretive, others feel it 
is "a hard necessity" (Adler 1 986: 4 1 1). '%cause of negative public attitudes towards 
Witches and their fears that the 'buming times' may retum, the modem Cr& movement is 
mainly underground" (Scott 1980: 100). There appear to be two schools of thought with 
regard to persecution among Neopagans. These may be expressed as follows: '''If we're 
respectable and quiet, we won't get persecuted-oniy flashy trouble makers do,' and 'It's 
tirne we stood up and fought for our religious nghts'" (in Adler 1986: 133). It is often the 
case, however, that the public is generaiiy unaware of the reality of a Wiccan presence. '" 1 go 
my way, they go theirs7"' (in Adler 1986: 133) is a common expression of this situation. 
Another Pagan gives her cornrades a much less optimistic view with regard to relating to 
outsiders: 



'My advice to Aquarians who are persecuted is: Keep your eyes open, your mouth 
shut, and your shotgun behind the door, and hope you never need to use it. Don't 
tell your neighbours you're a Pagan unless they are Aquarians. Don't tell people at 
work. Use a nomde-guerre, or several of them. If they don? know where you iive, 
they can't bum your house dom'  (in Adler 1986: 133). 

S o l i t v  practitioners as well as organized groups of Neopagans ex& in communities as 
different as Toronto and Goulais River, iktoria and Sudbury, ali over Canada. They tend to 
establish, however, a relatively invisible, ofien transient presence. Although Wiccan book and 
suppiy shops exia in various cities, they are often subject to sudden closure (due to shifts in 
levels of community tolerance) and are not (publicly) the sites of highly visible ritual activity. 
These groups, in spite of ciifferences in tradition and location nonetheless share a number of 
commonalties. These include not merely fundamentai values and some similar (ifnot 
identical) practices, but also the experience of belonging to a (local) subculhire at risk of being 
Iabelied 'deviant . ' 

As such, locai Neopagan groups provide a dramatic illustration of inter-group relations 
within the subcultural mosaic. Consequently, 1 have decided to apply my category of generic 
social processes (and sub-processes) pertaining to Relating to the Subcultural Mosaic to them 
in order to demonstrate the potentiai for tram-situationai or cross-contextual relevance of my 
theoretical formulations. 

N i  - anaiysis: relating to the subcuIfz~ral rnosaic 

a - acknuwledgil>g a relationship to outsiders 

Since subcultural groups are not enacted, accomplished, or sustained in a social vacuum, 
at some point in time, either coliectively or individually, members are faced with outsiders. 
This may happen simply by v h e  ofgroup formation or by the act of becoming a member 
wherein the group is identined as a distinct entity. By definition, ail othen become outsiders. 
Outsiders are not without influence, however. Since few ifany subcultural groups c m  exist as 
perfectly self-sufficient and impervious cocoons there is always some level of interaction (or 
interference) between insiders and outsiders. No matter how casual, this interaction is 

potentidy influentiai, especidiy where the participants hyp~theticaily~ ha-jokingly, or 
deliberately iden* the subculture or its members as distinctive and mordy evuhate it . 
Indeed, there are instances in which the nature of the inter-group relationship is veIy 
drarnatically revealed by inadvertent or deltberate action on the part of either the insider or the 
outsider. It is at this point that an acknowledgment of having a relationship to outsiders 



crystailizes. And so begins the conscious 'career' of the subcultural group as an interacting 
participant in the subcultural mosaic. It is a career that commences with acknwiedgment of a 
relutionship to outîiders, proceeds with anaiysis of outsider perspectives and activities, and 
culminates in some sort of aa@tation to outsi(urr influence. Furthemore, this is an ongoing 
and emergent 'career path,' for as members adapt, the adaptation may alter the nature of the 
relationship, lead to a re-analysis, and to yet another kind of (or more of the same kind of) 
adaptation. 

It is generdy believed that there is at least some risk of 'fnction7 with outsiders that may 
result fiom a Neopagan's disclosure of his or her religion. The relationship that Neopagans 
have with the outside is usudy described as being potentiaiiy conflictuai, or at best, extremeiy 
kagde. It is sornething to be aware of and where possible, carefiully h d e d  The participants 
'got off on the wrong foot7 many generations ago and the grudge (perpetuated in Christian 
mythology and by the popular culture) persists on both sides. 

North Amencan Neopagans, in spite of the Canadian Chmrer of Righrs and Freedoms and 
the United States of America7s Constitution, have been subject to discrimination, harassment, 
and violence due to the nature of theü religious beliefs. 

We came iizto the city one tzme to afnend's harse-wming and the ediror of the 
[Local Newspaper] pluced a cross on the front Zawn m ~ d  video-tqed us. We 
actuaily had to cal2 the police because he was hmassing us. A d  we were not being 
'in your face. ' we were being very quiet, but he noticed someone in a robe. arrd l 
think he m m  have knawn that in the neighbmrhoaù there were friends [of ours] 
who were ittclined that way, and so he had binoculùrs mld the whole bit. But we 
never encmfntered that here [in the counZ?y]. [O02 1031 

The Ravenwood coven in the United States earned notoriety upon 'going public' with the 
craft, in 1982. This 'open' coven was studied in depth by Scarboro et. ai. (1994). Upon their 
establishment of a public presence, the Ravenwood coven in Atlanta experienced the arrest of 
two of its leading members, picketing at one of its conventions, threatening and abusive phone 
calls, rock throwers and fire starters, vandaiisrn, pranks7 official acts of harassment (such as 
unannounced f ie  and safety inspections by local authorities), and the ongoing stress of being 
open to constant public criticism (Scarboro et. al. 1994:20-27). As such, the inter-group 
relations of the coven with elements of the local cornmunity were dehed by them as highiy 
conflictual. 



Thus, in addition to knowfedge of 'ancestral' persecution that they may have derived from 
either popuiar culture, historical study, or perusd of the opening pages of many 'introductory' 
Wiccan texts, rnany local pagans have first-hand experience of hostile actions or attitudes 
toward them by other members of the s u b c u l ~ a l  mosaic. As such, they are very quick to 
acknowledge their relationship to outsiders: Their 'inter-group subcuitural status' due to their 
association with the occdt is indeed that of the group at risk of being labeiled 'deviant' shodd 
they be diswvered. 

Sidarly, for a group of hunting dog enthusiasts awareness of their developing confiictuai 
relationship with other members of the subcu f~a l  mosaic resulted fiom both indirect and 
direct, subtle and dramatic expenences. Members of the group studied witnessed protests, 
experienced harassment, and were subject to direct interference with their activities. Such 
events quickly accumuiated to provideci them with evidence that they were at risk of achieving 
'deviant' status. 

b - analyzing outsider perspectives and activities 

Acknowledging a relationship to outsiders instigates 'sense-making activities' that include 
efforts to identiQ and class* outsiders, to understand the position of the outsider, and to 
articulate the insider perspective in relation to that of the outsider. The implications to the 
insider group of their relationship to outsiders emerge in articulating to themselves (and 
others) sidarities and differences between insiders and outsiders in their features and 
viewpoints. Motives and future plans of the other are speculated upon, the origins of the 
other's position are anaiyzed, and the relative position of the insider group is constructed. 
Especiaily in the case of a deviant group, analysis of the other is imperative for strategic 
planning. Where the goal is self-preservation, knowledge is power. Such 'reflectivity' or 
ability to take the other into account in the broadest sense is a major asset of those at risk of 
being IabeIIed 'deviant.' 

'Deviant' labels are both descriptive, and prescriptive. Not oniy do they tell people what 
others are, but how they should be dealt with (refer to Eilis 1987). Members become aware 
of the implications of their immanent 'deviant' status by analyzing their relationship to 
outsiders. 

I ahuays felt thut ifyou 're going io do the &ce, y m  rnzght as well get irsed io the 
beat of the rntrsic because y m  c m  'I have it both ways, you c m  't be Wiccun mtd 
expect people not to react to thaf.. . [O021 021 



Local groups of Neopagans mua determine for themselves the implications of a 'deviant' 
label for their s u ~ v a l  in their respective communities. Indeed, new members rnay have to 
weigh the risks and benefits associated with wishing to practice coilectively against those 
associated with solitary practice. Both the novice and the veteran are able to idente local 
manifestations of traditional enemies (e.g. hdarnentalist Christians) as weli as other possible 
objectors. At some point they take the role of the other as they seek to determine their place 
with respect to their other subcultural affiliations, such as occupational, ethnic, and local 
community subcultures. 

Part of locating themselves ideologically £kom the perspective of their critics involves 
articulating their position in such a manner as to differentiate and symbolically 'remove' 
themselves. For Neopagans, this almost invariably involves arguing that the charges against 
them (of Satanism) are unfounded and that they present no threat to their host communities. 
Members recognize that it is clearly the popular cultural association of Wicca with the Satanic 
occult that accounts for public opposition to their activities and existence. They, too, concede 
that magical practices that intend to effect harm are 'immoral.' By educating outsiders about 
their beliefs and revealing to them the Wlccan Rede they seek to ju- their activities and 
protect themselves fiom charges of malevolence. In doing this they poise themselves to 
orchestrate collective action to prevent the 'deviant' label fiom being attached to them for 
good. 

The stereotype of the Witch as Satanist or maker of 'black rnagic' is well known to 
W~ccans and is responsible for much of the opposition that they endure. It is indeed ironic that 
members actually "shun black magic because they believe these negative forces are 
dangerous ... and black magic violates Craft law, which provides that magic should never be 
used for harm" (Scott 1980: 107). In response to discrimination, harassment, and threats of 
violence, the Ravenwood witches took pains to deny their involvement with Satanism and to 
emphasize those elements of the Craft that may be associated with inoffensive and benevolent 
activities more familia. to the host society, such as its 'therapeutic' or 'counselling' aspects, 
its 'legitimacy as a religion,' and its 'tolerance' of other religions (Scarboro et. al 1994:24) 

To Witches, Satan, like Christ, is a Christian deity, a part of Christian mythology that 
explains evil in a way unsatisfactory to Witches since it allows individuals to deny 
responsibility for their own actions. Using magic for personal gain, without 
considering the et hical implications, is equaliy unsatisfact ory since Witches M y  
believe in the d e  of Three. Because anything that one sends out in the way of 
energy, positive or negative, rehinis to one threefold, W~tches are carefiil to avoid 



negative energy work. In other words, W~ccans do not hex people, since doing so 
would only throw a bigger hex back on the Witch who cast the speU. (Scarboro et. 
aI. 1994:61) 

... we have put children back with their parents; we have heiped the termindy ili 
corne to recognize death without fear of heme and damnation; we have helped 
young people hooked on drugs; we have counseIied young people who cannot 
commuaicate with their parents ... we are Pying to elirninate the stigma or fear of the 
old religions and we're here to fight as much as anyone for religious 
&doms ... Psychic readings, the Tarot, are a part of the Cr&-they go with the 
temtory. It's not fortune-tehg; it's sort of counseling. [Lady Sintana in Scarboro 
et. ai. 1994:22,24] 

We'd fought some battles and it was important to be recognized-in effect, force the 
government to Say, 'This is a religion' ... We made the conscious decision to bring 
about these fights. It seemed people thought we were a bunch of crazy folk doing 
Satanic things. We would not get fuli protection of the law without being recognized. 
bord Mikael in Scarboro et. al. 1994:29]. 

Similarly, hunting dog enthusiasts avoid associating themselves with other hunting clubs or 
organizations that they feel may 'do nothing for their image.' Also, they easily identfi special 
interest groups that cause them grief, such as stronger gun-laws lobbyists, animal weffbre 
activists, and ad-hunting groups. Moreover, they have analyzed their situation and evaluat ed 
their ideologicai and political position in relation to that of their cntics. They have determined 
what it is that outsiders find most objectionable about their activities and have articulated 
justifications for their activities insofar as it has been possible. For example, although they feel 
that they cannot defend bloodsport, they argue that in their interactions with nature they are 
conservationist or 'green,' ethicai, and responsible with their firearms, unlike the typicai 
hunter who they condemn with as much vehemence as do ''the antis." Hence, they seek to 
dserentiate and 'remove' themselves f?om the rank and file of hunters. 

c - odclpting 10 outsider influence 

Groups expeneucing outsider influence rnay adapt by implementing such measures as 
'mahg  adjustments,' 'establishing boundaries,' and 'doing public image work' on an 
empincal level (depending on the nature of their particdar situation). However, groups at nsk 
of being IabeUed 'deviant' are highly Liely to  change, to close, and I or to contnve a more 
acceptable public image in response to outsider influence. Since both groups studied here 



q u w  as groups at risk of being IabeiIed 'deviant' and suice this status is a comrnon or 
genenc condition of al1 undiscovered deviant groups, 1 am tentatively pro posing the inclusion 
of three genenc sub-processes of the genenc social process adapting to outsider influence in a 
deliberate effort to describe and explain the actions of such groups. Chgïrzg, closing. and 
conhiving are concepts that emerged fiom an analysis of the data derived directly fiom this 
study. As such, these concepts both 'fit' and have been phrased to 'work' in order to sensitize 
researchers to the adaptations that rnay be made by undiscovered deviant groups. While 
adjusting to outsider influence more generaiiy is a process applicable to ail kinds of groups, 
deviant and conventional, this study presents an oppomuiity to take account of (acknowledge) 
and analyze the adaptive strategies of a recognized category of subculturd group that should 
not be ignored. Although 1 hesitate to generate sub-processes for fear of falling into the 
over-classincation trap, the ubiquity of this category of subcultural group justifies such an 
inclusion. 

Upon analysis of the position of outsiders, group members are able to take 'new facts' hto 
account in formulating a response. A d a p ~ g  rnay occur to a greater or iesser extent, 
depending upon the group's level of visibility and opportunities to manipulate their level of 
visibility. That is, once members determine for themselves the implications of the actuai and 
potential activities toward them of outsiders, they adapt in a marner that is consistent with 
their discoveries and to the extent that it is necessary given their level of visibility and or 
vulnerability. A group that is already vulnerable rnay choose to reduce its level of 
vulnerability by reducing its level of visibility. Conversely, a group unable to reduce its level 
of visibility rnay remain or become increasingly Milnerable and rnay choose to adapt by 
engaghg in such extremes of behaviour as 'war-waging' or 'disbanding.' Similady the group 
with the luxury of being already relatively invisible rnay be able to delay taking direct action, 
or select adaptive actions that increase its relative invisibility, and as such Wtually eliminate- 
or at least tempo rarily avoid-direct participation in inter-group relations. In any case, some 
amount of Wuence is indeed expenenced. 

Among subcultural groups at nsk of being labelled 'deviant,' making adjustments as a 
result of inter-group relations would nonndy amount to making some sort of 'change.' The 
nature of a m a l  change or accommodation depends on a combination of the group's level of 
visibility to outsiders / Milnerability or dependency and decisiow that members make 
regarding their choice of direction in tems of openness and public involvement. Change rnay 
be more or less sincere it rnay involve any kind of adjustment imaginable. Whatever the 



ultimate action, a conscious decision with regard to possible adjustments (change) is certaidy 
made in t a h g  account of outsider influence. 

In terms of both enactment and ongohg operation, undiscovered deviant groups must 
'adapt' in some manner to their local circumstances in light of the prevailing 'definition of the 
situation7 provided by more influentid outsiders. It may be speculated that, since histoncaiiy 
the broader subcuiture of Pagans was able to go underground, actual changes in activity 
required by outsider influence may not have been made. It is equaiiy possible, however, that 
there were changes made to their practices during or soon after their historical persecution. 
That is, perhaps more 'objectionable' practices had been elllninated during times of overt 
conflict in an effort to offer some sort of concession, that is, to appease the sensibilities of 
those who might otherwise tolerate them. 

It has been argued among folklorists that the "Fm Trads Family Traditions]," that is, 
those Wccans who c lah  direct genetic lïneage fiom European witches, managed to stay dive 
prior to the reped of witchcraft laws by 'changing religions' according to local religious trend 
while continuhg to practice the craft. These are 

'"classical witches" who changed with the times.. . . In order to gay unpersecuted, 
they had to use a lot of protective coloration. When Rosicrucian tenninology was in, 
they would train their kids with that tenninology. When Theosophy was in, they 
were Theosophists. When Spintualism was in, they were spirïtualists ...' (Bonewitz 
in Adler 1986:71-2) 

A modem witch described her grandrnother as follows: 

'1 doubt she would have described herseras a Pagan. She was raised Presbyterian 
and she remaineci a devout Christian, but her Christianity was of the peasant variety; 
it was centered on the Vigin Mary. She got her power fiom the Tuatha De Danaan. 
Most people called them the Gentry or the Sidhe or the Shhing Ones. And there are 
many stories about the fairies that are associated with her.' (Sharon Devlin in Adler 
1986: 137) 

Indeed, in many families, Pagan traditions were celebrated alongsirle Christian ones where 
local tolerance permitted. For example, most Itaiian families today celebrate Christmas, but 
many of their children look foward to the days prior to the holiday (usuaiiy startirtg on the 
21 st of December-Neopagan 'Yuie"/winter solstice) during which thne la Befana, a szrega 
(witch) leaves them @S. Change as an adaptation can vary widely in degree and is very much 



subject to reai or perceived necessity. Moreover, changes may be highly superficial, which 
clearly demonstrates that these are deliberate efforts at outsider accommodation. 

Certain changes to their practices may have been made among Pagans merely as a result of 
more 'blanket' changes in sensibiiities. I wonder how many Pagans today would relish the 
thought of effecting 'Yoreknowledge and sound memoiy. ..[by tearing] out the heart of a 
hoopoe bird.. ., pierc[ing] it with a reed, grind[ing] it with honey while the moon rose, and 
drink[ing] the concoction during seven recitations of the fonnulae stating [their] desire" 
(Onon 1995:83)! Hence, to some extent, there are probably a number of ritual practices that 
rnay have changed less as a result of antagonistic outsider iduences upon the subcuiture, per 
se, than as a result of more generalized cultural changes (e.g. changes in cultural definitions of 
the 'cruel,' or 'repulsive'). 

Nevertheless, there are indeed practical changes in activities that rnay be made by a gven 
coven to accommodate the host community on a local level. For one local group of 
W~ccans, change is very much situational. h certain situations they may choose to mode  
their activities in response to the presence of outsiders: 

Sometimes we 'II make a change. but not ahuays. [Depending on where we are/. 
instead of having circle in the front yard. we'll have circle in the back yard and try 
> z u t  to be 'iil yow face ' as much .. [00210i/ 

In the magical community of Ravenwood witches, members consciously took a very 
dEerent direction with regard to change. This decision was determined in part by the earlier 
decision to go public with their religion. In this case the changes made to their activities 
represented a radical break fiom Wiccan tradition-going out of their way to encourage and 
ataact (although not proselytize) members of the community with various 'outreach 
strategies.' However, at the local Ievel, internai practices remained the same. The adaptation 
to outsider influence in this case was the continuance of their activities with the incorporation 
of increased openness and the implementation of activities explicitly geared to establishg 
positive public relations. Hence the form of social interaction Iabelled 'change' manifest itseif 
as a conscious or deliberate continuance of activity and increased community involvement. 

Changing as a variation on making adjustments in response to outsider infiuence is a 
strategy common to groups at risk of being labeiied 'deviant.' Changes made to actual 
practices occur among hunthg dog enthusiasts as weU as local groups ofNeopagans. The 
direction to be taken as wel as the perceived need for change appears to be a fiinction of a 
group's degree of relative visibility and or vulnerabiiity. Among hunting dog enthusiasts, 



changes were not extensive as they are a relatively invisible group. They dici, however, 
accommodate broader social changes in that they ceased to engage in activities that couid 
offend the sensibilities of some members (such as the pigeon shoot). The more si@cant 
changes effected among al1 of these groups at risk of being labelled 'deviant' are those made 
in order to establish boundaries, 

While the more vulnerable group at risk of being labefled 'deviant' is most Wtely to close, 
closure as a type of behaviour on a continuum of establishing boundaries may be manifest as 
'less closure7/ 'increasing openness' among groups that are less d e r a b l e  or more w i h g  to 
defend themselves with direct action. Indeed, closing is always relative to the current state of 
a group's 'openness.' While one Neopagan group may be aiready fairly closed, another rnay 
be quite open. Thus, as 'content, closing as an adaptive sub-process is highly variable from 
group to group while the 'fom' of establishing boundaries is more genenc. That is, while dl 
groups involved in inter-group relations may respond to outsider influence by establishing 
boundaries, closing (more or less) is more likely to be considered to be an option among 
groups at risk of being labeiIed 'deviant. ' 

In addition to making adjustments, such as changing, Pagans and Neopagans respond to 
hostile inter-group relations by establishing boundaries, usuaiiy closing. 'For major episodes in 
Western history, the resources of the occult tradition have been suppressed and hidden7' 
(Orion 199528). It is apparent that closing was an actual response to outsider inauence in 
tirnes of persecution. As for closing being a response to persecution in modern times, 1 would 
certainiy suspect that since the 1950s revival the degree of opemess fluctuates signincantly 
with social trends and the nature of different host communities (as it has with the hunting dog 
organization). That is, it is likely that these nonnally very closed groups (as they have been 
for centuries) may be more public in more tolerant times, but close again very abruptly as 
conservative forces threaten to expose and destroy them and thei. members. 

. . .I cal/ myself Wiccan. I don 't have a probiem saying I 'RI a witch with like-minded 
people, bat I 'm not going to go broadcasting that thrmgh [the areaj-because that 
would be stupid! It 's hard to exphin ... l don 't reaiïy think I cme that much about 
whot people think of me, but I [ive in a commun@ and my chilben have Iived here 
and my husbad and 1 have a grcazdaaugghrer, I jusî don 't think there 's any r e m  
for me to be burned at the stake! I just don 't think that S necessary for me to 
practice what I believe. .. [O02 1 O-l] 



. ..I try to be.. . very lm key and 1 practice my beliefs in rny own space ... 1 ~TY not to be 
'in ymr face ' 100 mch. as it may possibiy cause some problems with 
neighbours.. . we fry to be discreet. (002102 J 

For many Wiccans, secrecy is a burden, for others, it is a delight. Closure provides for 
oppominities for 'psychic bonding' in modem tirnes, such that Cr& members are 'in,' whiie 
others are 'out.' Through this binding, each individual gains a sense of ..beIon&g [and this] 
strengthens the power ofthe rinial by increasing the group's sense of itself' (Scott 1980: 124). 

As such, the 'in-group/out-group' sensibility encourages the secrecy that has been the 
movement's protection. While most recognize that there are many situations in which they 
must manage information for the sake of protecting themselves, there are others who see it 
additiondy as a duty or condition of membership in special society. "[Secrecy] creates a 
certain elite sense in movement participants who believe they are privy to the secret wisdom 
kept fiom the masses of the secular world" (Melton 199225). As such, secrecy may be seen 
as not merely an individual's or local groups' s u ~ v a l  strategy in hostile situations, but as a 
method of 'cultural survival' that enables the tradition to be passed fiom generation to 
generation (relatively) uncontaminated. Secrecy is also a natural screenhg device that 
(idedy) prevents individuals with 'malevolent spWs' from abusing the formidable powers of 
the Wicca. 

For the Ravenwood coven, the decision to maintain a public presence was heavily context 
bound. In Atlanta, the coven got away with being radical in a radical side of t o m .  The 
Boutique of the Unusual opened in Little Five Points, a c%ohemian area," "Atlanta's 
counterculturai centre'' (Scarboro et. al. 1994: 19). And here, the coven engaged in 
c'outreach" publicly offering introductory classes in Wicca (Scarboro et. ai. 1994: 19). 
However, when the coven moved to a rural setting in Alabama, 

..the Witches were carefûl to conceal their presence from their rural neighbors; they 
presented themselves simply as some Atlanta people who wanted a retreat, a country 
place. During rituais, the Witches wore Street clothes under their robes and kept 
picnic harnpers handy. In the unlikely event any unexpected visitors should find their 
way ont0 the property, the Witches could doff their robes and don the roles of a 
group of people on an outing. The pavilion had been built 'to look like a picnic 
pavilion-we had to be ready to look normal in an instant,' ... [Scarboro et. al. 
1 994: 3 81 



In the past several years, some witches have becorne politid activias. This has happened 
mainly in situations where some local piece of legislation has been found to be discriminatory 
toward witches. In such cases, and provided that witches have had the ability to mobilize and 
the courage to subject themselves as individuals to ali marner of possible negarive 
repercussions, they have gone public in the name of securing their right to freedom of religion. 
As the founder of the Ravenwood coven explained in a 1976 interview, 'We went public here 
in Atlanta-..to correct the blasphemies done to witches through the ages" (Lady Sintana in 
Scarboro et. al. 1994: 19) 

Also, when Anti-Satanists have targeted Wtccans, t here have been statements given 
publicly by the more politicdy active witches (such as Starhawk) denying that they are 
Satanists. The recent trend toward 'publicity' is somewhat misleading, however, as it is 
associated closely with other factors. OAen it is the more 'trendy' groups or those ernbroiled 
in ongoing conflicts that are actually the more public ones. Generally the more traditional the 
group the less fiely it will expose itselfto the outside, simply by definition. E s  qualification 
is dealt with in more detd below. 

Hence, like the subculhire of hunting dog enthusiasts, Neopagans are sensitive to outsider 
hfiuence, especially as this intensifies or dissipates with broader social trends. While hunting 
dog enthusiasts existed in a state of relative openness to the public for rnuch oftheir history, 
Neopagans have traditionally been highly secretive. As such, establiskg boundaries as a 
response to outsider influence is relative. For many local Neopagans and for the hunting dog 
club, boundaries became more 'solid' as these vulnerable groups feel a need to literdy close. 
They tend to hide their activities f?om public view and screen their members carefùlly. 
Converseiy, the deliberately public Ravenwood coven established more 'fluid' boundaries, by 
opening to the public. Hence, the Ravenwood coven represents to a certain extent an 
exception in this regard. 

doing public image work: contriving 

Contnving is more or less of an issue depending on the context within which a subcultural 
group is put in position to adapt. While contnving is more an individual and situational matter 
among members of relatively closed groups, more open groups must devote a considerable 
amount of their time to contrivances. The local Neopagan group deciding to remain obscure 
has fewer concems with contrivances than a hunting dog organization that p&s on an exhibit 
at regional outdoors shows twice a year, and even fewer than does a Neopagan group that has 
rebelliously decided to go public (and suffer the consequences). Contriving may therefore 



range in temis of degree of importance to a group. It may be of no real concem, or it may 
simply consume the group. It depends entirely on the wider social climate, but some decision 
with regard to doing image work is definitely made when members are faced with outsider 
influence. 

Consciously contriving a public stance and image, much like leaning toward openness, is 
generdy a characteristic of the less traditional groups of Neopagans. 1 would speculate that 
the normal state of affairs (that is7 their underground status) mitigates against any perception 
of a need for traditionalists to contrive a particular stance or image in the face of outsiders. 
image work is largely irrelevant for such groups many of whose members sustain complete 
secrecy. It is those groups whose members are already in the public eye for some reason and 
especially for those who are politicaiiy active that contrivances become important. These are 
people who are involved in encounters with outsiders as ambassadon of the subculture on a 
regular basis. Such is the case of many 'environmentalist,' 'indigenous,' or 'feminist7-pagans. 
Indeed, in 1986, Adler wrote that the Neopagan religion is often ccinterwoven with the 
visionary and artistic tradition, the ecology movement, the feminist movement, and the 
libertarian tradition'' (Adler 1 986: 6). 

It appears that much image manipulation is done by Neopagans as a result of contact with 
a politicaiiy correct subcuïture. The fairy widespread unity of environrnentalism or native 
traditionalism or ferninism and Neopaganism is just as often a marriage of convenience as it is 
a band-wagon effect. That is, I have heard individuais publicly justiS. or defend Wicca by 
mentioning its aftinities with trendy issues as often as 1 have seen trendy people convert to 
paganism to give an ancient and spiritual edge (or credential) to their pet political cause. 

[Some recommend] that Neopagans align thernselves with others who do not 
necessarily share their spintuality, but who nevertheless share the egalitarian ideal. 
Pagans should support pro-choice, gay and animai rights, and the rights of the poor 
and hungry (Orion 1995:237). 

Yeah, it c m  be *en& Iike "the religion of the week! " [002107] 

There is, in addition, some enlightening image work done by a number of acadernics and 
other intellectuals who have generated revisionist histones of Wttchcraft. In many cases this 
has been done in an effort to discredit persecutors (whose views find support in most 
unsympathetic historical and anthropological texts) and validate as legitimately religious the 
practices of pagans of modem tirnes. Among such proponents of the religion are Margot 
Adler (1 986) and Loretta Orion (1995). In this instance, image work may be seen as resulting 



directly fiom outsider influence and an example of the "targety7 taking the role of c'tactician" 
(refer to Prus 1995). 

It is dficult to say jua which 'objectionable' elements of the subculture are perhaps being 
painted over with a more acceptable contrived image. From my personal knowledge of 
Neopaganism, 1 wouid expect that for most groups there is nothing truly objectionable to 
hide. HistoncaUy, magic was practiced for purely benevolent reasuns. Moreover, 
proselytization, let alone revolution has never been the mandate of the subculture and 
therefore, in its purest form, Neopaganism does not harass or upset the social order. It does 
however, demand that the official sociai order be enforced to the letter. niat is, Neopagans 
expect to receive equal treatment in a 'piuralistic' North America. Even in less democratic 
societies, Neopagans are more likely to be a benign or positive political force than a negative 
one, as they vehemently support cultural and ideological 'pluraiism.' Thus, although 1 have 
never been privy to the contents of a coven's Book ofShCfdows, 1 strongly suspect that 
contriving a positive image is not relevant for groups of traditional Neopagans. They generally 
prefer not to be public and leave historical revisionism to academics and politicaily active 
pagans who are bent on 'setting the record straight.' 

It is most often when they are forced to defend themselves against charges of Satanism 
that most image work is done. Members recognize that a certain kind of Pagan imagery, most 
notably that which the Christian cornmunity has linked to Satanism, is Likely to elicit sociai 
disapproval among the public. The 'horned god7 is one. 

1 once saw a Neopagan fiown at the sight of "the homed god" depicted on a web site 
on the Intemet. The novice witch exclairned: WeZZ thal just set us back a few 
hndred years! Ooh, take that away! They [the public] won 't ~ppreciute rhar! 
[notes] 

Another image or symbol that may be associated with Satanism is the 'pentacle9(five pohted 
star). And as long as the occult tradition is associated with the hordjk~g and fnghtening 
images that appear at Haiiowe'en (Pagan new year), misconceptions and fear surrounding 
Witchcrafl (as a potential expression of Satanism) are highly uniikely to dissipate. 

I Wear my pentade al[ the tirne ... 1 had one girl say tu me last week, "Are you a 
witch? " andl suid " WeZI thar 's your choice of wordr, buut I com'der myself 
Wiccm. " 2 7 ~  's somebody 's expectation: When they see a pentacle. they call me Q 

witch [in the seme of Sataitism]. .. [O02 i O ( i ]  



As with the hunting dog organization members of groups at risk ofbeing labelled 
'deviant' are keenly aware of precisely what it is that members ofthe public are upset by. As 
a resdt, they txy to present themselves in such a manner as to dispel the myths that are the 
source of antagonisms. Ethical hunters try hard to portray themselves as such. They are 
conscious of being under public scrutiny and attempt to present themselves to the public as 
professioa responsible, and respectfid proponents ofthe sport. In the case of a local coven, 
members imagine how outsiders see them and then work toward shattering the sereotype by 
presenting aspects of thernselves as exemplary ambassadors to rebut the negative stereotype: 

I think thut [I don 't have probiems with the cornmuni@] becmrse people k71w who I 
am. 4.. they know I don 't sacrifice rabbits or gouf~, ... I believe t h  they wolrld 
Iisten. I don 't think [being quesîioned] w d d  be antagonistic, I thznk it worrld be 
~ fonut ive .  ..rfyou present yourself honestiy m d  people know that you are a goud 
person.. .and your heart is strong and noble und thai ym 're trot k i lhg  goats or 
sornething or sucnficing children. 1 meun once peopïe k r z w  you. the point is to 
present yourselfas a good person d when people know that. they 're not going to 
try to [cause y m  griefl ... [002104j 

In Georgia, the Ravenwood Witches were very conscious of the importance of positive 
image work. Fostering good public relations became part of the coven's three pronged 
strategy to fight for their civil right to fieedorn of religion (Scarboro et. al. 1994:21). They 
had interpreted the arrests that they had been subject to as "%olations of their religious rights" 
and decided "that those rights needed defending" (Scarboro et. al. 1994:22). Georgia was 
allegedly c%endly to &dom of religion" and the coven's founder had been informed that she 
was allowed to "practice freely" (Swboro et. al. 1994:22), but the State had tumed against 
them. 

Consequently, they worked hard to "establish neighbourly relations in the local 
community" (Scarboro et. al. 1994:32). They began to fashion a public image of opemess 
and conformity with many mainstrearn ideals such as 'mar~iage' by allowing the press to cover 
a 'handf;rsting7 a ceremony in which 

. . . we're gathered in a ritual [handfasting] . . . where you pledge one to another Dhat] 
you wül rem& faitfil in your love for as long as love lasts (Scarboro et. al. 
1 994: 24). 

They also cooperated with a number of mainstream and alternative newspapers in order to 
"put the coven's activities before the public in a favorable light" (Scarboro et. ai. 1994:24). 



The goal was to depict the coven in a "nonthreatening, kiendly mannef' (Scarboro et. al. 23). 
It was also important to entrench in case law their aatus as bortclfide religion, 

For the first time in the United States, a group of Witches [in 19821 had not only 
opened and maintained a public house, providing information about the Craft, 
extendhg an educational outreach to the community7 and withstanding hostility and 
threats, but had argued [successfdiy] in a court of law that the Craft was a legitirnate 
religious organization (Scarboro et. al. 1994:3 1). 

Hence, contriving an accepted h o t  entirely acceptable public image is especidy important 
for subcultural groups that are ofien in the public eye. Part of constnicting a more tolerable 
image includes making positive and recognizable associations. When the public is led to view 
the group as a variation on common and nonthreatening practices, the 'deviant' label is much 
less likely to be applied. 

It has been demonstrated that the generic social processes associated with Relating to the 
Subcultural Mosaic are at least potentially trans-situationaiiy or cross-contextudy relevant. 
These 'forms7 are indeed applicable to the groups studied, while the 'content' reveals 
dxerences, or variations that result fiom situationai contingencies. Through an analysis of the 
case of local Neopagans it has been found that as local groups at risk of being labelled 
'deviant,' they acknwIedge their relatiomhip to outsiders, anaIyze t h  relatzo~zship, and 
+t to outsider influence by changing, closïng, and contriving. 

This study of the inter-group relations of Neopagans is merely given as an exemplar, 
however. A much more thorough ethnographic study of this group for the purpose of such an 
analysis would have to be undertaken for these theoretical fïndings to be conclusive. 
However, it is my contention that analyses of other groups at risk of being labelled 'deviant' 
-radical environrnentalists, participants in tearoom trade, groups of wealthy/ hi& profile 
recreational drug users, even extremist Christian fundamentalists-are likely to yield similar 
results. That is, they too, may change, dose, and connive since they, too, may be at risk of 
being labelled 'deviant' in their respective social contexts. 

AU groups situated within a given subcultural mosaic are equally amenable to such an 
analysis of their inter-group relations. But the nature (and extent) of outsider 
uckmwIedgment, cllxalysis. and &zptation will vary widely depending on an infinite number 
of factors. The discovered ernpirical 'content7 is likely to be highly diverse, yet the concepnial 



'forms' will tend to be generic. Herein lies the rationale for considering empirical evidence for 
these concepts to occupy a point on one of the three continua (of change, closure, or 
contrivance). Hence, the generic social processes pertaining to Relating to the Subculturai 
Mosaic are designed to be tram-situational or cross-contextuai in their applicability. And 
funhemore, the genenc sub-processes of 'making adjustments,' 'establishing boundaries,' 
and 'doing public image work,' hold tme for all groups, including groups at risk of being 
labelled 'deviant' that change, dose, and contrive, respectively. 

C. Overview of the stu& 

The main thesis of this research is that members ofa group of hunting dog enthusiasts 
have become aware of some threat to their organization's existence, especidy through 
first-hand experience of disapprovd frorn and confiict with outsiders (formal organizations, 
the public); that they have analyzed the nature of this threat and have concluded that is the 
work of certain "moral entrepreneurs7' (''the antisY7) who are seeking to 'label thern 'deviant"' 
("'politicdy incorrect") (Becker 1963); and that they have acted upon the social changes that 
are influencing them by evolving ~bcultural adaptations. The research has thus documented 
how this group's reflectivity has led them to evolve subcdtural adaptations in response to a 
socio-political climate of poïitical correctness. In addition, it was speculated that in some 
cases, social change may result in the evolution of similar subculturd adaptations (such as 
changing. cclsing, and conWving) among other groups in the process of being labelled 
' deviant . ' 

The first chapter offered a Contextualization of the research. A brief description of the 
subject of the research, an individual club of an international versatile hunting dog 
organization, was given. The research problem to be explored was descnbed as an inquiry 
into the nature of the influence of social change, specificaliy the effects of the rise to 
prominence of the political correctness movement, upon the club. From there, the overd 
thesis of the shidy was m a r i z e d .  A f d y  detailed description of the group and its reason 
for existence was offered as weli as an abbreviated hiaory of the development of the 
organization at large and of the individual club. In addition, the theoretical and 
methodological perspectives informing the shidy were bnefly noted as they wodd be 
elaborated upon in subsequent chapters. It was çuggested that the rnanner in which the group 
studied has evolved subcultural adaptations to the influence of outsiders may be construed as 
'kans-situational" or "cross-contextuai" "generic social processes" (Pm 1987; 1994; 1996). 
This potential was indeed demonstrated in the final chapter [Culmination] through an 
application of the generic social processes generated by the study to.the case of Neopagans 
who, k e  hunting dog enthusiasts, are at risk of being iabelied 'deviant.' 



The second chapter, Theoretical htegration, presented the theoretical foundations 
which infomed the study. The works ofBlumer (1969) and Becker (1963) in particular were 
noted to be the most relevant to the "conflict interactionist" (Hilis 1980) approach taken. 
From there, the group was analyzed as being a subculture within the subculhual mosaic (see 
Prus, in press) that as a result of the work of ccmoral entrepreneurs7' was being Yabelled 
'deviant'" (Becker 1963) and consequently, has corne to share some of the manners of 
relaùng to others exhibited by other deviant subcultures. These included "rnanaging 
information7' (Gofian 1963; H e m  1994)' and "repudiating the other and working at 
self-elevation" (Anspach 1994). In addition, it was found that rnembers of this group were 
employing several Yechniques of neutralization7' (Sykes and Matza 1979) in order to resist 
imputations of deviance. Finally, it was argued that this group's subcultural adaptations 
(chtging, ciosing. and conlriving) may paralle1 the various management strategies of other 
invisible goups suddenly faced with the prospect of being labelled 'politically incorrect.' As 
such, this pdcular social process of adapting may be engaged in by all kinds of groups faced 
with hostile social change. By establishg possible linkages between the theoretical 
conclusions of these studies and the substantive theory generated by the original research, it 
was argued that this study contributes substantively to the study of deviance in general, and to 
labelhg theory in particular. Foilowing Prus (1 987; 1994; 1 W6), it was argued that human 
group life is more fully understood where the theories generated by case studies are fiamed as 
genenc social processes. This dows for research findings to have tram-situational or 
cross-contextual relevance. The chapter concluded with a proposal for a revision of and 
addendum to the list of generic social processes formulated by Pms. The inclusion of the 
category of genenc social processes, Relating to the Subcultural Mosaic among his categories 
pertaining to the study of everyday life would contribute to his work on both subcultural 
mosaics and the issue of power. 

In the third Chapter, Review of Substantive Literature on Deviant Croups, four 
ethnographic studies, the Tmmn-Dance Hall (1 969), Tearoom Trade (1 979, Doomsday Cuit 
(1 977), and the Rebels ( 1  99 l), were reviewed for their treatment of deviance as the outcome 
of inter-group relations and the quality of the theoretical development of their empincal 
findings. The chapter began with a brief introduction to the focus of the review-how it is 
that four ethnographers (Cressey 1969, Lofland 1977, Humphreys 1975, Wolf 199 1 ) attend to 
inter-group relations in their studies. Each goup's subcultural adaptations were discussed as 
they were presented (to varying degrees of explicitness) in their respective ethnographic 
studies. It was fond that attention to this aspect of a group's inter-group relations was very 
uneven across four ethnographies that were al2 stucii'es of deviant submItures. Throughout 
this discussion, the group of hunting dog enthusiasts studied was compared to and contrasted 



with the subcultures of the taxi-dance h d ,  the Divine Precepts, the tearoom, and the 
motorcycle gang. The chapter concluded with a critical review in which each ethnography 
was evaluated for its mindfulness of inter-group relations, its contributions to Our 
understanding of deviant groups, and the quality of the concepts, typology, or social processes 
that it generated, especidy in ternis of their ability to deepen Our understanding of human 
group Mie in general. 

The fourth chapter, Methodological Implementation began with a bief explmation of 
the study's historical development, or how the interest evolved and came to be selected as a 
topic for study. This was a personal account of my graduai involvement with the hunting 
tiaternity. Before moving Uito the methodological detaiis of the ethnography (its 'emergent 
and flexible' research design; 'empathie and immersive' qualitative data collection; 'inductive 
and ongoing' data analysis; cccgrounded" and "genenc"' theory generation (refer to Lofland 
and Lofland 1984, Lincoln and Guba 1985, Taylor and Bogdan 1984, Prus 1987; 1994; 
1996)), a discussion of the epistemology of the study was presented. An analysis of the 
assumptions undergirding the positivist and interpretivd naturalist approaches revealed that 
the latter was most attentive to the "negotiated," 'cactivity-based," c'reIational," 
c'multi-perspectivd," "intersubjective," c'processuai," and ' l i~listic~~ nature of "human group 
life7 (see Pms 1996). 

In the £ifth chapter, Relating to the Subcultural Mosaic, the research findings were 
presented in such a way as to emphasize how this study is one of the £ïrst empirïcal tests of the 
value of the genenc social processes mode1 proposed by Prus (1987; 1994; 1996). Here the 
research iindings were organized hto three proposed genenc social processes. m e r  offering 
a brief overview and rationale for the application of the generic social processes format, raw 
quotations Eom interviews were presented to illustrate the three generic social processes 
discovered via an ongoing analysis of the data. In the course of Relating to the Subcultural 
Mosaic, members of this group reported having acknowIedged a relatiomhip to outsiders that 
is highIy codictual through both indirect and direct experience. In addition to ordinary 
evidence available to a wide range of members of the subcdturd mosaic, members of this 
subculnire were confronted with the presence of outsiders through protests, face to face 
challenges, and violence. Their acknowledgment led to an anaiysis of misider perspectives 
andactivities that began with an identification of the outsider, and progressed to theorking 
about the nature of the outsider, and culminateci in a cnticai consideration of the outsider 
perspective (an acknowledgment of the validity of some of their arguments and the 
presentation of a set of defensive justifications). In response to the influence of outsiders, 
members have collectively adaptzd to outsider infuence by changing. closing, and 



~on~ving. That is, they have chmiged some of their activities and techniques, closed 
themselves off socidy and physically from outsiders, and connived a new stance and image in 
their interactions with the public at large. Without the generic social processes model, the 
hdings of this study may have seemed too esotenc. The generic social processes model 
emphasizes the necessity of wide-rmging conceptual applicability. As such, the approach 
facilitated the identification of social processes havhg the potential for tram-situationai or 
cross-contextuai relevance. 

D. Critique 

i - the ideal sihratiotz 

With adequate b d i n g  and suficient tirne, 1 would have üked to have done some further 
comparative studies to enhance my research. Comparative analyses can always make valuable 
contributions to studies of small groups. Ideaiiy, 1 would have gathered data from two or 
three oiher clubs of this organization. This wouid have enabled me to have a broader range of 
people from a variety of geographic locations and unique clubs to add to my sample. Another 
irnprovement to the study would have been a comparison of the experiences of the club 
çtudied, within its particular social context, with those of another club in a completely 
difEerent social context. For example, a comparison could have been made between rny group 
(which operates out of a highly urbanized location in Canada) and another group which 
operates out of nual  middle-Amenca. This would (I believe) strengthen my argument that the 
club has had to deveiop subculhiral adaptations in response to (hostile) outsider influence. 
From what I understand of the situation of most Amencan clubs, such a comparison would 
sharpen the con- between the inter-group relations of a conventional subculture and a 
subculture that is being labelled 'deviant.' Yet another comparative study could be made of 
the group that 1 studied and a group of non-specialist hunters (e-g. those that do not hunt with 
dogs, or have formed a club around a special-interest area of hunting, such as bow-hun~g). 
This khd of study would perhaps reveal more dramatically the nature of the hostile outsider 
influence directed at a more visible and easiiy stereotyped group and the (perhaps) more 
drastic measures that such a group might have had to take to avoid outsider influence. A 
comparative analysis of each group's relative ability to resist outsider influence could add 
valuable support to my contentions regarding the likely character of a group's subcultural 
adaptations. 

Another area in which my study could be improved is in its variety of data collection 
techniques. While I maintain that the combination of techniques that 1 did use (in-depth 
inte~ewing and participant observation) was ideal for the kind of study that was produced, 



some sort of content analysis of the group's communications might have added another 
dimension to the study. Although very Little is available that is produced by the group itself 
(e-g. newsletters, correspondence), the communications of the international organization, or 
even those of simiiar clubs could be analyzed to provide ncher detail and fùrther support for 
my findings. However, the content analysis can only be done d e r  sufncient research to 
understand insider meanings is completed. Of course, in this study, the group's 
communications and those of the international organization, and similar groups were 
consulteci, but they were not analyzed as part of a systematic and 'independent' data 
collection and data analysis project. Given adequate financial resources, the resultant 
'triangdation' of data collection techniques would have been a most interesthg addition to 
the thesis. 

Ultimately, however, 1 am very pleased with what 1 have been able to produce considering 
the various limitations with which 1 was faced. 1 was fomuüite to have been given a pointing 
dog (as a gift), to have akeady been a member of the broader subcuiture of hunters, to have 
been already equipped with two shotguns and a rifle (on loan), and to have had a haif-ton four 
by four (at the time of the study). Hence I was able to fit into the club and to participate as a 
full member without great inconvenience or additional expense. I was also very forninate to 
have had an excellent group of people to deal with and fiom which to derive a sample. Most 
hportantly, 1 think that very few people codd have carried out this kind of study. Granted, 1 
am no Daniel WoIfwith the courage to study a biker gang, but 1 am the kind of person that 
people are cornfortable t a h g  to and 1 am adventurous enough to try anything (alrnost). 
Both quaiities were highly important for the successfùl completion of thzs study. 1 had to be 
both very personable to be able to maneuver productively through this group of highly 
sociable people and 1 had to be sdiiciently knowledgeable and 'outdoorsy' to be treated Iike a 
credible member---particularly since 1 am a woman. 

ii - my contributions 

The most obvious contribution made by this study is to the development of a theory of 
subcdhird adaptation. My theoretical mode1 of subcultural adaptation (changing. closing, 
and contriving) attends to the position of targets and their ability to collectively resist outsider 
ifluence. The changng-~Iosing-~ontriving strategy is most applicable to groups at risk of 
being labelled 'deviant' who are attempting to resist the label, as weiî as groups labelled 
'deviant' who have been coping with outsiders through various accommodations for a very 
long time. The kind of strategizing that is conceptualized is especiaiIy relevant for groups that 
may be 'indirect' targets (e-g. deviant by association or due to W t i e s  with those directly 
labelled 'deviant'), as weli as targets who have had to 'build into' their subculture strategies to 



cope with outsider influence. The deveiopment of an explicit and distinct theory of the 
process and nature of subcultural adaptation and related predisposing factors is both an 
original and a valuable contribution to our understanding of how groups adjust to outsiders in 
the subculturai mosaic. 

Another obvious contribution of this study is to the corpus of symbolic interactionist 
theory, especiaiiy as it gives support to the conflict-interactionist perspective. That is, it 
illustrates the importance of accounting for the impact of power diffierentials arnong groups in 
the subculturai mosaic on the nature and evolution of the groups that we study. As an 
ethnographie snidy, it adds to the genre of qualitativdmterpretive sociology. This research 
also lends support and contributes to the fiirther development of the 'grounded theory' 
approach, as it demonstrates the value of building theories that are both grounded and 
'generic.' As such, the midy makes small but valuable contributions to the various 
'alternative' branches of sociology that represent a challenge to the mainsueam. 

This study also makes the important contribution of attending to the various social 
patterns associated with ''targethood." According to Pms, too many ethnographers faii to 
consider the roles and perspectives of both tacticians and targets in their analyses. In 
'Envisioning Power.. .," PNS highlights the existence of 'tacticians7' and "targets" in an effort 
to remedy a generai negiect of 'larget roles." He argues that ''target roles" have been 
''understated and understudied" (Prus 1995: 17). In contras, rny own work focused from its 
earliest development on targets and their: "(a) definitions of situations; @) notions of 
wlnerability; (c) practices of self-restraint; (d) styles (and tactics) of neutralizing the iduence 
of endeavors they encounter; and (e) capacities to act back on those endeavoring to infiuence 
them. As well as: (f) the ways in which targets deal with influence work over time and across 
situations on either individual, interactive, or collective bais.. .[and] (g) matters of target 
enterprise" (Prus 1995: 17). 

Additional support for attending to power as a social process is also provided by my 
study. Prus argues that since power is a social process and not a static structure, it is 
"amenable to a naturai history or career analysis" (Prus 1995: 12). This is well demonstrated in 
my own research. 1 have sought to trace the timing and nature of definitions of situations 
relating to aspects of infiuence and control and how it is that group members take these 
definitions into account as they develop lines of collective action. 1 have also attended to the 
practical nature of their anticipated lines of action and the continuous adjustment techniques 
that they use when relating to others (Prus 1995: 12). 



This research also contributes sipnificantly to the development of the 'genenc social 
processes approach.' In addition to being an e m p l e  ofthe generic social processes 
approach, this study contnbutes to the development of the approach itself'through various 
proposals and revisions. For example, in this mdy, a set of categones of the generic social 
processes of everyday Life is proposeci. Although it is based in large measure on the ideas of 
Prus my generic social processes of everyday life is a more coUectivity-oriented listing (whiie 
Prus' is more social-psychological and given at the individual level); more economicai (fewer 
in number and more concise); more processud (listed in a manner that refiects the career of 
the subculture and expressive of members' practical activities); more empiricdy justifiable 
(coherent and based on processes that are intrinsic to subcultural existence in contrast to 
several of Pms' genenc social processes which ofien remain too esoteric, despite his efforts at 
cross-contextual applicability); more attentive to social order (the subculhiral mosaic); and 
more genenc (as they intend to be appIicable to the widest variety of subcultural groups). 
Hence, the study offers a partial test of the viability of Prus' genenc social processes and a 
rehement of his approach. 

iii - the next phme 

In order to fiirther develop the areas of study touched on in the present research it is 
important that the genenc social processes pertaining to inter-group relations and the 
sub-processes (chcmgiing, dosing. conrnving) of subcu1tural adaptation be given a number 
and variety of empirical tests of their applicability for and value to other studies of both 
conventional and deviant subcultures. Studies of conventional subcultures may be able to 
employ my theoretical model depending on the nature of the outsider influence that the group 
is experiencing (e.g. cooperative, cornpetitive, rather than confiictual). Studies that focus on 
subcultural adaptations of groups at risk of being labeiied 'deviant' which employ my mode1 
of sub-cultural adaptation (chmging, closing. contrivng) wwould contnbute signincantly to the 
testing and refinement of these genenc social processes. It would be interesting for 
ethnographers to study such subcultural activities at risk of being labelied 'deviant' as 
sport-fishg, the operation of certain kinds of retrograde (physicdy and socially 'unde') 
workplaces, the keeping of animals in captivity (i.e. various zoos in disrepute), and the 
operation of 'environmentaiiy u&endly' industries. Such studies could test out the 
applicability of the changing-clossing-contnMng mode1 of subcuitural adaptation, as weii as 
the more general a c ~ ~ ~ I e d g i n g - ~ ~ a ~ z i n g ~ t i n g  model of Relating to the Subcultural 
Mosaic. 



Additional research studies employïng the model of inter-group relations that 1 have 
proposed is necessary for a lasting and more refined contribution to be made to the study of 
both deviant and conventional subcultures. WMe deviant subcuitures may be seen as having 
conflictual and or cornpetitive inter-group relations with outsiders, conventional subcultures 
rnay have cooperative inter-group relations with other groups in a given subdtural rnosaic. It 
is important that ethnographers not indicate (even by default) that their group is operating in a 
social vacuum Members of even the most remote and inaccessible groups are aware today 
that there are indeed others 'out there.' This awareness changes everything. It forces 
comparkons, evaluations, and all manner of interpretations that can infiuence how 
collectivities elect to act in response. Granted, some of the most dramatic responses are likeiy 
to occur in groups (at risk of being) labeiled 'deviant.' Nonetheless, al1 ethnographic studies, 
and most certaidy those of deviant subcultures, would benefit fiom the application of the 
generic social processes pertaining to Relating to the Subcultural Mosaic, as this focuses 
attention on the subcultural rnosaic and undermines the frequently irnplied assumption that 
groups operate in a social vacuum. Studies of aU manner of subcultural groups are possible 
tests of the uc~owiedgrirg-~~~~u~zing-CIII(oting model. This is because no subculturai group 
operates in a social void and regardless of how inherentiy interestkg the intra-group features 
of certain subcdtures are, part of the Me of the group is somehow bound-up with outsiders 
whose inevitable influence should be attendeci to. 

The construction ofa complete and grounded Iist of categones of generic social processes 
to represent fundamental processes intrinsic to subcultural enactment and existence would be 
the most important contribution other midies of this style could make to interpretive 
sociology at large. It is desirable for fiituce ethnographic studies of deviant and conventional 
subcultures to frame their findings as generic social processes with a view to achieving this 
end. Although the particula. interpretive approach that I have taken to this study is admittedly 
not everyone's cup of tea (even among interpretivist colleagues), I stiU think that much is to 

be gained by a development of the findings of ethnographic shidies as generic social 
processes. My atternpts at linking the contributions made by other researchers to my own 
study convinced me fiirther of the necessity for the formulation of social process that are 
fkmed and worded in such a rnanner as to quickly indicate far ranging applicability. That is 
not to say that researchers have not been able to apply the insights of others to their own 
studies (obviously, 1 have managed to do so myself), what is being argued here is that with a 
linle foresight and will to facilitate the work of others on the pan of researchers, theoretical 
concepts might be 'shmed' much more e a d y  and fiepently by taking a generic social 
processes apprroach. 



Aç one very srnail substantive study, the present research generates only a cursory and 
very tentative proposal for such a iist of generic social processes that are fundamental to 
subcultural enactrnent and operation. The focus of the study offers oniy a portion of such a 
list relative to the category of generic social processes, Relating to the Subcultural Mosaic. If 
the genenc social processes approach becomes more widely accepted and other ethnographers 
employ it to develop their research fkdings, then it is possible that eventuaily the individual 
sets of generic social processes generated by separate studies can be pieced together to create 
a more complete iist of genenc social processes of everyday Iife. Although it is possible for 
nich a list to be 'theorized' into existence, it is preferable that the generic social processes are 
generated by empirical studies. 

E. The ftîture ... ..... ? 

Since the revision of the first draft of this thesis there has been a fair bit of CCanti" activity . 
In the latest issue of a regional sporting magazine readers were being kept apprised of the 
anti-fishing activities of an animal welfare organization; in the local paper it is reported that 
animal rights and anti-hunting organizations are protesthg the fulfillment of a dying child's 
1st wish to hunt a Kodiak bar; and on the Trans-Canada Highway a billboard poster 
depicting a bear cub announces, 'cOrphaned. Stop the Spring Bear Hunt." Certainly members 
of the group studied are not being 'paranoid. ' A substantial threat to them and to the sporthg 
fiatemity at large exists and appears to be gaining momentum. Once again one is led to 
wonder what they are going to do. 

One of the most important points underlined by my research is that social iife is indeed an 
'ongoing accomplishment.' As such, the role of human agency on the course of history is not 
to be underestirnated. Not only has a cluster of special interest groups been able to lead a 
moral crusade that has resulted in a fiindamentai challenge to a powerful establishment, but 
aiso, members of a linle known subcultural group have evolved a set of subcultural 
adaptations that have largely kept them out of harm's way. 

Upon recognition of a threat to their activities, this subcultwal group has demonstrated 
the capacity to analyze their situation rationally and act reflectively. Moreover, the 
explanations given for their expenence of mord disapproval were varied and astute, in 
addition to being entirely plausible. For example, they blamed alienation from nature, the 
anthropomorphization of nature, and urban culture for much of the public opposition. Most 
impressive, however, is their recognition of the signïficance of their image and of their own 
ability to reshape that image for the new era. Hence, barring fatal legislative action, and in 



spite of ongoing inter-subcultural honility, 1 think their subcultural adaptations may weli 
sustain them into the next cenniry. 

My interest in this topic originated in my ongoing fascination with the social construction 
of deviance. In retrospect, I think that examining the assignent of outsider stahis to 'the 
establishment,' so to spe* provided me with an opportunity for personal growth. 

Over the course of my journey of discovery, I have had to re-examine and reconsider my 
roles of insider and outsider in relation to this group, not oniy in a methodological sense, but 
in a politicai sense, as well. That is, I have been led to contemplate at various points my place 
in the reai world as a simultaneous member of two conflicting subcultural blocs within the 
subcuitural mosaic. 1 do not believe that just anyone could have studied this group. 1 think 
that 1 have occupied a privileged position of very well informed marginaiity, that is, 1 know 
both sides of the fence equaliy weU and feel the same amount of cornmitment to each. 

1 believe that my knowledge of and support for radical environmentalism, traditionai 
indigenous hunting economies, animal welfare, and vegan vegetarimisrn ailowed me not only 
to maintain a critical distance frorn the subject of my research, but also to reconsider my own 
participation in moral crusades. As 1 suggested eariier in this volume, 1 lave  the field with my 
fundamental values intact. However, I am far less inched to attempt to impose them on 
others now that 1 have witnessed the possible effects. The possibility of the end of hunting 
d k t ~ r b s  me as much as veal f&g, but the possibility of the end of our noble hunting dog 
breeds and the loss of traditional survival skilis and a sense of dependency upon nature 
disturbs me more than the spectacle of 'bloodsport.' My absolutism on several matters has 
been entirely eliminated: 1 am now willing to pay the price of my share in democracy. 

... we say, "<pIetty well, the law is there zo caler to you and me. and if1 stick Io my 
si&, you stick to your side. you know? Our opinions are our own, d y o u  mighi 
not like it, but too bad! Nah-nah-&-nah nah-nah! " So what ehe are you going to 

sq... ?! [001207] 
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